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Résumé
Dans les génomes bactériens, les fréquents transferts horizontaux de gènes (HGT) intro-
duisent des innovations génomiques qui peuvent entraîner la diversiﬁcation des popula-
tions bactériennes. À l’inverse, la recombinaison homologue (RH) au sein des populations
homogénéise leurs génotypes, et ainsi renforce leur cohésion. Ces processus d’échange
génétique, et la fréquence à laquelle ils interviennent au sein et entre les populations,
doivent avoir un grand impact sur la cladogénèse bactérienne. Au-delà de la conﬁguration
des échanges qui se sont réellement produits entre les bactéries, les traces de RH et de HGT
que nous observons dans leurs génomes reﬂètent les événements qui ont été ﬁxés tout au
long de leur histoire. Ce processus de ﬁxation peut être biaisé en ce qui concerne la nature
des gènes ou allèles qui ont été introduits. La sélection naturelle peut notamment conduire
à la ﬁxation des gènes transférés qui apportent de nouvelles adaptations écologiques. En
outre, des biais mécaniques dans le processus de recombinaison lui-même peuvent con-
duire à la ﬁxation d’allèles non-adaptatifs. Nous avons cherché à caractériser certains de
ces processus adaptatifs et non-adaptatifs qui façonnent les génomes bactériens. À cette
ﬁn, plusieurs aspects de l’évolution des génomes, comme les variations de leurs répertoires
de gènes, de leur architecture et de leur composition en nucléotides ont été examinés à la
lumière de leur histoire de transfert et de recombinaison.
Les séquencesgénomiquesdesbactéries encodent la totalitéde leurs adaptations écologiques
et constituent en même temps l’enregistrement de l’histoire de leur diversiﬁcation. Nous
avons utilisé le complexe d’espèces Agrobacterium tumefaciens (At), un groupe divers de
bactéries associées aux plantes comme modèle pour rechercher dans leurs génomes des sig-
natures d’adaptations écologiques associées à leur histoire de diversiﬁcation. Nous avons
exploré la diversité du répertoire de gènes du taxon, d’abord en utilisant la technique
d’hybridation génomique comparative (CGH), puis en utilisant les séquences génomiques
pour reconstruire l’histoire évolutive des gènes dans les génomes. Pour ce faire, nous avons
conçu une nouvelle approche phylogénétique pour la reconstruction de génomes ances-
traux tenant compte des événements de transfert horizontal et de duplication des gènes.
Cette approche identiﬁe les groupes de gènes co-transférés ou co-dupliqués. L’utilisation de
ce signal régional dans les génomes améliore la conﬁance et la précision de la datation des
événements inférés. Les informations sur l’histoire reconstruite des génomes – y compris
les arbres de gènes, les événements de transfert et de duplication, les blocs de gènes ayant
co-évolué, les synténies, les annotations fonctionnelles ... – sont compilées dans une base
de données intégrative, Agrogenom, et peuvent être visualisées et interrogées à travers une
interface Web interactive.
A partir des proﬁls CGH et des génomes ancestraux reconstruits, nous avons identi-
ﬁé des gènes spéciﬁques des principaux clades au sein d’At. La plupart d’entre eux sont
organisés en grands blocs de gènes ayant co-évolué et qui codent des voies métaboliques
cohérentes. Cette organisation constitue une déviation par rapport à un modèle neutre de
transfert, indiquant que ces gènes sont sous sélection puriﬁcatrice. Les gènes spéciﬁques
de chaque espèce génomique et du complexe d’espèces At dans son ensemble codent de
façon récurrente des fonctions liées à la production de métabolites secondaires sécrétés
ou de matrice extra-cellulaire, ainsi que des fonctions référant au métabolisme de com-
posés d’origine végétale tels que les composés phénoliques et les acides aminés. Ces gènes
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spéciﬁques de clade déﬁnissent ainsi des micro-niches spéciﬁques au sein d’un même
macro-environnement où l’interaction avec une plante hôte est primordiale. Ceci suggère
que la diﬀérenciation écologique des clades d’At a eu lieu à travers le partitionnement des
ressources écologiques disponibles dans la rhizosphère des plantes.
D’après les histoires reconstituées des gènes, nous avonsmontré l’intensité des transferts
de gènes au sein des espèces génomiques d’At, mais aussi l’occurrence de transferts entre
espèces génomiques et clades plus anciens. Certains gènes déﬁnissant les niche écologiques
ont parfois été partagés par des clades éloignés, ce qui a pu induire leur compétition pour
des ressources partagées. Cependant, chaque clade est caractérisé par une combinaison spé-
ciﬁque de gènes prédisant des traits écologiques uniques, et dont l’expression semble être
coordonnée par des systèmes de régulation impliquant la perception des signaux environ-
nementaux spéciﬁques. Ce faisant, des clades divergents sont susceptibles de maintenir des
niches écologiquesdiﬀérenciées, leurpermettant de cohabiter dans l’habitat rhizosphérique.
Une autre caractéristique des organismes cellulaires est le contenu en nucléotides G et
C de leur génome, qui est connu pour varier considérablement entre génomes et en leur
sein. Chez les mammifères, et probablement plus généralement chez les Eucaryotes, ces
diﬀérences intra-génomiques du contenu en bases G et C (GC%) se révèlent être fortement
inﬂuencées par les variations régionales dans les taux de recombinaison à long terme.
Ceci est causé par un phénomène appelé conversion génique biaisée vers G/C (gBGC),
qui favorise la ﬁxation de mutations vers G ou C dans les régions de forte recombinaison.
En revanche, au sein des génomes bactériens, l’hétérogénéité en GC% entre gènes est
traditionnellement considérée comme une preuve de la multiplicité de leurs origines, en
raison de transferts horizontaux fréquents, mais lemécanisme qui sous-tend la composition
biaisée des gènes transférés est encore inconnu. Des études récentes ont suggéré qu’une
mystérieuse force sélective favorisant un GC% plus élevé existe chez les bactéries, mais la
possibilité qu’il pourrait s’agir de la gBGC a été exclue.
Nous avons montré que la gBGC est probablement à l’œuvre dans la plupart, sinon
toutes les espèces bactériennes. D’abord, nous trouvons une relation positive entre le GC%
d’ungène et le signed’événements de recombinaison intra-géniques, et ce dans un ensemble
divers de clades bactériens. Deuxièmement, nous montrons que la force évolutive respons-
able de cette tendance entre en conﬂit avec la sélection pour l’usage de codons synonymes
optimaux, en particulier pour ceux se terminant par A ou U. Nous proposons que la gBGC,
précédemment considérée comme spéciﬁque aux eucaryotes sexués, existe également chez
les bactéries et pourrait donc être une caractéristique ancestrale des organismes cellulaires.
Nous discutons de rôle possible de la gBGC comme cause de nombreuses observations de
la génomique bactérienne jusqu’alors inexpliquées, comme le non-équilibre apparent des
patrons de substitution de nucléotides, l’hétérogénéité de la composition des gènes dans
les génomes, et la corrélation générale entre la taille du génome et le GC%.
Nous avons montré que le transfert de gènes et la recombinaison homologue peuvent
contribuer à la diﬀusion et à l’entretien des adaptations, mais qu’en même temps le trans-
fert de gène peut induire des coûts adaptatifs à travers la concurrence pour les ressources
écologiques communes, et que la recombinaison homologue peut interférer avec la sélection
via la ﬁxation neutre d’allèles riche en G/C. Cela révèle l’existence de compromis complexes
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dans l’évolution des génomes bactériens, qui ne peuvent êtremieux compris qu’à la lumière
de la reconstruction complète de leur histoire.
Mots-clés : Reconciliations, genome ancestral, transfert de gène, cladogénèse bactérienne,
ecologie inverse, Agrobacterium tumefaciens, recombinaison homologue, contenu en GC.
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Abstract
Bacterial genomes, a tale of gene transfer, recombination and cladogenesis.
In bacterial genomes, the frequent horizontal gene transfers (HGT) introduce genomic
novelties that can promote the diversiﬁcation of bacterial populations. In opposition, ho-
mologous recombination (HR) within populations homogenizes their genotypes, enforcing
their cohesion. These processes of genetic exchange, and their patterns of occurrence among
andwithin lineages, must have a great impact on bacterial cladogenesis. Beyond the pattern
of exchanges actually occurring between bacteria, the traces of HR and HGT we observe in
their genomes reﬂect what events were ﬁxed throughout their history. This ﬁxation process
can be biased regarding the nature of genes or alleles thatwere introduced. Notably, natural
selection can drive the ﬁxation of transferred genes that bring new ecological adaptations.
In addition, some mechanical biases in the recombination process itself may lead to the
ﬁxation of non-adaptive alleles. We aimed to characterize such adaptive and non-adaptive
processes that are shaping bacterial genomes. To this end, several aspects of genome evolu-
tion, such as variations of their gene repertoires, of their architecture and of their nucleotide
composition were examined in the light of their history of transfer and recombination.
Genomic sequences of bacteria code all of their ecological adaptations and at the same
time are the record of their diversiﬁcation history. We used the Agrobacterium tumefaciens
(At) species complex, a diverse group of plant-associated bacteria as a model to search
for genomic signatures of ecological adaptation in relation to diversiﬁcation. We explored
the gene repertoire diversity of the taxon, ﬁrst using micro-array comparative genome
hybridization (CGH), and then using genome sequences to reconstruct the evolutionary
history of genes in genomes. For this purpose, we designed a new phylogenetic approach
for reconstruction of ancestral genomes, accounting for events of horizontal transfer and
duplication of genes. This approach identiﬁes groups of co-transferred/duplicated genes.
Using this regional signal in genomes provides better conﬁdence and accuracywhen dating
the events. Informations on reconstructed genome history – including gene trees, transfer
and duplication events, blocks of co-evolved genes, syntenies, functional annotations. . . –
are compiled in an integrative database, Agrogenom, which can be visualized and queried
through an interactive web interface.
From these CGH proﬁles and reconstructed ancestral genomes, we identiﬁed genes
speciﬁc to major clades within At. Most of these were organized in large blocks of co-
evolved genes that encoded coherent pathways. This organization constitute a deviation
relative to a neutral model of transfer, indicating these genes are under purifying selection.
Genes speciﬁc to each genomic species and to the At species complex as a whole recurrently
encoded functions linked to production of secreted secondary metabolites or extracellular
matrix, and to the metabolism of plant-derived compounds such as phenolics and amino-
acids. These clade-speciﬁc genes likely constitute parallel adaptations to life in interaction
with host plants. This suggest that ecological diﬀerentiation of clades occurred through
partitioning of the ecological resources available in plant rhizospheres.
From the reconstructed histories of genes, we showed that intensive mixing occurred
within genomic species of At, but also that much genetic exchanges occurred between ge-
nomic species and higher clades. This sometimes caused putative niche-specifying genes
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to be shared by distant clades, potentially inducing competition for shared resources. How-
ever, each clade could be characterized by a speciﬁc combination of genes predicting unique
ecological traits, and whose expression seems to be coordinated by regulation systems in-
volving perception of speciﬁc environmental signals. Thereby, diverged clades are likely
maintaining diﬀerentiated ecological niches enabling their cohabitation in the rhizospheric
habitat.
Another characteristic feature of cellular organisms is the GC-content of their genome,
which is known to varywidely both among andwithin genomes. Inmammals andprobably
more generally in Eukaryotes, these intra-genomic diﬀerences of GC-content were shown
to be strongly inﬂuenced by regional variations in long-term recombination rates. This
is caused by a phenomenon called GC-biased gene conversion (gBGC), which favours
the ﬁxation of G/C mutations in recombining regions. In contrast, in bacterial genomes,
the heterogeneity of GC-content among genes is traditionally seen as evidence for their
multiplicity of origins, due to frequent HGT, but the mechanism underlying the biased
composition of transferred genes is still unknown. Recent studies have suggested that a
mysterious selective force favouring higher GC-content exists in Bacteria but the possibility
that it could be gBGC has been excluded.
We have shown that gBGC is probably at work in most if not all bacterial species. First
we ﬁnd a consistent positive relationship between the GC-content of a gene and evidence
of intra-genic recombination events in a large spectrum of diverse bacterial clades. Second,
we show that the evolutionary force responsible for this pattern conﬂicts with selection for
optimal synonymous codons, speciﬁcally for AU-ending codons. We propose that gBGC,
ﬁrst thought to be speciﬁc to sexual Eukaryotes, exists in Bacteria and could therefore be
an ancestral feature of cellular organisms. We discuss the potential of gBGC to account
for many previously unexplained observations of bacterial genomics, such as the appar-
ent non-equilibrium of base substitution patterns, the heterogeneity of gene composition
within genomes, and the general correlation between genome size and GC-content.
Altogether, we showed that HGT and homologous recombination can contribute to the
diﬀusion and maintenance of adaptations, but at the same time HGT can induce ﬁtness
costs through competition for shared ecological resources, and homologous recombination
can interfere with selection through neutral ﬁxation of GC-rich alleles. This reveals the
existence of complex trade-oﬀs in the evolution of bacterial genomes, which might be better
understood under the light of more comprehensive reconstruction of their history.
Keywords: Reconciliations, ancestral genome, gene transfer, bacterial cladogenesis, re-
verse ecology, Agrobacterium tumefaciens, homologous recombinaison, GC-content.
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1
Introduction
In the quest for understanding the mechanisms responsible for the huge diversity of bacte-
rial genomes, it is tempting to systematically invoke to the adaptation of bacterial lineages to
their environment.
However, onemust consider that the extant diversity is the result of a complex evolutionary
process combining neutral processes, historical contingency and adaptation.
Thus, to gauge the role of adaptation in the diversiﬁcation of bacterial genomes, it is
crucial to account for both the neutral processes that generate diversity and the sequence of
evolutionary events that shaped the genomes.
In the presentwork, wewill explore bacterial genomes in a historical context to decipher the
relative part of adaptive versus non-adaptive evolution resulting from cladogenesis, horizontal
gene transfer and homologous recombination.
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1.1 Bibliographical review
The following text including sections 1.1.1 to 1.1.4 are adapted froma review chapter titled "Evolution
of Prokaryotic Pangenomes" that we published in 2012 in a book under the editorial direction of M.
Pilar Francino (Francino MP. 2012. Horizontal Gene Transfer in Microorganisms. Horizon Scientiﬁc
Press).
Since Woese and Fox (1977) and the discovery of the two ancient ‘kingdoms’ of Bacteria
and Archaea, molecular biologists have been constantly revising their perception of the abun-
dance and variety of microbial life, and the processes driving their evolution. In recent years,
comparison of genome sequences from closely related species and strains of the same species
have revealed a yet unforeseen diversity of gene repertoires, much larger than could have been
predicted by their morphologies or apparent biochemical capabilities. A puzzling observation
is that much of the variation of gene content, and hence of functional repertoires, is speciﬁc
of strains, owing to frequent horizontal transfer. This questions the genomic coherence and
ecological signiﬁcance of named taxa. However, it is not clear what fraction of genomes are
under selective pressure and are actually important in deﬁning the ecology of organisms on
the long term.
To tackle the role of selection in shaping the gene content of genomes, one must ﬁrst
understand the processes generating their diversity. Cladogenesis in prokaryotes is intimately
associated to their history of horizontal gene transfer and homologous recombination. We will
present here a review of the current knowledge on the mechanisms impacting the evolution of
gene repertoires in prokaryotes, and present theoretical models that integrate their role during
cladogenesis.
1.1.1 Gene repertoires and the organization of prokaryotic genomes
Prokaryotic genomes share global features that make them readily distinguishable from
most eukaryotic ones. Eukaryotes are thought to accumulate DNA in their genomes by either
duplication, invasion of transposable elements or insertion of endoviruses and usually harbour
a high proportion of non-coding DNA. As a result, the coding capacity of a eukaryotic genome
can be as low as 5%, for instance for the human genome. Prokaryotic genomes, on the
other hand, are rather dense in genes, with usually around 80% of a genome coding for
proteins. This compactiongoes alongwith anoptimizedorganizationof thegenetic information
reﬂecting the action of cellular processes such as genome replication and gene expression. For
instance, the asymmetric nature ofDNA replication, with a lagging strand and a leading strand,
impacts bacterial genome organization (Rocha and Danchin, 2003) as well as compositional
and mutational patterns (Lobry and Sueoka, 2002). Similarly, the polarity of replication, from
origin (ori locus) to terminus (ter), also leaves marks on circular bacterial chromosomes, as
the composition in A+T nucleotide and evolutionary rates of genes near the terminus are
generally higher (Daubin andPerrière, 2003). In the case of fast-growingbacteria, chromosomes
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replicate faster than the cell divides, which generates a strong selective pressure for relocating
genes requiring high expression rates within the region of the origin of replication (Couturier
and Rocha, 2006). Although the replication process in Archaea may diﬀer in many points
from the one observed in Bacteria, they share some of their characteristics, notably the strand
composition asymmetry (Myllykallio et al., 2000). Bacterial chromosomes also seem to be
divided into regions diﬀering in their average gene expression level. Functionally related genes
are often co-transcribed in operons and sometimes further clustered in superoperons that can be
widely conserved among prokaryotes, like ribosomal superoperons or pilus biosynthesis loci
(Lathe et al., 2000). Finally, chromosomal macro-domains, deﬁned following the ori-ter axial
symmetry, form units of megabase size that seem to be globally regulated through topological
constraints (Esnault et al., 2007).
As these features are conserved among themajority of prokaryotes, the constraints imposed
by the replication and expression processes on the structure of bacterial chromosomes must be
very strict. Indeed, disruption of themacro-domain symmetry appears to be highly detrimental
in E. coli (Esnault et al., 2007). The existence of strong selection for chromosomal organization
in the whole bacterial kingdom is conﬁrmed by the good conservation of general gene order
between pairs of chromosomes of even moderately related strains (Rocha, 2006).
Despite these common organization principles, prokaryotic genomes are extremely diverse.
Massive genome sequencing revealed an unexpected diversity of gene sequences. At the
evolutionary scale of the whole prokaryotic world, hundreds of thousands of diﬀerent genes
have been inventoried in genomic databases (Penel et al., 2009;Muller et al., 2010). This number
is immense, especially in regard to the estimation that fewer than 50 genes are conserved
among all prokaryotes, most of which are involved in translation (Charlebois and Doolittle,
2004). All other processes, even those that are deemed essential, such as DNA replication and
central metabolism, are apparently not homologous among all prokaryotes. This suggests that,
through evolution, most of the ancestral genetic information has been replaced, at least in some
lineages.
Although this pattern of loss and gain of genes may not be surprising at the scale of several
billion years, the same applies at every phylogenetic depth, from phylum to species (Daubin
and Ochman, 2004b; Lerat et al., 2005; van Passel et al., 2008). Recent sequencing of several
strains of the same species revealed that the gene content of strains within a species diﬀers
markedly while the overall genomic organization is conserved. The comparison of 20 strains
of E. coli showed that the species’ core genome – those genes common to all strains – consists
of only ~2000 genes, less than half the average genome size of a strain (Touchon et al., 2009).
The remaining genes in each genome are shared by only a fraction of all strains, with the
majority being unique to only one. This demonstrates that species are much more diverse than
previously suggested by molecular phylogenies based on core genes, and raises the question of
what makes the unity of species. The very notion of species is challenged by these facts and a
deﬁnition for prokaryotic species is still sought and intensely debated (Achtman and Wagner,
2008). The extent of gene diversity within a species can simply be measured by looking at
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the size of its pangenome, which corresponds to all genes represented in at least one of the
genomes of the considered species. For instance, the pangenome of E. coli is approximately
18,000 genes when considering currently sequenced genomes (Touchon et al., 2009). Currently
available pangenome data suggest that many species, such as Streptococcus agalactiae (Tettelin
et al., 2005), Vibrio cholerae (Vesth et al., 2010) or Burkholderia pseudomallei (Ussery et al., 2009),
have an ‘open’ pangenome where sampling of new genomes invariably reveals the existence
of new genes. In contrast, other species seem to have limited gene repertoire diversity, such
as Bacillus anthracis, for which no new gene has been found after sampling of four strains,
indicating a ‘closed’ pangenome. Similar results were obtained in another recent study using
data from almost one hundred genomes of the two sister species Campylobacter jujeni and C. coli,
which established their common pangenome as ‘closed’ at 3000 genes (Lefébure et al., 2010). A
closed pangenome usuallymeans a recent speciation event with no genome diversiﬁcation, but
in the case of Campylobacter, it is unsure that the sequenced epidemic strains can be considered
a good representative set of the existing species diversity (Lefébure et al., 2010). The population
pyramid of genes within a species is rather like a column, with pedestal and capital, i.e. peaks
of frequency for genes restrained to a small set of genomes at the basis and for core genes at
the top Figure 1.1 (Rocha, 2008; Touchon et al., 2009; Lefébure et al., 2010). This suggests that
within a species, genomes are made of a relatively stable set of genes present in almost every
genome (the ‘stabilome’) (Vesth et al., 2010), and of a variable set of genes, which may even be
strain speciﬁc.
The diversity of bacterial pangenomes adds up to the immensity of the protein universe.
In fact, the large set of homologous protein families obtained by merging all prokaryotic
pangenomes displays a U-shaped distribution of frequencies similar to that obtained for genes
among genomes (Koonin and Wolf, 2008; Lapierre and Gogarten, 2009). This shows that much
of the protein diversity consists of sporadic proteins occurring in a very restricted range of
genomes, a large fraction of which correspond to ORFans, i.e. putative coding sequences
which are unique to a genome.
How can bacterial genomes reconcile their optimized, constrained and highly conserved
organization with so much variation in their content? Alignments of genomes of strains from
the same species reveal they share a backbone of core genes with conserved order, inter-spaced
with sporadic genes. Touchon et al. (2009) showed that in the E. coli species, most insertion
occurred in a small set of discrete loci. This is in line with the assumption that the disruption
of the genomic organization is highly detrimental, and only few sites allow neutral insertion
of foreign DNA.
1.1.2 The dynamics of the pangenome
It has long been known that in many bacterial species large fractions of the genome have
been acquired ‘recently’ by horizontal gene transfer (HGT) (Médigue et al., 1991). These
fractions are recognizable because the genes they contain show a codon usage which diﬀers
markedly from that of the rest of the genome. Such anomalous composition is thought to be a
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Figure 1.1: The pangenomes of Escherichia coli and Brucella spp.
This plot represents the frequency of genes within 22 sequenced strains of E. coli and nine
sequenced strains of Brucella spp., which includes genomes from ﬁve identiﬁed species (B.
melitentis, B. suis, B. abortus, B. ovis and B. canis). These two pangenomes have very diﬀerent
dynamics, with a relatively small, closed pan-genome in Brucella spp. and a large open one in
E. coli. Data from Hogenom release 5 (http://pbil.univ-lyon1.fr/databases/hogenom/).
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trace of the donor’s genome composition, currently in ‘amelioration’ towards the normal codon
use of the new host (Lawrence and Ochman, 1997). The variability of gene repertoires within
a species and the elevated number of strain-speciﬁc genes suggest high rates of gene gain and
loss within a lineage, typically higher than nucleotide substitution (Hao and Golding, 2006).
For instance, when comparing two E. coli strains, orthologous sequences show less than 5%
divergence at the nucleotide level, while gene content can diﬀer by a thousand genes (~1 Mb)
corresponding to more than 20% genomic dissimilarity (Touchon et al., 2009). Gene gain and
loss thus represent themajor source of innovation in prokaryotic genomes, as themodiﬁcations
of gene repertoires can strongly aﬀect cellular metabolism and morphology. Such changes can
eﬃciently provide prokaryotes with opportunities for adaptation to new ecological niches.
It is yet unclear how much of the observed diﬀerences among genomes are adaptive. The
insertion of new genes in bacterial genomes is indeed thought to occur at very high frequency,
either from duplication of resident genes or via HGT, the latter playing a dominant role (Snel
et al., 2002;Mirkin et al., 2003; Kunin et al., 2005; Treangen andRocha, 2011). Thesemechanisms
are thought to compensate the high deletion rate, which is universal in prokaryotes (Mira et al.,
2001; Kuo and Ochman, 2009), and to maintain a homogeneous genome size among strains
within a species (Moran and Plague, 2004). Interestingly, obligatory intracellular pathogens or
endosymbionts display spectacular reductions of their genomes (Ochman and Moran, 2001),
reﬂecting both the absence of gene input by transfer and the increased eﬀect of drift on slightly
deleterious deletions (Ochman and Moran, 2001; Moran and Plague, 2004).
Once they enter the pan-genome, new genes undergo rapid evolution. First, new genes are
more prone to be deleted than older ones (Marri et al., 2007; van Passel et al., 2008). In addition,
it has been shown that new genes have high evolutionary rates, and that this rate decreases
with time spent in the genome (Ochman and Moran, 2001; Daubin and Ochman, 2004a), which
has been interpreted by Hao and Golding (2006) as "a mixture of directional selection to adapt
in some genes and neutral mutations destroying function in others". Hence, newly acquired
genes may not immediately be advantageous for the organism, and therefore be subject to
relaxed selection. This can lead to either inactivation followed by rapid deletion or to ﬁxation
under a diverged form adapted to the new host environment. Even in free-living bacteria,
many predicted open reading frames (ORFs) may be unsuspected decaying genes (Ochman
and Davalos, 2006).
1.1.3 The roots of bacterial pangenomes
The consequence of this constant gene turnover is the cohabitation of genes of various
origins and ages in a given lineage (Daubin and Ochman, 2004a). Interestingly, within an age
class, genes tend to be similar in terms of G+C%, length, and evolutionary rate (Daubin and
Ochman, 2004a; Hao and Golding, 2006; Yin and Fischer, 2008). ORFans, those genes that
have no known homologues in any sequenced genome, i.e. the youngest genes, are short,
fast evolving, and systematically AT-richer than their host genomes. Three major hypothesis
are presently discussed for the origin of ORFans: (1) origination de novo from non-coding
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sequences; (2) fast evolution of resident genes, to the point of losing any homology signal; (3)
transfer from an inaccessible gene pool, consisting probably of mobile DNA elements such as
viruses, plasmids, integrons or other integrative elements (IEs).
Origination de novo is not likely to happen in bacterial genomes, as stretches of noncoding
DNAare short andmostly under selective constraints for their role in transcriptional regulation.
Origin from fast evolution of pre-existing genes – resident or IEs – is diﬃcult to test, as
ORFans have no similarity to other sequences in databases. It has been suggested that ORFans
have amino-acid compositions reminiscent of translation from random genomic sequences
(Yomtovian et al., 2010), but the nucleotide compositional bias inherent to ORFans may explain
some of this resemblance. Recent studies show that mutations are universally biased towards
AT nucleotides in Bacteria (Hershberg and Petrov, 2010; Hildebrand et al., 2010). These authors
concluded that the existence of GC-rich genes in genomes must therefore be explained by
selection on GC content, or a selection-like process such as biased gene conversion (Hershberg
and Petrov, 2010). Although a selective pressure acting on global genomic GC content is
diﬃcult to imagine, it could explain why ORFans, which are under lower purifying selection,
have relatively low G+C content.
There are a number of studies that suggest that ORFans come from IEs. IEs are known to be
vectors for HGT by transduction/conjugation and frequently carry cellular genes from former
hosts, and as such are also good candidates for transmitting new genes. ORFans have been
shown to be frequently part of clusters of co-transferred genes that globally show similarities
to IEs (Cortez et al., 2009). The viral gene pool is today almost unexplored and ﬁrst attempts
to look into it suggest an incommensurable diversity (Edwards and Rohwer, 2005; Williamson
et al., 2008; Angly et al., 2009) that could be an invaluable source of genes for prokaryotic
genomes.
1.1.4 Functional role of the pangenome
The question remains of how many of these genes actually contribute to the ﬁtness of
their host. Those genes that are sporadically distributed among strains of a bacterial species
are expected to have very marginal eﬀects, and indeed genome streamlining experiments
demonstrate that up to a fourth of a bacterial genome can be deleted without aﬀecting essential
functions. By deleting genes that are poorly conserved among E. coli strains (Pósfai et al., 2006),
or genes absent in the related enterobacteria Buchnera (Mizoguchi et al., 2008), E. coli strains
can be engineered into fast-growing minimal cell factories (Mizoguchi et al., 2007). Following
a diﬀerent approach, attempts to delete every single gene in genomes were conducted to assess
viability and competitiveness of mutant cells (Gerdes et al., 2003). In E. coli and Bacillus subtilis,
respectively 620 and 271 genes were identiﬁed as essential, some of them being sporadic within
the species (Gerdes et al., 2003).
It thus appears that some newly acquired genes can persist and provide a substantial
gain in ﬁtness to their host. For instance, genes that enable rhizobia to have a symbiotic
relationshipwith plants are quite heterogeneously distributed amongProteobacteria (González
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et al., 2003), but are ﬁxed in numerous lineages that have adopted this highly beneﬁcial lifestyle.
This kind of genes with heterogeneous occurrence in prokaryotes (HOPs) have likely been
transferred frequently while rarely settling stably in a species’ genome. Indeed, it has been
shown that genes providing advantages in speciﬁc environmental conditions in E. coli have a
higher tendency to be transferred and lost across the tree of Proteobacteria (Pal et al., 2005).
The tendency of a gene to be transferred also correlates with the situation of its product in the
metabolic (Pal et al., 2005) or protein interactions networks (Davids and Zhang, 2008), with
genes having few connections being more likely to be transferred. Such peripheral functions
might mostly consist of interactions with the environment – like transport or sensing – and to
be adaptive only under some speciﬁc ecological constraints. HOPs are likely retained when
the environment provides suﬃcient selective advantage for such interactions, but will be lost
if such conditions are only transient.
In certain cases, however, such genes accumulate in genomes and provide the cell with
environmental versatility. This is the case in the group of the Rhizobiales, where large multi-
replicon genomes harbour the highest known diversity of ABC-type transporters (Mauchline
et al., 2006), which allows these organisms to live on a high diversity of carbohydrate nutrients.
In Frankia, host versatility has similarly been related to increased genome size (Normand et al.,
2007). In fact, it is possible that genes with high adaptive potential stay in pangenomes without
reaching ﬁxation, provided there exists a transient selective advantage, which insures episodic
increase of their gene frequency. This would be particularly true if intra-speciﬁc recombination
occurs frequently. Indeed, condition-speciﬁc or niche-speciﬁc genes seem to be themostmobile
(Pal et al., 2005), and suﬃcient transfer rates may prevent them from extinction by jumping
from an organism to another. For instance, genes determining pathogenicity in Vibrio cholerae
are associated with mobile elements like CTX phages and TCP pathogenicity islands (Rahman
et al., 2008). Pathogenicity in animals is only an accessory ecological niche of V. cholerae, which
is essentially an aquatic microbe, but the determinants for pathogenicity remain constantly
present in the environmental reservoir.
In some instances, transferred adaptive genes become ﬁxed and transmitted vertically
to all descendant taxa. The reconstruction of gene acquisition history on the lineage of
Salmonella enterica sv. TyphimuriumLT2 (Porwollik et al., 2002) showed the gradual acquisition
of pathogenicity determinants such as ﬁmbriae, lipopolysaccharides or lipoprotein envelope
biosynthesis genes during adaptation to the new warm-blood habitat. In this perspective, any
clade-speciﬁc gene family has potentially been involved in the stable adaptation of the clade to a
new ecological niche. Therefore, new genes enabling the exploitation of a new ecological niche
in a clade ancestor can be ﬁxed and become core genes of the descendant taxon. Altogether, this
suggests that pan- and core genomes are not isolated evolutionary compartments because core
genes can be lost and variable genes can become essential. In fact, analysis of cellular networks
shows a continuum of connectivity properties correlating with gene ubiquity, suggesting that
new genes are progressively integrated into the network and the genome. It has been shown
that after its acquisition, a gene slowly acquires more and more cis-regulatory elements, im-
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proves its co-expression with functional partners and progressively builds interactions with
other gene products (Lercher and Pal, 2008). Notably, as newly acquired genes involved in
ecological adaptation form interactionswith core genes, theymay become essential. In ﬁne, the
roles assumed by clade-speciﬁc genes involved in niche adaptation could become as essential
as the replication or translation machinery in deﬁning a bacterium’s biology.
Hence, describing the ecological niche of prokaryotic species, and particularly identifying
to what extent genes acquired by HGT can modify its frontiers seems crucial to understand
the dynamics of evolution of gene repertoires. While it is likely that species pangenomes
contain a majority of genes transiently integrated in genomes with no particular adaptive
fate, a fraction may support the ecological innovation of lineages, potentially leading to their
ecological speciation (Cohan, 2001). In the ’stable ecotype’ model, Cohan (2002b) predicts that
genes responsible for niche-speciﬁc adaptations will be kept in genomes of members of the
descendant clade by periodic selection, thus shifting from the unstable pangenome to the core
genome of the new clade. Understanding how diversity can be generated in prokaryotes, and
how this is related to changes in their environment and in the selective pressures acting on
genes is the key of the pangenome conjecture.
1.1.5 Horizontal gene transfers and its role in speciation
The notion of species in prokaryotes is intensely debated (Achtman andWagner, 2008). This
is intimately linked to the current inability of evolutionary microbiologists to ﬁnd a unifying
model of prokaryotic cladogenesis. The classical ’Biological Species Concept’ (BSC) (Mayr,
1942), that was originally deﬁned for animals, places the sexual isolation of clades as the
central condition for their divergence. In this model, sexual isolation can mostly arise through
appearence of pre-zygotic barriers or geographical separation of lineages. Prokaryotes usually
co-occur in the environment, most of times with no geographical structure of populations, and
they are clonally reproducing but subject to rampant trans-speciﬁc HGT. In this context, it is
impossible to understand the emergence of prokaryotic species in the framework of the BSC.
Ecological speciation appears as an alternative, and was proposed to be the major way
through which prokaryotes diversify (Cohan, 2002b). Paradoxically, HGT can be the cause of
ecological speciation. Acquisition of a gene bearing a new function can lead to the emergence
of an ecoytpe, a variant with a speciﬁc ecological adaptation allowing the exploitation of an
ecological niche diﬀerent from that of the parental population (Cohan, 2002a) (Fig. 1.2 A).
Such ecological isolation induces the escape of the ecotype from genotypic homogeneization
with its relatives by homologous recombination. In addition, the ecotype is subject to strong
periodic selection for the ecological trait that deﬁnes it. This leads to the frequent purge of
diversity within the ecotype and thus accelerates its divergence towards a better adaptation to
its new niche (Cohan and Koeppel, 2008) (Fig. 1.2 A,B). As the ecotype diverges independently,
the potential to recombine with the parent population decreases (Roberts and Cohan, 1993;
Majewski et al., 2000) and eventually, when a threshold of recombination over divergence is
crossed, the ecotype lineage is no more able to re-hybridize with its relatives, causing the
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Figure 1.2: The stable ecotype model. (Fig. 1.A,B and 2.A from Cohan and Perry (2007),
omitted here for copyright reasons)
(A) Mutation and recombination events that determine ecotype diversity in bacteria. Circles
represent diﬀerent genotypes, and asterisks represent adaptive mutations. (top) Periodic se-
lection mutations. These improve the ﬁtness of an individual such that the mutant and its
descendants out-compete all other cells within the ecological niche (ecotype); these mutations
do not aﬀect the diversity within other ecotypes because ecological diﬀerences prevent direct
competition. Periodic selection leads to the distinctness of ecotypes by purging the divergence
within but not between ecotypes. (bottom) Ecotype-formation mutations. Here a mutation or
recombination event allows the cell to occupy a new ecological niche, founding a new ecotype.
The ecotype-formation mutant, as well as its descendants, can now escape periodic selection
events from its former ecotype. (B) Schematic relationship between history of ecologically dis-
tinct populations and diversity DNA sequence clusters. Ecotypes are represented by diﬀerent
colors; periodic selection events are indicated by asterisks; extinct lineages are represented by
dashed lines; clades that may be perceived as sequence clusters are marked by a horizontal
black line at the top of the phylogeny.
Excerpts from Cohan and Perry (2007).
irremediable separation of descendant clades, i.e. speciation (Fraser et al., 2007; Doroghazi and
Buckley, 2011).
Ecological speciation can occur through physical isolation at the micro-scale due to diﬀer-
ent ecologies (parapatric speciation) (Hunt et al., 2008) or even when maintaining potential
contact (sympatric speciation). In the latter case, recombination may allow the transmission
of niche-specifying genes among populations and hence erase the ecological barrier between
them. However, because periodic selection maintains only the ﬁttest genotypes in each niche,
it counter-selects the assortment of niche-specifying genes with genomic backgrounds less
adapted to the niche (Cohan and Koeppel, 2008; Hausdorf, 2011), for instance because of in-
appropriate regulation of the niche-specifying genes. Thus, divergence and speciation of an
ecotype may occur even in presence of recombination with its relatives. A simulation study
showed that speciation could even occur with the ecological adaptation being coded by several
independent loci, but that high levels of recombination could promote mixing of genotypes
among ecotype populations, despite the incurred selective cost, and prevent sympatric speci-
ation (Friedman et al., 2013).
It was further proposed that even in presence of high rates of genome-wide recombination,
the insertion of transferred genes bearing ecological adpatation could prevent recombination
at the insertion locus. Indeed, recombination with members of another population that do not
possess the niche-specifying gene at the homologous locus would cause its loss, what would
be counter-selected (Retchless and Lawrence, 2007; Lawrence and Retchless, 2009) (Fig. 1.3 A).
Population genetics modelling showed that this causes a mechanical arrest of recombination
at loci surrounding clade-speciﬁc insertions (Vetsigian and Goldenfeld, 2005). The multipli-
cation of such sexually isolated clade-speciﬁc loci (Lawrence and Retchless, 2009; Retchless
and Lawrence, 2010) or the propagation of the recombination arrest around chromosomes
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Figure 1.3: The fragmented speciation model. (Fig. 33 and 34 from Lawrence and Retchless
(2009), omitted here for coyright reasons)
(A) HGT interferes with recombination between ecologically dissimilar organisms. The gain
of ecologically adaptive genes X, Y, and Z in one population can interfere in several ways with
recombination between populations. Movement of fragment class A would result in loss of
genes X, Y, and Z from population II, what would be counter-selected by periodic selection
in the niche; movement of fragment class B would result in potentially problematic gain of
genes X, Y, and Z in population I, should their expression there be counterproductive because
of innapropriate integration to the cellular networks. Introduction of fragment class C does
not result in recombination due to a lack of homologous sequences at the dsDNA end. (B)
Model for the gradual establishment of genetic isolation. An ancestral population acquires
two diﬀerent adaptive loci. Recombination is inhibited in the regions surrounding those loci,
leading to sequence divergence in the ﬂanking genes; this is depicted as gray regions on the
chromosomal backbone. The accumulation of additional adaptive loci, as well as growth of the
regions with recombination inhibition, eventually leads to the genetic isolation of all genes.
Excerpts from Lawrence and Retchless (2009).
(Vetsigian and Goldenfeld, 2005) would eventually lead to the complete separation of lineages
(Fig. 1.3 B).
The ’stable ecotype’ model (Cohan, 2002b) seems relevant to the study of the ﬁrst steps of
the diversiﬁcation of a bacterial population, and indeed it was suited to describe the recent
divergence of clades of Bacillus simplex (Sikorski and Nevo, 2005) or Mycobacterium tuberculosis
(Smith et al., 2006). However, it cannot describe the evolution of bacterial clades on the long run.
The ’fragmented speciation’ model does so, notably by considering the successive acquisition
of niche-specifying genes along the genome (Retchless and Lawrence, 2007), that can be seen as
an iteration of ecotype speciations. Other speciation models exist (Fraser et al., 2009; Achtman
and Wagner, 2008), but the following studies will principally rely on the latter as explicative
frameworks of our observations on genome evolution.
1.1.6 Reconstructing genomes histories to reveal past and present ecological adap-
tations
Ecological speciation models consider that periodic selection is going on over the history of
a lineage, maintaining the niche-specifying genes originally gained by ecotypes in their descent
(Cohan, 2002b; Retchless and Lawrence, 2007). Indeed, genes conserved in genomes since their
acquisition by an ecotype ancestor must have been under long-term purifying selection for
their ecological function.
Actually, in studies characterizing species pan- and core genomes, many core genes have
still no functional annotation, and are thus unlikely to participate to the rather well described
bacterial central metabolism. Instead, they may participate in the stable adaptation of the
species in its natural environment. Eﬀorts must be made to phenotypically characterize those
core genes and better understand their role in a species’ biology.
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The conservation of genes within all members of a clade constitute a ﬁrst good indication of
purifying selection for their ecological role. Additional observation may support or invalidate
the selection hypothesis, notably by the comparison of the processes that introduced genes in
genomes to a neutral model of genome evolution. Such model can be empirically derived from
the global patterns of gene gain and loss along the history of bacterial genomes.
The history of genomes and the processes that shaped their evolution can be reconstructed.
A rigorous approach is to explicitly take into account the history of genes in the reconstruction
of the history of genomes. This can be done by reconciling the trees of genes with that of
species.
1.2 Reconstruction of ancestral genomes and reconciliation of gene
and species histories
1.2.1 Brief history of phylogenetics applied to genes and species
Molecular phylogeny was originally designed to tell the history of macromolecules (Zuck-
erkandl and Pauling, 1965) but rapidly gene or protein sequences were used as markers of
the evolution of their host species, replacing morphological and biochemical characters. A
convenient marker was found in the gene coding the RNA component of the small sub-unit
of ribosomes (16S rRNA), as it was ubiquitous and well conserved among known species and
thus appropriate to compare distant species. The ﬁrst phylogeny of the three domains of living
organisms was hence derived from the analysis of their 16S rRNA sequences (Woese et al.,
1985). Other genes in genomes were sequenced and their molecular phylogeny revealed an
almost systematic discord among their history. Errors of reconstruction due to saturated sig-
nals and to the limited explanatory power of models of molecular evolution could account for
a part of these systematic incongruences but soon enough, it became evident that the history
of genes were genuinely diﬀerent (Brown and Doolittle, 1997).
To explain these diﬀerences, it was necessary to invoke events of gene duplication followed
by diﬀerential losses or, most often in gene families sampling prokariotes, events of horizontal
gene transfer. However, the question arose of what phylogeny should be considered as the
reference of species phylogeny, to which could be compared others to infer potential events of
HGT, as even the 16S rRNA could be subject to horizontal transfer (Yap et al., 1999).
With the advent of the genome sequencing era, it became apparent that most genes in
genomes disagreed on their history, but paradoxically, it was shown that combining the infor-
mation from all genes could recover a common vertical signal of descent (Wolf et al., 2001).
From this vertical reference could be compared individual gene tree toplogies to model the
combination of duplication, transfer and loss (DTL) events that marked the history of genes in
genomes. Performing this individual reconstruction of DTL scenarios for all genes and inte-
grating them at the genome scale allowed to reconstruct ancestral genomes (Snel et al., 2002).
However, the models used for the reconstruction of these scenario, and the way they integrate
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the informations from gene histories has a great impact on the outcome of ancestral genomes.
1.2.2 Concepts of ancestral genome reconstruction and state of the art
Phylogenetic proﬁle mappingmethods Severalmethod have been developed through years,
and a popular approach uses the mapping of proﬁles of presence/absence of genes in extant
genomes (i.e. phylogenetic proﬁles) on a phylogeny of species to propagate the presence/ab-
sence states to ancestral genomes. This can be done under diﬀerent models of gene evolution,
the simpler being a birth and death process corresponding to events of gene gain and loss along
lineages. These models can be subdivided in classes depending on the way best solution of
reconstruction are found: using a parsimony approaches (Mirkin et al., 2003; Makarova and
Koonin, 2005; Boussau et al., 2004), that are computationally eﬃcient, or in a probabilistic frame-
work (Pagel, 1997; Yang et al., 2012; Viklund et al., 2012), that is more satisfying theoretically
but also more computationally demanding.
Other methods distinguish the process by which a gene can be gained in a lineage either
by duplication, by horizontal transfer or by apparent origination – which can reﬂect true gene
genesis or HGT from an unsampled lineage. Again, these models are available as either using
parsimonious (Snel et al., 2002; Csu˝rös, 2008) or probabilistic (Csu˝rös and Miklós, 2009) criteria
to ﬁnd the best solution. These methods based on phylogenetic proﬁles are eﬃcient in recog-
nizing variation of gene content, but fail in detecting events of gene replacement by HGT. In
addition, most are only indicated to deal with proﬁles of distribution of clusters of orthologous
genes (Mirkin et al., 2003), which poses problem of the deﬁnition of orthology (Kristensen et al.,
2011), and in addition loses the information about the origin of gene lineages. When they deal
with multi-copy homologous gene families (Csu˝rös, 2008; Csu˝rös and Miklós, 2009), mapping
methods lose sensitivity when working on more than a few paralogs, because the parallel gains
and losses in paralogous lineages can be missed if they do not change the apparent number of
homologs in genomes.
Reconciliation methods A more rigorous way to describe the history of gene families is
to consider their phylogenetic trees. Reconciliation of gene and species histories consists in
mapping evolutionary events on both gene and species tree, in away thatmake their respective
histories concordant (Fig. 1.4). Diﬀerent kinds of reconciliationmethods exist, notably diﬀering
in the nature of event they try to infer to explain the incongruences between gene and species
tree topologies.
Many programs designed for the reconciliation of Eukaryotic phylogenies only consider the
duplication and loss (DL) events. This is the case of "TreeBest" (Vilella et al., 2009) and "PhylDog"
(Boussau et al., 2013), among many others. On the other hand, some programs, like "Prunier"
(Abby et al., 2010), were designed speciﬁcally to tackle the problem of HGT in prokaryotic
gene phylogenies and to provide a phylogenetically-sound alternative to programs based on
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Figure 1.4: Schematic example of a reconciliation.
Agene tree (A) and the reference species tree (B) are reconciled so that the pattern of occurrence
of genes in extant species and their evolutionary relationships are congruent with the history
of species. It leads to the inference along the history of the gene of events of origination (red
points), duplication (red squares), horizontal transfer (red arrows) and losses (red crosses), and
of a complement of speciations (blue points) (C). These events are located in the species tree
(red tags in (C) referring to nodes in (B)) and the scenario depicting the evolutionary history of
the gene family is contained in the tree of species (D). It follows that the presence and absence
of the gene family in ancestral genomes is reconstructed (D).
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the detection of anomalous nucleotide composition as signatures of HGT. Other programs deal
with the more general, but harder problem of a duplication, transfer and loss (DTL) model.
Similarly to mapping methods, reconciliation methods can rely on a parsimonious or a
probabilistic framework. As the complexity of the task of reconciliation can be very high in
largemulti-copy gene familiesmarked bynumerousDTL events, and because these approaches
are generally intended to be applied to complete genome datasets, computationally eﬃcient
parsimony methods were often preferred. Among them can be cited "Mowgli" (Doyon et al.,
2008), that eﬃciently explores the space of DTL parsimony costs through a dynamic program-
ming approach. This dynamic programming was then used to implement a reasonably rapidly
performing program, "ODT", that implement the DTL reconciliation in a probabilistic frame-
work (Szöllosi and Daubin, 2012; Szöllo˝si et al., 2012).
One drawback of reconciliation approaches is there sensitivity to errors in reconstruction
in gene and species phylogenies. This problem can be dealt with by considering in priority the
robust signal in gene trees to orientate the reconciliation. Following this principle, the program
Prunier identiﬁes the major statistical conﬂicts and removes them in an ordered fashion (Abby
et al., 2010). In this procedure, the removal of key conﬂicts induce the resolution of other
conﬂicts with lower support, which leads to conservative HGT reconciliations.
Another approach consists in changing the gene tree, for instance by spotting nodes of gene
trees where the phylogenetic support is low and that induce many evolutionary events, and
trying to change the local gene tree topology. This is interesting since it provides a guide to the
exploration of the gene tree space that is independent of the sequence alignment. Maximum-
likelihood methods for reconstruction of gene trees are popular because their are relatively
fast, but one of their major issues is the ineﬃcient exploration of the topological space, which
is extremely vast and strewn with local optima. Thus, modifying the gene tree to ﬁnd better
reconciliations might lead to ﬁnd better gene trees overall.
A ﬁrst kind of these approaches consist of exploring a gene tree space through a gene
tree sample given in input. The "TreeBest" pipeline (Vilella et al., 2009) compares a set of
input gene trees computed with several phylogenetic programs and evolutionary models, and
keeps the one minimizing the reconciliation costs. While this allows to cover the variabil-
ity of evolutionary rates among families, the consideration of a small number of ’majority’
(maximum-likelihood) results may not escape local optima of the topological space. The pro-
gram "AngST" (David and Alm, 2011) uses larger samples of replicates of a gene tree, such
as those generated by bootstrapping or bayesian analyses, in a procedure to amalgamate the
information from replicates. Thismethod explores the sample of of trees to ﬁnd local topologies
that betters the reconciliation . A related procedure was implemented to complete the "ODT"
program by amalgamating subtrees of trees sampled in bayesian analyses according to their
posterior probabilities to provide an estimation of the joint likelihood of the possible gene tree
topologies with the possible reconciliations (Szöllo˝si et al., 2013).
Another method is the active exploration of the space of gene tree topologies around the
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input topology to ﬁnd more parsimonious/probable reconciliations. "MowgliNNI" (Nguyen
et al., 2012, 2013), an extension of "Mowgli", performs nearest neighbor interchanges (NNI) of
gene tree branches that are not well supported, but this does not guarantees that a topology
that is found optimal under the reconciliation parsimony criterion will be a good tree given the
original alignment. "PhylDog" may provide the most satisfying solution by jointly estimating
the reconciliation, the gene trees and the species tree under a global probabilistic model. This
approach is however extremely demanding in computation time and space, and restricted to
a duplication-loss (DL) model. Under the more complete DTL model, the "ODT" program can
however use the property of time consistency of transfer, i.e. the necessity for lineages that
exchange genes to have co-existed in time, to provide a relative time order for speciations in
the reference tree (Szöllo˝si et al., 2012). This idea was pushed forward to take into account the
possible transit of genes in extinct or unsampled lineages during their evolution, what revealed
that indeed most of the evolution of genes happened in lineages we never saw (Szöllosi et al.,
2013).
Finally, recent development explored more complex models of gene evolution than the
simple gene-centered DTL model. For instance, the "DLCoal" model – which only tackles the
DL problem – (Rasmussen and Kellis, 2012) integrates the process of incomplete lineage sort-
ing (ILS), that is the perpetuation of polymorphisms after speciation, which can be resolved
diﬀerently in sister lineages and lead to topological incongruences with the species tree. In
addition, "DLCoal" models the non-independence of neighbouring genes by introducing a ’lo-
cus’ layer between the gene and genome levels of evolution. The DTL model of "AngST" was
extended in "Ranger-DTL" with the explicit modelling of the loss of eﬃciency of homologous
recombination with phylogenetic distance (Bansal et al., 2012).
These reﬁnements of phylogenetic reconstruction of ancestral genomes and gene histories
– and hopefully their integration in a unique framework – will greatly proﬁt to the community,
as one will be able to locate any genomic innovation in the history of species and to understand
their origin in the evolutionary dynamics and selective pressures acting at the level of genes,
loci, genomes/organism, clades and maybe communities of organisms.
1.3 Glossary
In the section 2.4, I will use several terms referring to the lexicon of genes, genomes,
reconciliation and ancestral reconstruction. I will consider several biological concepts, that
correspond to objects that have (somehow) a material existence but need nonetheless to be
deﬁned (genome, gene, species . . . ), and others that are purely conceptual (gene tree, species
tree, ancestral genome . . . ).
A clade is deﬁned in a tree as a monophyletic group of extant organisms or genes and their
ancestors. Many clades found in species trees and gene trees can be equated to taxa following the
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oﬃcial nomenclature, though many taxa are in debate for their deﬁnition considering which
organisms it should include, and these debates are notably rooted in the the observation of
varried grouping of organisms as clades depending on the phylogenetic tree.
A species is a clade regrouping fairly similar organisms. Finer deﬁnitions invoking cohesive
reproduction, ecological selection and other factors are subject to a long-lasting debate on the
nature and even the possible existence of prokaryotic species, that I would not bring in this
manuscript; a glimpse of it may however be taken in the following literature: Lan and Reeves
(2000, 2001); Cohan (2002b); deQueiroz (2005); Konstantinidis and Tiedje (2005); Konstantinidis
et al. (2006); Achtman andWagner (2008); Fraser et al. (2009); Doolittle andZhaxybayeva (2009);
Vos (2011). If used in this study, the term species refer to genomic species, a practical taxonomic
level deﬁned by clusters of genomic diversity (Stackebrandt et al., 2002). In much cases,
though, I will prefer the use of clade for bona-ﬁde genomic species as for other monophyletic
clusters, because themonophyly of species seems to be the only criterion onwhich evolutionary
microbiologists agree.
Mention of a biovar in a taxon name indicate a subdivision of a larger taxon which name it
follows (as for instance in "Agrobacterium biovar 1", which indicates a subdivision of Agrobac-
terium genus) to which isolates are assigned based on biochemical testing of their metabolic
properties, usually the ability to degrade a range of compounds and/or use them as a carbon,
nitrogen or energy source. Similarly, pathovar and symbiovar refer to classiﬁcations that are
made regarding the pathogenic or symbiotic phenotype of isolates, usually referring to their
host tropism. Finally, genomovar refer to a classiﬁcation based on genotypic traits rather than on
phenotypic ones, and particularly to a set of traits that are representative of the genome-wide
variation, as opposed to single-locus variant classiﬁcations. Indeed, genome-wide and single-
locus variants can be completely decorrelated, especially when the investigated single locus is
linked to a phenotype under strong environmental selection, like outer-membrane proteins of
pathogens that would be recognized diﬀerently by the host’s immune system - in this partic-
ular case one can use the term serovar, that refers to a classiﬁcation based on the recognition
of antigens by type antibodies. Note that the term genomovar is used to name genome-based
subdivisions of a taxon, but that the concept of a genomic variant is designated by the term
genomic species or genomospecies. For instance, "Agrobacterium tumefaciens genomovar G4" is the
name of one of the genomic species of the A. tumefaciens species complex.
A genome is the sum of all genetic information coded in the deoxy-ribonucleic acid (DNA)
polymers found in one cell. It can correspond to several distinct molecules, the replicons.
A genome is documented by its sequence (a genomic sequence), which is a sentence using the
’ATGC’ alphabet representing the successionofnucleotides that constitutes theDNAmolecules.
The sequences that make the datasets of the following studies do not represent the genome of
a single cell, but that of a clonal colony that was used for the sequencing experiment. These
genomic sequences are usually considered as representative of the genomes of all individual
cells of a strain – a presumably genotypically homogeneous clone – and sometime of a species,
which is certainly abusive, as can be seen in the presentwork. A genome can also be an ancestral
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genome, that is the complete genetic information of the putative common ancestor of a clade. In
the present evolutionary study, a genome can generally be confounded with the organism that
bears it, because the only characters we used to infer the history of organisms are contained in
their genome.
A replicon is a DNA molecule present in the cell that can be replicated over the cell cycle.
This term includes chromosomes, plasmids and chromids – that are an intermediate between
the two former, as proposed by Harrison et al. (2010). A replicon can be present in one or
several copies per cell, have various size (from a few kb for large-copy number plasmids to a
few Mb for chromosomes in Bacteria) and be conjugative or mobilizable. In our perspective,
a replicon in a genome can be found homologous to another replicon in another genome, but
this relationship can be complex, as the the genes that make up replicons can be distributed to
diﬀerent among replicons in diﬀerent genomes. Homology of replicons can be recognized by
their homologous systems of replication and by their large-scale synteny, i.e. the collinearity of
homologous segments of DNA at a scale larger than a gene.
A gene is here ﬁrst deﬁned as a coding sequence (CDS), i.e. an open reading frame in a
genomic sequence that was annotated as (putatively) coding for a protein product. Annotation
of CDSs in genomes can vary depending on the pipeline, but usually rely on signature of biased
codon usage and mostly on sequence conservation with homologous loci in other annotated
genomes. This leads to the second potential meaning of a gene, that is the entity that evolves in
genomes: it corresponds to an homologous gene family in extant genomes, and to the ancestor
of this gene family in the genome of the putative common ancestor of extant species.
A gene family is a set of extant gene sequences whose similarity was attributed to a shared
commonancestry. Homologous gene families used in thiswork are deﬁnedusing theHogenom
procedure (Penel et al., 2009), based on a transitive similarity search. The evolutionary relat-
edness of homologous genes can be represented by the alignment of gene sequences, and by
the reconstruction of a gene tree.
The homology is the relationship between biological objects, here extant genes or gene
lineages, that share a common ancestor. Homologous genes, or homologs, can be orthologs if the
path separating them in the gene tree does not involve duplications, otherwise they are paralogs.
I also use the term co-orthology to design the relationship of orthology of a gene with a pair of
paralogs (Kristensen et al., 2011). The term xenolog, meant to refer to genes related by a history
of transfer, is not used here, because many orthologs would in fact be hidden xenologs, due to
frequent homologous recombination in closely related lineages.
A phylogenetic tree, or an evolutionary tree, or simply a tree, is a dendrogram depicting
the evolutionary relatedness of objects situated at its leaves. Here, we mostly consider trees
representing molecular phylogenies, that represent the evolutionary relatedness of sets of
homologous sequences. The dendrogram is made of branches connecting nodes, one particular
type of node being the leaves. Branches may have lengths proportional to the quantity of
evolution that separates two nodes of the tree, as computed from the sequence alignment under
a model of evolution of biological macromolecules (DNA for our concern in the present work),
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and in this case the dendrogram is a phylogram. The branches can moreover be annotated
with supports, which can be computed in several ways and thus can have several meanings,
but in general refer to the conﬁdence one can have in the bipartition of leaves represented by
the branch. Because the tree is depicting an evolutionary process, internal nodes (by opposition
to leaves) represent an ancestral sequence. When the tree is rooted, i.e. when is deﬁned a start
point for the evolutionary process, an internal node can be considered as the ancestor of all
nodes (internal and leaves) below it, which together form a clade.
A gene tree is a tree depicting the evolutionary history of sequences of a gene family, which
are represented at the tree leaves (Fig. 1.4 A). The trees produced by reconstruction methods
is generally not rooted, and rooting a gene tree can be a complicated problem in the face
of a complex evolutionary history of the gene family. A gene tree can be annotated with
evolutionary events at its nodes, in which case it is a reconciled gene tree (Fig. 1.4 C).
A species tree is a tree depicting the evolutionary history of organisms, which is equivalent
to the evolutionary history of their genomes. This equivalence is more evident when one
uses genetic information sampled from the largest possible fraction of the species’ genomes
to compute the species tree. Rooting a species tree is in general easier than for a gene tree,
provided there is in the dataset an outgroup, i.e. a distant relative who will group as a sister
clade of the dataset of interest. A species tree can be used as a reference tree for the reconciliation
of histories of gene and genomes (Fig. 1.4 B).
An ancestor and its ancestral genome are a hypothetical genotype that is inferred at a node
of the species phylogeny, as the common ancestor of the clade of organisms below. It must be
noted that a branch of the species tree represent a continuum of many common ancestors of
the clade to which leads the branch, and that the node at its end represents the last common
ancestor (LCA) of the clade. In the present work, we assign evolutionary events to ancestors,
who are referred to by the label of a node in the species tree, i.e. the LCA of the clade below.
When not explicitely mentioned, using the LCA is a convenience of language to refer to one
among all the ancestors in the lineage, as our phylogenetic analyses cannot distinguish them.
This dicrete representation of evolution can lead to amalgamate many successive lineages that
may have varied signiﬁcantly of genome and ecology. This is especially true for long branches
leading to isolated clades in the species phylogeny, which would need sampling of related
clades (if they still exist) to add interleaving ancestors along the branch.
A reconciliation (of a gene tree with a species tree) is a set of evolutionary events associated
to nodes in a the gene tree; the set of nodes and the set of events form a bijection. The sum of
events forms a global scenario for the evolutionary history of the gene family, and this scenario
can be mapped on the species tree (Fig. 1.4 D). A reconciliation is generally chosen among a
large set of possible ones, and reconstructing it properly is one of themainmatters of section 2.4.
An evolutionary event or event is invoked at the node of a reconciled gene tree to explain
the distribution of species in the clade of genes below the node, in the context of surrounding
clades, and given the reference species tree. It can be (in the present study) an origination,
a speciation, a duplication, a horizontal transfer or a loss. An event is located in the species
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tree (Fig. 1.4 C), what makes possible the projection of all gene tree events in the species tree,
providing an evolutionary scenario for the gene family(Fig. 1.4 D). A block event is an event that
spans several neighbouring genes, whose co-evolution at the occasion of the event leaves a
common pattern in gene phylogenies. It is important to stress that the events that are annotated
in gene trees are not the exhaustive inventory of what occurred during the diversiﬁcation of
lineages; these events are those that were followed by the successful survival of the gene
lineage. The recorded event is thus the product of the transfer, duplication or speciation event
itself and of the process of drift or selection that led to the ﬁxation of the gene lineage in one of
the genome lineages, whose extant representatives were sequenced.
The location of an evolutionary event is the mapping of the event in the species tree, i.e. the
identiﬁcation of the ancestor in which the event occurred. It consists of the label of the node
representing the LCA of the ancestral lineage. I also use the term coordinates as an equivalent
to location; coordinates is mostly used for horizontal transfers because they are characterized by
two locations: that of the donor and that of the receiver lineage. In a complete reconciliation,
the location/coordinates of an event in the species tree should correspond to only one node
(a pair for transfers). When the reconciliation is not complete, i.e. when some events are not
determined in the global scenario, I choosed to represent the location of the event with a set of
nodes (see section 2.4.3.1 and Fig. 2.15), thus keeping their location uncertain.
A horizontal transfer, is the event of transmission of genetic material between two lineages,
in a way decoupled from reproduction. A horizontal gene transfer or HGT is this process
happening at the scale of a gene, or several genes for block transfer events. HGT can take place
in many diﬀerent ways physically, that can ﬁrst be diﬀerentiated by the mechanism of uptake
of incoming DNA into the recipient cell: conjugation, transduction and transformation. It can
then be distinguished by theway the foreignDNA is integrated in the genome, notably via site-
speciﬁc (non-homologous) recombination relying on integrases, that are generally associated
to a viral vector; or via homologous recombination, that relies on the cellularmachinery to identify
regions of high sequence similarity and stretches of identical DNA and eventually to replace
(convert) the native DNA. All those notions are equated in the present study, because the only
way HGT are characterized is by the recognition in gene trees of phylogenetic incongruences
with the species tree. What we can distinguish is the fact that a transfer adds a gene lineage
to the clade (an additive transfer), or is replacing an orthologous lineage (a replacing transfer,
that can be noted replT). These kinds of transfers can intuitively be thought to occur through
non-homologous and homologous recombination, respectively, but this can be misleading:
homologous recombination can lead to the addition (or substraction) of genes to a genome, by
recombining fragments that diﬀer in their median content (Fig. 1.3). Orthologous replacement
can occur by the introduction of a gene orthologous to a resident one, but at a diﬀerent
locus, followed by the subsequent loss of the native copy; this will leave the same pattern in
gene trees than an event of homologous recombination. The latter kind of replacement can
be diﬀerentiated based on the syntenic context of genes; though this kind of analysis is not
systematically used in the manuscript, it an easily be done through the Agrogenom interface
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at http://phylariane.univ-lyon1.fr/db/agrogenom/3/.
Homologous recombination (HR), as deﬁned above, is a kind of HGT. However, it can be con-
venient to diﬀerentiate HR from HGT, because of their diﬀerent connotations in the literature:
a genetic exchange that occurs via homologous recombination between fairly diﬀerentiated
genotypes, so that it can be recognized in gene trees, will be called a HGT. HR rather refers
to a process occurring mostly within genotypically homogeneous populations, because of the
requirement of a high similarity between recombining alleles, leading to a log-linear decrease of
HR eﬃciency with phylogenetic distance (Roberts and Cohan, 1993). Its frequency is relatively
high compared toHGT, but its prevalence in nature is even harder to quantify than that of HGT,
because most of the events of HR occur between virtually identical genotypes, and results in
the supression of diﬀerences in their sequences. The nature of the process of conversion of alle-
les thus hinders its recognition by phylogenetic means at the micro-diversity scale. However,
population genomic approaches can detect the presence of HR at such a scale, because they
can recognize ’in negative’ the absence of diversity at a locus compared to another. Because
HR homogenizes the genotype of close conspeciﬁcs, it is considered the major mechanism of
genetic cohesion of ’species’.
1.4 Outline
In this manuscript, I will explore the processes of diversiﬁcation of bacterial lineages. I will
particularly focus on how horizontal gene transfer and recombination shape the genomes and
what are the adaptive consequences of their action.
In a ﬁrst chapter, the diversity of gene repertoires among closely related species will be
studied in a phylogenetic framework to recover the history of variation of gene contents along
lineages. The identiﬁcation of clade-speciﬁc traits in this history will be used to unravel past
ecological adaptations, in a ’reverse ecology’ approach. Empiric characterization of the main
processes that shape gene repertoires – duplication, horizontal transfer and loss of genes – will
serve to contrast patterns of gene conservation within clades and test the role of ecological
adaptation in driving cladogenesis.
In a second chapter, the role of homologous recombination (HR) in shaping bacterial
genomes will be revisited. While HR is known to maintain the genotypic cohesion of species
and promote the propagation of adaptive mutation within populations, the possibility of the
recombination process itself shaping the genome was unforeseen. In the light of the GC-
biased gene conversion (gBGC) hypothesis, the long-term recombination history of genes and
genomes and its eﬀect on the nucleotide composition landscape will be explored. Notably, the
possibility of recombination to be neutrally interfering with selection on codon usage will be
tested. Finally, we will assay the potential of gBGC as a new evolutionary force to explain
genome-wide variations of GC-content in a population genetics framework.
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2
Evolution of gene repertoires in genomes of
A. tumefaciens reveal the role of ecological
adaptation in bacterial cladogenesis
2.1 Agrobacterium tumefaciens, a model organism for the study of
bacterial cladogenesis and the quest for ecological adaptations
Agrobacterium spp. is a genusbelonging to theRhizobiaceae familyof theAlpha-Proteobacteria
class, which is primarily known for its pathogeny on plants (mostly woody dicotyledones).
Indeed, agrobacteria can carry a plasmid that is able to transfer a segment of its DNA to a
host plant genome. This transferred DNA (T-DNA) bears on one hand oncogenic genes, which
expression in plant induce tumors in the form of crown galls (for tumor-inducing, Ti plasmids)
or hairy roots (for root-inducing, Ri plasmids), and on the other hand genes for biosynthesis
of opines (Otten et al., 2008). These molecules are condensates of amino-acids and sugars or
keto-carbohydrates which are released by the diseased plant and then used by agrobacteria as
carbon and nitrogen source (Moore et al., 1997). This ability to transfer DNAmade agrobacteria
a tool of choice in biotechnology to build genetically modiﬁed plants.
This pathogenic status originally deﬁned the Agrobacterium genus, which gathered a het-
erogeneous set of organisms. They could be classiﬁed into three groups based on biochemical
properties: biovar 1 strains were able to produce 3-keto-sugars, and grouped most strains of
named species A. tumefaciens and A. radiobacter, while biovar 2 strains could not produce such
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sugars, and grouped most strains A. rhizogenes with a root-inducing phenotype (Keane et al.,
1970; Kersters et al., 1973). In addition, a third group (biovar 3) was deﬁned that gathered
strains inducing crown galls on grapevine and having a preferential use of L-tartaric acid,
which were afterwards called A. vitis (Ophel and Kerr, 1990).
However, under the light of classiﬁcation techniques using molecular markers, the Agrobac-
terium genus appeared polyphyletic (Young et al., 2001), and a debate opened on whether
Agrobacterium should be integrated to the related genus Rhizobium (Young et al., 2001, 2003)
or let as an independent taxonomic unit (Farrand et al., 2003). This polyphyly was resolved
by transferring biovar 2 strains to the genus Rhizobium, forming the new species R. rhizogenes
(Lindström and Young, 2011). This question is one of those still in debate in the ﬁeld of taxo-
nomic classiﬁcation of Rhizobiaceae (Lindstrom and Martinez-Romero, 2002), and highlights
the diﬃculty of diﬀerentiating closely related groups of bacteria on phenotypical characters
that would justify assignation of a latin binomial species name (Stackebrandt et al., 2002).
In particular, the original classiﬁcation of agrobacteria regarding their pathogenic character –
whereas this trait is coded by genes borne by accessory plasmids – certainly accounts for the
current confusion on the matter.
Indeed, Agrobacteria were for long considered to be only plant pathogens, which ecology
would be limited to crown gall and root tumors. However, they can be isolated from soils and
from rhizospheres of healthy plants (Mougel et al., 2001) and the Ti plasmid – the causative
agent of crown gall (Watson et al., 1975) – is absent from the majority of soil isolates (Bouzar
et al., 1993). As amatter of fact, agrobacteria are primarily plant commensals, as they are usually
found at much greater density in rhizospheres than soils (Mougel, 2000), and some were even
shown to be able to promote plant growth (Hao et al., 2012b). In fact, there was a amalgamation
between the true plant pathogens (the Ti/Ri plasmids) and their vectors (agrobacteria).
It has been shown that pathogenic agrobacteria could persist in soils outside of pathogenic
outbreaks for long times (Krimi et al., 2002). To understand how these reservoirs of disease can
be maintained, it is crucial to know the primary ecology of agrobacteria. Notably, determining
the ﬁtness of agrobacteria in their primary niche relative to that in their pathogenic (secondary)
nichewouldhelp to understand the advantage of bearingTi/Ri plasmids andhow theyﬂuctuate
in populations of agrobacteria. Moreover, the association of the pTi/pRiwith their agrobacterial
hosts could involve complex interactions of genotypes, with certain plasmid types being more
adapted to certain host genomes (Bouzar et al., 1993). Deﬁning which agrobacterial population
is susceptible of bearing a certain (plant-speciﬁc) type of plasmid would help to prevent
epidemics, notably by diagnostic of resident agrobacterial populations prior to bed plants in
nurseries, but also to design biocontrol strategies.
While some agrobacteria show marked association with host plants (at least regarding in-
fection), as for instance A. larrymoorei on Ficus spp. (Bouzar and Jones, 2001) and A. vitis on
grapevine (Ophel and Kerr, 1990), the association of A. tumefaciens with a particular niche is
not documented. While the majority of known diversity consist of isolates that were recovered
from crown gall tumors – and thus are not informative about the primary niche of the taxon –
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systematic sampling eﬀorts revealed the occurrence of A. tumefaciens in soils, ditch waters, and
most importantly in (healthy) plant rhizopheres (Mougel et al., 2001; Portier et al., 2006; Shams
et al., 2013), but without clear association to a plant taxon.
Figure 2.1: (Fig. 1 from fromShams et al. (2012), omitted here for copyright reasons)Maximum-
likelihood phylogeny of the recA gene of type-strains of all bona-ﬁde genomic species of Agrobac-
terium spp. known to date and related Rhizobiales using the revised nomenclature proposed
by Costechareyre et al. (2010). Only signiﬁcant support (SH-like) values (> 0.95) are given. The
branch length unit is the number of substitutions per nucleotidic site. B. Bradyrhizobium, Rh.
Rhodopseudomonas, Az. Azorhizobium, M. Mesorhizobium, E. Ensifer, R. Rhizobium, A. Agrobac-
terium.
Excerpt from Shams et al. (2012).
In fact, A.tumefaciens, corresponds to several species based on the study of their genomic
diversity (i.e. genomic species). So far, eleven genomic species have been described, that are
called genomovarG1 toG9 (Ley et al., 1973; Popoﬀ et al., 1984) andG13 (Portier et al., 2006), and
more recently Rhizobium nepotum (Puławska et al., 2012). A.tumefaciens thus forms a complex
of genomic species, that are all closely related but distinguishable based on whole-genome
analyses (Portier et al., 2006) and molecular marker phylogenies (Costechareyre et al., 2010;
Shams et al., 2013). This genomic diversity is likely to reﬂect divergent ecological adaptations,
especially because diﬀerent species can be found co-occurring in the same micro-sample of soil
(Vogel et al., 2003): under the competitive exclusion principle (Hardin, 1960), related species
must share diﬀerent niches to avoid competition that would result in the extinction of the less
ﬁt species.
Though, it is not evident for the moment what could be the nature of this ecological
diﬀerences. Rather than marked associations with a host, genomic species of A. tumefaciens
seem to show preferential association with some plant rhizospheres (Mougel, 2000). The
host plant may "softly" select for some species, thus biasing the species diversity found in
their rhizospheres compared to neighbour soils or other rhizospheres, but not to the point of
restricting the species inventory. Such quantitative diﬀerence in the diversity of agrobacterial
populations associated to plants may stem from subtle diﬀerences in the composition of plant
root exudates. In addition, other environments can provide secondary niches to A. tumefaciens,
that might participate in their ecological isolation. Indeed, it appeared in the past decades that
A. tumefaciens could be responsible of nosocomial infections, notably on immuno-depressed
human patients, such as HIV-positive and cystic ﬁbrosis patients and sometimes following
the introduction of a catheter in the bloodstream. A survey of the diversity of strains causing
such infections again showed no strict association to a genomic species, but a prevalence of
genomovar G2 (Aujoulat et al., 2011).
Altogether, these observations suggest the existence of ecological niches for each genomic
group of A. tumefaciens that would be deﬁned by complex associations of ecological factors.
Without an a priori to test hypotheses of ecological adaptations, an alternative reside in an
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approach of reverse ecology. From the comparison of genomes, one could deﬁne genomic
characters that are speciﬁc to each genomic species, and could encode speciﬁc phenotypes.
Studying the functions of these species-speciﬁc traits might help elucidate the cryptic ecology
of A. tumefaciens species. In addition, the diversity within A. tumefaciens species complex is
structured, with some of the species of A. tumefaciens being genomically closely related, as
for instance genomovars G6 and G8, or genomovars G7 and G9 (Costechareyre et al., 2009).
The comparison of their genome should provide a good resolution when searching for recent
events of genomic diversiﬁcation that could have initiated ecological diﬀerentiation. In gen-
eral, reconstructing the history of genomes of the taxon in a phylogenetic framework would
allow to replace key evolutionary event that shaped agrobacterial genomes at every step of
their diversiﬁcation. Among those events, some might have brought in genomes some charac-
ters that provided new ecological adaptations and were selected for. Recognizing such events
might help to assign ecologies to present day species, and at the same time to understand how
ecological adaptation can inﬂuence the process of cladogenesis in bacteria.
We thus undertook the reconstruction of the diversiﬁcation history of A. tumefaciens by
comparing the genomes of strains of several isolates all genomic species and closely related
outgroup species. We ﬁrst used an approach of comparative genome hybridization (CGH),
taking advantage of the public and well-annotated sequence of the complete genome of strain
C58 (Goodner et al., 2001; Wood et al., 2001) and of several Ti plasmids to design a micro-array
that covered most of the genomic diversity of A. tumefaciens known at the time. This allowed us
to probe 25 strains of A. tumefaciens and cognate species for the presence of gene homologous
to that of strain C58 2.3.2.
We then gathered a dataset of genomic sequences of Rhizobiales, including sixteen new
genomes of A. tumefaciens (sequenced for this study), plus that of strain C58 and ﬁve others
that were publicly released in the meantime (Wibberg et al., 2011; Li et al., 2011; Ruﬃng et al.,
2011; Hao et al., 2012a,b), and other Rhizobiales genomes, among which those of representative
agrobacteria of biovar 2 and 3 (Slater et al., 2009). We reconstructed the history of genes in
these genomes, in a phylogenetic framework (section 2.4).
Figure 2.2: (Fig. 4 from Slater et al. (2009), omitted here for copyright reasons) Reconstruction
of the origin of secondary chromosomes and related large replicons within the Rhizobiales
through transfers of gene clusters from the primordial chromosome to what originally was a
repABC-type plasmid (called here the ITR plasmid, corresponding to the chromid introduced
by Harrison et al. (2010)). LGT, lateral gene transfer.
Excerpt from Slater et al. (2009).
An interesting feature of A. tumefaciens is the complexity of its genome, that contains, in
addition of the classic bacterial circular chromosome and of the facultative Ti plasmid, a linear
chromosome and another facultative megaplasmid, the pAt. The linear chromosome is of par-
ticular interest because it belongs to a family of secondary replicons speciﬁc of Rhizobiaceae
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(Slater et al., 2009), called chromids that are of plasmid descent but have compositional and
evolutionary properties of chromosomes (Harrison et al., 2010). A comparative genomic anal-
ysis retracing the history of the genome structure of Rhizobiales was previously done by Slater
et al. (2009), but at a low phylogenetic resolution, with only one representative genome per
genus or biovar. The linear topology of the chromid is speciﬁc to a clade of strains belonging to
the biovar 1, and its potentially peculiar evolutionary dynamics have not yet been investigated
by a comparison of several homologous linear chromids. We notably looked at the dynamics
of recombination and genomic plasticity of each replicon in A. tumefaciens genomes, in order to
characterize the impact of the replicon structure of the genome on its evolution and its adaptive
potential.
2.2 Preamble to the comparative genomic studies
Finding traces of adaptation in genomes is usually achieved by identifying patterns of se-
quence conservation that depart from a neutral expectation. Notably, in the context of the study
of bacterial pan-genomes, one can recognize the action of purifying selection in the excessive
conservation of patterns of gene presence/absence in clades. Conservation of gene presence/ab-
sence states can readily be revealed by comparing core genomes of inclusive clades. However,
to recognize excessive conservation, these patterns must be contrasted with a null hypothesis of
genome evolution. Deﬁning such neutral model is a hard task, notably for mechanistic mod-
els that should account for many diﬀerent processes that participate in shaping genomes, for
which most parameters are unknown. Alternatively, one can rely on empirical models based
on measures of characteristic parameters, where the impact of selection is recognized as statis-
tical departures from general trends. In that case, it is particularly important to consider the
potential biases of themethodused to generate the data in the deﬁnition of neutral expectations.
For instance, in our ﬁrst study presented section 2.3.2, we used micro-array CGH to charac-
terize the proﬁle of gene presence/absence in genomes of the A. tumefaciens species complex, in
reference to the genome of C58, a strain that belongs to genomovar G8. We were interested in
ﬁnding genes speciﬁc of genomovarG8, because their speciﬁc conservation in this speciesmake
them good candidates for being under selective constraints, potentially for having supported
past adaptations of the species to its ecological niche. However, the mere observation of the
speciﬁc presence of these genes in G8 genomeswas not suﬃcient to assert that these G8-speciﬁc
genes were under purifying selection, because of the biased design of the experiment. Indeed,
the DNA chips used to probe the gene content diversity of agrobacterial genomes represented
the genome of C58, which is a G8 strain, so it was likely that we would ﬁnd more C58 gene
homologs in other G8 strains than in other species. Because of this methodological bias, the
distribution of genes across species could not be used per se to reveal signatures of selection.
In that perspective, it appeared necessary to ﬁnd another test of the selective hypothesis
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that was independent of the methods used to reconstruct the evolution of gene repertoires.
We found that G8-speciﬁc genes were often found in clusters in C58 genome. This regional
distributionwasneither expected from the experimentdesign, nor fromamodel of independent
acquisition of genes in genomes. In addition, these species-speciﬁc gene clusters appeared to
gather genes with high functional relatedness. This suggested that genes in these clusters were
gained together in the genome of G8 ancestor and conserved since. The global conservation of
the gene clusters could be explained by the component genes encoding together a selectable
function, and thus being collectively under purifying selection. We thus wanted to recover
the largest number of informations about the co-evolution of neighbour genes in genomes and
their functional properties, to be able to compare evolutionary scenarios involving selection to
neutral alternatives.
This led us to develop the pipeline presented in section 2.4 for the analysis of gene histories
from complete genomic sequences. At the time of the begin of the study, there was no bioin-
formatic program to our knowledge (notably among those presented section 1.2.2) that would
have allowed us to reconstruct ancestral genomes while considering the co-evolution of neigh-
bouring genes through transfer and duplication. We thus innovated a method of reconciliation
of history of genes and genomes that takes into account the regional phylogenetic signal, and
uses it to reconstruct horizontal transfers or duplications involving blocks of genes. We then
could exhaustively describe the patterns of (co-)transfer of genes in genomes. This allowed us
to test the neutrality of observing co-transferred genes with related function to be speciﬁcally
conserved in clades.
2.3 Probing the ubiquity of genes in A. tumefaciens genomes to char-
acterize species-speciﬁc genes: insights into the speciﬁc ecology
of A. fabrum
2.3.1 Introduction
The following article was published in 2011 in the journal Genome Biology and Evolution
(Lassalle et al., 2011). It presents the exploration of the diversity of gene contents in genomes
of the A. tumefaciens species complex, based on genome hybridization experiments with the
genome of strain C58 as a reference. Strain C58 belongs to genomovar G8, one of the ten
genomic species of the complex, for which every available strain was tested. This focus on
genomovarG8 let us identify several genomic islands speciﬁcally conserved in this species. The
evolutionary characteristics and functional annotations of these species-speciﬁc genes provided
insights in the history of ecological adaptation of the taxon.
This work gathers many collaborators, and my personal contribution in the experiments is
the following: I adapted the pipeline for signal processing of CGH raw data into proﬁles of
presence/absence of genes, originally developed by Laurent Guéguen, for its eﬃcient use on
the dataset. I additionally developed a method for the inference of sequence conservation from
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CGH raw data, and used it to observe the regional patterns of conservation across replicons
and genomes. I performed the evolutionary studies, i.e. the analysis of the patterns of pres-
ence/absence in the context of the evolutionary history of the taxon, leading to the deﬁnition of
clade-speciﬁc genes, and the analysis of the codon usage of genes along a gradient of evolution-
ary conservation. Finally, I manually re-annotated the biochemical functions of species-speciﬁc
gene products from the results of multiple bioinformatic programs and similarity searches, to
integrate the knowledge on the function of these species-speciﬁc genes into a model of putative
ecology of the G8 clade. Strong predictions on molecular function of genes could be tested and
validated by collaborators in the laboratory, revealing unforeseen aspects of the physiology of
agrobacteria.
2.3.2 Manuscript
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Abstract
The deﬁnition of bacterial species is based on genomic similarities, giving rise to the operational concept of genomic
species, but the reasons of the occurrence of differentiated genomic species remain largely unknown. We used the
Agrobacterium tumefaciens species complex and particularly the genomic species presently called genomovar G8, which
includes the sequenced strain C58, to test the hypothesis of genomic species having speciﬁc ecological adaptations
possibly involved in the speciation process. We analyzed the gene repertoire speciﬁc to G8 to identify potential adaptive
genes. By hybridizing 25 strains of A. tumefaciens on DNA microarrays spanning the C58 genome, we highlighted the
presence and absence of genes homologous to C58 in the taxon. We found 196 genes speciﬁc to genomovar G8 that
were mostly clustered into seven genomic islands on the C58 genome—one on the circular chromosome and six on the
linear chromosome—suggesting higher plasticity and a major adaptive role of the latter. Clusters encoded putative
functional units, four of which had been veriﬁed experimentally. The combination of G8-speciﬁc functions deﬁnes
a hypothetical species primary niche for G8 related to commensal interaction with a host plant. This supports that the G8
ancestor was able to exploit a new ecological niche, maybe initiating ecological isolation and thus speciation. Searching
genomic data for synapomorphic traits is a powerful way to describe bacterial species. This procedure allowed us to ﬁnd
such phenotypic traits speciﬁc to genomovar G8 and thus propose a Latin binomial, Agrobacterium fabrum, for this bona
ﬁde genomic species.
Key words: bacterial species, Agrobacterium, ecological niche, bacterial evolution, linear chromosome.
Introduction
The species as basic taxonomic unit dates back to Carl Lin-
naeus and has since been universally used to describe all liv-
ing organisms, including microbes. In superior Eukaria, the
separation of distinct species relies on the occurrence of sex-
ual barriers, as summed up in the famous biological species
concept proposed by Mayr (1942). However, in asexually re-
producing organisms, species are deﬁned upon similarities
of their members contrasted by interspecies genetic
discontinuities.
In Bacteria, similarity discontinuities were ﬁrst revealed
through phenotypic traits and used to classify strains in dif-
ferent species by numerical taxonomy (Sneath and Sokal
1973). It was soon discovered that discontinuities also occur
at the genomic level, leading to the current genomic species
deﬁnition. Indeed, empirical studies revealed a gap in the
distribution of genomic DNA hybridization ratio for pairwise
comparisons of numerous strains around 70% (or around
5 C for DTm) that matched previous phenotype-based dis-
tinction of species. Strains displaying genomic similarities
ª The Author(s) 2011. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of the Society for Molecular Biology and Evolution.
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above this level are thus considered to belong to the same
species (Wayne et al. 1987; Stackebrandt et al. 2002), that
are called genomic species. Alternatively, based on sequence
data, genomic species can be distinguished through multilo-
cus sequence analysis (Gevers et al. 2005). This is in line with
the phylogenetic species concept based on the evolutionary
relatedness among organisms that applies to all organisms,
including Bacteria and Archaea, as pinpointed by Staley
(2004). Although this deﬁnition is operational, efﬁciently
leading to the delineation of readily distinguishable genomic
species in most taxa, we still need to understand what
mechanisms lead to differentiation of such genomic species
(Fraser et al. 2009).
In our view, a genomic species is likely descending from
a single ancestor that speciated a long time ago consecutively
to adaptations to a novel ecological niche. Adaptations of the
ancestor to its ecological niche were determined by adaptive
mutations that should have been conserved in the progeny as
long as they continued to exploit the same primary niche.
Traces of adaptation could thus be found in progeny
genomes, namely species-speciﬁc genes present in genomes
of all members of a given species but not in closely related
species. Species-speciﬁc genes inherited from the ancestor
may still be responsible for the adaptation of present species
members to a species-speciﬁc ecological niche. This hypoth-
esis can be tested using comparative genomics to reveal
species-speciﬁc genes that likely encode species-speciﬁc
ecological functions.
Some studies intended to characterize the genomic specif-
icities of bacterial species and understand their evolutionary
history (Porwollik et al. 2002; Cai et al. 2009; Touchon et al.
2009; Lefe´bure et al. 2010; Zhao et al. 2010), other studies
aimed to characterize the differences in ecology of ecotypes
(or ecovars) among a taxon (Cohan 2002; Sikorski and Nevo
2005; Johnson et al. 2006; Sanjay et al. 2008; Cai et al. 2009;
Connor et al. 2010; Zhao et al. 2010). We aimed to combine
these approaches to test the hypothesis of genomic species
arising from speciﬁc ecological adaptations. Good candidate
species to test this hypothesis should preferentially display
high within-species diversity, so as to capture the most com-
mon species characters, with the least possible divergence
from their closest neighbors, thus maximizing the chance
of detecting speciﬁc determinants. The bacterial taxon
Agrobacterium tumefaciens fulﬁls these requirements.
According to the current genomic species deﬁnition, this
taxon displays a too large genomic divergence to be a single
species and must be considered as a complex of ten distinct
genomic species, currently named genomovar G1 to G9 and
G13 (Mougel et al. 2002; Costechareyre et al. 2009).
Although, they clearly belong to distinct genomic/genetic
lineages, these species have not yet received Latin binomials
essentially because they are not easily distinguishable by
usual biochemical identiﬁcation systems. They are, however,
bona ﬁde species to test our hypothesis because they are
closely related and also have large infraspecies diversity.
In addition, agrobacteria are common inhabitants of soils
and rhizospheres, with several strains and genomic species
commonly found in the same soil samples (Vogel et al. 2003;
Costechareyre et al. 2010). Because complete competitor can-
not coexist, according to the competitive exclusion principle
(Hardin 1960), co-occurring species must be adapted to partly
different ecological niches. Hence, often co-occurring and
highly diverse Agrobacterium species are choice candidates
for testing whether genomic species harbor presumptive
determinants of a species-speciﬁc ecology. In addition, strain
C58 of genomovar G8 is completely sequenced (Goodner
et al. 2001; Wood et al. 2001), so a set of reference genes
is available for classiﬁcation according to their level of ubiquity
within the entire taxon. The genomic sequence of strain
H13-3 from A. tumefaciens genomovar G1 (Wibberg et al.
2011) has been published at the time of submission of this
work, providing another reference to validate our results.
In the present work, we looked for genes that could be
involved in the ecological speciﬁcity of bacterial species. Be-
cause we were able to experimentally determine the set of
genes speciﬁc to genomovar G8, we focused particularly on
genomovar G8 as a model species. We then: 1) manually
annotated the functions of genes putatively determining
ecological speciﬁcities, 2) inferred cellular pathways that
may be involved in the adaptation of G8 agrobacteria to
their ecological niches, and 3) experimentally validated most
of the predicted functions and checked that they speciﬁcally
occurredwithin all G8members but not elsewhere.We used
this information to precise our representation of the ecolog-
ical niches of genomic species of the A. tumefaciens com-
plex and develop a scenario for ecology-driven speciation of
genomovar G8.
Materials and Methods
Bacterial Strains and Culture Conditions
In the present paper, we used a homogenous nomenclature
deﬁned according to the literature as follows: A. tumefaciens
formembers of the species complexwith reference to genomic
species, as explained by Costechareyre et al. (2010),
A. larrymoorei forstrainAF3.10(BouzarandJones2001),A.vitis
for the sequenced strain S4 (Ophel and Kerr 1990; Slater et al.
2009), Rhizobium rhizogenes for the sequenced strain K84
(Slater et al. 2009; Vela´zquez et al. 2010), and Ensifer meliloti
for the sequenced strain 1021 (Galibert et al. 2001; Martens
et al. 2007). Strains of the species complex A. tumefaciens
and A. larrymoorei tested in the study (table 1) are available
at the Collection Francxaise de Bacte´ries Phytopathoge`nes
(CFBP, INRA, Angers, France). They were routinely grown at
28 C on YPG medium (yeast extract, 5 g/l; Bacto Peptone,
5 g/l; glucose, 10 g/l, pH 7.2). Genomic DNAs were extracted
andpuriﬁed from50-ml liquidYPGculturesusing the standard
phenol–chloroform method (Sambrook and Russell 2001).
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Comparative Genome Hybridization Array Design
Comparative genome hybridizations (CGHs) were performed
withDNAmicroarrays speciﬁcally designed for this experiment.
Microarrays were made of 389,307 spots of 50-nt probes.
All the four replicons of A. tumefaciens str. C58 (GenBank ac-
cessions NC_003302, NC_003303, NC_003304, NC_003305)
were covered with a probe every 50 nt on each strand and
a shift of 25 nt between strands. To obtain a set of control
genes known to be absent from the tested strains, the
microarrays also included probes designed in the same way
to cover some plasmids from diverse Rhizobiaceae members,
corresponding to the following GenBank accessions:
NC_002377 (pTiA6), DQ058764 (pTiBo542), NC_002575
(pRi1724), NC_006277 (pAgK84), AJ271050 (pRi2659),
AF065242 (pTiChry5), and plasmids from R. etli str. CFN42:
NC_007 762, NC_007763, NC_007764, NC_004041,
NC_007765, NC_007766. In order to model hybridization in-
tensities as a function of levels of DNA base pairing between
probe and target DNAs, themicroarray contained 50-nt probes
designed on the direct strand of all alleles ofmutS, recA, and
gyrB genes known at that time in A. tumefaciens, A. rubi,
A. larrymoorei, A. vitis, and in some remote Rhizobiaceae
species including R. rhizogenes and E. meliloti. The micro-
array also included 39,746 constructor-designed random
probes for hybridization control. The C58 whole-genome
microarray was constructed by NimbleGen Systems Inc.
(Madison,WI), which also performed DNA labeling, hybridiza-
tion, image capture, and raw data extraction steps accord-
ing to internal company procedures. Hybridization
intensities considered hereafter are log2 transformations
of the raw data delivered by the company.Microarray design
and experimental raw data are available at http://www.ebi.
ac.uk/arrayexpress/ under the accessions A-MEXP-1977 and
E-MTAB-558, respectively.
Modeling of Probe Hybridization Behaviors
Hybridization intensity (I) ranged, approximately, from 6 to
16 arbitrary units, including a long range (6–9) for back-
ground noise. Even in case of a perfectmatch, I spanned over
a long range (e.g., 8–16 with C58). This complicated the de-
termination of a single presence/absence threshold value in-
distinctly valid for all probes, especially for strains distantly
related to C58. Instead, we used the fact that lacking genes
are characterized by long stretches of successive probes
mostly delivering a low background signal. Thus, to detect
C58 coding DNA sequences (CDSs) homologs in the tested
strains, we developed a method to classify segments of C58
replicons according to the homogenous presence or absence
of homologous segments in each tested strain by compari-
son with perfectly matching C58 DNA probes as positive
control. For each replicon a, plots of probe hybridization in-
tensities of tested strain i (denoted Ia.i) and reference C58
DNA (denoted Ia.C58) revealed the presence of two popula-
tions of points: one, which displayed an almost linear rela-
tionship between Ia.i and Ia.C58, corresponding to probed
regions thatwere ‘‘present’’ in the tested strain; and another,
that displayed no correlation between Ia.i and Ia.C58, corre-
sponding to regions that were ‘‘absent’’ (supplementary
fig. S3, Supplementary Material online). A model (M) ﬁtting
these conditions was constructed using a mixture of two
linear models, that is, (A) (absent) and (P) (present):
ðAÞ : Iai follows a law N ðmA; sdAÞ
Table 1
Agrobacterium Strains Used in This Study
Strain Name
CFBP
Code
Nb of Detected C58 CDS
Homologs
CcC58 LcC58 pAtC58 pTiC58
Agrobacterium tumefaciens
genomovar G1
CFBP 5771 2493 1392 205 14
ICPB TT111 5767 2461 1394 101 30
A. tumefaciens genomovar G2
CFBP 5495 2371 1185 53 0
CFBP 5494 2168 944 36 0
A. tumefaciens genomovar G3
CFBP 6624 2501 1104 0 0
CFBP 6623 2586 1388 32 0
A. tumefaciens genomovar G4
(bona ﬁde A. radiobacter)
B6 2413 2584 1389 131 32
DC07-012 7273 2503 1283 36 0
Kerr 14 5761 2557 1376 3 81
A. tumefaciens genomovar G5
CFBP 6625 1751 626 1 0
CFBP 6626 2378 1164 9 1
A. tumefaciens genomovar G6
NCPPB 925 5499 2533 1507 50 36
A. tumefaciens genomovar G7
DC07-042 7274 2370 1184 5 0
RV3 5500 2516 1266 1 0
Zutra 3/1 6999 2529 1349 22 169
A. tumefaciens genomovar G8
(A. fabrum nov. sp.)
Mushin 6 6550 2686 1693 273 132
C58T 1903 2765 1851 542 197
DC04-004 7272 2757 1851 542 197
J-07 5773 2683 1677 200 0
LMG 46 6554 2674 1669 0 172
LMG 75 6549 2681 1736 198 117
T37 5503 2663 1678 270 134
A. tumefaciens genomovar G9
Hayward 0362 5507 2565 1195 7 197
Hayward 0363 5506 2524 1213 17 0
A. tumefaciens genomovar G13
CFBP 6927 2517 1215 10 0
A. larrymoorei
AF 3.10T 5473 1032 228 8 0
NOTE.—CFBP, Collection Francxaise de Bacte´ries Phytopathoge`nes, INRA, Angers,
France (http://www.angers.inra.fr/cfbp/). CcC58, circular chromosome of C58; LcC58,
linear chromosome of C58; pAtC58, At plasmid of C58; pTiC58, Ti plasmid of C58.
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ðPÞ: Iai follows a law N ðmP þ q  IaC58; sdPÞ
ðMÞ: Iai follows a law p N ðmA; sdAÞ
þ ð1  pÞN ðmP þ q  IaC58; sdPÞ
where parameters {mA, sdA} and {mP, sdP} are means and
standard deviations for normal models (A) and (P), q is the
slope of the linear relationship between present Ia.i
and Ia.C58, and p is the weight of model (A) in (M), which re-
ﬂects the proportion of probes belonging to the absent pop-
ulation.
For each strain i, given the set of probes representing aC58
replicon a on the microarray, it is straightforward to compute
a likelihood function on the basis of this modeling. Then, we
looked for the maximum likelihood given this data using
the method of Nelder and Mead (1965) as implemented in
the ‘‘stats’’ R package (R Development Core Team 2009). This
process optimized values for the parameters in three steps:
1. First, parameters {mA, sdA} were analytically computed
from the means and standard deviations of two sets of
control probes: a) on probes covering NC_004041
(p42d) which was absent from every tested strain,
giving values {mAa, sdAa} or b) on constructor-
designed random probes, giving values {mAb, sdAb}.
2. Secondly, parameters were optimized from both start
points {p 5 0.5, mA0 5 mAx, sdA0 5 sdAx, mP 5 1,
sdP 5 1, q 5 1}, with x 5 a or x 5 b. During this ﬁrst
optimization step, {mA, sdA} were ﬁxed in order to
ﬁnd the (P) mode. The posterior likelihood of models
was calculated for each set of optimized parameters
and the best ﬁt between both sets of optimized
parameters a and b was kept.
3. To adjust the proportions of points recruited by each
mode, parameters were again optimized with {mA,
mP, q} ﬁxed and with a constraint on sdA: sdA 
(1.05sdA0). To maintain the exclusivity of (A) and (P)
modes, an additional constraint was set in the case of
plasmids NC_003604 and NC_003605: mA þ 1.5.
sdA þ 11. q  mP þ 2sdP.
{mA, sdA} parameters were constrained during steps 2)
and 3) to avoid a side effect of optimization due to the non-
exclusivity of bothmodes, whichmay lead to overrecruitment
of present points in absentmode (A) in some instances.When
mode (A) should recruit very few points, that is, for tested
strains very closely related to C58, a greedy optimization
algorithm was tented to ﬁll mode (A) by enlarging its bound-
aries (i.e., increasing sdA) or shifting its mean mA toward
present points or conversely to ﬁll mode (P) when plasmids
NC_003604 and NC_003605 were completely absent from
a strain. Sets of parameters for each microarray are listed in
supplementary table S7 (Supplementary Material online).
Segmentation of C58 Replicons into Regions
Present/Absent in Tested Strains
Multiple prediction partitioning was performed using Sar-
ment Pythonmodules (Gue´guen 2005) to build an incremen-
tal partitioning of the sequence of replicon awhen hybridized
with strain i into segments of consecutive probes of common
Absent or Present state given the likelihoods of each probe by
models (A) and (P) nested in the optimized model (M). The
segmentation process was independent of the sequence
annotation; however, it appeared that partitions generally
occurred between CDSs. As our interest was to screen for
C58 CDSs present or absent in other strains, the incremental
process was stoppedwhen the number of CDSswhich 100%
probes mapped in absent segments was stabilized, typically
after a few hundred segmentation iterations. Note that as
a result of the segmentation procedure, some probes with
high hybridization values surrounded by large number of
low hybridization value probes can occur within absent seg-
ments. All CDSs located in absent segments are nevertheless
considered absent.
Estimate of Genomic DNA-Probe Similarities
Similarity between microarray probes and probed DNA was
estimated via probes of alleles of marker genes gyrB, mutS,
and recA spotted on the microarray. The actual nucleotidic
similarities between probes and known sequences of
marker genes of the probed strain were computed using
BlastN. The results were imported and parsed using Biopy-
thon libraries (Cock et al. 2009). Linear regressions between
hybridization intensities and actual nucleotide similarities
were done for each microarray while excluding nonhybri-
dized probe noises (empirically determined to be below
80% genomic DNA-probe match) by using the stats R pack-
age (R Development Core Team 2009). Linear models
(supplementary table S8, Supplementary Material online)
were used to estimate the similarity between hybridized
DNA and microarray probes (estimated nucleotidic similarity
[ES]), thus allowing the calculation of average ESs of all CDSs
covered by probes on the microarray (supplementary table S2,
Supplementary Material online). For C58 replicons, it was also
possible to copewith intensity heterogeneities amongCDSs by
calculating weighted estimated nucleotidic similarities
(WESs). ESs recorded with a given strain were thus divided
by the corresponding values obtained with C58, then ad-
justed according to the actual similarities of sequenced poly-
merase chain reaction (PCR) products of the tested strain with
the C58 genome (supplementary table S3, Supplementary
Material online).
Codon Usage Analysis
Effective counts of the 64 codons of the 5,355 CDSs of
C58 were calculated using the ‘‘seqinR’’ package from
R project (Charif and Lobry 2007). Correspondence
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analyses were performed and projected using ‘‘dudi.coa’’
and ‘‘s.class’’ functions from the ‘‘ade4’’ package (Dufour
and Dray 2007).
Strain Clustering
Agrobacterium tumefaciens strains were clustered on the ba-
sis of gene presence/absence characters, as described in Lake
(1994), by using logdet distances with C58 as conditioning
genome. Logdet/paralinear distances (Lake 1994) were
computed using the ‘‘binary.dist’’ function from R project
(R Development Core Team 2009). Trees were built using the
NEIGHBOR algorithm fromPHYLIP package (Felsenstein 1993).
Functional Annotation of Speciﬁc Genes
The functional annotation of CDSs included in G8-speciﬁc
clusters was manually curated using a relational database,
that is, AgrobacterScope (in open access at https://www.
genoscope.cns.fr/agc/microscope), with the MaGe web
interface (Vallenet et al. 2009).
Construction of Deletion Mutants of SpG8-Speciﬁc
Clusters
Mutants were constructed by mutagenic PCR as described
by Choi and Schweizer (2005). Brieﬂy, mutagenic PCR frag-
ments were created by joining three fragments corresponding
to the two regions ﬂanking the sequence to be deleted of C58
(ca. 1 kb each) and a fragment encoding the nptII kanamycin
resistance gene ampliﬁed from plasmid pKD4 (Datsenko and
Wanner 2000) by using 70-nt primers consisting of 20 nt prim-
ing the kanamycin-resistance gene (3# segment of the primer)
and 50 (±3) nucleotides corresponding to ﬂanking sequence
endsoftargetedsites(5#segmentoftheprimer) (supplementary
tableS9,SupplementaryMaterialonline).Firstandsecondround
PCRs were performed as in Choi and Schweizer (2005), and
then PCR fragmentswere cloned into thepGEM-Teasy vector
(Promega,Madison,WI) according tomanufacturer’s instruc-
tions. After digestion of the resulting plasmids withApaI and
SpeI, fragments were subcloned into pJQ200SK, a plasmid
carrying the sacB gene conferring sucrose sensitivity (Quandt
and Hynes 1993) digested with the same enzymes.
To generate deleted mutants, PCR fragments cloned into
pJQ200SK were inserted in C58 by electroporation. Single
recombinants were selected on YPG media containing
25 lg/ml kanamycin and 25 lg/ml neomycin. Double cross-
over events were identiﬁed by sucrose resistance on YPG
media supplemented with 5% sucrose. Deletion mutants
were veriﬁed by diagnostic PCR with appropriate primers.
Experimental Validation Assays
Ferulic acid catabolism was tested using the two-step proce-
dure described by Civolani et al. (2000). In a ﬁrst step, cells
were induced for 24 h at 28 C (optical density [OD]600 nm5 1)
in AT minimal medium (Petit et al. 1978) supplemented
with 10 mM (NH4)2SO4 and 10 mM succinic acid, and
0.52mM (0.1mgmL1) ferulic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis,
MO). Cells harvested by centrifugationwere then suspended
at OD600 nm 5 0.1 into AT medium containing 10 mM
(NH4)2SO4 and 0.52 mM ferulic acid as sole carbon
source. Ferulic acid disappearance was monitored by high-
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) performed on
an Agilent 1200 series (Agilent Technologies, Santa Carla,
CA) liquid chromatograph associated with a diode array
detector. Data acquisition and processing were controlled
via Agilent Chemstation software. The separations were
carried out on a Kromasil 100-5C18 column (250 4.6 mm).
Compounds were eluted with a methanol–water gradient
(0.4% formic acid) in which the methanol concentration
was varied over time as follows: from 0 to 5 min, 20%;
5 to 22 min, increased to 62%; 22 to 25 min, increased to
100%; 25 to 30 min, 100%; 30 to 31 min, decreased to
20%.Theﬂowratewas1ml.min1. Ferulic acidwasdetected
at a wavelength of 320 nm after injection of 5-ll sample. UV
spectra and retention time (12.43 min) of ferulic acid were
determined by injection of a methanolic suspension of
ferulic acid. Identiﬁcation of ferulic acid in bacterial cultures
was conﬁrmed by comparison with this standard.
Curdlan production was assessed by streaking bacteria
onto plates containing a modiﬁed Congo red medium adap-
ted from Kneen and LaRue (1983) with glucose as sole
carbon source, incubated at 28 C for 48 h and then kept
at room temperature for 48 h.
Results
Presence of Homologs of CDSs from C58 Replicons
and Other Rhizobiaceae Plasmids
CGH results obtained with an original C58 genome–based
microarray were used to detect the presence or absence of
genes homologous to C58 in 25 agrobacterial strains. These
strains included seven G8members, one to three for each of
the nine other genomic species of the A. tumefaciens com-
plex and one for A. larrymoorei, a sister species of A. tume-
faciens (table 1). An original probabilistic method was used to
segment C58 replicon sequences into regions that were ab-
sent or present in the tested strains, thus allowing us to detect
the presence of homologs of C58 CDSs in the tested strains
(supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online).
The absence of detection, however, might have been due
to the absence of a real locus or to a weak hybridization sig-
nal caused by high sequence divergence between the target
genome and C58 DNAs. We thus calculated the ES for CDSs
of all replicons probed by the microarray in reference to
internal control probes of knownmismatch values with tested
DNAs (supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material
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online). In addition, we observed strong intensity heterogene-
ities amongCDSs, even in case of a perfectmatchwith C58. A
better similarity estimate was reached by weighting ESs of
tested strains by ESs recorded with C58 to provide WESs
(supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material online).
We used the segmentation method to detect the presence of
CDSs displaying WESs as small as 80–86% in G1-ICPB TT111
and G7-DC07-042, respectively, in spite of high hybridization
background noise (supplementary table S4, Supplementary
Material online). This demonstrated the higher sensitivity of
our probabilistic approach over threshold methods.
Beyond the analysis in terms of CDS presence,WES allowed
us to estimate whether C58 and the tested strains had diver-
gent or identical alleles. WES measures were plotted against
CDS positioned along replicons for G8 members (ﬁg. 1).
G8-DC07-004 was expected to belong to the same clone
or at least the same clonal complex as C58 because both
strains have identical alleles for marker genes located on
circular and linear chromosomes (recA, mutS, gyrB, chvA,
ampC, glgE, gltD, . . . ) (data not shown). G8-DC07-004
displayed an average WES of 100% with little dispersion
(average DWES 5 ±1%) over all four replicons and thus ap-
peared to be identical to C58, except for eight genes thatwere
lacking on the circular chromosome. In contrast, G8-T37,
which had different alleles for most marker genes, displayed
an average WES clearly below 100% with greater dispersion
(average DWES 5 ±4%). In contrast, this allowed us to dis-
cover that large regions of the C58 linear chromosome were
likely identical in other G8 strains. Remarkably, a region of
more than 1Mb encompassing the left arm of the linear chro-
mosome was identical between C58 and G8-LMG 75 or
G8-Mushin 6 (ﬁg. 1). This strongly suggests recent transfer
of half of the linear chromosome between members of this
species. Althoughwe found such long regions of identity with
C58 in several G8 members, such long stretches of genome
identity with C58 were not found outside G8 (supplementary
fig. S1, Supplementary Material online), suggesting that large
transfer events may essentially concern members of the same
species.
Strainswere clustered according to their C58CDShomo-
log content. As expected, this clearly allowed signiﬁcant
clusteringofallG8members (ﬁg.2).Differences ingenecon-
tent similarities according to chromosomes were observed
between genomic species. For six genomic species, the dif-
ferent members signiﬁcantly grouped when considering
CDSs of the C58 linear chromosome, compared with only
four grouped genomic species when considering CDSs of
the C58 circular chromosome. This suggests that the linear
chromosome content better characterizes genomic species
than the circular chromosome. Remarkably, G2members as
well as G5-CFBP 6625 were located at a basal position (i.e.,
far fromG8), indicating that they had the lowest number of
CDS in commonwith C58. The remaining species branched
together at the same distance from the G8 groups (forking
branches), indicating that they had comparable numbers
but different sets of C58 CDS homologs.
The presence of C58 CDS homologs according to their
location in C58 replicons conﬁrmed the presence of
C58-circular and -linear chromosome CDS homologs in all
tested strains (table 1). In contrast, this revealed the com-
plete lack of pTiC58 or pAtC58 homologs in several strains
such as for G8-J-07 and G8-LMG 46, which respectively
lacked Ti and At plasmids or the absence of large regions
of C58 plasmids in numerous strains (supplementary table
S1 and fig. S1, Supplementary Material online), which high-
lights the mosaic nature of these replicons. The segmenta-
tion method was not applicable for replicons outside C58,
thus hampering detection of barely similar CDS homologs
in these cases. Nevertheless, high CDS homologies of around
100% ESwere recorded for all CDSs of pTiA6 for both G4-B6
and G1-ICPB TT111, indicating the likely presence of the
same Ti plasmid in both strains (supplementary table S2
and fig. S2, Supplementary Material online). The results of
the CDS presence/absence analysis were, however, related
to the high hybridization stringency conditions used, which
may not allow detection of barely similar homologs. For in-
stance,A. larrymooreiAF 3-10was found to have no detect-
able CDS homology with pTiC58 (table 1), although this
strain is known to be pathogenic with a chrysopine type
Ti plasmid (Vaudequin-Dransart et al. 1995). As expected,
however, AF3.10 exhibited signiﬁcant estimated similarity
values (ca. 93%) with more similar CDSs of the chrysopine
type Ti plasmid pTiChry5 (supplementary table S2 and
fig. S2, Supplementary Material online).
Ubiquity Level of C58 CDSs in the A. tumefaciens
Complex
Homologs of the 5,355 CDSs of C58 were classed according
to their level of ubiquity in Agrobacterium strains and
grouped in six classes: only in C58 (‘‘speciﬁc to C58,’’
166 genes); only in G8 strains but not all (‘‘sporadic in
G8,’’ 151 genes); in all G8 and only G8 strains (‘‘speciﬁc
to G8,’’ 196 genes); with no speciﬁc presence pattern in
A. tumefaciens ("sporadic in At," 2,846 genes); in all A. tu-
mefaciens strains but not in A. larrymoorei (‘‘speciﬁc to At,’’
976 genes); or in both A. tumefaciens and A. larrymoorei
(‘‘At-Al core genome,’’ 1,020 genes) (supplementary table
S1, Supplementary Material online).
The core genome of A. tumefaciens (‘‘At core genome,’’
sum of the ‘‘speciﬁc of At’’ and At-Al core genome classes)
consists of 1,996 genes (37% of the genome). Seventy-ﬁve
percent and 25% of the At core genome are located on cir-
cular and linear chromosomes, respectively (accounting for
56% and 25% of these replicons, respectively), showing
clear core genome enrichment on the circular chromosome
(ﬁg. 3). As expected, no part of the core genome was found
on plasmids because these accessory replicons were lacking
in some strains (table 1).
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FIG. 1.—Presence and estimated similarity of C58 CDS homologs in other genomovar G8 members. Percentage of WES of C58 CDS homologs
were plotted against their coordinates on the four C58 replicons. Dot colors indicate the presence (green) or absence (red) of C58 CDS homologs.
Diamonds indicate actual similarity values of sequenced PCR products.
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Genes Speciﬁc to C58 and Sporadic in G8. G8-DC07-
004 was found to be the same as C58 except for eight CDSs
(Atu1183–Atu1190), which were absent in G8-DC07-004
(table 1). These eight CDSs were, strictly speaking, the real
C58-speciﬁc genes, whereas the remaining 158 genes speciﬁc
to C58 were speciﬁc to both C58 and G8-DC07-004. These
genes were mainly grouped in three clusters: Atu1183-
Atu1194, Atu4606-Atu4615, and Atu4864-Atu4896. The
Atu1183–Atu1194 region, which included the deleted region
described above, was located on the circular chromosome. It
constituted a prophage (ATPP-2, see below). The last two
clusters were located at the right extremity of the linear
chromosome close to the telomeric region. They harbored
transposase genes, suggesting that they were recombino-
genic. The Atu4606–Atu4615 regionwas annotated as being
involved in lipopolysaccharide biosynthesis, a function likely
gained by transfer and speciﬁc to C58 and G8-DC07-004.
In addition, four regions sporadic in G8were also identiﬁed
as probable mobile genomic elements. Three were evidently
prophages, which we named A. tumefaciens prophages
(ATPP): ATPP-1 (Atu0436–Atu0471), ATPP-2 (Atu1183–
Atu1194), andATPP-3 (Atu3831–Atu3858), which contained
genes encoding proteins characteristic of prophages, such as:
integrase, excisionase, resolvase, DNA methyl-transferase,
phage tail structural and assembly proteins, and DNA-
dependent RNA polymerase. By analyzing similarities in their
integrase gene sequences with those available in databanks,
prophages were assigned to known prophage families:
ATPP-1 and ATPP-2 were related to Podoviridae of P22
and T-7 families, respectively, whereas ATPP-3 was related
to Myoviridae of the P4 family. The very recent publication
of the genomic sequence of strain H13-3 of genomovar
G1 (Wibberg et al. 2011) showed that prophages ATPP-1
and ATPP-2 were absent from this strain, but that traces
of their past presence could be found at the corresponding
loci. The fourth region, ranging from Atu3636 to Atu3665
next to tRNA genes, had a less clear nature. It was apparently
undergoing a process of genetic decay and was referred to in
this study as a decaying mobile DNA region (DMR). Many
CDSs in this region were short CDSs that coded for hypothet-
ical proteins, pseudogenes, and gene remnants, indicating
that this regionmight no longer be under selection pressure.
Genes Speciﬁc to G8. In fact, 51 CDSs were strictly speciﬁc
to the genomovar G8, but 145 CDSs found in all G8 members
were also detected in one or two other non-G8 strains. In sev-
eral instances, those latter genes were contiguous to strictly
G8-speciﬁc genes (supplementary table S1, Supplementary
Material online), suggesting that they cooperate with strict
G8-speciﬁc genes for their functions. Thus, in order to capture
more complete functions, we decided to use a loose deﬁnition
of species-speciﬁc genes by merging the two gene classes for
a total of 196 G8-speciﬁc CDSs (SpG8) (supplementary table
S5, Supplementary Material online). No SpG8 genes were
FIG. 2.—Clustering of Agrobacterium tumefaciens strains based
on absence/presence of C58 CDS homologs. Neighbor-joining trees
were constructed using the paralinear distances of Lake (1994)
calculated from the presence/absence of C58 CDSs in other strains.
With the reference genome being C58, this strain and its nearly identical
relative DC07-004 were excluded from the analysis.
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found on plasmids, but they were unevenly dispersed on the
two chromosomes: 72%on the linear and 28%on the circular
chromosomes, respectively. Remarkably, 61% of SpG8 genes
were organized into clusters of ﬁve or more contiguous CDSs,
whereas others were interspersed within the C58 genome
(supplementary table S5, Supplementary Material online).
Seven large SpG8 clusters, numbered SpG8-1 to SpG8-7, were
located either on the circular chromosome (SpG8-1) or on the
linear chromosome for the six others (table 2 and ﬁg. 3). As
explained below, some SpG8 clusters were subsequently
divided into subclusters encoding homogeneous functions.
Sequence data validated the presence of SpG8 clusters in
G8 members and the absence of SpG8 genes with a similarity
above 70% outside G8 (data not shown).
SpG8 regions seem to occur in hotspots of gene inser-
tions. Cluster SpG8-3 adjoins a region containing different
types of putative mobile elements referred to here as DMR.
SpG8-4 was located next to the putative prophage ATPP-3.
Blocks made of SpG8-3 and DMR and SpG8-4 and ATPP-3
are next to tRNA genes. SpG8-5 and SpG8-6 are next to
rRNA operons containing tRNA genes (ﬁg. 3).
We performed a correspondence analysis on the codon
usage of CDSs in C58 to determine whether genes of dif-
ferent ubiquity classes could be differentiated on the basis of
FIG. 3.—Ubiquity in the Agrobacterium tumefaciens species complex of C58 CDSs according to their localization on C58 chromosomes. Tracks are
numbered from inner to outer track (circular chromosome) or top to bottom track (linear chromosome). tRNA and rRNA genes are represented track 1
and 2, respectively (pink). CDSs are represented according to their levels of ubiquity: track 3, speciﬁc to C58 (black); track 4, sporadic in G8 (yellow);
track 5, strictly speciﬁc to G8, and track 6, speciﬁc to G8 with a loose criterion (red); track 7, sporadic in At (purple); track 8, speciﬁc to At (blue); track 9,
‘‘At-Al core-genome’’ (green). Boxes indicate G8-speciﬁc (SpG8) gene clusters.
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their DNA sequence composition. Inertia ellipses of ubiquity
classes were found to be dispersed along the ﬁrst axis of the
codon usage space over a gradient reproducing the ubiquity
class order, which extends from core-genome genes to
sporadic/strain-speciﬁc genes (ﬁg. 4). Within the ubiquity
class corresponding to SpG8 genes, we could sort SpG8
gene clusters along the ‘‘core versus sporadic’’ axis, from
the group of isolated SpG8 genes (i.e., not located in clusters,
ﬁg. 4, box #0) at the ‘‘sporadic-like’’ extremity, to loci SpG8-1,
SpG8-4, SpG8-7 at the ‘‘core gene’’ extremity. Notably,
subclusters of large SpG8 gene clusters with different occur-
rence patterns inA. tumefaciens displayed different genome
signatures. In fact, SpG8-1a and SpG8-7a, which shared
genes with the closest relative of G8, that is, G6-NCPPB 925
(Costechareyre et al. 2010), displayed a more marked ‘‘core-
like’’ code usage signature than SpG8-1b and SpG8-7b (ﬁg. 4).
SpG8 Functions
We were able to infer global functions for most SpG8 clus-
ters, strengthening the hypothesis that they correspond to
coherent functional units. Our expert manual annotations
available in the AgrobacterScope database revealed that
SpG8 clusters encoded functional units related to environ-
mental sensing (SpG8-7), secreted metabolite production
(SpG8-2a, SpG8-3), detoxiﬁcation (SpG8-6), and metabolite
catabolism (SpG8-1, SpG8-4, SpG8-5) (table 2).
SpG8-7: Environmental Signal Sensing. SpG8-7 en-
coded functions that could be related to environmental signal
sensing and transduction: two mechanosensitive channels of
the MscS family and a two-component transduction system
with a receptor histidine kinase containing a PAS sensory box
and two putative response regulators. Genes encoding
a two-component system (Atu4300 and Atu4305) were ho-
mologous to nwsAB from Bradyrhizobium japonicum USDA
110, whose proteins are involved in plant host recognition
during the nodulation process (Lang et al. 2008) and to todST
from Pseudomonas putida F1 and styRS from Pseudomonas
sp. VLB120, whose proteins recognize toluene and styrene,
respectively, and activate related degradation pathways (Lau
et al. 1997; Panke et al. 1998). A more comprehensive block
was conserved in synteny with genes from Parvibaculum
lavamentivorans DS-1 (4 genes, 60.2% amino acid identity
on average) and E. meliloti 1021 (7 genes, 64% amino-acid
identity on average).
SpG8-2a: Curdlan Biosynthesis. Atu3056 in SpG8-2a
codes for a putative beta-1,3-glucan synthase (curdlan syn-
thase, CrdS) that is involved in the synthesis of curdlan, an
exopolysaccharide. We experimentally veriﬁed this function
by deleting thewhole locus in C58 (i.e., Atu3054–Atu3059).
As a result, colonies formed by the mutant C58DSpG8-2a
did not bind Congo Red, whereas colonies formed by
wild-type C58 were red, indicating that the mutant was
affected in polysaccharide production (ﬁg. 5B). In addition,
we found that all G8 members similarly accumulated red
dye, in contrast with members of other genomic species
(data not shown), which demonstrates that this function
is speciﬁc to G8.
Table 2
Characteristics of SpG8 Gene Clusters
G8-Speciﬁc
Regions C58 CDSs
Region Occurrence
Outside G8
Main Predicted
Functions
Experimental
Validationa
SpG8-1a Atu1398–Atu1408 G6-NCCPB 925 Sugar and amino acid transport;
sugar metabolism
Not done
SpG8-1b Atu1409–Atu1423 G9-Hayward 0362 Ferulic acid uptake and
catabolism
Present work
SpG8-2a Atu3054–Atu3059 r Curdlan EPS biosynthesis Present work
SpG8-2b Atu3069–Atu3073 r Secondary metabolite
biosynthesis
Not done
SpG8-3 Atu3663–Atu3691 G1-ICPPB TT111 Siderophore biosynthesis;
iron-siderophore uptake
Rondon et al. (2004)
G6-NCCPB 925
SpG8-4 Atu3808–Atu3830 G6-NCCPB 925 Ribose transport; monosaccharide
catabolism and
carbohydrate metabolism
Not done
SpG8-5 Atu3947–Atu3952 r Opine-like compounds catabolism Not done
SpG8-6a Atu4196–Atu4206 G1-CFBP 5771 Drug/toxic (tetracycline)
resistance
Luo and Farrand (1999)
SpG8-6b Atu4213–Atu4221 r Drug/toxic resistance Not done
SpG8-7a Atu4285–Atu4294 G6-NCCPB 925 Environmental signal
sensing/transduction
Not done
SpG8-7b Atu4295–Atu4307 Not present outside G8 Environmental signal
sensing/transduction
Not done
NOTE.—r, rare occurrence of some CDSs outside G8.
a
Deleted mutants of C58 were obtained for all regions.
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SpG8-3: Siderophore Biosynthesis, Release, and
Reuptake. The largest SpG8 gene cluster, that is, SpG8-3,
ranged from Atu3663 to Atu3693. Nearly, all SpG8-3 genes
were also shared by G6-NCPPB 925 and G1-ICPB TT111. This
region has already been characterized as coding for functions
involved in siderophore biosynthesis in C58 (Rondon et al.
2004). It includes eight polypeptides that may form a
mega-enzyme complex corresponding to seven nonriboso-
mal peptide synthase (NRPS) modules and three polyketide
synthase modules. An isolated NRPS gene (Atu3072) located
at the remote locus SpG8-2may also interact with this mega-
enzyme complex. Genes for transporter proteins were also
located in SpG8-3: Atu3669 coding for a transporter of
the multidrug extrusion transporter family MATE, that in-
cludes proteins involved in secondary metabolite transport
(Moriyama et al. 2008), and thus is perhaps involved in side-
rophore release in the medium; and Atu3684–Atu3691 that
are homologous to fecABCDE genes involved in TonB-
dependent reuptake of the siderophore when it is chelated
to iron (Braun et al. 2006). Finally, Atu3684, Atu3692,
and Atu3693 (fecAIR) seemed to form a cell surface signal-
ing system, whose homolog in Escherichia coli was
proposed to regulate the whole system of biosynthesis,
release, and reuptake of the siderophore (Braun et al.
2006). We noted that the whole region was conserved in
synteny with A. vitis S4 (30 genes, 51.2% amino-acid iden-
tity on average) on its larger plasmid.
SpG8-6: Detoxiﬁcation. SpG8-6 (Atu4196–4221) con-
tained three putative multidrug transporter systems. Interest-
ingly, one of them (tetR-tetA, Atu4205-Atu4206) was
experimentally characterized for tetracycline resistance in
G8-C58 and G8-T37 (Luo and Farrand 1999). These authors
did not detect this resistance in several other agrobacteria,
and some of their genomic species assignments are now
known: G4-B6, G4-ATCC15955, and G1-Bo542, thus con-
ﬁrming the G8 speciﬁcity of this genomic region. Tetracycline
is, however, not the natural inducer of these genes (Luo and
Farrand 1999). The TetR-TetA efﬂux pump system might
allow for detoxiﬁcation of other unknown compounds.
SpG8-4, SpG8-1a, SpG8-5: Carbohydate Catabolism.
Among regions involved in carbohydate catabolism, SpG8-4
(Atu3808–3830) seems to constitute a functional unit dedi-
cated to monosaccharide uptake, via the putative ribose-
speciﬁc ABC transporter encoded by rbsAC1C2B genes,
and sugar metabolism involving putative enzymatic functions
such as rhamnose mutarotase or D-galactarate dehydroge-
nase. Four LysR-type transcriptional regulators were found
within this locus, which could be involved in substrate-
FIG. 4.—Codon usage signatures of SpG8 genes. First factorial plan in the correspondence analysis of C58 CDSs according to their codon usage.
First and second axes explain 4.5% and 2.2% of total variance, respectively. Grey dots represent CDSs, ellipses represent the inertia of ubiquity classes,
and boxes represent barycenters of SpG8 loci named as detailed in table 2 and supplementary table S6 (Supplementary Material online) (and 0 for
interspersed SpG8 CDSs). Codon usage of ubiquity classes were found to gradually vary from core to sporadic genes revealing, in turn, that SpG8
clusters can be distinguished by this criterion from core-like ones to sporadic-like ones. Interestingly, SpG8-1a, SpG8-4, and SpG8-7a—which are shared
by the most closely related non-G8 strain G6-NCPPB 925 (table 2)—displayed a core-like codon usage.
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dependant regulation of metabolic pathways (Maddocks and
Oyston 2008).
SpG8-1a (Atu1398–1409) also seemed to be involved in
sugar metabolism with an ABC transporter operon puta-
tively speciﬁc to monosaccharides and genes for glycolate
catabolism enzymes. Two other ABC transporter operons
were located alongside within SpG8-1, which homologs
have been described to speciﬁcally import amino acids.
These include genes homologous to braBCDEF genes from
R. leguminosarum bv. viciae 8401 that are involved in
branched-chain amino acid uptake (Hosie et al. 2002).
SpG8-5 (Atu3947–Atu3952) encodes enzymes similar to
sarcosine oxidase, ornithine cyclodeaminase, and an alanine
racemase with a lectine-like sugar-binding domain likely
involved in the catabolism of opine-like compounds. Opines
are condensates of an amino acid and a sugar or a cetonic
acid that are well known to be involved in the ecology of
plant pathogenic Agrobacterium (Vaudequin-Dransart
et al. 1995). However, the annotation is not precise enough
to ascertain the substrate molecule class. It is thus possible
that the concerned substrates belong to another class of
condensates of amino acids and sugars called Amadori com-
pounds—a class of molecules produced in decaying plant
material and thus common in humic soil.
All functions found in SpG8-1, SpG8-4, SpG8-5 are thus
likely to confer G8 agrobacteria a general ability to metabo-
lize sugar and/or opine/Amadori-like compounds. However,
many functional annotations aremade on the basis of protein
similarities with databases. In the case of sugar-binding
proteins and ABC transporters, protein families contain many
sequences, only a few of which are characterized. Inciden-
tally, although we obtained deletion mutants of these three
regions, we could not yet assign precise candidate substrates
to improve the annotation or to experimentally verify the pre-
dicted functions.
SpG8-1b: Phenolic Catabolism. SpG8-1b (Atu1409–
Atu1423)was shared by all G8 strains and also byG9-Hayward
0362. This locus was involved in phenolic catabolism (ﬁg. 6,
supplementary table S6, Supplementary Material online for
details on homology relationships). Indeed, SpG8-1b includes
a gene homologous to fcs (Atu1416), which is involved in
a pathway for CoA-dependent, non-beta-oxidative degra-
dation of ferulic acid in Pseudomonas (Overhage et al.
1999; Plaggenborg et al. 2003; Calisti et al. 2008), and other
putative enzymatic functions that could be related to the
same metabolic pathway, including: an enoyl-CoA hydratase
(Ech) (Atu1417), a feruloyl-CoA dehydratase (Fcd) (Atu1414),
a tetrahydrofolate-dependent vanillateO-demethylase (LigM)
(Atu1420), and a methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase
(MetF) (Atu1418), as well as substrate-binding regulators
VanR (Atu1419) and FerR (Atu1422). Indeed, we were able
to reconstruct a complete ferulic acid degradation pathway
(ﬁg. 6B) and to propose a transcriptional regulation scheme
(ﬁg. 6C) in C58—and in other G8 strains as well—thanks
to the presence of a gene nonspeciﬁc to G8 in the linear
chromosome, that is, Atu4645 (vdh), encoding vanillin oxi-
dase. The ﬁnal product of this putative pathway was proto-
cathechuic acid, which can be degraded into metabolites
suitable for complete oxidation through the tri-carboxylic acid
cycle (Parke 1995). In addition, the SpG8-1 gene Atu1415 en-
coded a putative n-phenylalkanoyl-CoA dehydratase. This
FIG. 5.—Experimental evidences of G8-speciﬁc phenotypes determined by SpG8 loci. (A) Ferulic acid degradation by A. tumefaciens strains
determined by HPLC and UV spectrum at 320 nm. mAU, milli absorbance units. All genomovar G8 members were able to catabolize all ferulic acid in 12
h, contrary to non-G8 strains lacking SpG8-1b. (B) Curdlan production revealed by red dye on Congo red medium. C58: Agrobacterium tumefaciens
wild-type strain C58 (red colonies), C58DSpG8-2a: SpG8-2a-deleted mutant (white colonies).
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enzyme is involved in a beta-oxidative pathway of long chain
substituted phenolic degradation in Pseudomonas (Olivera
et al. 2001), yielding short-chain phenylalkanoyl-CoAs such
as cinnamoyl-CoA. This suggests alternative entries for this pu-
tativeG8-speciﬁc phenolic degradation pathway: either by up-
take of ferulic acid (as one of the cognate transporters could
provide this ability) or by transformation of more complex
phenolics, for example, by iterative oxidation of long
chain–substituted cinnamic acids. G8 strains could thus likely
degrade ferulic acid into protocathechuic acid and then as-
similate it as a carbon source.
We veriﬁed this possibility by testing strains for their
ability to degrade ferulic acid. After 12 h incubation,
strains bearing SpG8-1b (G8 strains and G9-Hayward
0362) degraded all the ferulic acid in a comparable
manner, whereas other strains did not (ﬁg. 5A). In ad-
dition, a C58 mutant deleted for the whole SpG8-1b
(C58DSpG8-1b, ﬁg. 5A) was unable to degrade ferulic
acid. This locus is therefore clearly involved in ferulic
acid degradation.
As a generalization, other genes involved in aromatic
compounds catabolism were found in other SpG8 gene clus-
ters: a putative mandelate racemase, in SpG8-1a (Atu1406)
and a putative shikimate dehydrogenase in SpG8-7b
(Atu4295). These enzymatic reactions were parts of pathways
leading to protocathechuic acid production, mandelate
degradation, or shikimate degradation, respectively, sug-
gesting that degradation of aromatic compounds into
protocathechuic acid may be a crucial synapomorphic trait
of genomovar G8.
FIG. 6.—Putative ferulic acid catabolism pathway encoded by SpG8-1b. (A) SpG8-1 CDSs organization in C58 (top): subregions SpG8-1a and
SpG8-1b are colored in purple and red, respectively. Presence in other Agrobacterium tumefaciens strains (bottom): presence, black; absence, white. (B)
Reconstructed ferulic acid catabolism pathway encoded by SpG8-1b according to similarities to sequences in databases and associated literature: Fcs,
feruloyl-CoA synthetase (Overhage et al. 1999; Plaggenborg et al. 2003); Ech, enoyl-CoA hydratase (Pelletier and Harwood 1998); Fcd, feruloyl-CoA
dehydratase; LigM, tetrahydrofolate-dependent vanillate O-demethylase (Nishikawa et al. 1998); MetF, methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase
(Nishikawa et al. 1998). (C) Putative transcriptional regulation of SpG8-1b genes inferred from sequence similarities in databases: VanR, vanillate
catabolism repressor (Morawski et al. 2000); FerR, ferulate catabolism regulator (Breese and Fuchs 1998; Calisti et al. 2008).
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Occurrence of SpG8 Genes in Other G8 Members
A question could be asked about the overall relevance of the
presentwork.Within the chosen species, that is, theA. tume-
faciens genomovar G8, we used the largest set of markedly
different strains available when the array was designed. The
results were thus valid for this set of strains, but are SpG8
genes also present in other G8 members? Indeed, curdlan
biosynthesis genes were already described in the industrial
agrobacterial strain ATCC 31749 (Portilho et al. 2006), that
we found to be very likely another G8 member based on
the high sequence similarities of several genes of ATCC
31749 and C58 as compared with other genomic species
(data not shown). Similar observations could also apply to
tetA-tetR (Luo and Farrand 1999). In addition, we tracked
G8 members in the many agrobacterial strains that can be
isolated from various environments. We succeeded in isolat-
ing a new one, that is, MKS.01 (CFBP 7336), which differed
fromallotherG8strainsbycoregenemarkers,andweveriﬁed
that MKS.01 had all the G8-speciﬁc genes and phenotypes
deﬁned in the present work, including curdlan production
and ferulic acid degradation (data not shown). Conversely,
the SpG8 genomic islands appear to be absent from the re-
cently published genomic sequence of the genomovar
G1strainH13-3 (Wibberget al. 2011).All of theseaposteriori
veriﬁcations conﬁrmed the hypothesis of genomic species
characterized by common species-speciﬁc genes inherited
from a common ancestor adapted to a speciﬁc primary
ecological niche.
Discussion
The aim of the present study was to disclose the speciation
mechanism leading to differentiation of genomic species by
assessing the presence of species-speciﬁc genes in ge-
nomes. As this is amenable by comparative genomics, the
present study was geared toward detecting C58 gene ho-
mologs in other genomes by using a microarray constructed
with probes spanning the entire C58 genome. However, al-
though it is easy to detect present genes with CGH arrays
when hybridized DNAs are highly similar to C58 DNA (i.e., in
genomovar G8), there is a dramatic decrease in the signal
over background ratio for more divergent genomes from
other genomic species. This difﬁculty was overcome by tak-
ing into account the regional organization of the hybridiza-
tion signal along the genome because, in spite of their
weakness, successive signals of present loci are generally
more intense than noises of absent ones. Thanks to this par-
tition procedure, we were able to conﬁdently detect the
presence of genes not only in all other species of the A. tu-
mefaciens complex but also in the remote species A. larry-
moorei. We, however, failed to obtain accurate results in A.
vitisCFBP 5523T, R. rhizogenes K84, or E. meliloti 1021 (data
not shown), likely because those bacteria generally diverged
beyond the estimated detection threshold (80% similarity at
best) of the procedure (supplementary table S4, Supplemen-
tary Material online).
G8-Speciﬁc Functions Useful for Life in Plant
Rhizospheres
Remarkably, SpG8 functions seemed to collectively deﬁne an
ecological niche ofG8 agrobacteria related to commensal in-
teractionswith plants (ﬁg. 7). Although agrobacteria arewell
known to be pathogenic to plants by inducing crowngall dis-
ease, this isasecondaryecological trait relatedtotheavailabil-
ity of adispensableplasmid (i.e., Ti plasmidwhichharbors the
pathogenicity determinants). Agrobacteria are generally
Tiplasmidfreeandareprimarilycommonsoilborneorganisms
able to live commensally in plant rhizospheres (Savka et al.
2002; Hartmann et al. 2009). Aswewere looking for general
adaptive determinants of the species regardless of its patho-
genic status, we assumed that species-speciﬁc adaptations
were more likely related to life in soils or rhizospheres rather
than to crown galls.
SpG8 loci code for numerous catabolic pathways of car-
bohydrates, namely ferulic acid (SpG8-1b), diverse sugars
(SpG8-1a, SpG8-4), amino acids (SpG8-1a, SpG8-5), and
opine-like/Amadori compounds (SpG8-5). All are typical
molecules that can be found in plant rhizospheres, exuded
by plants (complex sugars) or derived from plant degrada-
tion products (phenolics, opine/Amadori products). Clearly,
ferulic acid is a plant compound involved in the lignin bio-
synthesis present at plant wounds (Humphreys et al. 1999).
Degradation products are, however, released in soil andmay
thus facilitate the survival of agrobacteria in soil as well. The
SpG8 loci involvement in life adaptation to plants or soil are
therefore not exclusive alternatives. Moreover, sugar, phe-
nolics, and opines are also known to play an important role
in the pathogenicity of Ti plasmids harboring agrobacteria.
In that sense, the present results support the exaptation
hypothesis of Dessaux’s team (Vaudequin-Dransart et al.
1995), who proposed that the ability of agrobacteria to
use opines selectively arose from a more general ability of
this taxon to use opine-like compounds, including Amadori
products and other related substrates.
In addition to carbon resources available in the rhizo-
sphere, other factors are important in the bacterial niche def-
inition. For instance, bacterial cells may be able to recognize
a favorable environment, reach it (e.g., via positive tropism)
and stay inside it (e.g., via physical attachment), or modify it
(e.g., by secreting extracellular products or stimulating a plant
to modify its exudation spectrum). These functions involve
molecular signaling that can be distant (by diffusion of a signal
molecule) or by contact between the bacterium and its
speciﬁc habitat (including a partner plant).
Indeed, production of insoluble b-1,3-glucan exopolysac-
charide(curdlan)encodedbySpG8-2amayplayaroleinattach-
ment (Matthysse and McMahan 1998; Rodrı´guez-Navarro
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et al. 2007) and contact signaling. Annotated functions may,
however,havepleiotropiceffects, andcurdlanproductionmay
also be important for passive resistance to toxics, especially in
plant rhizospheres where antimicrobial agents-like ﬂavonoids
are secreted (Palumbo et al. 1998). Other putative defense
mechanism of G8 agrobacteria may be provided by SpG8 loci
by action of multidrug exporters (SpG8-6), whereas the side-
rophore biosynthesis locus (SpG8-3) might provide another
general ﬁtness gain in competition with other bacteria present
in the biotope. Scavenging of limiting resources like iron is
FIG. 7.—Hypothetical integrated functioning of SpG8 genes allowing G8 member adaptation to their speciﬁc ecological niche. EPS,
exopolysaccharide; CrdS, curdlan synthase; McsS, mechano-sensitive channel; NodVW, two-component system sensor kinase and response regulator;
BraCDEFG, branched-chain amino acid transporter; RbsABC, ribose transporter; TetA, tetracycline extrusion pump; MatE, multidrug transporter;
FecBCD, iron-siderophore transporter.
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known to be a very potent means to outperform competitors,
especially in habitats like rhizospheres with dense and diverse
populations,asdescribedforplantgrowth-promotingrhizobac-
teria like Pseudomonas ﬂuorescens or R. rhizogenes (Penyalver
et al. 2001; Siddiqui 2006).
Finally, locus SpG8-7b, which encodes membrane pro-
teins involved in the perception of mechanical and chemical
signals, is a candidate to facilitate recognition of favorable
environments. Interestingly, those putative environment-
sensing genes are homologous to systems of perception
of toluene and styrene in Pseudomonas sp. (Lau et al.
1997; Panke et al. 1998) and are conserved in synteny with
those from the chromosome of P. lavamentivorans SD-1.
This latter species is known to switch from motile to sessile
behavior in the presence of phenyl-substituted long-chain
fatty acids (Schleheck et al. 2004) that share structural fea-
tures with ferulic acid. These homology relationships strongly
suggest that two-component signaling systems of this family
are activated by the presence of some phenolics in the
medium. Moreover, these genes code proteins also homolo-
gous to NodVW/NwsAB from B. japonicum, which mediate
host recognition during the nodulation process. Consider-
ing these relationships, we hypothesized that locus
SpG8-7b is involved in the perception of signals from
the environment that may be responsible for activation
of other functions, including, perhaps, SpG8 functions
such as phenolic metabolism. The frequent reference to
phenolics in annotation of SpG8 genes suggests that these
compounds could be of primary importance in the biology
of G8 agrobacteria, being both metabolites and signals
released by the host plant.
Evolutionary History of SpG8 Genes
The presence of species-speciﬁc genes can be understood as
due to the conservation of ancestral genes lost in other spe-
cies or to the acquisition of foreign genes by the most recent
common ancestor. Several SpG8 regions (SpG8-1a, SpG8-4,
and SpG8-7a) contained genes that were also found in G6-
NCCPB925, the closest outgroup of G8. This suggests that
these speciﬁc regions may have been present in the common
ancestor of G8 and G6. Remarkably, these regions tended to-
ward the codon usage signature of core-genome genes (sup-
plementary table S5, Supplementary Material online, ﬁg. 4).
Based on these elements, SpG8-1, SpG8-4, and SpG8-7 may
be clusters of ancestral genes already present in the genome
of an ancient ancestor of agrobacteria, speciﬁcally retained in
the [G6,G8] clade but lost in other clades. This is especially
probable for region SpG8-1. This regionwas possibly present
as an entire cluster in ancestors ofG6-NCCPB925 andG9-Hay-
ward0362 and may then have been partially lost, leading to
differential retention of subregions SpG8-1a and SpG8-1b
in G6-NCCPB925 and G9-Hayward0362, respectively
(ﬁg. 6A). In contrast, transfers may be more likely for SpG8
genes shared with more distant genomic species such as
G1 (SpG8-3 and SpG8-6a gene clusters) or G4 (Atu4215-
4218 in cluster SpG8-6b), which have sporadic-like codon us-
age signatures. This suggests that lateral gene transfer as well
as gene retention contribute to the establishment of a species-
speciﬁc gene repertoire.
Gene Content Flexibility of the Linear Chromosome
As previously observed at higher taxonomic level by compar-
ing Agrobacterium ‘‘biovars’’ (i.e., A. tumefaciens C58 to A.
vitis S4 and R. rhizogenes K84; Slater et al. 2009) and other
bacteria such as Vibrio (Chen et al. 2003; Vesth et al. 2010),
the second chromosome of A. tumefaciens genomic species
also appears as the major spot for innovation in the gene
repertoire (ﬁg. 3). This high genomic ﬂexibility of the second
chromosome was moreover likely facilitated by a linear ar-
chitecture as illustrated by the transfer of half of the linear
chromosome between C58 and other G8 members (ﬁg. 1).
Actually, a bacterial linear chromosome could behave as
a standard eukaryotic chromosome requiring a single cross-
over to exchange almost a complete chromosome branch.
Linear chromosomes, which are rare genomic features in
bacteria, may facilitate the spread of adaptive genomic in-
novations and likely played a key role in speciation in the A.
tumefaciens complex as suspected in Streptomyces or Bor-
relia spp. (Volff and Altenbuchner 2000; Chen et al. 2010).
Parapatric Speciation Gives Rise to Genomic
Species
We found genes coding ecologically relevant functions pres-
ent in the genomes of members of a given genomic species
but not in its closest relatives. They were likely present in the
most recent common ancestor of its members likely allowing
ecological isolation. We may in turn speculate this isolation
initiated the speciation process. We chose to work with a ge-
nomic species with high known diversity (Mougel et al. 2002;
Portier et al. 2006; Costechareyre et al. 2009, 2010) and also
because this species has very closely related sister species of-
ten co-inhabiting the same soil (Costechareyre et al. 2010),
even at the very microscale (Vogel et al. 2003). Agrobacteria
are moreover common rhizospheric bacteria (Krimi et al.
2002, Costechareyre et al. 2010) which genomic species
are differentially trapped according to plant host (Lavire C,
unpublished data). Agrobacteria in soils thus form ecological
guilds where every species likely taps the same resources
(e.g., rhizospheres) in a similar way, except for a few speciﬁc
traits. As agrobacterial species are not geographically isolated
and because they have determinants for species-speciﬁc eco-
logical niche, we assume that these species have arisen by
parapatric speciation. It is likely that speciations in the same
habitat occurred as a consequence of local adaptations to
host plants, as suggested by annotations of G8-speciﬁc
functions.
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Adaptations to plants might be related to host speciﬁcity
as already suggested by the known preferential occurrence of
A. rubi, A. vitis, and A. larrymoorei in tumors of Rubus sp.,
Vitis sp., and Ficus benjamina, respectively. Determination of
speciﬁc adaptations of A. tumefaciens species may also
improve our knowledge about crown gall epidemiology, in-
cluding preferential spread by some hosts. In the case of G8,
we suspected preferential trapping by Medicago truncatula
(Lavire C, unpublished data), echoing the homology of SpG8-7
with sensors of E. meliloti—the symbiont ofM. truncatula. Ad-
aptation to plant is possibly not conﬁned to commensal adap-
tation to the root biotope but more generally to ecological
features encountered in the whole plant, including tumors.
Consequently, it is possible thatA. tumefaciens species adap-
tations toplantsmayalsomodulate the epidemiology of path-
ogenic agrobacteria.
Interest of Ecological Species Concept Investigation
for Taxonomy
Agrobacterium tumefaciens genomic species are valid spe-
cies but they are still awaiting a valid Latin binomial because
they were lacking well-characterized distinctive phenotypic
traits. Novel G8 members could be identiﬁed by phyloge-
netic analysis of core genes such as recA or chvA, as previ-
ously described (Costechareyre et al. 2009, 2010) or by
looking for G8-speciﬁc genes via CGH microarrays or
PCR. However, the present work actually emphasizes several
traits such as curdlan production, ferulic acid degradation,
resistance to tetracyclin for genomovar G8 that, when com-
bined, would be valuable traits for species distinction. This is
why, in agreement with the latest recommendations of
Stackebrandt et al. (2002), we propose to valid the status
of genomovar G8 as a recognized bacterial species by giving
it a Latin binomial and a type strain, C58. We thus propose
this novel species be named Agrobacterium fabrum, from
the Latin plural genitive of smith, in reference to the use
of C58 to construct genetically modiﬁed plants, while also
honoring the pioneer isolator of Agrobacterium (Smith) as
well as other scientists with a Faber-related name in different
languages, for example, Smith, Schmidt, Smet, Faivre, Far-
rand, Faure, Herrera, etc., who studied various aspects of
Agrobacterium biology.
Generalization of the Concept of Bacterial Genomic
Species as Ecological Species
The question of ecological speciation of bacteria is still in
debate (Achtman and Wagner 2008) partly because the
bacterial species deﬁnition is at the center of this debate.
Here, we only consider the genomically based species def-
inition still acknowledged by international taxonomic com-
mittees (Wayne et al. 1987; Stackebrandt et al. 2002), even
though if there is still named bacterial species—especially in
anciently described human pathogens—that do not ﬁt the
genomic species criterion. We thus chose a taxon level rel-
evant for the current taxonomy and intended to verify that
this taxon level could have speciﬁc ecological features that
scheme a potential primary niche. This was usually achieved
by investigating differential ecological properties of species
as for instance within the genus Prochlorococcus (Johnson
et al. 2006). We showed here that the discovery of the spe-
ciﬁc ecological niche of a species is amenable by compara-
tive genomic, when it is performed with several strains
within this species compared with strains belonging to
closely related species. This was done with Salmonella enter-
ica (Porwollik et al. 2002), Lactobacillus casei (Cai et al.
2009), and Campylobacter coli versus C. jejuni (Lefe´bure
et al. 2010). This should be generalized in future taxonomic
investigations in order to improve the biological information
attached to novel species. Of course, it is also possible to
infer primary ecology of other taxonomic levels such as
strain clusters within a species as shown in E. coli (Touchon
et al. 2009), genera, or still higher taxa (Philippot et al.
2010). Interestingly, these latter authors showed that the
broader the clade, the less deﬁned is the associated ecology.
The present study highlighted the relevance of looking for
species-speciﬁc genes by assessing genome features. We
showed that—at least for the presentmodel—species-speciﬁc
genes were involved in ecological adaptations to the species
primary niche. Consequently, it is likely that in this instance the
genomic species was of ecovar descent. Our study beneﬁts
from the synergy between bioinformatic treatments of high
throughput data and bench works. Both approaches are
essential for reconstructing—without a priori knowledge—a
reliable ecological niche model for further investigations on
bacterial speciation and evolution.
Supplementary Material
Supplementary tables S1–S9 and ﬁgures S1–S3 are available
at Genome Biology and Evolution online (http://www.gbe.
oxfordjournals.org/).
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2.4 Reconstructing ancestral genomes of A. tumefaciens reveals eco-
logical adaptations along their diversiﬁcation
2.4.1 Introduction
The ecology of bacteria is poorly understood. Though we have some idea of which envi-
ronment certain species can be sampled from, what compounds they can metabolize or what
interactions they can establishwith other organism,we knowvery little ofwhat are the selective
pressures acting on bacteria in their everyday life. The genomes of living organisms contain
all the informations that make their lifestyle possible, and for this reason genomes appear as a
gold mine for biologists in quest of understanding. Though, even if we knew how to decode
the complex genomic language and determine the functional role of every base in one genome,
that would not help us to understand what portion contributes signiﬁcantly to the ﬁtness of
the organism in its current environment (Doolittle, 2013).
What we can learn however, is something about their past. Indeed, by comparing genome
sequences, we can recognize patterns of divergence and conservation of the genetic informa-
tion, which can tell us much about the selective pressures that were acting on genomes on
the long term. For instance, observing a gene sequence highly conserved between two di-
vergent genomes is indicative of purifying selection that acted on this gene, for a signiﬁcant
time since the split between the two genomes. This comparison can be done with multiple
genomes, in a phylogenetic framework that models what happened in a lineage and when,
thus reconstructing ancestral genomes to tell their history.
Most interestingly, some methods for reconstruction of ancestral genomes can exhaustively
describe the processes that participated to the evolution of genomes, and notably the history
of genes in genomes. Most genes have complex histories, marked by many events of gene
duplication, loss and, in the case ofmicro-organisms, horizontal transfers. Diﬀerent genes have
diﬀerent histories that followed the one of species bydiﬀerent paths, i.e. evolutionary scenarios.
The reconciliation of genome and gene histories through the inference of events of duplication,
transfer and loss of genes allow to reconstruct the gene content of ancestral genomes. This can
be very valuable to understand what were the selective pressures that marked the evolution
of a lineage, because (1) the individual histories of genes can tell us what gene function was
brought to which ancestor, how, and from where – either by duplication of a native gene or
by transfer from a close or distant relative, etc., every scenario potentially implying a diﬀerent
selective advantage; (2) the ancestral gene contents give a functional context in which the gain
or loss of a gene function can be interpreted, notably when taking into account the syntenic
relationships and functional interactions between genes; (3) the inference of all the individual
events allows the estimation of the global process of genome evolution, which can be used as
an empiric reference for detecting deviations from the norms, as a potential signature of the
action of selection.
The bacterial genomes are known to be in constant ﬂux, with genes getting in and out at
a rate that can exceed the nucleotide substitution rate (Lawrence and Ochman, 1997), leading
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to diﬀerences of more than a thousand genes between the closest strains of the same species
(Touchonet al., 2009). Thisdynamics leads to thedeﬁnitionof ’core’ versus ’accessory’ genomes,
which respectively gather the genes that are shared by all member strains of a species and
those that are found in some strains but not all. Some accessory genes are frequently gained by
transfer and then quickly lost, leaving patterns of presence in genome that are patchy regarding
the species phylogeny; others only appear in one genome. Among those accessory genes, most
have likely ephemeral, if any, adaptive value, and are only caught in our analysis by the
snapshot of genome sequencing. Though, in this apparent chaos of gene content variations,
some accessory genes stably settle in genomes, and become part of the core genome of a lineage.
These ’domestication’ events constitute the most remarkable deviations from a neutral model
where rapid gains and loss prevail. These clade-speciﬁc genes could thus have been under
purifying selection since their acquisition in the corresponding clade common ancestor. This
could for instance reﬂect their contribution to the adaptation of their host to its ecological
niche. However, not all genes gained by the ancestor of a clade and conserved afterwards
were necessarily under purifying selection ; drift or selﬁsh replication and transmission can
maintain non-adaptive genes in genomes. Can other patterns of evolution of genes in genomes
be used to distinguish the action of selection from that of drift?
In a previous study where we explored the diversity of gene repertoires among strains of
the Agrobacterium tumefaciens species complex, we found genes speciﬁc to the species under
focus, A. fabrum (Lassalle et al., 2011). These species-speciﬁc genes were in majority organized
as clusters in genomes, and these clusters gathered genes that encoded coherent biological
functions. The clustering of co-functioning clade-speciﬁc genes may be a trace of purifying
selection acting to conserve the clusters in their wholeness, because the selected unit is the
function collectively encoded by the constituent genes.
We thus used the Rhizobiaceae family as a model taxon to reconstruct the histories of genes
in genomes. We particularly focused on the Agrobacterium tumefaciens species complex (At)
for which we have an original dataset of 22 strains from ten diﬀerent species, allowing a ﬁne
resolution of inference for events such as gene duplication, loss or transfers. We inferred the
history of all genes in the genome dataset, and combined these scenarios of gene evolution to
reconstruct ancestral genomes and their dynamics of gene content evolution. For this purpose,
we designed a new phylogenetic approach for reconstruction of ancestral genomes, accounting
for events of horizontal transfer and duplication of genes. This approach identiﬁes blocks of
co-transferred and co-duplicated genes. Using this regional signal in genomes provided better
conﬁdence and accuracy when dating the events in the reference species phylogeny.
When looking at the evolutionary events that marked the emergence of key clades, we
observed that, as for A. fabrum (Lassalle et al., 2011), some transferred genes were retained
in descendants and constitute genomic synapomorphies of clades. A large portion of these
clade-speciﬁc genes are systematically found as clusters of co-transferred genes encoding co-
herent functions. We tested the hypothesis of these co-transferred clade-speciﬁc genes being
domesticated and under selection for a collective function, by comparing the level of functional
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co-operation of genes within blocks of clade-speciﬁc genes to the expectation under a neutral
model of gene transfer. Clade-speciﬁc genes were indeed more co-functionning than expected,
supporting that purifying selection is maintaining clade-speciﬁc genes in genomes.
Altogether, these observations indicate that in the midst of the large turnover of genes in
and out genomes, some gains or losses were retained by selection, potentially in relation to the
adaptation to changing ecological niches. Following the history of clade diversiﬁcation, these
adaptive synapomorphies shaped the core genome of clades and their ecological niches.
2.4.2 Results
2.4.2.1 Genomic sequence dataset
We deﬁned a broad sample of genomes that would reveal long-range gene exchanges and
at the same time that would be dense enough to distinguish the variations that exist between
close relatives. The focus was made on the Agrobacterium tumefaciens species complex, since
we had an original dataset of sixteen new genomes plus six publicly released genomes (Wood
et al., 2001; Goodner et al., 2001; Wibberg et al., 2011; Li et al., 2011; Ruﬃng et al., 2011; Hao
et al., 2012a,b) (Table 2.1). These twenty-two genomes cover ten closely related but genomically
diﬀerentiated species within the A. tumefaciens complex (Popoﬀ et al., 1984; Portier et al., 2006;
Costechareyre et al., 2009), with up to ﬁve isolates per species. To chose distant relatives to
include to the database, we relied on phylogenies of the Alpha-Proteobacteria division made
by Williams et al. (2007) and Viklund et al. (2012), and by ourselves with a more complete
dataset of 131 genomes (Sup. Fig. 2.17). Our sample covers several genera of the Rhizobiales
order, including every genome publicly available for the Rhizobiaceae family at the time of
the database construction (spring 2012), among which Agrobacterium, Rhizobium and Ensifer
(Sinorhizobium), that are thought to be frequently exchanging since they all are inhabitants of
soils and rhizospheres and because many isolates harbour conjugative megaplasmids which
can recombine across genera (Young et al., 2006). We excluded the genomes of intra-cellular
plant pathogens Ca. Liberibacter, which are reduced and highly diverged, to avoid biases in
reconstructions of gene trees and genome gene content. We added all available genomes of
Mesorhizobium from the close family Phyllobacteriaceae, to complete the set of related rhizobia
with genomes with diﬀerent genome architectures (Slater et al., 2009). Finally, we added as
an outgroup the genome of Parvibaculum lavamentivorans strain DS-1, from the distant family
Rhodobiaceae, to ensure the outgroup rooting of the trees, but also to look for potentially
interesting exchanges between A. tumefaciens and this particular lineage, as observed in a
previous work (Lassalle et al., 2011). We thus gathered a dataset of 47 complete genome
sequences that allowed to focus on the on-going divergence of A. tumefaciens lineages, and to
capture the contribution of their rhizobial cousins with whom they may share adaptations to
life in soils and plant rhizospheres.
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Table 2.1: List of 47 Rhizobiales strains used in this study (continued next page).
Clade Code NCBI Taxid Strain name Genome size (nb. genes)
Agrobacterium tumefaciens
Genomovar G1 AGRSH 861208 H13-3 5345
AGRTU1 1107544 5A 5518
ATU1A 1183421 CFBP 5771 5546
ATU1B 1183429 S56 5627
ATU1C 1183430 TT111 5856
Genomovar G2 ATU2A 1183436 CFBP 5494 6013
Genomovar G3 ATU3A 1183432 CFBP 6623 5378
Genomovar G4 ATU4A 1183423 B6 5875
ATU4B 1183422 CFBP 5621 5330
ATU4C 1183424 Kerr 14 5870
AGRTU2 1082932 CCNWGS0286 4979
Genomovar G5 ATU5A 1183435 CFBP 6626 5332
AGRTU3 1050720 F2 5321
Genomovar G6 ATU6A 1183431 NCPPB 925 6139
Genomovar G7 ATU7A 1183425 NCPPB 1641 6041
ATU7B 1183426 RV3 5182
ATU7C 1183427 Zutra 3/1 5685
Genomovar G8 AGRT5 176299 C58 5639
AGRSP1 82789 ATCC 31749 5535
ATU8A 1183433 J-07 5592
Genomovar G9 ATU9A 1183434 Hayward 0363 4502
Genomovar G13 ATU13 1183428 CFBP 6927 4993
Agrobacterium biovar 2 AGRVS 311402 Agrobacterium vitis S4 5389
RHISP1 1125979 Rhizobium sp. PDO1-076 5340
Rhizobium AGRRK 311403 R. rhizogenes K84 6684
RHIE6 491916 R. etli CIAT 652 6109
RHIEC 347834 R. etli CFN 42 6016
RHIET1 993047 R. etli CNPAF512 6544
RHIL3 216596 R. leguminosarum bv. viciae 3841 7263
RHILS 395491 R. leguminosarum bv. trifolii WSM1325 7001
RHILW 395492 R. leguminosarum bv. trifolii WSM2304 6415
Ensifer/Sinorhizobium RHIME 266834 S. meliloti 1021 6234
SINMB 698936 S. meliloti BL225C 6354
SINME1 1107881 S. meliloti CCNWSX0020 6844
SINMK 693982 S. meliloti AK83 6510
SINMM 707241 S. meliloti SM11 7093
SINMW 366394 S. medicae WSM419 6213
SINFR1 1117943 S. fredii HH103 6787
RHISN 394 S. fredii NGR234 6366
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Table 2.1: (continued) List of 47 Rhizobiales strains used in this study.
Clade Code NCBI Taxid Strain name Genome size (nb. genes)
Mesorhizobium MESAL1 1107882 M. alhagi CCNWXJ12-2 7184
MESAM1 1082933 M. amorphae CCNWGS0123 7075
MESAU1 754035 M. australicum WSM2073 5934
MESCW 765698 M. ciceri biovar biserrulae WSM1271 6264
MESOW 536019 M. opportunistum WSM2075 6508
RHILO 266835 M. loti MAFF303099 7281
MESSB 266779 Chelativorans sp. BNC1 4543
Parvibaculum PARL1 402881 P. lavamentivorans DS-1 3636
2.4.2.2 Species phylogeny
Previous works showed that using concatenation of core genes was a good way to recover
a vertical signal (Wolf et al., 2001), because the accumulation of signal of independent genes
make the vertical history emerge even in the face of multiple horizontal transfers. Indeed,
comparison of many diﬀerent gene trees showed HGT are mostly randomly distributed and
do not hide the underlying vertical signal (Puigbò et al., 2009). Jacknife is an intermediate
approach between the concatenation of core genes and the comparison of diﬀerent gene trees,
that allows to recover the basal vertical signal of descent, while accounting for gene variability.
Indeed, it was shown that a jacknife approach allowed to recover the tree that minimizes the
number of convergent events of horizontal gene transfers in genomes (Abby et al., 2012). Using
an original approach based on the phylogenetic framework of Abby et al. (2012), we used the
phylogeny of species based on the core genome as a reference for the reconciliation of genome
and gene histories.
From the 47 genome sequence dataset, we built a database of homologous gene families
using the Hogenom procedure (Penel et al., 2009). We deﬁned the unicopy core genome of this
dataset as those gene families found in exactly one copy in our 47 genomes, and found 455
homologous gene families matching this criterion. The phylogeny of the genomes of the 47
Rhizobiales was obtained using an approach of jacknife sampling of the unicopy core genome.
From the set of unicopy core 455 gene families, we made 500 draws without replacement of
25 gene alignments, which were each concatenated and used to infer a ML tree. The reference
phylogeny was obtained by making the consensus of this sample of trees, and the branch
supports were derived from the frequency of bipartitions in the sample. The jacknife supports
are thus indicative of (but not proportional to) the fraction of genes supporting the main
topological signal caught in concatenates, presented as a reference (Fig. 2.3). This reference
tree recovered the monophyly of all previously described species (Popoﬀ et al., 1984; Portier
et al., 2006; Costechareyre et al., 2010; Shams et al., 2013) and compared to alternative topologies,
it appeared the best representative of the histories of all gene families in the pangenome of our
dataset (Sup. Fig. 2.19).
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Focusing on the Agrobacterium tumefaciens species complex (At), the jacknife support indi-
cates that monophyly of all genomic species is well supported. In addition, some grouping
of higher order are found with high support: genomovar G8 with genomovar G6 (hereafter
named [G6-G8] clade), G5 with G13, ([G5-G13] clade), G1 with [G5-G13] ([G1-G5-G13] clade),
G7 with G9 ([G7-G9] clade), and G4 with [G7-G9] ([G4-G7-G9] clade). Other deep splits are not
stable among genes, namely the position of genomovar G2 and of [G6-G8] clade relative to At
root. Also, no high support is recovered for the relative positioning of strains within species,
indicating that members of a same species are frequently recombining.
However, one must know that this support based on gene sampling is very conservative
compared to those based on site sampling such as classing bootstrap or SH-like supports. If
genes tend to tell diﬀerent stories but a robust genomic signal is nonetheless present inter-
spersed in genes, a simple concatenate approach will recover high bootstrap supports. On
the contrary, jacknife supports will reveal the existence of discord between genes, even if the
background signal is unambiguously supporting the main topology. This is the case here, as
the supports obtained by bootstrapping sites on the full 455 core gene concatenate are high
(Sup. Fig. 2.18), even for the position of G2 and of [G6-G8] clade which are found ﬂipped
around the root of At compared to the consensus of gene samples (Fig. 2.3).
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2.4.2.3 Reconstruction of ancestral genomes
Reconciliationofgenomeandgene treehistories Thegenes that constitute bacterial genomes
can be considered as independent evolving units, whose histories are multiple and diverse.
The multiple gene histories can be integrated to tell the global history of genomes and of the
organisms bearing them. This corresponds with ﬁnding a tree representing the history of verti-
cal descent in genomes and using it as a reference to be compared to individual gene histories.
The incongruences between reference and gene histories can then be interpreted as events of
duplication, loss and horizontal gene transfer (HGT) of genes, so that the inferred scenarios of
gene evolution reconcile gene trees with the reference species tree. The sum of reconciliations
of all genes can then be translated into a scenario of evolution of genes in genomes.
To describe the diversity of genes in genomes, we used gene families deﬁned with the
Hogenom procedure (Penel et al., 2009), which are homologous gene clusters containing po-
tentiallymany paralogs, and can hence be very large and have complex histories of duplication,
transfer and loss. Reconstructing such histories can be challenging, because many scenarios
are possible in the face of the gene tree topology, notably when the latter contains errors of
reconstruction. Reconstructing the history of orthologous gene families can thus appear more
pragmatic (Makarova et al., 2006). However, homologous gene families providemore complete
information about the nature and origin of evolutionary events – origination, duplications or
transfers (ODT) – that generated gene lineages. Because we were interested in these processes
that shape genomes, we developed an original method for the reconstruction of histories of all
homologous gene families in genomes.
This pipeline combines several phylogenetic methods to detect horizontal gene transfers in
gene trees (Fig. 2.4, step 1-4), while accounting for the complexity of multi-copy homologous
gene families. We ﬁrst used Prunier (Abby et al., 2010), a program that detects topological
incongruences between gene and species trees characterized by strong phylogenetic support,
and reconciles them by inferring a parsimonious scenario of HGT events. This method, how-
ever, was originally designed to deal with unicopy gene families. Because we tackled the more
challenging problem of reconciling all – uni- or multi-copy – gene families, we used Prunier on
multiple unicopy subtrees extracted from the complete gene trees, searching to reconcile the
history of each gene subtreewith the species tree by inferring gene transfer events (Fig. 2.4, step
2). The local subtree reconciliations were then integrated to yield a ﬁrst coherently reconciled
gene tree (Fig. 2.4, step 3).
Prunier provides a very conservative detection of HGT (Abby et al., 2010), but does not
take into account losses. Indeed, horizontal transfers can be recognized from topological
conﬂict between the gene and species trees, but also from a heterogeneous distribution of
genes in genomes that would induce an aberrant pattern of duplication and/or losses under
a vertical model of evolution. Therefore, to complete the backbone of reconciliation provided
by Prunier, we used the ’TPMS-XD’ algorithm developed by Bigot et al. (2013) to iteratively
search for additional topological incongruences that had lower phylogenetic support butwhose
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recognition as transfer events provided a global scenario more parsimonious on duplications
and losses.
Having conﬁdently identiﬁed duplications and horizontal transfers leading to the emer-
gence of new gene lineages, we could deﬁne subfamilies of orthologs nested in homologous
gene families (see Methods, Fig. 2.4, step 5). Finally, we used the program Count (Csu˝rös,
2008) to detect cryptic transfer events from the proﬁle of occurrence of orthologous genes,
i.e. transfers that explained heterogeneous proﬁles of gene occurrence without topological
incongruence as evidence, again minimizing the number of inferred losses (Fig. 2.4, step 6).
Each reconciliation of a gene trees corresponds to an evolutionary scenario in the species
tree, where presence/absence states and the duplication, transfer and speciation events are
mapped (Fig. 2.4, step 7). In particular, transfer events are characterized by the identiﬁcation
of both a donor and a receiver, which speciﬁes the direction of the transfer. However, because
we intended to reconcile histories of all gene families in the genome, we placed ourselves in
the general case of gene histories with multiple copies punctuated by multiple duplication,
horizontal transfer and loss events. In these cases, the combination of ODT events can be
interpreted with several alternative evolutionary scenarios that diﬀer by the number of hidden
loss events and by the location of ODT events in the reference tree (Fig. 2.5). A reasonable way
to choose a scenario among all possible ones for a gene tree is to take the most parsimonious
in convergent events of loss. It is however diﬃcult to estimate a relevant cost for each event,
notably that of losses relative to transfer and duplications. In addition, arbitrary costs would
not account for the variability of selective pressures experienced by diverse gene families and
lineages within families.
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Regional amalgamation of gene histories reﬁnes the precision of reconciliations Another
source of phylogenetic signal for the reconstruction of scenarios of reconciliation lies in the re-
gional organization of genomes. Indeed, several genes can be co-transferred or co-duplicated
in an unique event. Recognizing neighbouring gene presenting the same origination, dupli-
cation or transfer pattern as a unique event allows to minimize the global number of inferred
ODT events (Fig. 2.5). Doing so, a common scenario is inferred for the block event. This
common scenario may not be the most parsimonious in losses for individual gene families
(Fig. 2.5). However, it seems more reasonable to minimize the number of ODT events by
factorizing neighbour events, because this regional pattern is not likely to happen by chance
(see Discussion).
We thus scanned the genomes and the database of reconciled gene trees to ﬁnd neighbour
genes linked to duplication or transfer eventswith compatible scenarios among the set of possi-
ble ones (Fig. 2.5). We used a greedy algorithm that amalgamates the scenarios of neighbouring
genes when they show compatible coordinates in the reference tree (see Sup. Mat. 2.30), and
thus allows to signiﬁcantly reﬁne a large number of scenarios (Sup. Fig. 2.23).
Doing so, we reconstructed block events, i.e. unique events involving blocks of co-evolved
neighbour genes (Fig. 2.4, step 8-9). We found numerous block events in genomes 2.2, with
17.3% of transfer events and 24.5% of duplication events involving at least two genes. This
demonstrates the necessity of considering as unique events those involving several genes in
order to correctly estimate the dynamics of gene ﬂow in genomes. Though the large majority
of transfers involve only one gene (> 90%), we identiﬁed several thousands of transfer events
involving short fragments of 2 to 6 genes, and hundreds of block transfers of a dozen genes or
more. Some block events could involve as many as 25 consecutive genes in an extant genome
(Sup. Fig. 2.21). We reconstructed the corresponding blocks of ancestral genes that were hy-
pothetically transferred between ancestral genomes. It appeared that ancestrally transferred
blocks could have been much larger than extant ones, showing how frequently rearrangements
and partial losses has dismantled syntenic blocks in descendant genomes resulting from an-
cient transfers.
Indeed, we found many large blocks of transferred genes, that could span more than a
hundred genes in ancestral or extant genomes (see selected cases in Sup. Mat. 2.7.6). There is a
notable case of transfer of a 125-kb integrative and conjugative element (ICE) between strains
G4-Kerr14 and G7-Zutra 3/1. It contains several cargo genes, many of which are involved in
the uptake and degradation of phenolic and sugar derivatives, suggesting that this genomic
island brings potential selective advantages to these two strains.
There is a long list of events involving transfers of large DNA segments, especially recent
exchange among strains. More ancient large transfer events were much more rarely identiﬁed;
one particular event of interest is the transfer between the ancestors of genomovars G1 and
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Figure 2.5: Gene-wise vs. regional reconciliation.
The transfers inferred in reconciled gene trees 1 and 2 can be translated in several possible
scenarios in the species tree that each involve diﬀerent (donor, receiver) pairs. If we reconcile
each gene family separately, the scenarios that place the receiver at the LCAof genomes positive
for the gene (round frames) are chosen because they are the most parsimonious in losses. That
way, the global scenario for the locus totalizes two transfers and no subsequent loss.
If one considers the possibility of the co-transfer of neighbour genes 1 and 2, a common transfer
scenario (square frames) can be found, which is not necessarily the most parsimonious in loss
for each gene. In this case, the global scenario for the locus totalizes one block transfer and one
subsequent loss, which is the most parsimonious in transfer events.
Integratingover all reconciliations inAgrogenomdatabase, consideringblock scenarios induces
2,896 additional loss events compared to considering independent gene family scenarios (over
a total of 32,739 losses).
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Event type Single gene events Single gene events Block events ** Average number
eligible for block of gene
reconstruction * per block event
Origination 5189 2603 1681 1.55
Duplication 7340 4406 3035 1.45
Transfer 43233 43131 32139 1.34
(Replacing) 9271 9249 8288 1.12
(Additive) 33962 33882 25350 1.34
Total ODT 55762 50140 36855 1.36
Speciation 411766 - - -
Total ODTS 467528 - - -
Table 2.2: Origination, Duplication, Transfer and Speciation events inferred in reconcilia-
tions of the Agrogenom database.
The Agrogenom database gathers 281,223 genes from 47 genomes, that were clustered into
42,239 homologous gene families. Out of these, 27,547 were ORFan families – i.e. genes with
no homologs – and there were 10,774 families with at least three genes for which a gene tree
was computed. Through the reconciliation of the latter gene tree collection, ODTS events were
assigned to a total of 467,528 gene tree nodes. We annotated duplications at 7,340 nodes (1.5%)
and transfers at 43,233 nodes (9.2%), the remainder corresponding to speciations and origina-
tions – i.e. apparition of the gene family in our dataset, mapped at the root of the gene tree.
* : block events were investigated only for originations (O), duplications (D) and transfers (T),
but not for speciations (S). Blocks were not investigated for O and D at deep nodes (N1, N2,
N3) because of the high risk of false positives (independent neighbour events older than the
dataset annotated similarly that would be spuriously recognized as block events).
** : some block transfer events can unite single gene transfers that were classiﬁed as replacing
or additive individually, so the block event counts of each type do not add up to the total.
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Figure 2.6: Snapshot of the Agrogenom web interface. View of the recA gene family, high-
lighting a block transfer from G2-CFBP 5494 to G9-Hayward 0363.
G8 of a 45-kb DNA segment encoding lipopolysaccharide (LPS) O-antigen biosynthesis, which
was conserved in both clades and thus constitutes a speciﬁc character of those clades (see result
section 2.4.2.8 exposing clade-speciﬁc genes).
2.4.2.4 Agrogenom database
Agrogenom is a relational database which combines all data on genes (functional annota-
tions, gene families), genomes (position of genes, architecture in replicons . . . ), the block events,
the species tree (nodes, taxonomic information), reconciled gene trees (nodes, branches, ODTS
events), inference analyses (parameters, scores . . . ), and all other data relative to the current
work.
This database is provided with a web interface (developped by Rémi Planel) that can be
queried and browsed. This graphical interface presents an user-friendly, responsive graphical
environment whose richness in informations is adaptable to the user demand. Notably, an
interactive gene tree-centred view (Fig. 2.6) allows to browse gene histories in relation to gene
syntenies in genomes. Gene trees can be manipulated (collapsing and isolation of subtrees,
colouring and selection of subtrees using taxonomical queries) and many data are accessible
dynamically by clicking on objects modelling biological items (gene, node with evolutionary
event . . . ). The block duplication and transfer events that gather several gene histories are
represented on syntenies in relation to gene tree events. Gene histories can be compared by
navigating between gene families using intuitive links.
This web interface for Agrogenom database is accessible at http://phylariane.univ-lyon1.
fr/db/agrogenom/3/.
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2.4.2.5 Genome histories reveal selective pressures that shaped gene contents
Dynamics of gains and losses in ancestral genomes The reconstructed history of gain and
loss in ancestral genomes is not homogeneous across the tree of A. tumefaciens. Two apparent
dynamics can be opposed: that of ancestral nodes, for which the amount of gains and losses
are pretty similar, and that of leaf nodes, i.e. extant genomes, for which the number of
gains, in average 1,200 genes, is much larger than the number of losses. In fact, there were
2.9-fold more gains and 1.4-fold more losses at leaves than on internal nodes (Student’s t-
tests, p < 10−10 and p < 0.02, respectively). This results in larger sizes of extant genomes
compared to those of inferred ancestral genomes. This tendency is in fact continuous along
the phylogeny of species, though much more pronounced at the tips: there is a signiﬁcant
negative linear relationship between sizes of ancestral genomes and their distances to leaves
(Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient for the full dataset: r = −0.50, p < 10−3; for At clade ancestors:
r = −0.65, p < 2 · 10−3).
About the nature of the events that introduced new genes in genomes, we saw that it largely
consisted of gene transfers. Thanks to the ancestral genome reconstruction, we could distin-
guish those transfers that bring new genes from those that replace already present orthologous
genes (see Methods), such as those resulting from homologous recombination. A quarter of to-
tal transfers (9,271 events) were orthologous replacements, the other three quarters of transfers
were additive events. Additive transfers contribute almost ﬁve times more than duplications
to the total gene input in genomes, and this bias is even more accentuated in recent nodes of
the species phylogeny (Fig. 2.7).
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We looked at the global patterns of genome evolution along At history, searching for
potential general patterns indynamics of gain and loss. Ifwe canobserve trends in theprocesses
of genome evolution, the occurrence of outliers relatively to these trends may be indicative of
ﬁxation biases, as natural selection can cause. We thus looked at the explanatory power of
the evolutionary distances on the species tree relative to the dynamics of gene repertoires.
It is important to stress that these distances are not used during the ancestral reconstruction
process (as reconciliation methods used here only rely on the topology of the species tree) and
hence these variables are completely independent from the reconstructed gene contents and
evolutionary events.
The quantity of genes gained and lost by an ancestor was best explained by the length of
the branch leading to the ancestor (Fig. 2.8 A,B) (linear regression, r2 = 0.59 and 0.32 for gains
and losses, respectively), but removing the extreme point of ’N35’ (genomovar G1 ancestor)
makes the correlation drop (r2 = 0.27 and 0.28). We can nonetheless observe that nodes ’N32’,
’N35’ and ’N42’ (ancestors of genomovars G1, G8, G7, respectively) have gained more genes
than predicted by the lengths of their respective branches, and that on the contrary, nodes
’N27’, ’N22’, ’N34’ have excessively lost genes. Again, we have a limited conﬁdence in these
observations, and the excess of gains and losses may stem from complex biases linked to the
shape of the species tree.
When looking at the quantity of genes gained by an ancestor and subsequently conserved in
thedescendant clade,we found this traitwas robustly explainedby the age of its ancestor (linear
regression, r2 = 0.39 or 0.41 when removing ’N35’). This relationship was better described by
a decreasing exponential regression (r2 = 0.51 or 0.50 when removing ’N35’), which reﬂects a
process of ’survival’ of genes in genomes through time (Fig. 2.8 F). We could recognize outlier
genomes in this process of ’gene survival’, as the nodes having the largest residuals in the
exponential regression. These were, in a decreasing order of excess of conservation relative to
their age, the nodes ’N27’, ’N35’, ’N39’, ’N34’ and ’N32’ (Sup. Fig. 2.32). These excesses of
conservation do not systematically reﬂect a particular excess of gains in the ancestors: ’N32’
and ’N35’ have indeed gained more genes than predicted by their respective branch lengths,
but on the contrary ’N27’, ’N39’, ’N34’ have not gained more genes than other – they rather
have lost genes in excess (Fig. 2.8 C,D). In the latter cases, the excesses of conserved gains
may thus stem from a ﬁxation bias. Interestingly, these outlier ancestral genomes all belong
to the same two clades, i.e. [G1-G5-G13] and [G6-G8]. These genes gained by ancestors of a
clade and conserved afterwards characterize the clade. The nature of these potentially selected
clade-speciﬁc genes is discussed further (result section 2.4.2.8).
Patterns of gene transfer: prevalence within species and among rhizobia These intense ﬂux
of genes in and out genomes certainly impact the ﬁtness of bacterial lineages in their ecological
niche. Indeed, gain of gene by HGT is an eﬃcient way to acquire a new function that can
contribute to the adaptation to the organism’s niche. Notably, many bacterial lineages cohabit
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Figure 2.8: Gene gain, loss and conservation within A. tumefaciens clade ancestors.
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in natural habitats as communities, and theirmembersmay share some aspects of their ecology.
HGT between lineages sharing ecological traits should be more often retained, because genes
exchanged between such pairs are more likely to be adaptive upon acquisition. Thus, it is
tempting to look for ’highways’ of gene sharing as a clue for particular ecological association
of taxa.
Several recent works intended to characterize horizontal gene transfers in prokaryotes to
detect possible highways of gene exchange, and to relate them to possible explanatory vari-
ables such as taxonomy, nucleotide content or lifestyles (Dagan et al., 2008; Popa et al., 2011).
However, many bias can be introduced in such work, ﬁrst because of the sampling of genomes
and the shape of the species tree (see supplementary discussion, Sup. Mat. 2.7.4), but also for
methodological reasons. The identiﬁcation of transferred genes from sequence similarity only
does not model the history of the exchange (i.e. does not invoke putative ancestral donor and
receiver genomes) and for this reason they may misidentify the true protagonists of HGT. Also,
gene transfer can involve several genes and considering the regional phylogenetic information
can help to better recognize a transfer event (Williams et al., 2012). Methods that do not con-
sider this possibility may overlook some events and at the same time may over-estimate the
frequency of exchanges by counting several times a same event that involved several genes.
We took into account these factors to reconstruct more accurately the patterns of gene transfers
across the history of Rhizobiales.
Themost evident pattern in the transfermap is the occurrence of clusters of intense exchange
along the diagonal of the transfer matrix (Sup. Fig. 2.25). These intensely-exchanging clusters
correspondmore or less to transfers amongmembers of the same genera: Ensifer/Sinorhizobium,
Rhizobium, the A. tumefaciens complex and Mesorhizobium. In addition, there were some out-
standing exchanges out of the diagonal, notably frequent exchanges between unrelated rhizo-
bia, in particular between Rhizobium leguminosarum/etli group and Mesorhizobium, and among
the triad formed by Agrobacterium biovar 3 (A. vitis), former Agrobacterium biovar 2 (R. rhizo-
genes) and Mesorhizobium. These cross-genus exchanges ﬁt well with the similarity of ecologies
of these groups of clades as nitrogen-ﬁxing symbionts for R. leguminosarum/etli and Mesorhizo-
bium or as (competing) inhabitants of the rhizosphere. Patterns were similar when considering
separately the transfers inferred with Prunier, TPMS-XD or Count (data not shown), comfort-
ing the robustness of our observations.
We also obtain similar patterns of exchange between genera when looking separately at
replacing (replT) vs. additive transfers (addT) (Sup. Fig. 2.26; 2.27), what could indicate
that adaptation can be brought by new genes with completely new functions or by divergent
alleles that can be functionally diﬀerentiated. Interestingly, there is an exception within the A.
tumefaciens complex, with diﬀerent distributions of transfers depending on their nature: replT
occurred within narrow foci while addT occurred in a more diﬀuse way within the taxon.
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Figure 2.9: Functional homogeneity of clusters of genes.
(A, B) Distribution of functional homogeneities (FH) of genes within clusters; representative
plots comparing clusters of two genes in the genome of strain B6 (genomovar G4) are shown.
(A) Comparison of functional homogeneities of groups of two genes taken randomly in B6
genome (black), of any pairs of neighbour genes (blue) or of pairs of co-transferred genes (red).
(B) Comparison of functional homogeneities of pairs of co-transferred genes from families
conserved in all strains of the genomic species to which belongs the reference (green, e.g. the
species above reference strain B6 is genomovar G4) or not conserved (red). Because the quality
of functional annotation varies among genomes and the size of gene clusters impacts the mea-
sure of FH, statistical diﬀerence between these population of clusters was made independently
for all At genomes at all size of blocks.
(C, D) Distribution of p-values of Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon sum of ranks test comparing the
distributions of functional homogeneities of (C) systematic gene windows vs. blocks of co-
transferred genes or (D) conserved vs. non-conserved blocks of co-transferred genes ; each
point represents an observation from an extant genome of A. tumefaciens for a given size of
groups of genes (on x-axis). The colour of the point indicate the higher-FH sample (as in A,B):
(C) FH(random windows) > FH(transferred blocks), blue, n = 29; FH(random windows) <
FH(transferred blocks) red n = 66; (D) FH(non conserved blocks) > FH(conserved blocks)
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Evaluation of the selection pressures acting on transferred blocks of genes Highways of
gene sharing might reveal exchanges of genes that evolved for a long time in the same lineage,
undergone similar selective pressures and are thus more likely to be adaptive in the same
general ecological context. Although, there are thousand of genes in a genome, and not all
participate to the adaptation to the same aspect of the ecological niche. It is therefore not
straightforward to use the origin of a transfer as a predictor of the ecological function and of
the selective pressures characterizing the genes.
However, a ﬁner indication of the adaptive role of genes may reside in the neighbourhood
of genes of the same origin. The ’selﬁsh operon’ model postulates that the neighbourhood
of co-functioning genes is maintained by selection at the gene and organismal level, because
their close linkage favours their co-transfer, which guaranties that the collective gene function
can be selected for upon acquisition (Lawrence and Roth, 1996; Lawrence, 1999), which in turn
promotes the survival of genes. There is a couple of predictions of that model that can be
tested: (1) if co-functioning of co-transferred genes is the cause for their successful survival
across genomes, identiﬁed blocks of transferred genes should be in average more coherent
in function than groups of genes with independent histories ; (2) blocks of transferred genes
that brought a selectable function should be more frequently conserved than those that code
non-functional assemblies of genes.
To assess the relation between the transfer history of genes and their biological function,
we computed the degree of functional homogeneity (FH) of blocks of transferred genes based
on their Gene Ontology annotation (see Methods).
Plots of the distribution of FH of all transferred blocks show that most transferred blocks
contain genes that are not encoding related function (FH ~0) but there are minor peaks rep-
resenting transferred blocks of intermediate and high functional relatedness (e.g. in G4-B6
genome, FH ~0.35 and FH ~0.75, Fig. 2.9 A). We then compared this distribution to the distri-
bution of FH of non-transferred blocks of genes across the genomes.
First, we found that considering groups of n genes sampled from a genome, groupsmade of
n genes each taken at random (distant genes) were slightly less homogeneous in their functions
that groups of n neighbouring genes (taking all possible gene windows of n genes), conﬁrming
we can capture the functional structure of genomes (Fig. 2.9 A). Moreover, groups of genes in
random gene windows were signiﬁcantly less homogeneous in their functions than blocks of
transferred genes of the same size (Fig. 2.9 A,C). This does indicate a role of transfer in shaping
the functional lattice of genomes.
Finally, blocks of co-transferred genes conserved in all members of a genomic species had
in general higher FH than those not conserved in all members of the species (Fig. 2.9 B,D).
Even though this was marginally signiﬁcant (only 11/60 tests have p-values < 10−2, among
which 9/11 support FH(conserved transfers) > FH(non-conserved transfers) (Fig. 2.9 D), this
indicates that at least a portion of genes conserved following acquisition by transfer correspond
to groups of genes collectively coding functions under purifying selection.
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Figure 2.10: Intensity of gene transfers whithin A. tumefaciens.
Heatmap of replacing transfers that occurred between pairs of ancestral or contemporary
genomes. Each dot of the matrix indicates the count of transferred genes between nodes of
the reference phylogeny drawn on left and top. Rows are receivers, columns are donors.
Note that to give an insight into the proportion of genomes that recombined, each gene is
counted as one transfer, regardless that it was involved in an unique block event. In case of
remaining uncertainty on the location of the inferred receiver and donor, the count of the event
is uniformly fractioned between possible receivers /donors. Frames highlight transferswhithin
clades: blue, genomovar G8 (220 total transfer events [#], with on average 10.6 transfers per
branch per 1,000 genes [t/b/kg]); brown [G7-G9 clade] (# 133, 5.3 t/b/kg); green, genomovar G4
(# 413, 14.6 t/b/kg); red, genomovar G1 (# 338, 9.3 t/b/kg)
2.4.2.6 Homologous recombination maintains cohesion of species
We wanted to assess the potential role of homologous recombination (HR) as a cohesive
force induring cladogenesis inAt. We thus lookedat thedistributionof event ofHR thatmarked
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the core of A. tumefaciens genomes, using as a proxy the transfer events in our reconciliation
scenarios that led to replacement of orthologous genes, i.e. replacing transfers (replT). As seen
for the global patterns of transfers, the core genome seems to recombine predominantly among
members of the same species. This is evident for genomovar G1 and G4, which are the best
sampled ones (Fig. 2.10, red and green frames, respectively), and in genomovar G8 (blue frame)
where there ismostly a signal for recombinationwith unsampledG8 strains, which aremapped
to their ancestor (’N32’). The last well-sampled clade, [G7-G9], show less evidence of replacing
transfers.
Out of the diagonal, many replT are seen coming from the ancestor of all A. tumefaciens,
indicating an intense recombination with unsampled basal lineages or close relatives such as
A. larymoorei. The only representative strains of genomovars G2, G3 and G13 are all seen as
receiving many genes from the distant clades [G6-G8] and [G7-G9]. Though one must consider
that transfers mapped to these isolated strains are the sum of what happened during a large
evolutionary time, this shows a substantial bias in the origin of gene transfers. The dataset of
replT restricted to those conﬁdently inferred by Prunier is similar (data not shown), rejecting
the possibility of this being caused by the irresolutions of deep gene tree nodes. However, the
prevalence of recombination outside species is generally minor, since replT events inside clades
accounted for 23%, 60%, 67%, 70% and of total replT event received in [G7-G9], G4, G1, and
G8 clades, respectively. This pattern is consistent with previous experiments of Costechareyre
et al. (2009), who showed that there was a log-linear decrease of recombination eﬃcacy with
distance between genomes, but that there was no speciﬁc barrier to recombination between
genomic species of At.
We tested if the global pattern of replT that we observed was congruent with a model of
eﬃcacy of homologous recombination that decreases with phylogenetic distance (Roberts and
Cohan, 1993; Costechareyre et al., 2009). Comparing the frequency of replT events with the
distance of (donor, receiver) pairs in the species tree showed that this was not the case, as
neither linear nor loglinear regressions were found explicative (r2 < 0.03), suggesting that this
measure of recombination we used here is impacted by more complex factors.
2.4.2.7 Eﬀect of the particular architecture of A. tumefaciens genomes on gene evolution
The linear chromid is more recombinogenic than the circular chromosome The genomes
of A. tumefaciens are characterized by the occurrence of two main replicons, the circular chro-
mosome and the linear chromid. We wanted to investigate the dynamics of the gene content
of each replicon to understand the potential eﬀect of chromosomal location on the evolution
of genes. Notably, it has long been suspected that the linear topology of the chromid of A.
tumefaciens could confer it a higher plasticity (Marri et al., 2008). We thus took advantage of
our whole-genome analysis of gene transfers in A. tumefaciens to re-investigate this possible
feature of linear chromosome.
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Size # Gains % Gains # Losses % Losses # Repl. Trans. % Repl. Trans. % Rec. Core Fam.
Cc 2073 194 9.3 31 1.4 51 2.0 29
Lc 1124 229 19.1 39 3.4 53 3.3 35
p < 10−3 10−9 10−1 10−5 0.93 10−5 0.02a
Table 2.3: Gene content plasticity and recombination of Cc vs. Lc.
Size: average across all nodes of At phylogeny of the number of genes that could be unambiguously mapped to a replicon. Gains,
Losses, Repl. Trans.: average across all nodes of At phylogeny of gain, loss or replacing transfer events, respectively, in absolute
count (#) or percentage relative to genome size (%). % Rec. Core Fam. : percentage of At core gene families exclusively located
on one replicon that show signatures of recombination (as detected by PHI (Bruen et al., 2006)).
p, p-values resulting from Student’s t-tests, except (a) which is the result of a Chi-squered test.
To characterize potential diﬀerences in genomic plasticity, we measured the frequencies of
recombination of the circular chromosome (Cc) versus linear chromosome (Lc), considering
various signatures associated to homologous recombination (HR) events. For this purpose,
the location of genes on the replicons of ancestral genomes of the At species complex was
reconstructed using the evolutionary scenarios of the gene families as guides to a parsimony
approach.
First, we looked for variation in gene content in relation to the position of genes on replicons
(Table 2.3). We found that gene gains and losses were in absolute counts more frequent on the
linear chromid compared to the circular chromosome, with an average ratio of 1.40-fold more
gains and 1.44-fold more losses (paired Student’s t-tests, p < 10−3 for gains and p < 10−1 for
losses). This eﬀect was even stronger when taking into account the diﬀerence in size of the
replicons (Lc size was 62% of Cc size in average): the linear chromid was the place of 2.59-fold
more gains per gene family and 2.66-fold more losses per gene family (paired Student’s t-tests,
p < 10−9 for gains and p < 10−5 for losses). This shows that the linear chromid has indeed
a more rapid gene turnover, potentially due to more frequent large HR events. This ratio of
1.40 genes gained on the Lc per gene gained on the Cc is stable among all genomes (ancestral
and extant) of At (Pearson’s correlation, r = 0.96, p < 10−16), suggesting there is an intrinsic
property of the Lc to integrate new genes more easily than the Cc (Sup. Fig. 2.31).
Considering the tendency of genomes to retain genes after their acquisitions, the two repli-
cons are remarkably similar: the proportions of genes gained by clade ancestors on the Cc or Lc
and conserved in the progeny are highly correlated (Pearson’s correlation, r = 0.95, p < 10−10)
and their ratio of 0.85 is not statistically diﬀerent from 1, though it would indicate a slight
greater capacity of the linear chromosome to retain the genes it acquired. This is surprising,
given the more elevated rates of losses experienced by the Lc, and suggests this replicon may
be itself partitioned into stable and dynamic compartments.
We then looked at the distribution among replicons of gene-scale events of homologous re-
combination, as indicated by replT events in our reconciliation scenarios (Table 2.3). Summing
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over the history of A. tumefaciens clade, there were 2,173 and 2,274 replacing transfers that took
place on Cc and Lc, respectively. Adjusting for the size of the replicons, there is a signiﬁcant
excess of replT events on the linear chromid (0.020 and 0.033 replT/gene/reference tree node for
Cc and Lc, respectively; paired Student’s t-test, p < 10−5).
In addition, we searched for signatures of intra-genic events of allelic conversion in align-
ments of orthologs belonging to the unicopy core-genome of A. tumefaciens and found exclu-
sively on either the Cc or the Lc. 29% and 35% of genes were found recombinant on the Cc and
Lc, respectively; this diﬀerence is signiﬁcant (χ2 = 5.6456, p < 0.02).
Altogether, this shows a larger plasticity of gene content and a higher prevalence of HR on
the linear chromid compared to the circular chromosome.
Migration of genes between replicons accross A. tumefaciens history Location on one or the
other replicon seems to have a signiﬁcant impact on the evolutionary dynamics of genes, and
this probably reﬂects diﬀerent regimes of selection experienced by diﬀerent replicons, as previ-
ously suggested by Cooper et al. (2010). Translocation of genes among repliconsmay then have
an eﬀect on their evolutionary fate . We thus looked for changes in gene location throughout
the history of At. We notably distinguished translocation events that occurred in the common
ancestor of all At. Indeed, this ancestor acquired the telA gene coding a pro-telomerase, what
led to the linearization of the chromid which was ancestrally circular (Ramirez-Bahena et al., in
press; Annex 5.2.2). This change of topology was already shown to coincide with many gene
translocations to the chromid (Slater et al., 2009).
When looking at the global pattern of exchange among replicons, it is striking that there
are two main routes: between the circular chromosome (Cc) and the linear chromid (Lc) and
between the Lc and the At plasmid (pAt). This suggests location of genes may evolve to ﬁt
a gradient of evolutionary properties found in this molecule series: from the stable Cc to the
dynamic and conjugative pAt, with the Lc as a staging intermediate point.
The translocations that happened on the branch leading to the ancestor of A. tumefaciens
complex account for most of this eﬀect: 267 genes moved from Cc to Lc when the chromid
linearized (Table 2.4). Most of these genes are located in several large gene clusters of (Sup.
Tab. 2.7). The translocated gene clusters match in general those previously deﬁned by Slater
et al. (2009); the diﬀerences are most probably reﬂecting our use of several genomic sequences
to reconstruct ancestral genomes when Slater et al. (2009) used only that of strain C58. These
clusters include many genes encoding essential proteins involved in the central cell machin-
ery, such as several amino-acyl-tRNA synthetases, ribosomal proteins, the enzymes of the
cobalamin biosynthesis pathway and the secretion protein SecA. There were also genes en-
coding peripheral metabolism functions, among which xylose transport and catabolism and
succinoglycan biosynthesis. The translocation of functions essential to the cell or potentially
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To
Cc Lc pAt pTi p
From Cc - 267 / 61 1 / 22 0 / 0 0 / 13
Lc 21 / 97 - 5 / 182 1 / 5 0 / 45
pAt 0 / 3 0 / 51 - 0 / 1 0 / 22
pTi 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 3 - 0 / 4
p 1 / 3 2 / 8 3 / 26 1 / 23 -
Table 2.4: Counts of gene translocations among replicons over the history of A. tumefaciens.
Figures on the left indicate translocations that happened on the branch leading to At common
ancestor (code N15), ﬁgures on the right indicate events that happened afterwards. pTi are
deﬁned as megaplasmids of strains experimentally shown as tumorigenic (data not shown)
that can be distinguished from other megaplasmids by the presence of pathogeny-associated
genes (like T-DNA, auxine synthesis genes, characterized opine synthesis/degradation genes).
pAt are deﬁned as those megaplasmids that do not show signs of being tumorigenic. p design
other plasmids (smaller ones or megaplasmids with no clear identity).
ecologically important were likely seminal in ﬁxing irremediably the chromid as an indispens-
able element of the genome of the common ancestor of A. tumefaciens.
Excluding these major translocations at the origin of At clade, and accounting for the size of
the replicon (Sup. Table 2.6), the pattern of gene migration along the history of A. tumefaciens
appears to be directed toward larger replicons, as there are in 4.1-fold more translocations from
the Lc to the Cc than the inverse, and 1.6-fold more from the pAt to the Lc than the inverse
(Sup. Table 2.6). This might correspond to the course of domestication of genes toward stable
replicons, but this observation must be considered with caution, because an explicit modeling
of gene migrations taking into account the underlying phylogenetic tree might give diﬀerent
results.
In opposition to what happened in the ancestor of At, there were few gene translocations
during the evolution of At subclades that characterized them. Indeed, most gene families that
migrated from a replicon to another in one lineage were also translocated in other lineages.
For instance, the locus containing the (cfa) operon (Atu1974-Atu1979 in C58 genome) has a
heterogeneous location among genomic species ofA. tumefaciens, signingmultiple independent
translocations from the Cc to the Lc in G1, G2 and [G7-G9] clade (Sup. Fig.2.28). The tRNA
genes ﬂanking this locus on one side and a hypothetical protein similar to recombinases on the
other side suggests this mobile cassette is an integron.
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2.4.2.8 Clade-speciﬁc genes: insights into the possible ecological speciation of clade ances-
tors
We deﬁned clade-speciﬁc presence/absence of genes using an automated method for recog-
nition of contrasted occurrence proﬁles between related clades. This was done by spotting
ancestral gene gains or losses that resulted in conserved presence or absence in the descendant
clade. Such pattern distinguishes a clade from its sister clade, i.e. clade-speciﬁc presence/ab-
sence of genes constitute synapomorphies. We could identify parallel gains/losses of homol-
ogous genes in distant clades, notably in case of transfer from one clade ancestor to another.
This revealed the speciﬁc sharing of genes between non-sister genomic species of A. tumefaciens
complex. A subset of internal nodes of At phylogeny are represented by several closely related
extant genomes, and for this reason were particularly amenable for the study of clade-speciﬁc
gene repertoires. Functional description of gene repertoires speciﬁc to genomovars G1 and G8
, and to the [G6-G8], [G5-G13] and At clades are described shortly in the following section, and
are further detailed in the Supplementary Material (section 2.7.5). Clade-speciﬁc genes were
often located in relatively large clusters encoding coherent functions, that are summarized
Table 2.5.
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Genomic synapomorphies of genomovar G1 There are 75 genes present in all genomovar
G1 and in no other A. tumefaciens strains, and 60 other genes present in all G1 and found in
a heterogeneous set of other strains, totalizing 135 G1-speciﬁc genes (Sup. Table 2.9). Other
genes are found speciﬁcally shared with other clades, notably with genomovar G8 (57 genes)
and [G6-G8] clade (17 genes) (Sup. Table 2.9). The large majority of those speciﬁc genes are
located in relatively large clusters (84/135 G1-specic genes, and 99/108 of genes speciﬁcally
shared with other genomic species). Genes in these clusters are in general annotated with
coherent functions (Table 2.5, Figure 2.11). Brieﬂy, clustered G1-speciﬁc gene are annotated
with functions that can be linked to a restricted set of cellular pathways: chemotaxis regulation,
with a supplementary che operon (che2) in cluster AtSp2, HHSS gene in AtSp14 and several
diguanylate cyclases/esterases, notably in cluster AtSp3; phenolic compound catabolism, no-
tably in clusters AtSp2, AtSp3, AtSp7 and AtSp9; amino-acid uptake and catabolism; bioﬁlm
production and secretion with LPS O-antigen biosynthesis in AtSp14, lipoprotein in AtSp12,
curdlan biosynthesis in AtSp15 and T1SS-mediated secretion of a putative adhesin in AtSp11.
Genomic synapomorphies of genomovar G8 and [G6-G8] clade The genomovar G8, for
which the binomial A. fabrum has recently been proposed (Lassalle et al., 2011), is characterized
by 57 genes present in all its representative strains and in no other A. tumefaciens strains, and
34 other genes present in all G8 and found in a heterogeneous set of other strains, totalizing
91 G8-speciﬁc genes (Table 2.10). Other genes are found speciﬁcally shared with other clades,
notably with genomovar G1 (Table 2.10). A large fraction of those speciﬁc genes (62/91 of
G8-speciﬁc genes, 69/71 genes speciﬁcally shared with other genomic species) are located in
clusters of two to more than thirty contiguous genes (Table 2.5, Fig. 2.12). This speciﬁc gene
repertoire and its organization in clusters generally match previous ﬁndings based on micro-
array hibridization experiments that focused on genomovar G8 (Lassalle et al., 2011). For the
sake of coherence of denomination throughout this manuscript, these clusters will be renamed
with the AtSp nomenclature used above; correspondence with former cluster denomination
from Lassalle et al. (2011) is indicated 2.5.
AtSp21, is the largest G8-speciﬁc gene cluster located on the circular chromosome. It
contains the operon braCDEFG, that encodes an ABC transporter of amino-acids with broad-
range speciﬁcity, and genes coding enzymes of the ferulic acid degradation pathway, that
were recently characterized for their expression and molecular functions (Campillo et al.,
submitted). AtSp29 cluster, which is found immediately upstream, is speciﬁc to [G6-G8] clade
and is dedicated to transport and catabolism of sugars and amino-acids. It includes an enzyme
(encoded by Atu1408 in C58 genome) whose predicted activity of transformation of L-sorbose
into L-iditol echoes the speciﬁc ability of G8 strains to degrade L-sorbose (Vial L., Bourri M.,
personal communications).
On the linear chromosome, a cluster encoding curdlan exopolysaccharide biosynthesis,
AtSp15, was formerly thought to be speciﬁc to genomovar G8 (Lassalle et al., 2011) but ap-
pears speciﬁcally shared by the only representative strain of genomovar G2 and all strains of
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genomovar G1. Several other G8-speciﬁc or [G6-G8]-speciﬁc genes are found on the linear
chromosome (Table 2.5) consistently with previous results (Lassalle et al., 2011), which encode
the uptake and degradation of complex amino-acids (AtSp23), the catabolism (AtSp21, AtSp26,
AtSp28) or the modifcation and extrusion of aromatic compounds (AtSp24, AtSp25), and the
perception of multiple chemical and mechanic environmental signals (AtSp26). In addition,
we found clade-speciﬁc gene clusters on the At plasmid of G8 strains: G8-speciﬁc gene cluster
AtSp28 codes the degradation of xanthine or another related cyclic compound and [G6-G8]-
speciﬁc gene cluster AtSp32 putatively codes the uptake and degradation of dipeptides that
include an aromatic amino-acid.
Genomic synapomorphies of [G5-G13] clade Thirty-ﬁve genes are speciﬁc to the clade
grouping genomovars G5 and G13 (63 when including genes occurring heterogeneoously
in other At strains). Among those, there are three gene clusters (AtSp34-36) encoding potential
ecologically important functions, namely a transporter of oligopeptides, a peptide methionine
sulfoxide reductase (involved in response to oxidative stress), and the complete pathway for
degradation of phenylacetate. The latter metabolic ability has been veriﬁed experimentally in
G5 and G13 strains and shown to provide a growth advantage in presence of phenylacetate
(Vial L., personal communications).
Genomic synapomorphies of [G1-G5-G13] clade The large cluster conserved in agrobacteria
(AtSp33, Atu4381-Atu4410 in C58 genome) that encodes nitrate respiration (denitriﬁcation)
pathway, including nir, nor, nnr and nap operons, was lost in this clade. This gene cluster
was parallelly lost by strains G9-NCPPB925 and G8-ATCC31749. These strains devoid of the
denitriﬁcation pathway may be selectively disadvantaged under certain anaerobic conditions.
This is not certain however, because other anaerobic respiration pathways are predicted to be
conserved in all A. tumefaciens, notably the fumarate respiration pathway.
Genomic synapomorphies of the A. tumefaciens complex There are 120 genes present exclu-
sively in all A. tumefaciens strains, and 165 genes that are also found present in atmost two other
distant Rhizobiales, i.e. not directly related like A. vitis. It appears there is no group of genes
encoding concerted functions, and the larger clusters of At-speciﬁc genes are six genes long.
They are distributed among diverse functional categories that span the ones represented in
the ancestral genome (no speciﬁc enrichment in GO terms, data not shown). Notably, several
At-speciﬁc genes are involved in the central intermediary metabolism, the biosynthesis of cell
wall and outer membrane and the replication and translation machineries. In fact, speciﬁc
gene gains related to these essential processes corresponded in some case to non-homologous
replacement of enzymatic activities, such as glutamate synthase and glycerol-3-phosphate de-
hydrogenase. This suggests that the synapomorphies of At of ancestor that lasted until now
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are modiﬁcations of central processes that did not involve major re-wiring of the metabolic
networks, but rather subtle modiﬁcations of activities and speciﬁcities of key enzymes. In
addition, several genes encode more peripheral functions, likely involved in the interaction of
agrobacteria ofAt cladewith their environment, such as sensing of external signals, metabolism
of iron and detoxiﬁcation.
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Figure 2.11: Historical stratiﬁcation of gains in the lineage of A. tumefaciens strain TT111.
The four replicons of the genome are represented circularly or linearly according to theirmolec-
ular topology; replicons are not drawn to scale. Tracks within outermost ring (lowermost layer
for linear chromosome) represent location of CDS on both DNA strands. Other rings (layers)
show genes that were acquired along the history of TT111 lineage, and are labelled (a-d) ac-
cording to the phylogeny on the right. Because pAt plasmid harbors almost only genes gained
since genomovar G1 ancestor and pTi plasmid was gained by TT111 strain ancestor, tracks
representing older genes are omitted.
Colors of genes indicate their speciﬁc presence in one of the clade that includes TT111, or their
speciﬁc sharing with another clade (see legend box). Outer (lower) vs. inner (upper) tracks
in the same rings (layers) distinguish clade-speciﬁc genes with strict vs. relaxed speciﬁcity
criterion.
Numbered frames show particular gene clusters within TT111 genome: (1-4) G1-speciﬁc
clusters: (1) AtSp2: chemotaxis regulation (che2) and aromatic compoud metabolism lo-
cus; (2) AtSp3: phenolics and amino-acid catabolism; (3,4) AtSp7,9: phenolic compounds
downstream degradation; (5-8), clusters speciﬁcally shared by genomovar G1 and G8: (5)
AtSp14: lipopolysaccharideO-antigenbiosynthesis andneoglucogenesis locuswithG1-speciﬁc
chemotaxis-regulating hybrid sensor (red arrow, see ﬁgureXXX1); (6)AtSp12: outer-membrane
lipoprotein and sensory protein; (7) AtSp17: deoxyribose uptake and assimilation; (8) AtSp15:
exopolysaccharide (curdlan) synthesis, peptidoglycan modiﬁcation and sensory protein; (9-
10): clusters gained by TT111: (9) AtSp29: non-ribosomal peptide synthases involved in
siderophore biosynthesis, shared by [G8-G6]; (10) prophage, partially shared by G3-CFBP6623
and G7-Zutra 3/1 (see ﬁgure XXX2).
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Figure 2.12: (continued) Legend as in Fig. 2.11.
Numbered frames show particular gene clusters within C58 genome: (1-4) G8-speciﬁc gene
clusters: (1) Atsp21: degradation of hydroxy-cinamic acids (ferulic acid); (2) AtSp23: degra-
dation of complex amino-acids (opine-like compounds); (3) AtSp24 and AtSp25: Drug/toxic
resistance (extrusion transporters), sarcosine oxidase; (4) AtSp26: sensing of environmen-
tal signals (phenolic compound, mechanical constrains); (5-8) clusters speciﬁcally shared by
genomovar G1 and G8: (5) AtSp15: exopolysaccharide (curdlan) synthesis, peptidoglycan
modiﬁcation and sensory protein; (6) AtSp13: iron-sensing two component system FeuPQ; (7)
AtSp14: lipopolysaccharide O-antigen biosynthesis; (8) AtSp12: outer-membrane lipoprotein
and sensory protein; (9-12) [G6-G8]-speciﬁc gene clusters: (9) AtSp29: sugar (L-sorbose) up-
take and catabolism; (10) AtSp30: non-ribosomal peptide synthases involved in siderophore
biosynthesis, shared by G1-TT111; (11) AtSp31: sugar metabolism; (12) dipeptide uptake
and degradation; (13) AtSp18: D-glucuronate uptake and degradation, speciﬁcally shared by
genomovar G1 and G8; (14-15) clusters speciﬁcally shared by genomovar G2 and [G6- G8]
clade: (14) AtSp27: Toxic extrusion / secondary metabolite secretion; (15) AtSp28: xanthine/-
cyclic compound degradation, two-component sensor.
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2.4.3 Discussion
This work intended to describe the history of genomes in a group of bacterial species and
to understand the evolutionary processes that participated in shaping their gene content. For
this, we designed an original procedure for reconciliation of histories of genes and genomes,
that notably accounts for the non-independence of histories of neighbour genes. We obtained
scenarios depicting the events of duplication and horizontal transfer that explained the dis-
cordance between histories of genes and species. We jointly inferred the proﬁles of presence
and absence of orthologous genes in ancestral genomes, and the events of gain, loss and allelic
replacement that happened on each branch of the phylogeny of species. A relational database,
Agrogenom, was built to integrate the many aspects of genome evolution we studied: scenar-
ios of gene evolution from the point-of-views of the gene trees and of the species tree, gene
syntenies, genome architecture, and functional annotations of genes.
We combined these informations to recognize patterns indicative of adaptation throughout
the history of diversiﬁcation of genomes. To conﬁdently characterize possible signatures of
natural selection, and to be able to confront them to an expectation under a neutral model, we
needed to reconstruct accurate and precise evolutionary scenarios.
2.4.3.1 Precise reconciliations using regional signal in genomes
Local reconciliation of histories of orthologs in multicopy gene trees A reconciliation
method primarily aims to assign an event of either horizontal transfer, duplication, or spe-
ciation (DTS) to each node of a gene tree. This task is hard, since the size of the enumeration of
possible scenarios grows quickly with the number of genes and species, even with simple rec-
onciliation models (for a review, see Doyon et al. (2011)). The exercise of reconciling gene trees
with species trees is especially complicated in prokaryotes because horizontal gene transfer can
leave several diﬀerent patterns. One common kind of HGT leads to the replacement of a resi-
dent gene (e.g. via homologous recombination). This leaves incongruences in gene trees that
are easily recognizable, because a species is ’badly’ placed in the tree. It can however get tricky
when there are multiple nested incongruences, which can be interpreted in several diﬀerent
sequences of transfer events. Another more cryptic kind of transfer, which is more frequent
between distant lineages, is the introduction of a new gene, or of a new copy of an already
existing gene. The latter case is particularly problematic, as it can easily be confounded with a
duplication event. Conversely, hidden paralogy – duplication followed by many independent
losses that erase the multiplicity of duplicated genes in genomes – can be misinterpreted as
transfer events.
For this reason, we searched for HGT using Prunier, a parcimony-based method that takes
into account the phylogenetic support of topological incongruences and iteratively resolves
them by identifying transferred subtrees and pruning them (Abby et al., 2010). To correctly
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identify horizontal transfers in presence of duplication events, we ﬁrst made a search for mul-
tiple representation of species in gene trees, to recognize any potential paralogous lineage
(Fig. 2.4, step 1). We then applied Prunier to several diﬀerent subtrees of orthologs. In pres-
ence of lineage-speciﬁc paralogs (’in-paralogs’), we applied Prunier to each (overlapping) sets
of co-orthologs, i.e. orthologous groups that contain one of the a duplicated pair. (Fig. 2.4,
step 2). Paralogous gene lineages have evolved independently and may thus have diﬀerent
topologies and branch supports, leading to the inference of potentially diﬀerent scenarios of
reconciliation by Prunier at the same gene tree node. This exploration of the reconciliation
space by tests of multiple combinations of co-orthologs allowed us to choose the best scenario
as the most frequently inferred one. In addition, the fraction of Prunier tests that agreed on the
chosen scenario gave us a measure of conﬁdence on the reconciliation. Finally, cross-checking
of scenarios inferred for partially overlapping subtrees ensured the coherence of local scenarios
in the global history of the gene family.
Reconciliation of gene blocks provide more accurate scenarios Another important feature
of reconciliations is the coherent localization of the origination, duplication and transfer (ODT)
events in the species tree. For a gene tree with a ﬁxed set of ODT events, there are potentially
many scenarios locating the ODT events at diﬀerent nodes of the species tree, and these come
with diﬀerent number of convergent losses following the gene acquisition (Fig. 2.5).
While one could assume that the more reasonable scenario is the one that minimizes such
convergent loss patterns within a gene family, another perspective could be to try to minimize
the number of convergent transfer, duplication or origination events that are inferred across
the genomes by recognizing those that are in fact the same event. Indeed, the occurrence in
genomes of many gene cassettes – i.e. insertions of several consecutive genes, sometimes with
operonic structures – indicates that blocks of genes can be transferred at once (Markowitz et al.,
2009). Even though gene histories are practically all diﬀerent when regarded globally, ODT
events that have involved several neighbouring genes must have left analogous local patterns
in the respective gene trees. Such multi-gene events can be recognized in neighbouring genes
based on the ODT scenarios we obtained for each gene family (Fig. 2.5).
However, histories of neighbouring gene families can have diﬀerent census of extant species
indicative of diﬀerent independent patterns of losses. In order to recognize an evolutionary
event that involved several gene families – a block event – the (donor, recipient) coordinates
of each single-gene event need to be matching the one of its neighbour. If one has to choose a
single scenario for each gene family, for instance the one implied by a parsimonious scenario
with a minimum number of losses, the independent losses that occurred in each gene family
will likely lead to locate each event to close, but diﬀerent nodes of the species tree. This would
prevent the recognition of unique events spanning several gene families, leading to the arte-
factual count of many convergent ODT events involving single genes that are neighbouring in
genomes. To avoid this, we kept uncertain the (donor, recipient) coordinates of ODT events
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and the number and location of subsequent losses (Fig. 2.15 B,C).
Conversely, if we consider losses as a noise around the signal of an evolutionary event,
taking several independent samples (i.e. gene families) with diﬀerent noises lets us better
estimate the true characteristics of the multi-gene event: it can be characterized in each neigh-
bouring gene family by diﬀerent ’noisy’ uncertain scenarios, but each must contain the ’true’
signal. Using this principle, we can reﬁne the precision of a common evolutionary scenario by
intersecting the scenarios of all co-evolved genes (Fig. 2.16).
We scanned the genomes and the reconciled gene tree collection to ﬁnd neighbour gene
events with compatible coordinates in the reference tree, using a greedy algorithm that intends
to cover the genomes with blocks of genes that have congruent histories (Sup. Mat. 2.7.3; Sup.
Fig. 2.30). We hence reconstructed block events, i.e. unique evolutionary events involving
blocks of co-evolved neighbour genes, and simultaneously reﬁned the scenarios of these block
events. Doing so, we reconstructed scenarios more parsimonious in ODT events than if we
had considered gene family evolution separately: the global reconciliation scenario involved
more loss events but less origination, duplication and transfer events (L: +2,896; O: -922; D:
-1,371; T: -10,992) (Fig. 2.5, Table 2.2). We note than the count of additional losses is certainly
over-estimated, because block events of gene loss could have occurred, but were not taken
into account in this study. At the same time, we could reﬁne the location in the species tree
of 83% of duplications and of 69% of transfer receivers (Sup. Fig. 2.23), getting from 70 to
93% duplications assigned to a unique node, and from 60 to 83% of transfers with a unique
possible receiver. Most donors of transfer events were precisely deﬁned at the ﬁrst steps of
reconciliation (Sup. Fig. 2.22), so there was no signiﬁcant gain in precision for the location of
donors.
We inferred scenarios that are more parsimonious when taken globally, and at the same
time we signiﬁcantly reduced the uncertainty on event coordinates in the species tree, so we
could conﬁdently use the reconstructed ancestral genomes for our observation linked to the
history of diversiﬁcation of At.
Our method succeeds in joining many single-gene events into blocks with coherent scenar-
ios, that can span up to a hundred genes. Can this be, on the contrary, an artefactual grouping
of independently evolving genes (i.e. false positives)? This is hard to verify, as there is no
reference to reconstruct past evolutionary events apart from the genomes we used. However,
we can reason that our method is performing properly. First, because we have a dense dataset,
the number of nodes of the species tree to which can be mapped an event is high (93) and even
more when it comes to a transfer, which is deﬁned by a pair of coordinates (932). As the ma-
jority of single events are located to a single species node before amalgamation in blocks (Sup.
Fig. 2.22), the probability of neighbour genes having similar event coordinates by chance should
be small. This might not stand if the events, in particular transfers, do not occur uniformly in
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the (receiver) genomes. This is a known fact that some regions are hotspots of integration of
transferred genes, because they correspond to integrons or other mobile elements (Juhas et al.,
2009) – as we observed some in the present study – or because of organizational constrains of
the genome (Touchon et al., 2009). In this case, successive integration of genes coming from
potentially closely related – and thus undistinguishable – donors might happen. Indeed, some
gene cassettes are known to be restricted to a small taxonomical range (Mutreja et al., 2011;
Holden et al., 2013), though they are often related to ﬁtness as host-specialized pathogens.
A way to assess a posteriori if the genes we grouped in the same block did co-evolved or not,
is to look if the distribution of the supposedly co-evolving blocks diﬀers from a random sam-
pling of neighbour genes, and if this diﬀerence can be explained by the evolutionary events we
inferred. We looked at the functional annotation of genes and its homogeneity within blocks
of genes in genomes. It appeared that co-transferred genes are in average more similar in
function than genes taken in random windows in genomes. This indicates that there must
have been a selective pressure for gathering the genes at the same locus – either in the donor
genome before their co-transfer, or in the recipient genome after their convergent transfer. The
latter hypothesis is less likely since it postulates that genes independently transferred from a
same lineage are more likely to co-function than when they come from diﬀerent taxa, i.e. that
the distribution of existing functions is biased according to taxonomy. This is plausible, but
the inventory of cellular functions existing in versatile genomes of Rhizobiales is very large,
so the hypothesis of unlinked genes with similar function to be convergently transferred from
the same lineage and then gatherd to the same very locus by genomic rearrangement is highly
improbable. Thus, the fact that we can observe traces of selection for a collective function in
the inferred blocks of co-transferred genes suggests that these blocks are genuine.
Altogether this indicates that our method conservatively and accurately characterizes
events of duplication, transfer or speciation and their location in the reference tree of species.
2.4.3.2 A history of Rhizobiales, from the point-of-view of the entire genome
The deﬁnition of a history of species is central in the reconciliation procedure (Fig. 2.4). One
could oppose to this method that there is no tree-like pattern of descent for species (Doolittle,
1999), and that this approach is fundamentally biased. However, the tree we reconstructed for
our dataset of 47 genomes of Rhizobiales strains appears to be representative of the histories
of the majority of genes. First, the jacknife support of branches, that reﬂects the part of core
genes that support the consensus tree topology, is high (≥ 70%) for all deep nodes, except for
those characterizing the placement of [G6-G8] clade and strain G2-CFBP 5494. Second, while
we detect a large number of horizontal transfers (with an average of ~4 HGT/gene tree in our
database), the large majority (~90%) of splits in gene trees were assigned to speciations, i.e.
showing the gene followed the history of species.
The position of [G6-G8] clade and strain G2-CFBP 5494 in the reference tree (Fig. 2.3) is
the major ambiguity of the reference tree. Exploration of alternative reconstruction methods
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showed that the unrooted topology of the tree of At clade was robust, but that its root was
unstable (see Sup. Mat. 2.7.1). Considering alternative rootings (Sup. Fig. 2.18) leading to
diﬀerent grouping of clades (Sup. Fig. 2.19) would however not change the sense of most of
our observations. Notably, the particular pattern of gene sharing between genomovar G1 and
[G6-G8] clade, that is evident when clustering strains by gene content (Sup. Fig. 2.20), is likely
not due to an error in phylogenetic reconstruction missing the proximity of this clades, because
their distant positioning in the tree is always well supported, thus implying HGT events.
2.4.3.3 Role of recombination in species cohesion
A. tumefaciens species complex is made of ten genomic species (Popoﬀ et al., 1984; Portier
et al., 2006) that are by deﬁnition well-delineated clusters of diversity (Stackebrandt et al.,
2002). The high amount of HGT that occurs quite undistinctly between genomic species (Sup.
Fig. 2.26), blur the delineation of species considering their gene content (Sup. Fig. 2.20). In
this context, it is almost surprising that we can recover such a clear pattern of diﬀerentiation
of genomic species from molecular phylogenies (Fig. 2.3). It may result from diﬀerent transfer
dynamics between core and accessory genes, as previously reported (Abby et al., 2012; Choi
et al., 2012).
We indeed saw that replacing transfers of core genes, that mostly reﬂect homologous
recombination (HR), were occurring in large majority within genomic species, as seen for
genomovars G1, G4 and G8, and within narrow clades like [G7-G9]. Other genomic species
were not enough densely sampled (n ≤ 2) to reveal any such pattern. This clearly indicates
that HR is intensely occurring within genomic species of At, in which it certainly mediates
cohesiveness of their genotype.
HGT is not prohibited between species, as seen for exchange of accessory genes, but the
nature of the HR process limits the integration of divergent core alleles. It has long been
known that the eﬃciency of HR in bacteria is linked by a log-linear relationship to the genetic
distance of sexual protagonists (Roberts and Cohan, 1993), what inhibits the hybridization
with distant relatives and thus accelerates the process of their divergence. HR may thus be
preserving the genetic cohesiveness of narrow clades such as genomic species by controlling
the identity of incoming core genes. This can be done with core genes because there always
exists a homologous DNA template in the cell that allows the mismatch-repair pathway to
validate or not its integration. In opposition, additive gene transfers consist by deﬁnition in
the introduction of a gene with no close homologue in the recipient genome, and therefore
should escape this control. In fact, non-homologous DNA is often introduced by homologous
recombination of neighbour genes, so inter-speciﬁc additive transfer may only occur in regions
of high conservation within the species complex. It could be interresting to test this prediction
by reconstructing the ancestral gene orders and gene sequences in addition to the history of
transfers.
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2.4.3.4 Ancestral genome content and evolutionary dynamics of genes
In the tree of genomes, we observed that the sizes of genomes and the amounts of gene gains
and losses were much larger at leaf nodes, i.e. extant genomes, than those inferred for internal
nodes, i.e. reconstructed ancestral genomes. Indeed, we ﬁnd a small genome for the common
ancestor of our 47 Rhizobiales (ca. 3,800 genes) when extant genomes can be larger than 7,000
genes, and there is a signiﬁcant negative linear relationship between sizes of ancestral genomes
and their age. There is, however, no particular reason to think that the ancestral genomes were
always smaller than their descendants. It has been argued that such result was the sign of
an over-estimation of the number of horizontal transfers that occurred in bacterial genomes
(Dagan and Martin, 2007).
These apparent discrepancies can however be interpreted as the presence in contemporary
genomes of a large polymorphism of gene presence/absence. Indeed, among the large number
of recently acquired genes, the majority will not be ﬁxed, because their adaptive value is null
or ephemeral. Similarly, a large fraction of deletions are probably deleterious on the long
term. For instance, genes involved in adaptation to environments met occasionally are under
periodic selection, and their deletion will not cause the immediate death of the bacterium, but
will be counter-selected eventually. In fact, ancestral genomes might have been approximately
of the same size than extant ones, but the ’volatile’ fraction of their gene content has not lasted
in any current genome, and hence could not be reconstructed in ancestral ones.
This high turnover of genes was thus probably constant in history, with new transferred
genes continually taking the place of genes that were lost (Lerat et al., 2005; Marri et al., 2007).
If transient genes are bringing functions with mostly environment-speciﬁc adaptive values,
this implies that the constant renewal of the functional repertoire of genomes may reﬂect, to
a certain extant, the variations of the ecological niches of organisms. Each HGT variant can
thus be considered an ecotype (Cohan and Koeppel, 2008), whose ecological specialization
might often prove useless, and thus is deemed to extinction. However, some ecotype lineages
may successfully exploit their new functional abilities provided by HGT. Indeed, many genes
can be acquired in a small time by a lineage of genomes in response to positive selection for
adaptation to an new environment. This is well illustrated by the the drastic shift of ecology
of the arsenic-resistant bacterium Rhizobium sp. NT-26. This bacterium, deriving from a soil-
dwelling rhizobial ancestor, ﬁxed a host of genes related to the resistance to heavy metals,
that allowed it to colonize the arsenic-rich environment of a gold mine (Andres et al., 2013)
(see annex 5.1.2). This kind of evolutionary paths towards extreme ecotypes may be dead-
ends, because lineages whose genome got too specialized in a particular environment cannot
cope with the following environment shift. This is the probable fate of most host-restricted
obligatory pathogens. However, in a few cases, the evolutionary bet may be paying on the
long term, and lead to the funding of a new clade with specialized functions integrated to its
core genome. This is the case for obligatory symbionts like Buchnera that pushed the evolution
of their genome over a point of no return, but succesfully colonized the niche of aphid cells.
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There hence exists a gradient of selective pressures acting on genes that should match their
age in genomes, from recent genes under episodic positive selection in an ephemeral ecological
niche, to old core genes under strong purifying selection for their essential function in the life
of the cell. The reduction of the set of genes conserved in a clade with its age is thus associated
to a skew towards functions under strong selective constrains, i.e. genes involved in central
cellular functions rather than in adaptation to an ecological niche. Incidentally, the partial gene
content inferred for clade ancestors are also biased, and for too ancient genomes it may miss
niche-specifying genes. At the scale of A. tumefaciens species complex, the ancestral genome
of the At ancestor is around 4,500 genes, when extant genomes have an average size of 5,500.
This diﬀerence of 1,000 genes matches approximately the number of volatile genes recently
gained by contemporary genomes. Under the hypothesis of a similar volatile gene fraction in
the ancestor of At clade than in its descendants, we likely have obtained a good estimate of its
gene repertoire, including genes coding the adaptation to long-lasting niches.
We looked at the global pattern of evolution of gene repertoires along At history to identify
trends and potential exceptions in them, that could sign adaptive processes. First, we found
heterogeneous quantities of gene gain and loss for the diﬀerent clade ancestors within At,
that partially correlated with the evolutionary time separating ancestors. This revealed the
ancestors of genomovar G1, G8 and G7 as outliers who excessively gained genes. This could be
a signature of past positive selection for diversiﬁcation of the gene repertoire of these ancestors,
but the amount of variance explained by the regression was too low to be very conﬁdent in
this observation. It would be interesting to compare these results with those from methods
that explicitly model the processes of gene gain and loss along the tree of species (Csu˝rös and
Miklós, 2009; Szöllosi and Daubin, 2012) to see if they observe such large variance and what
underlies it.
More interestingly, we found a robust correlation between the age of a clade and the degree
of conservation of genes after their acquisition by the clade ancestor. This relationship could
be well modelled by a survival process (ﬁt to a decreasing exponential: r2 = 0.51) (Fig. 2.8 F).
The outliers that fall above this trend – those clades that conserved more genes than predicted
by the age of the clade – strikingly all belong to the clades [G1-G5-G13] and [G6-G8] (Sup.
Fig. 2.32). This tendency of genome of these clades to retainmore gene than other A. tumefaciens
might indicate their ancestors have acquired genes that since were under purifying selection,
potentially for their ecological role.
This accumulation through time of genomic synapomorphies under selection must had
a strong impact on the ecological niche of [G1-G5-G13] and [G6-G8] clades, as was seen for
Salmonella enterica becoming a specialized vertebrate pathogen (Porwollik et al., 2002). Ecolog-
ical specialization is, however, not as obvious for agrobacteria, from the point of view of ﬁeld
ecology. Indeed, agrobacteria are all found in soils and rhizospheres and often co-occurring
in the same micro-metric sample (Vogel et al., 2003), and their ecology can thus appear indis-
tinct. Although, some soils and/or host plant show preferential colonization by certain species
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(Costechareyre et al., 2010) and G2 species appears to be a specialized opportunistic human
pathogen (Aujoulat et al., 2011), showing the existence of niche diﬀerentiation among species
of At. This is likely only the emerged part of the iceberg and cryptic multi-factorial ecologies
may distinguish the ten species of the complex. We thus propose to explore the speciﬁc gene
repertoires of the clades of At, and notably of [G1-G5-G13] and [G6-G8] clades, in search for
potential ecological adaptations.
2.4.3.5 Clusters of clade-speciﬁc are under purifying selection for their collective function
In the present work, we hypothesized that genes speciﬁcally acquired by an ancestor and
subsequently conserved in the descendant lineages, i.e. clade-speciﬁc genes, were under puri-
fying selection, supposedly because they are involved in adaptation of the clade to its ecological
niche. However, the observation of conserved genes in extant genomes could also be explained
under a neutral model of drift, because appearance of deletion mutants and ﬁxation of their
genotypes are stochastic processes that can take a long time. So, to what extent selection is re-
sponsible in the long-term maintenance of transferred genes? And conversely, can we consider
genes that were conserved after transfer as under purifying selection?
We thus searched for signatures of selection on transferred genes in the patterns of oc-
currence of gene families and their conservation as syntenic blocks in genomes. A recurrent
observation of the present study is that clade-speciﬁc genes tend to occur in clusters, corre-
sponding to blocks of co-transferred genes. Most interestingly, those clade-speciﬁc genes found
in blocks often appear related in their function, and clusters spanning up to thirty genes can
encode only one cellular pathway (Table 2.5, AtSp14, AtSp29). The fact that large gene clus-
ters have not been dismantled by rearrangements and deletions may suggest that a function
collectively coded by the gene cluster is selected. However, it is well known that bacterial
genomes are organized in functional units such as operons, super-operons, etc. (Rocha, 2008),
and the co-transfer of cooperating genes could simply results from the functional structure
of the donor genomes. However, the segments of DNA that are transferred are most prob-
ably taken randomly from the donor genomes (apart from the special case of genes coding
their own mobility). Thus, under a neutral model, co-transferred genes should not always be
co-functioning, and the probability that a transferred fragment spanned a functional element
like an operon would depend on the size of the transferred fragment and on the scale of the
functional arrangement of genomes.
We found that the history of transfers in genomes accounted for a part of their functional
structure (Fig. 2.9 A,C). Indeed, our observation reﬂects a biased retention of transferred blocks
of genes in genomes towards blocks that code functional partners in a biological process. This
can be explained by natural selection favouring the ﬁxation in a recipient genome of those
transferred blocks that can immediately provide a selectable function. This provides support
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to the model of ’selﬁsh operon’ proposed by Lawrence and Roth (1996), as repetitive transfer
and selection for a function in the host can gather genes into coherent functional units able
to travel across genomes. Eﬃcient transfer incidentally promote the survival of genes that
would not be adaptive enough – in average over time and environmental conditions – to be
maintained in one lineage by purifying selection. For this reason, this clustering process has
been called ’selﬁsh’ from the point-of-view of the genes (Lawrence and Roth, 1996).
However, the ’selﬁshness’ of co-transferred genes is not a necessity; rather, this process of
clustering of co-functioning genes should be even more eﬃcient in presence of strong selection
at the level of the organism for the acquisition of the transferred gene function. Indeed, we
found that among the groups of genes acquired by transfer, those which were conserved in all
descendants had more coherent annotated functions than non-conserved ones (Fig. 2.9 B,D).
This shows that genes conserved in genomes are more likely to provide an adaptive function
to their host than transient genes. This bias cannot be explained by a drift model, and indeed
supports our initial hypothesis according to which clade-speciﬁc genes are retained by their
host genome for the adaptive advantage they provided. This hypothesis of conserved co-
transferred genes encoding more related function than non-conserved ones was previously
proposed based onmanual inspection of the functional relatedness of a few transferred operons
inE. coli (Hommaet al., 2007). Thepresent studypresents a quantitative estimationof functional
relatedness within transferred blocks of genes and provides a statistical argument for purifying
selection enforcing their conservation in genomes.
By scrutinizing the functional repertoires encoded by these clusters of genes speciﬁc of A.
tumefaciens clades, we found that the function they encode are linked with the adaptation of
agrobacteria to rhizospheres.
2.4.3.6 Clade-speciﬁc genes in the light of speciation models
Wewere interested inﬁnding thegenes that contributedon the long term to the adaptationof
species to their ecological niche. At the scale of ecotypes – emergent cladeswith a diﬀerentiated
ecology (Cohan and Koeppel, 2008) – niche-specifying genes can be recognized as characters
unique to these clades. Indeed, it has been argued that natural selection was prohibiting the
transmission of these niche-specifying genes to close relatives of the adapted ecotype (Cohan
and Perry, 2007; Hausdorf, 2011; Friedman et al., 2013). The ’stable ecotype’ and relatedmodels
has been shown to be relevant in practical cases of recent divergence (Sikorski and Nevo, 2005;
Smith et al., 2006), however it only accounts for the very ﬁrst times of speciation, and do not
describe the genome-wide dynamics of cladogenesis on the longer term (Shapiro et al., 2012).
The model of ’fragmented speciation’ proposed by Retchless and Lawrence (2007) has a
more historical perspective and describes the process by which genomes gradually diverge.
Thismodel supposes that genetic exchange –notablybyhomologous recombination – continues
over time after the initial split of lineages, but goes on decreasing as more and more adaptive
genes are speciﬁcally acquired by each lineage, where they insulate genomic regions from
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the possibility of recombination (Lawrence and Retchless, 2009). This model has been tested
in a few cases of bacterial clades diverged for diﬀerent timespans, and there were evidences
supporting it (Retchless and Lawrence, 2010) and against it (Luo et al., 2011; Cadillo-Quiroz
et al., 2012). One notable limitation of this model is to not consider the possibility of re-
hybridaton of lineages after a long isolation and divergence. This hybridation process was
observed with a substantial introgression in Campylobacter coli of genes from C. jejuni, that
could have a role in the ecological adaptation of agricultural lineages (Sheppard et al., 2013).
This hybridization process is interesting in our perspective because it can be the source of
many adaptations. Indeed, genetic exchange between distant relatives will provide genes that
’made their proofs’ in a genomic context which is essentially the same and for this reason may
integrate more easily in the recipient genome – this would be the case in A. tumefaciens, where
~60% of genes in genomes belong to the core genome of the species complex. Moreover, in the
case of A. tumefaciens, the diﬀerent species cohabit in the environment (Vogel et al., 2003) and
have apparently undistinguishable ecologies. Though this is certainly not true in the detail, it
suggests that they are exposed to similar biochemical environments, that maybe only vary in
degrees. Thus, certain adaptations on which one of these species relies to make a living, such
as the degradation of a particular sugar or attachment to a particular plant, would probably
provide a substantial selective advantage to a cognate species. The transfer of genes serving the
adaptation to the rhizosphere environment may thus be promoted between species of At. This
idea of possible pooling of ecological resources between relatives rejoins that of the model of
’nano-niches’ proposed by Cohan and Koeppel (2008). In this model, cognate ecotype lineages
share a pool of resources but use them in qualitatively or quantitatively diﬀerent ways, thus
partitioning the whole ecological niche. Such ecotypes, however, have a high risk of being
outcompeted by a successful generalist. This is not the case at a larger evolutionary scale, as
pairs of clades with advanced divergence, such as between genomic species of A. tumefaciens
(~10-15%) (Lassalle et al., 2011) or between C. coli and C. jejuni (15%) (Sheppard et al., 2013),
can hybridize without risking complete overlap of their ecological niches and competition to
extinction.
In the present study, we took a historical perspective of genome evolution, and focused on
the potential of clade-speciﬁc genes to provide ecological adaptations to their hosts. We were
mostly interested in the variations of gene repertoires and in the pattern of conservation of these
variations as a signature of selection. Therefore, we searched for clade-speciﬁc patterns of gene
occurrence, deﬁned as genes gained/lost in a clade ancestor and conserved as present/absent
in all extant members of the clade. Patterns of gene occurrence in a clade are thus contrasted
with patterns of occurrence in its closest relative, regardless of what is found in more distant
lineages, i.e. we looked for synapomorphic gene presence/absence. Using this criterion, we
could recognize gene presence/absence that are strictly speciﬁc to a clade, but also those that
are speciﬁcally shared among distant relatives, as for instance between two non-sister genomic
species of A. tumefaciens complex.
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This leads to a more comprehensive description of patterns of gene distribution along the
phylogeny of organisms, which can be linked to scenarios of evolution more complex than
the simple ’stable ecotype’ model. Our present analysis provides a mean to identify what
combination of genes is unique to the genomes of a clade, and try to relate the integrated set of
clade-speciﬁc functions to a clade-speciﬁc ecology.
2.4.3.7 Ecological adaptations in A. tumefaciens: a history of variation of shared traits.
Hybridization of genomovar G1 and G8: ecological convergence or diversiﬁcation? The
sets of functions found in G1-speciﬁc and G8-speciﬁc genes both sketch an ecology orientated
towards metabolism of phenolics and production of exopolysaccharides (Lassalle et al., 2011)
(section 2.3.2 and 2.4.2.8). This can obviously be explained by the set of genes they speciﬁcally
share (clusters AtSp12-19), but also because unrelated – non-orthologous – G1-speciﬁc and
G8-speciﬁc genes are similar in their general functional annotations. Is this leading to their
ecological convergence? And in that case, can we predict that a species will eventually prevail
in a competition for shared ecological resources? This is not likely, for three reasons.
First, some of the speciﬁcally shared genes may encode products with diverged functions
and thus have diﬀerent impacts on the species’ ecology. For instance, the genomic region
AtSp15 encoding the biosynthesis of curdlan EPS is found orthologous in G8, G1 and G2
strains, but in this case orthology may not be a good proxy of similar function, because their
sequences have diverged more than expected given the global genomic distance. Nucleotide
sequences of AtSp15 are 71% identical between C58 and TT111, compared to 86% average
nucleotide identity of the complete genomes, and belong to the 2nd more diverged centile of
identities of genome fragments. This may indicate two parallel HGT events from two distant
relatives of a foreign taxon that introduced diverged alleles in each species, or that both clades
once shared identical alleles of these genes and that they evolved independently faster than
the rest of the genome, potentially because of positive selection for phenotypic diversiﬁcation.
Indeed, the branch leading to the G8 cluster in trees of these gene families were always longer
than branches leading to G1 and G2. Moreover, mapping of substitutions along the branches
(Romiguier et al., 2012) showed that dN/dS ratio is two to three-fold more elevated on branches
leading to G8 than on those leading to G1 or G2, a signature of past positive selection for
these proteins to diverge in G8 ancestor. Another possibility would be that these genes were
ancestrally present in the common ancestor of all A. tumefaciens and diverged precociously
between G1 and G8 lineages, as proposed in the ’fragmented speciation’ model (Retchless and
Lawrence, 2007). This is not likely, because (1) this scenario would have needed many losses
in other lineages and (2) the high codon usage adaptation predicted for long-residing genes
under this model (Retchless and Lawrence, 2007) is not observed for AtSp15 genes: in G8,
these genes have an average CAI of 0.45, which is in the lower third of CAI values in C58 linear
chromosome, corresponding to the codon usage of recently acquired genes (Figure 4, box 2a
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in Lassalle et al. (2011)). Whatever its cause is, this distant homology suggests a potential
functional diﬀerentiation of the diverged proteins (76% amino-acid id. over the locus). This
large divergence also explains why this cluster was not seen in G1 genomes by micro-array
hybridization Lassalle et al. (2011), as the detection threshold lies around 80-85% nucleotide
identity.
Second, shared niche-specifying genes are combined to other strictly clade-speciﬁc genes
in each clade. These globally diﬀerent genotypes must code diﬀerent phenotypes. Indeed,
niches are deﬁned by several factors and the sharing of identical means of adaptation for one
factor do not lead to a complete equalization of niches. For instance, genomovar G1 and G8
share the same locus for biosynthesis of a O-antigens of the lipo-polysaccharide. This 30-kb
region likely encode the synthesis of a complex component of these species’ capsules, which
may mediate a speciﬁc interaction with the environment, probably with an eukaryotic host as
it is the case for the LPS synthesized by homologous enzymes in Brucella spp. (Vizcaíno et al.,
2001). Such interaction may be of great importance in those species biology, because it could
specify the attachment to a particular host plant. In this case, both species might compete
for the use of resources such as the plant exudates. However, other major traits diﬀerentiate
markedly genomovar G1 and G8, as for instance the ability to respire nitrate. This anaerobic
respiratory pathway may allow G8 strains to colonize rhizospheres of plants in ﬂooded soils,
while G1 strains might be restricted to drier terrains.
Finally, speciﬁc epistatic interactions between genes of each clade-speciﬁc set may partici-
pate in phenotypic diﬀerenciation. For instance, while the O-antigens produced by G1 and G8
cells must be very similar given the high similarity of the biosynthetic proteins (>93% amino-
acid identity in average for proteins of the AtSp14 locus), the regulation of bioﬁlm production
in G1 and G8 cells is likely diﬀerent.
In G1 genomes, there are many G1-speciﬁc regulatory genes, such as the che2 operon (clus-
ter AtSp2) and hub signal-transducting protein HHSS (cluster AtSp14) which are involved
in chemotaxis regulation, and a sensor protein (cluster AtSp3) modulating c-di-GMP – a sec-
ondary messenger involved in the switch from motile to sessile behavious. Those speciﬁc
regulators are all found linked to G1-speciﬁc genes involved in phenolics catabolism or bioﬁlm
production. These latter genes may constitute the downstream regulatory targets of what
seems to be a coherent regulation network controlling motility, bioﬁlm production and degra-
dation of phenolics, potentially in response to environmental conditions speciﬁc of the niche of
genomovar G1. Similarly, G8-speciﬁc genes of the AtSp26 cluster are involved in the percep-
tion and transduction of environmental signals such as mechanical constrains and a phenolic
compound related to toluene; this regulatory island may be involved in speciﬁc regulation of
genes linked to adpatation to G8-speciﬁc niche.
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The hybridization of G1 and G8 clades thus results in each species tapping the same
resources in a diﬀerent way, which should not lead to a signiﬁcant competition between them.
These species may then form guilds of relatives that exploit partitions of a common ecological
niche, explaining why we can observe them co-occurring in soils (Vogel et al., 2003; Portier
et al., 2006).
Guilds of A. tumefaciens species co-exist by partitioning common resources These diverse
functions coded by genes speciﬁc to the whole A. tumefaciens complex are likely to reﬂect im-
portant dimensions of the ecology of the group. Interestingly, the functional modules to which
participate At-speciﬁc genes are all reminiscent of those encoded by genes speciﬁc to lower
clades, such as iron scavenging, metabolism of phenolics, resistance to environmental toxics,
metabolism of complex amino-acids and sugars and production of EPS. This would indicate
that A. tumefaciens species have ecological niches not much diﬀerent from the one of their com-
mon ancestor. If the general environmental factors deﬁning the ecological niche of agrobacteria
are similar among lineages, they evolved diﬀerently while trying to ﬁt this common adaptive
landscape. In many cases, genes associated to the same metabolic pathways were acquired
independently. Those genes are in general functionally equivalent, but may diﬀer in eﬃciency
in some environmental set-up. In some species ancestral genes were lost and simultaneously
replaced by ones serving the same purpose in a diﬀerent manner. This might prove very eﬃ-
cient in insulating one species’ niche from the one shared by the whole group.
For instance, the loss of the locus coding biosynthesis of the siderophore agrobactin in the
ancestor of [G6-G8] clade coincided with the gain of another siderophore biosynthesis locus
(table 2.5, AtSp30). It was shown in Vibrio that producers of siderophores incur a cost of sup-
plying for cheaters that do not produce it (Cordero et al., 2012). This functional replacement
must have allowed them to continue to scavenge iron, while escaping the competition for a
good common to all agrobacteria and avoiding the potential cost due to cheater species that
would not express their own siderophore. Strikingly, [G6-G8] clade also lost genes involved
in agrobactin uptake in other species, indicating G6 and G8 strains are not even cheating in
scavenging agrobactin that could be available in the environment. This shows that species can
diﬀerentiate by playing diﬀerently on the same ﬁeld. These diﬀerences could be qualitative
or quantitative. In the case of the replacement of siderophore, the [G6-G8]-speciﬁc molecule,
though not characterized yet, is likely much more complex than agrobactin, given the locus
encoding its biosynthesis is almost three times as large. Molecules produced by distant homol-
ogous enzymes in cyanobacteria are indeed more complex than the three-catechol condensate
of agrobactin (Hoﬀmann et al., 2003). This could provide better aﬃnity for iron in certain
media, or also better aﬃnity for re-uptake.
A few functions are found as a leitmotiv in speciﬁc genomes of At clade – production and
uptake of siderophores, uptake and metabolism of phenolics, extrusion and degradation of
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toxic molecules – may be several facets of the same ecology. Indeed, siderophores and an-
tibiotics are often complex polycyclic molecules that can be derived from simple phenols by
particular pathways of secondary metabolism. Interestingly, it is possible that transporters and
enzymes involved in metabolism of such compounds are not very speciﬁc of their substrate
and can participate in several diﬀerent pathways linked to one or another biological function.
The so-called multi-drug transporters and ring-cleavage mono- and di-oxygenases commonly
involved in these pathways are indeed known to have low speciﬁcity (Campillo et al., unpub-
lished results). A similar observation can be done on the collusion between enzymes involved
in degradation of complex sugars found in plant exudates and those involved in the biosynthe-
sis of exo-polysaccharides, both functions found frequently in At clade-speciﬁc genes. Either
we are unable to distinguish the true molecular function of these genes, or they belong to a
versatile pool of proteins involved in a complex metabolic interaction between agrobacteria
and their environment.
If these pathways degrade and produce ranges of structurally related molecules, the cou-
pling of these pathways should be facilitated, as each ’metabolic module’ can plug into another
by transforming at least one of the many products of the other. Transfer of genes coding such
metabolic modules would thus more probably provide a selective advantage when arriving in
a genome containing other such modules. Recombination between distant species of metabolic
modules serving in similar biological processes would then constitute a propitious context for
ecological innovation.
2.4.3.8 Secondary (and third) replicon of A. tumefaciens genomes are the place of genomic
innovation
The genomes of Rhizobiaceae have complex architectures, containing a primary chromo-
some and a chromid, i.e. a secondary chromosome or a large megaplasmide bearing essential
genes (Harrison et al., 2010), and a variable complement of plasmids of diﬀerent sizes (Young
et al., 2006). More particularly, a subclade of Rhizobium/Agrobacterium supergroup that in-
cludes A. tumefaciens has a linear chromid (Slater et al., 2009, 2013), which is the result of
a unique ancestral event of linearization and thus constitutes a synapomorphy of this clade
(Ramirez-Bahena et al., in press; Annex 5.2.2).
We showed that most of the genes coding putative ecological adaptations are born by the
linear chromid and the pAt plasmid of At (Fig. 2.11 and 2.12; Sup. Tables 2.9 and 2.10). This
might results from particular evolutionary dynamics determined by these replicons. Notably,
diﬀerent replicons of At genome may be subject to diﬀerent replicon-wide levels of selection
and/or recombination.
The linear chromid is highly plastic and recombinogenic but stabilizes adaptive genes. It
was shown that genes had higher evolutionary rates on smaller chromosomes of complex
genomes (Cooper et al., 2010), which could be explained by diﬀerences in levels of gene
expression between chromosomes impacting the eﬃcacy of selection on genes (Morrow and
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Cooper, 2012). Another factor that can modulate the evolutionary rate of genes is homologous
recombination. Indeed, if a regionof thegenome recombinesmore than another, thiswill reduce
the overall diversity of sequences, but promote the rapid ﬁxation of advantageous mutations,
thus accelerating the divergence of positively selected sites. In addition, HR can promote the
more rapid variation of gene content by propagating gene insertions and deletions located
between endpoints of a recombination track. In particular, the linear topology of chromosomes
theoretically favours very large exchanges, because it onlyneeds a single crossover to recombine
a fragment, which can lead to the exchange of fragments as large as the arm of a chromosome,
as observed during meiosis in Eukaryotes.
We previously observed large tracks of reduced divergence between pairs of the same
species of At, and this pattern was speciﬁc of the chromid (Lassalle et al., 2011). This could
indeed reﬂect large events of homogenizing recombination, but it could also stem from large
selective sweeps, as was proposed by Epstein et al. (2012) regarding a similar observation on
the chromosome of S. meliloti. The latter hypothesis could also apply to the chromids of A.
tumefaciens species, since they bear most of the species-speciﬁc genes that are likely under
strong purifying selection. The hypothesis of selective sweeps and that of intensive HR on the
chromid are mutually exclusive, because HR would break the linkage between selected genes
and other genes, thus preventing large sweeps. However, if HR is not more frequent on the
chromid, but involves much longer segments of DNA, as hypothetically rendered possible by
a linear topology, large selective sweeps could be favoured by HR.
A previous study of Marri et al. (2008) investigated the prevalence of recombination in
circular vs. linear chromosomes of Agrobacterium biovar 1 strains based on the linkage of
marker genes. They observed more inter-genic recombination on the linear chromosome but
higher intra-genic recombination on the circular chromosome, and therefore concluded to no
marked diﬀerence between them (Marri et al., 2008).
Using our inventory of replacing transfer events as well as a test of occurrence of intra-
genic recombination, we unambiguously demonstrated the larger prevalence of HR on the
linear than on the circular chromosome. In addition we saw a more intense variation of gene
content through gain and loss on the chromid, which is probably the consequence of the higher
HR rate. However, we failed to characterize events of recombination at a scale larger than
several 10kb, whereas we previously showed events mobilizing fragment larger than 1Mb
could happen within species (Lassalle et al. (2011), Fig. 1). This observation is thus more in
favour of more frequent HR, and not selection large-scale event, to the cause of dynamic of the
linear chromid.
Interestingly, the propensity of circular and linear chromosome to retain genes after acqui-
sition were similar, with a slight excess of conservation on the linear chromosome. This is at
odds with the fact that the linear chromosome has a higher rates of gain and loss of genes.
However, it corresponds to the observation of the majority of clade speciﬁc genes on this
chromosome rather than on the circular one (Fig. 2.11 and 2.12). This suggests that the linear
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chomosome is partitioned into two compartments: a dynamic one where new genes are easily
inserted and deleted, and one which provides stable residence to core genes. As suggested
by the occurrence of many species-speciﬁc gene in large clusters of genes, including several
blocks of co-transferred genes (Sup. Tables 2.8), stable components may arise by insertion of a
large HGT fragment, followed by accretion of other clade-speciﬁc genes. Such process may be
mediated by arrest of recombination with other clades at non-homologous loci (Vetsigian and
Goldenfeld, 2005; Lawrence and Retchless, 2009).
An unforeseen role for pAt plasmids as host of clade-speciﬁc adaptations The pAt plasmids
of genomovar G1 genomes are the hosts of 37 species-speciﬁc genes, and similarly 25 G8-
speciﬁc genes and 11 [G6-G8]-speciﬁc genes are born by the pAt plasmids of the corresponding
strains. The occurrence of species-speciﬁc genes on a plasmid may seem paradoxal because
of the mobile nature of plasmids and their usually broad host range in Rhizobiaceae, as seen
by frequent transfers of parts or entire symbiotic (pSym) or tumorigenic (pTi) plasmids in
Rhizobum and Agrobacteium, respectively (González et al., 2003; Gonzalez et al., 2010; Lassalle
et al., 2011).
In a previous study based on using micro-arrays based on G8-C58 genome to explore the
gene repertoire diversity of At, we showed there was neither G8-speciﬁc, nor G8 core genes
located on plasmids of the reference strain C58 (Lassalle et al., 2011). This was interpreted
as the obligatory location of ecologically important genes on the chromosomes rather than
on facultative replicons. Here, we ﬁnd that there are 25 G8-speciﬁc and 11 [G6-G8]-speciﬁc
genes located on the strains’ pAt, but no on the pTi. This nuances the former view, notably
because every of the four tested strains of G8 and G6 appear to have a pAt (or at least genes
homologous to it in the case of the draft genome of ATCC 31749). In fact, in our previous work
using micro-array CGH, every tested strain possessed a 147-gene locus of the pAtC58 (located
from Atu5419 to Atu5549 and over the orgin from Atu5000 to Atu5015), but strain LMG-46,
for which no gene of pAtC58 was found present (Lassalle et al. (2011), Fig. 1 and Table S1),
indicating a loss of the pAt by this strain.
A recent study shown that lineages of C58 strains maintained in laboratory collection
for long time or obtained in mutation-accumulation experiment had accumulated very few
mutations but independentlyhad largedeletions inpAtC58 that conferreda selective advantage
because of the reduced cost of pAt carriage (Morton et al., 2013). Most interestingly, the
observed large deletions together covered about two-third of the mega-plasmid, but never
occurred in the G8-conserved region (Atu5419-Atu5015), while the direct-repeat motifs that
mediated the large deletions were also present within and around this locus (Morton et al.,
2013). This suggests that deletions in this regions could be counter-selected, maybe because of
the presence on the pAt of functions essential to the bacterium’s life. This is however mostly
speculative because the laboratory growth conditions do not match the true ecology of the
organism and the few cases investigated in this study do not provide material for the statistical
assessment of the essentiality of this region.
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The occurrence of so much conserved genes on the pAt – and never on the other plasmids
– rather suggest that this particular extrachromosomal element may harbor genes ﬁxed in the
species (core genes) with essential functions. This ’chromid’ behaviour (Harrison et al., 2010)
was already described for other rhizobial megaplasmids, and in fact the linear chromosome of
A. tumefaciens is of plasmid origin and is itself a bona ﬁde chromid (Harrison et al., 2010). In
some cases, clade-speciﬁc genes are born by diﬀerent replicon depending on strains and most
of this variation indeed occurs between linear and pAt chromids, suggesting their similar role
in housing niche-adaptive genes. In fact, the Lc and pAt are of similar nature, in that they can
harbor clade-speciﬁc genes while being highly plastic and recombinogenic. The latter trait was
not testable here for thepAt in a similarmanner than for theLc, because their veryhighplasticity
renders diﬃcult the assignation of genes to plasmids in ancestral genomes; nonetheless, pAt
are known to be conjugative and hence to recombine intensely between genomes (?).
The fact that genes speciﬁc of diﬀerent clades of At could stably settle on the pAt reveals it as
an ecologically important, probably not dispensable third replicon of A. tumefaciens genomes.
Some isolates however, like G9-Hayward 0363, have no detectable plasmids, indicating that
this genomes architecture with three ’main’ replicons is not the rule.
2.4.4 Conclusion
We developed an original method for the reconstruction of the history of all genes in
genomes and applied it to A. tumefaciens, revealing the dynamics of gene repertoire in this
taxon. These dynamics were structured along the tree of species and within genomes, re-
vealing patterns of purifying selection for genes speciﬁc to major clades of At. Most of these
were organized in large blocks of co-evolved genes that encoded coherent pathways, which
constitutes a departure from a neutral model of gene transfer in bacterial genomes. Genes
speciﬁc to each genomic species and to the At species complex as a whole recurrently encoded
functions linked to production of secreted secondary metabolites or extracellular matrix, and
to the metabolism of plant-derived compounds such as phenolics and amino-acids. These
clade-speciﬁc genes likely constitute parallel adaptations to life in interaction with host plants,
which suggest that ecological diﬀerentiation of At clades occurred through partitioning of the
ecological resources of plant rhizospheres. In addition we revealed the particularity of At as
housing not one, but two chromids, i.e. the linear chromosome and the pAt plasmid. These
replicons are highly plastic and recombinogenic plastic but nonetheless are the place of ﬁxation
of genes essential to the ecology of species
2.4.5 Material and Methods
2.4.5.1 Genome sequencing and assembly
Genomic DNA of the sixteen strains was prepared with the phenol-chloroform method.
Libraries were prepared from genomic DNA sheared into inserts of median size of 8 kb. Raw
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Figure 2.13: Statistics of the 16 new genome sequences.
MP: mate-pair reads, SR: single reads.
sequence data were then generated using 454 GS-FLX sequencer (Roche Applied Sciences,
Basel, Switzerland) with a combination of single-read (SR) and mate-pairs (MP) protocols,
that yielded coverage ranging from 6.5X to 11X and from 5X to 8X, respectively (table ref
genome sequencing). Genome sequences were then assembled with Newbler version 2.6
(Roche Applied Sciences, Basel, Switzerland), using 90% identity and 40-bp thresholds for
alignment of reads into contigs and the ’--scaﬀold’ option to integrate duplicated contigs into
the scaﬀold assembly. Pseudo-molecules (chromosomes and plasmids) regrouping scaﬀolds
were manually created on the basis of plasmid proﬁles obtained from Eckhart gels (data
not shown) and minimizing rearrangements between closely related genomes considering
alignments of obtained with nucmer program from MUMMER package version 3.0 (Kurtz
et al., 2004). Genome sequnces were then annotated with the MicroScope pipeline (Vallenet
et al., 2009; ?) and made available through the MaGe web interface (https://www.genoscope.
cns.fr/agc/microscope/about/collabprojects.php?P_id=51).
2.4.5.2 Construction of Phylogenomic Database
Our pipeline for database construction is mostly that of Hogenom databases (Penel et al.,
2009) up to the gene tree building and is summarized here.
Genomes were retrieved from ENA ( http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/ ) and Microscope (
https://www.genoscope.cns.fr/agc/microscope/about/collabprojects.php?P_id=51 ) databases.
The genome sequences of the dataset and details about new sequences from this study are listed
Table 1. EMBLﬂat ﬁleswere used to build anACNUCdatabase (Gouy et al., 1985) subsequently
used for sequence retrieval from keyword-based queries. This database named ’agrogenom’ is
accessible through client toolQuery ( http://pbil.univ-lyon1.fr/databases/acnuc/acnuc.
html ).
CDS sub-sequences were extracted and translated to protein sequences that were compared
through an all-against-all BLASTP run (Altschul et al., 1990). The BLAST hits matrix was
used to build a similarity network with SiLiX program (version 1.2.5-p1, default parameters:
proteins are linked if they present a hit of ≥ 35% over ≥ 80% length) (Miele et al., 2011) which
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was in turn used to infer families of homologous proteins with HiFiX program (version 1.0.3,
default parameters) (Miele et al., 2012). Gene family informationwas stored in the ’agrogenom’
ACNUC database and protein sequences were retrieved by families in Fasta format.
Protein families were aligned using MUSCLE (version 3.8.31, default parameters) (Edgar,
2004) and then retro-translatedwith pal2nal program (version 14) (Suyama et al., 2006). Nucleic
alignments were restricted to conserved blocks with Gblocks (version 0.91b, minimum 50% of
sequences in conserved and ﬂank positions and all gaps allowed, DNA mode) (Castresana,
2000) and gene treeswere computed from these alignmentwith PhyML (version 3.0, GTR+Γ8+I
model of evolution, best of SPR and NNI moves, SH-like supports) (Guindon and Gascuel,
2003).
A PostgreSQL relational database was built by an extension of the Phylarianne schema
(http://phylariane.univ-lyon1.fr/) to house data relative to genomes, gene and species
trees, reconciliations, block events and functional annotations. A glimpse of the database
shema is presented Fig. 2.14. This database is accessible through an interactive graphical web
interface at http://phylariane.univ-lyon1.fr/db/agrogenom/3/
2.4.5.3 Reference species tree
455 universal and unicopy gene families (i.e. families with exactly one copy per genome,
listed Sup. Table ??) were used to infer the reference phylogeny. 500 independent jacknife
sampling were done, with each replicate being a concatenate of alignments (as described
above) of 25 families randomly sampled without replacement. Trees were computed with
PhyML (same parameters as for gene trees) (Guindon and Gascuel, 2003)). Their consensus
tree (extended majority majority rule) was computed with Consense algorithm from the Phylip
package (Felsenstein, 1993) (Figure 2.3).
Alternative phylogenies were searched using the whole concatenate of 455 universal uni-
copy families or from a concatenate of 49 ribosomal protein gene families (Sup. Table ??)
to compute trees with RAxML (version 7.2.8, GTRCAT model, 50 discrete site-heterogeneity
categories) (Stamatakis, 2006). All three methods yielded very similar results concerning the
placement of the diﬀerent genera and species, except for relative placements of genomic species
within the A. tumefaciens complex (Fig. 2.18).
2.4.5.4 Reconciliation of gene tree with the species tree
Gene trees were ﬁrst rooted with TPMS program (Bigot et al., 2013) using the combo
criterion minimizing both unicity of subtrees (implicit minimization of ancient duplication
events) and their taxonomic depth (implicit minimization of ancient transfer events, knowing
the species phylogeny). Then, using a custom Python library (alfacinha.tree2, Sup. Mat. 2.7.7),
subtree pruning and regrafting (SPR) moves were attempted on non-supported branches of
gene trees (SH-like support < 0.9) in order to minimize the number of duplication events
(merging events) or the number of tree leaves involved (bring events closer to the tips). Branch
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Figure 2.14: Schema of Agrogenom relational database
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lengths and supports were re-estimated with PhyML (Guindon and Gascuel, 2003) using the
same model as previously.
Reconciliation was then done using a specially developed Python library that allow ma-
nipulation of phylogenetic trees and providing an API to interact with diverse phylogenetic
programs and with a dedicated relational database, Agrogenom, where all reconcilation data
were stored. This was done in a multi-step procedure as follows:
(1) Identiﬁcation in a full gene tree of subtrees of (co-)orthologous (unicopy) genes to be
tested for transfers with Prunier (Abby et al., 2010). All possible combination of (co-
)orthologs were explored, with each gene being potentially represented in several gene
combination sets ; the majority of nodes in the full gene tree are thus covered by several
unicopy subtrees that will be tested independently (Fig. 2.4, step 2).
(2) Detection of transfers with Prunier on unicopy subtrees and mapping of independent
transfer inferences to nodes of the full gene tree ; nodes covered by several independent
Prunier tests may have been or not detected as a transfer depending on the test, and
several inferences of transfer may yield diﬀerent scenarios (transfer direction and/or
precision of the mapping to the reference species tree, see detailed procedure in Sup.
Mat. 2.7.2).
(3) For such nodes with several possibilities of events, choice of the event that was inferred
in the majority of cases (potentially rejecting minority reports of transfers) (Fig. 2.4,
step 3). The transfer events inferred here are highly conservative because supported
by a reconciliation method that models the cost of inferring speciations vs. HGT given
the gene tree topology, branch lengths and supports in ’maximum statistical agreement
forest’ framework (Abby et al., 2010). These transfer inferences are supported themselves
by replication of the transfer inference with independent leaf sets.
(4) Completion of the reconciliation by resolution of unicity conﬂict (representation of a
species under both children of a node) either by inference of transfers in presence of
taxonomic incongruence (as deﬁned in TPMS-XD algorithm (Bigot et al., 2013)) or by
inference ofduplications (Fig. 2.4, step 4). The transfer events inferredhere aremoderately
reliable because they are supported by topological incongruences in the gene tree that
may lack branch support.
(5) Finally, ancestral gene contents are inferred by reconstructing the history of gene gain
and loss independently for each sub-family of orthologs (obtained by pruning subtrees
from the full gene tree at every node annotated as a duplication or transfer) (Fig. 2.4,
step 5). Inference of gain/loss scenarios was assayed with two methods:
1. Dollo parsimony, that map a unique gain to the last common ancestor (LCA) of all
the species represented in the subtree, and losses in every lineage above it missing
the gene;
2. Wagner parsimony, that returns the most parsimonious combination of gene gains
and losses given a gain/loss penalty ratio. The latter parameter was set to 1 for
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a best compromise between keeping coherent ancestral genome sizes (penalizing
losses enough to have the genome size of an ancestor smaller or equal to that of its
children) and coherent gene histories (penalizing gains enough to avoid multiple
gains happening among groups of closely related strains);
The lattermethodwas used as implemented in Count software (Csu˝rös, 2008). Thismethod
infers several gains that are not mapped to the LCA of the species represented in the subtree,
and these additional gains needed to be interpreted as transfers that were mapped to nodes
in the full gene trees. The transfer events inferred here are the least reliable since they are
not supported by topological incongruences between the gene and species tree. Nevertheless,
they greatly improves the reconciliation in case of clade-speciﬁc groups of genes by avoiding
to map their acquisition too high in the species phylogeny and inferring excessive counts of
losses (Fig. 2.4, step 6).
The results of the Wagner parsimony method were chosen because it reconstructs ancestral
genomes with minor variation of size when going back in time compared to Dollo parsimony.
The reconciliation of gene trees can be translated into an evolutionary scenario in the
species tree, where presence/absence states and the duplication, transfer and speciation events
aremappedon the reference tree (Fig. 2.4, step 7). In particular, transfer events are characterized
by the identiﬁcation of both a donor and a receiver, which speciﬁes the direction of the transfer.
However, because we did not limited our analysis to core genes, extant genomes can be
heterogeneously represented in the gene tree. In these cases, the combination of DTS events
can be interpreted with several alternative evolutionary scenarios that diﬀer by the number
of hidden loss events and by the location of DTS events in the reference tree (Fig. 2.15 A,B).
Among these, one can be chosen as the most parsimonious in losses. This approach is however
sensitive to the relative costs assigned to each events (Doyon et al., 2011), and determination
of the costs best describing the evolution of each gene family and subfamily lineages is a tricky
problem.
To orientate this choice, we used the regional signal in genomes: we searched neighbour
genes that could agree on possible scenarios of transfer, origination or duplication inferred in
their respective gene trees (Fig. 2.4, step 8). If such compatible neighbour events were to be
found, the hypothesis of a unique common event would be more parsimonious in transfers,
duplications or originations in the global genome scenario. Therefore, rather than immediately
determining a simple location for an event – or a simple couple of donor/receiver for a transfer
– we kept the secenarios uncertain by mapping the event to a set of possible nodes in the
reference tree (Fig. 2.15 C).
The complete reconciliation scenario were then integrated into the Agrogenom database,
that notably stored the possible coordinates in the species tree of the various transfer, duplica-
tion and speciation events inferred in the gene trees.
This whole reconciliation procedure is detailed in Supplementary Materials section 2.7.2.
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Figure 2.15: Uncertainties in inference of transfer event coordinates in the species trees.
Given the gene tree (A), several scenarios involving diﬀerent donor and receiver pairs are
possible (B). In the three examples of scenarios shown in (B), scenarios 1 and 2 induce the same
cost of three convergent losses; the scenario 3 has the donor and receiver mapped to the LCA
of genomes positive for the gene, and thus is the most parsimonious, with no losses. However
this choice may not be the true one, as can be revealed by neighbouring genes with a stronger
signal for one of the other possible scenarios. Until the transfer scenario can be confronted to
the reconciled histories of neighbour genes, the uncertainty on its coordinates is preserved (C).
2.4.5.5 Block events reconstruction
Duplication or transfer events can involve several consecutive genes on a replicon. To
have a more realistic view of frequency and extent of those events, recognition of such blocks
is necessary. This is also a way to explain the occurrence of many convergent single-gene
transfers between species, and thus to obtain evolutionary scenarios more parsimonious on the
number of unique transfer, duplication and origination events.
We seek for tracks of genes whose lineages (path from the gene leaf to the root of the
gene tree) share similar events, given the event coordinate system described above. However,
diﬀerent genes involved in a same block event may have very diﬀerent histories precluding or
following the focused event. Therefore, while a ’core’ signal for the event shall be conserved
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across genes, the uncertainties of the mappings of each gene event in the species tree may be
diﬀerent (Fig. 2.16). Thus, we deﬁne as a block event a block of consecutive genes having a
non-null intersection of their sets of possible locations in the species tree, and this intersection
is the reﬁned location of the block event.
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To avoid redundancy of blocks initiated on successive genes with compatible events, gene
events that were already allocated to a block are not used to initiate another block. The
algorithm for block reconstruction is thus ’greedy’, meaning than it intends to build the largest
non-redundant blocks of compatible events.
In case of transfer block events, blocks containing gap genes are then checked for phyloge-
netic compatibility of those gap genes with the scenario associated to the block. Indeed, a gene
tree may not have signal for the transfer scenario (i.e., weak statistical support at the crucial
branches supporting the phylogenetic conﬂict signing the transfer), and could still not reject
the possibility of this transfer event. At the opposite, the gene tree of the gap gene may bear
signal rejecting the transfer event, in the form of strongly supported bipartitions showing that
donor and receptor clades are separated from each other in the gene tree. In such a case, the
gap gene showing signal against the block event scenario, it must be excluded and the original
block split into son blocks, each one representing an independent transfer event. This controls
for the risk of artefactual agglomeration of independent events ; however, it may also part
genes that were aﬀected by a same event as ancient neighbours, but were separated by the
insertion of a gene with a diﬀerent history.
Those cases of artefactually dissociated gene events are often recovered as one same ances-
tral event through the reconstruction of ancestral block events.
These blocks of co-evolved genes found contiguous in a genome are the extant form of an
event that happened in the genome of an ancestral species. We thus expect to ﬁnd homologous
blocks of co-evolved genes in other descendants of this ancestor. Those homologous blocks are
linked by the events their homologous gene parts share. Thus, the ancestral block event that
took place in the ancestral genome can be rebuild by accretion of homologous block events
from several ’leaf’ genomes. As inferences of leaf block events can diﬀer among leaf genomes
because of partially independent histories of gene neighbourhood evolution (losses, insertions,
rearrangements), blocks that were dissociated in some leaf genome may appear intact in other.
In this case, this accretion procedure links disjoint leaf blocks to one ancestral block, allowing
us to recover the unity of the block event. Similarly, the possible locations of the events in
the species tree inferred in each of the leaf blocks can diﬀer given the pattern of homologs in
presence in each leaf genome. Thus, the accretion of leaf blocks into a ancestral block can reﬁne
the set of possible locations of the block event, in an analogous way than for the grouping of
genes into leaf blocks.
2.4.5.6 Deﬁnition of clade-speciﬁc genes from phylogenetic proﬁles
Species-speciﬁc genes are genes exclusively found in a clade that are thought to have been
gained by the clade ancestor and since then conserved, and are therefore good candidates to
have contributed to the ancestor ecological adaptation and reproductive success.
From the sub-division of homologous gene families into orthologous subfamilies (see above
and Sup. Mat. 2.7.2, step 5.1), we can establish the phylogenetic proﬁle of presence or absence
of each subfamily in extant genomes. From these proﬁles, we wanted to identify contrasting
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patterns of presence/absence revealing genotypes speciﬁc of clades. Searching clade-speciﬁc
state is tricky since it needs ﬁrst to deﬁne what is the contrasting clade (a parent clade of the
focus clade in which the genomes of the focus clade show a consistent pattern opposite to that
of all other external genomes). Because of possible transfer events blurring the pattern and of
taxonomic sampling bias in the genome dataset, it is hard to deﬁne a strict and general rule
for ﬁnding speciﬁc patterns of gene presence. We thus took advantage of the reconciliation
and ancestral genome history data to to search gene subfamilies speciﬁcally present/absent in
a clade from the set of subfamilies gained/lost by the clade ancestor. This allowed us to have a
fuzzy deﬁnition of speciﬁcity, where the presence/absence contrast between focus and external
clades can be blurred by subsequent transfer to, or independent lost in an external group. We
thus obtain a list of gene gains and losses corresponding to genomic synapomorphies of focus
clades.
2.4.5.7 Ancestral location of genes on replicons
Each molecule of contemporary genomes in the Agrogenom database (complete replicons
or contigs/scaﬀolds) was manually assigned to a type of replicon among the following factorial
states: ’primary’ (main chromosomes, including circular chromosomes in A. tumefaciens), ’sec-
ondary’ (large replicons with core genes restricted to Rhizobiaceae [Slater et al., 2009], a.k.a.
chromids [Harisson et al., 2010], including linear chromosomes in A. tumefaciens), ’pAt’ (in A.
tumefaciens only, conserved megaplasmid identiﬁed as not tumorigenic), ’pTi’ (in A. tumefaciens
only, megaplasmid identiﬁed as tumorigenic), ’plasmid’ (any other plasmids, including poten-
tial pAt or pTi megaplasmids that cannot be ﬁrmly identiﬁed as such, symbiotic megaplasmids
and smaller plasmids) and ’unknown’ (when the assembly of the strain’s genome do not allow
to map the contig/scaﬀold to a replicon). These states were transferred to the genes occupying
the molecules and were mapped to the species phylogeny by gene subfamily, using ’absent’
state when the subfamily was not present in a genome.
Following the species phylogeny and the reconstructed occurrence proﬁle of sufamilies in
ancestral genomes, the replicon location of subfamilies were propagated to ancestral genomes
using Fitch’s parsimony algorithm (Fitch, 1971). This method can result in several states being
possible at a node, owing to equally parsimonious scenarios. The ’unknown’ state is discarded
at nodes when another state is proposed at the node, otherwise it is replaced by the next
’known’ ancestral state (i.e. in the lineage from the node to the root); this notably allow to
infer a location for genes from unﬁnished genomes (leaf genomes) from the closest homolog
location. When several ’known’ states were possible at a node, we attempted to restrict the
set of proposed states by looking at ancestral states (see Supplementary Material for detailed
algorithm).
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2.4.5.8 Tree Pattern Matching
The collection of gene trees was searched with TPMS software (Bigot et al., 2013) for the
occurrence of particular phylogenetic patterns signing the monophyly of diﬀerent groups of
strains. Patterns generally describe the local monophyly of two groups (e.g. G2 and [G4-
G7-G9]) within subtrees containing only A. tumefaciens and with the external presence of an
outgroup ensuring the right rooting of the subtree. For each pattern, another was searched for
the occurrence of the same set of leaves but whithout constrains on their monophyly, to get
the number of genes for which the monophyly hypothesis could be tested. Patterns with their
translation into TPMS pseudo-Newick formalism referring to reference tree nodes are listed in
Supplementary Material.
2.4.5.9 Detection of recombination in core genes
Core gene families were analysed for clades within At for which we had at least 4 strains,
which is the minimum to observe potential homoplasy in sequence alignments. We extracted
from the Agrogenom database the sequence alignments of the gene families of their respective
core genome, and applied the test PHI (Bruen et al., 2006) to detect signatures of recombi-
nation in these alignments. Families were considered recombinant when the p-value of the
permutation test of PHI was ≤ 0.05. When comparing the proportion of recombinant families
in the core genome of At to core families of younger clades, we had to account for the positive
bias of sensitivity of PHI with the number of sequences in alignments. We build comparable
datasets by reducing the size of At core alignments to the same number of sequences as in the
other clade, taking 10 random samples of sequences per At core family to smooth the eﬀect of
sampling biases.
2.4.5.10 Functional homogeneity of gene blocks
To measure to which extant co-transferred genes showed coherence in the functions they
encoded,weusedmeasures of semantic similarities of theGeneOntology (GO) terms annotated
to the gene products.
First, the GO annotationswere retrieved fromUniProt-GOA (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/GOA/
downloads, last accessed February, 2nd, 2013) (Dimmer et al., 2011) for the public genomes, and
a similar pipeline of association ofGO terms to gene productswas used to annotate the genomic
sequences produced for this study: results of several automatic annotation methods were re-
trieved from the PkGDB database (Vallenet et al., 2009) : InterProscan, HAMAP, PRIAM and
hits of blastp searches on SwissProt and TrEMBL databases (as on the February, 5th, 2013), with
a general cut-oﬀ e-value of 10e-10. GO annoatations were then mapped to gene products using
themapings between thosemethod results andGO terms as provided byUniprot-GOA for elec-
tronic annotationmethods (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/GOA/ElectronicAnnotationMethods, last
accessed February, 12th, 2013) : InterPro2GO, HAMAP2GO, EC2GO, UniprotKeyword2GO,
UniprotSubcellular Location2GO. We note that we excluded manual annotations of of the
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annotation dataset. Though manual annotations are certainly the most accurate relative to
the true function of genes, they may be biased in their distribution along replicons, because
some studies have focused on the functional characterization of an operon or a locus identiﬁed
as transferred. This would have evidently biased our analysis of the functional clustering of
genes, sowe limited the annotation dataset to the electronicaly inferred ones –which aremostly
based on the recognition of conserved sequence motifs, thus independent of their position on
replicons. In addition, the annotations based on such homology search is expected to be more
homogeneous accross genomes, would they belong to a model organism or not.
The obtained functionnal annotations of proteomes were analysed in the frame of Gene
Ontology term reference (Full ontology ﬁle dowloaded at http://www.geneontology.org/
GO.downloads.ontology.shtml, last accessed September, 2nd, 2013) (Ashburner et al., 2000).
Functional homogeneity (FH) within a group of of genes is deﬁned as the combination
of the pairwise functional similarities between all gene products in the group, each of which
is the combination of pairwise similarities between all terms annotated to a pair of genes.
Similarities were measured using Rel and funSim metrics (Schlicker et al., 2006; Pesquita et al.,
2009). Computation were done using a custom Python package derived from AIGO v0.1.0
(https://pypi.python.org/pypi/AIGO).
To assess the potential role of selection in favouring the retention of transferred genes with
more coherent functions, we compared the FH of transferred gene blocks to that of random
groups of genes of same size sampled from the same genome, by uniformly sampling them
in replicons or by taking systematic windows of neighbours genes. FH were computed for of
all windows of neighbour genes around a replicon, but a limited sample of the same size was
done for combinations of non-linked genes. Because the size of the group of genes impacts
strongly the computation of the similarity metrics, and because the density of annotations can
vary among organisms and replicons, the distributions of FH were calculated by replicon and
by group size. Note that the set of block of transferred genes is included in the set of all gene
segments, but that independent subsets were considerred for statistical comparisons.
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2.5 Supplementary Figures
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Figure 2.17: Phylogram representing a phylogeny of 131 genomes of Alpha-proteobacteria.
Tip names correspond to those deﬁned in Table 2.1 and to theUniprot 5-letter code of organisms
(http://www.uniprot.org/docs/speclist). The Rhizobiaceae clade is highlighted in green.
Species that were integrated in the 47-Rhizobiales dataset are coloured in red.
This tree was obtained by maximum-likelihood (ML) from the concatenated alignment of 61
universal unicopy gene families using RAxML (version 7.0.4) (Stamatakis, 2006) with PROT-
MIXWAGF model (with 25 rate categroris) and with a start tree obtained from the consensus
(using CONSENSE program from PHYLIP package (Felsenstein, 1993), MRE rule) of the 61 in-
dividual ML trees obtained with PhyML (Guindon and Gascuel, 2003) under a LG+4G model.
The tree is rooted as proposed in Williams et al. (2007) based on the branching of outgroups;
the purple arrow indicates an alternative root proposed in Abby et al. (2012) that minimized
the number of horizontal transfer events in a reconciliation approach.
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Figure 2.18: Alternative reference tree topologies obtained with diﬀerent methods:
(A)Consensus ofML trees obtained fromconcatenated alignments of jacknife gene samples (500
draws of 25 genes among 455 core genes), branch supports are bases on the 500 jacknife trees; (B)
ML tree obtained from concatenated alignments of ribosomal protein genes, branch supports
are based on 1,000 random bootstrap replicates ; (C) ML tree obtained from concatenated
alignments of 455 core genes, branch supports are based on 200 random bootstrap replicates.
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Figure 2.19: Support for monophyply of pairs of groups in all gene family trees.
Tested pairs are indicated by brackets on the right. Numbers indicate the count of gene families
in the Agrogenom database that matched a pattern of monophyly par the pair over the number
of families for which the monophyly could be tested (i.e. given the set of represented species).
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Figure 2.20: Hierarchical clustering of Agrobacterium strains on genome gene content.
Hierarchical clustering was performed using presence/absence proﬁles of 41,664 gene families,
using euclidean distances and UPGMA algorithm ("average" method in hclust() function from
R environment (Team, 2009))
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Figure 2.22: Distribution of the degree of uncertainty on the location of single-gene events,
i.e. before any reﬁnement by amalgamation of scenarios in blocks.
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Figure 2.23: Gain in reconciliation precision between scenarios of single gene events and
amalgamated scenarios of corresponding block events. Gain in precision corresponds to the
diﬀerence between the numbers of possible nodes of the reference tree before and after amal-
gamation of duplication or transfer scenarios; zero point means no amelioration of the signal.
For instance, for toy events presented Fig. 2.16, the red event in gene family 1 has two possible
receivers, N7 and N11, and only one (N11) remains after event amalgamation; the gain on
precision is thus of 2 − 1 = 1 point. Similarly, the orange event and the green event in family
1 are both reﬁned of zero point. Plot represents gain in precision for blocks involving ≥ 2
single-gene events which could be reﬁned (i.e. whose location was uncertain).
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Figure 2.24: Syntenic conservation of AtSp14 cluster in G1, G8 and Brucelaceae.
On top, the reference locus on H13-3 linear chromosome, and its syntenic conservation is
projected on genomes of strains of genomovar G1 and G8 and Brucellaceae (view of MaGe
interface).
These genes code the biosynthesis of an O-antigen decoration of the lipopolysaccharide (LPS)
; HHSS gene is coloured in red.
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Figure 2.25: Intensity of gene transfers among Rhizobiales.
Heatmap of transfers that occurred between pairs of ancestral or contemporary genomes. Each
dot of the matrix indicate the intensity of transfer between nodes of the reference phylogeny
drawn on left and top (trees are cladogram, branch length have no meaning). Rows are
receivers, columns are donors. Pink shading highlight coherent species or groups of species
(corresponding taxon names on the right and bottom). Note that a block event is counted as
one event. In case of remaining uncertainty on the location of the inferred receiver and donor,
the count of the event id uniformly fractioned between possible receivers / donors. This matrix
is the sum of those presented 2.27 and 2.26.
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Figure 2.26: Intensity of additive gene transfers among Rhizobiales.
Legend as in 2.25. When there is no signal for orientating the additive transfer, i.e. choosing
the donor, an arbitrary choice is made, that always take the same donor in a given pair. This
artefact of the method accounts for the apparent asymmetry of the map.
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Figure 2.27: Intensity of replacing gene transfers among Rhizobiales.
Legend as in 2.25.
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Figure 2.28: Multiple migration of cfa gene between replicons of A. tumefaciens.
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Figure 2.29: Dynamics of the location of genes on ancestral replicons.
Genomes are schematically represented at each node of the phylogeny, with up to six genome
compartments: the circular chromosome, the linear chromid, the At plasmid, Ti plasmid and
undeﬁned plasmid(s), and an unknown location. Those compartments are represented by
black-lined disks with a surface which is proportional to their size. Blue and red half-disks
indicate the amount of gains and losses on each replicon, respectively (surface proportional
to the number of gained/lost genes). Translocations between replicons are indicated by green
arrows with the number of translocated genes aside.
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Residuals of negative exponential regression
 conserved gains ~ exp(−age)
Figure 2.32: Residuals of negative exponential regression of clade age vs. conservation of
gained genes.
The regression is deﬁne as cg ∼ exp(−26.038·age+5.042) , with the following summary statistics:
Cov(log(cg), age) = -0.0269, sd(age) = 0.0321, sd(log(cg)) = 1.165. cg, conserved gains.
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Figure 2.33: Historical stratiﬁcation of gains in the lineage of A. tumefaciens strain B6
(continued). Legend as in Fig. 2.11.
Numbered frames show particular gene clusters within B6 genome: (1-3) G4-speciﬁc gene
clusters: (1) Atsp37 : aromatic compound (acriﬂavine) perception, degradation and eﬄux;
(2) Atsp38 : uptake and catabolism of sugars (sorbose, dehydro-fructose) (shared by [G5-
G13] clade); (3) Atsp39 : gamma-glutamyl cycle for detoxiﬁcation of periplasmic compounds;
(4-5) [G7-G7-G9]-speciﬁc gene clusters: (4) Atsp40 : uptake and degradation of a (sulfated)
polygalacturonide/polyglucuronide; (5) Atsp41 : ferrichrome-iron sensing and uptake. Note
that the major part of pTiB6 is shared by G1-TT111, as was previously shown (Lassalle et al.,
2011), suggesting that pTiB6 and pTiTT111 are related by a recent transfer event.
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Figure 2.34: Historical stratiﬁcation of gains in the lineage of A. tumefaciens strain Zutra 3/1.
(continued). Legend as in Fig. 2.11.
Numbered frames show particular gene clusters within Zutra 3/1 genome: (1-4) G7-speciﬁc
gene clusters: (1) Atsp42: Quorum sensing- regulated periplasmic protein-disulﬁde isomerase
DsbABG (ensures proper conformation of disulﬁde-bonded proteins like c-type cytochromes
for covalent haem attachment); (2) AtSp46: prohibitin (DNA synthesis represession), phage
shock prot (represses the expression of sigma54-dependent operons); (3) AtSp47: system
for sensing (FecIR), TonB-dependent import (FhuACD) and utilization (ViuB) of iron(3+)-
hydroxamate siderophore; (4) AtSp48: enzymes and regulators of unknown function.
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2.6 Supplementary Tables
Supplementary tables too large for display in manuscript are available at http://pbil.
univ-lyon1.fr/pub/agrogenom/xxxxxxx.
To
Cc Lc pAt pTi p
From Cc - 0.112 / 0.018 0.0 / 0.009 0.0 / 0.0 0.0 / 0.005
Lc 0.014 / 0.070 - 0.003 / 0.116 0.001 / 0.003 0.0 / 0.029
pAt 0.0 / 0.011 0.0 / 0.195 - 0.0 / 0.004 0.0 / 0.084
pTi 0.0 / 0.0 0.0 / 0.0 0.0 / 0.063 - 0.0 / 0.085
p 0.011 / 0.019 0.021 / 0.054 0.032 / 0.187 0.011 / 0.170 -
Table 2.6: Proportion of gene translocation among replicons along the history of A. tumefaciens,
as total counts of translocated genes divided by the mean across At history of donor replicon
size. Figures on the left indicate translocations happened on the branch leading to At common
ancestor (code N15), ﬁgures on the right indicate translocations happened afterwards.
Table 2.7: Inventory of gene translocation among replicons during the evolution of A. tumefa-
ciens. Table available at http://pbil.univ-lyon1.fr/pub/agrogenom/xxxxxxx.
Table 2.8: Inventory of genes speciﬁc to clades of A. tumefaciens. Table available at http:
//pbil.univ-lyon1.fr/pub/agrogenom/xxxxxxx.
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2.7 Supplementary Material
2.7.1 Comparison of several hypotheses for the core-genome reference phylogeny
Studies using data from the whole genome of bacteria showed in many case that almost
each locus of the genome has a distinct history, i.e. supports a unique tree topology (Abby
et al., 2012; Shapiro et al., 2012). Several methods exist to summarize the main phylogenetic
signal of a genome-wide dataset, among which the most commonly used is the concatenation
of alignments of conserved genes. Such "super-matrix" approaches can recover a majority
signal from a large dataset, even if it is hidden by a large amount of noise due to phylogenetic
irresolution and HGT. This global approach is powerful, but has a notable drawback: it does
not inform about the fraction of genome supporting the tree inferred from the main signal. In
fact, the "majority signal" is often just supported by the largest of a collection of many small
fractions of the genome. It has been shown that the main tree can be representative of only
a handful of gene trees among the hundreds that are reconstructed for individual loci, even
though the main tree is strongly supported by high bootstrap or likelihood supports (Abby
et al., 2012). This is due to a smoothing of eﬀect of large matrices, because even a slightly higher
proportion of a genome corresponds to a diﬀerence of thousands of sites, which yields a strong
statistical support for the main topology.
The supermatrix approach is then too extremely opposed to the observation of all possibly
diﬀerent gene-speciﬁc topologies. To satisfy this trade-oﬀ, we used amethodology that allowed
us to recover the main signal from genome-wide data, but to put it in perspective with the
amount of genes supporting it. Some sophisticated statistical methods exist to both infer a
species tree and evaluate its concordance with individual gene trees, but they rely on some
prior on the structure of data, such as the limited size of the gene tree space topology (Ané
et al., 2007) and use heavy computation that seemhardly scalable to datasets with large number
of taxa (ans thus possible tree topologies). We preferred a simpler method without such an a
priori, and thus used a jacknife sampling approach.
This consisted in sampling several times relatively small sets of genes for which the align-
ments were concatenated and trees computed, that reﬂected the variability of the phylogenetic
signal genome-wide, while still being based on a large set of characters. Then the majority-rule
consensus of these trees was taken to reﬂect the main phylogenetic signal of the dataset, while
the frequency of its bipartitions in the jacknife sample reﬂected the genome fraction in support
of this main signal.
From the jacknife sampling of 455unicopygenes in the core of the 47 genomes,weobtained a
consensus tree presented Fig. 2.3 that grouped together all named genera and species, exception
made of strain Rhizobium sp. PD01-76 which groups with A. vitis S4 and must belong to a clade
related to Agrobacterium biovar III. Focusing on A. tumefaciens, all genomic species were found
monophyletic with high support, and grouping of some genomic species based on recA or
telA marker gene phylogenies (Costechareyre et al. (2010); Shams et al. (2013); Ramirez-Bahena
et al., in press, see Annex 5.2.2) were recovered with good support: genomovars G8 and
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G6 (hereafter named [G6-G8] clade), G1 with G5 and G13 ([G1-G5-G13] clade), G7 with G9
([G7-G9] clade), G4 with the latter ([G4-G7-G9] clade). Also in accordance to some studies
but not all, the genomovar G2 groups with [G4-G7-G9] clade. Altogether, comparisons of the
jacknife core tree to phylogenies previously built with marker genes or obtained from simple
concatenation of ribosomal protein genes or core genes (Sup. Fig. 2.18) yield one robust feature:
the separation of [G4-G7-G9] and [G1-G5-G13] clades marking a bifurcation at the root of A.
tumefaciens complex. The remaining groups, genomovar G2 and G3 and [G6-G8] clade, have a
labile positioning within A. tumefaciens. As we are looking for a reference tree for reconciliation
of gene and genome histories, we had to ﬁnd the topology which was the most representative
of the history of the genome, since any deviation from it in a gene tree will constitute an
incongruence to be explained by an evolutionary event. Bad reference choice may then yield
evolutionary scenarios for genes very far from parsimony. We thus looked for what could
cause such an unstable topology and if there were better alternatives.
Comparing all those phylogenies yield one robust feature: the separation of [G4-G7-G9]
and [G1-G5-G13] clades marking a bifurcation at the root of A. tumefaciens complex. The
remaining groups, genomovar G2 and G3 and [G6-G8] clade, are found in diﬀerent branching
combinations. Notably, according to the phylogenies based on the 455 core genes (either all
concatenated or jacknife-sampled) the three labile groups are found close to the basis of the two
robust groups (Sup. Fig. 2.18 A,C). In, fact, simple concatenation of the 455 unicopy core genes
yielded the same topology for A. tumefaciens complex as for the tree jacknife-sampled dataset,
but with a diﬀerent rooting within Rhizobiaceae: the root of the concatenate tree id located
between [G4-G7-G9] clade and G2 strain in the jacknife tree, making G2 strain and [G6-G8]
clade to ﬂip sides (Sup. Fig. 2.18 A,C).
The basal position of genomovar G2 and G3 in these core phylogenies is linked to long
branches leading to them (Fig. 2.3), suggesting a possible artifact of long branch attraction.
These species have only one representative strain each, and the long branches are likely due to
an inaccurate reconstruction of their history in absence of cognate strains. The basal position
of these two species and their long branches are observed neither in recA and gyrB phylogenies
with two strains per species (Costechareyre D., PhD thesis; Ramirez-Bahena et al., in press,
Annex 5.2.2), nor in that based on the concatenate of slowly evolving ribosomal protein genes
(Sup. Fig. 2.18 B), comforting the hypothesis of reconstruction artifact due to insuﬃcient
sampling and saturation of phylogenetic signal. The strong jacknife support for G3 grouping
with [G1-G5-G13] clade is likely due to the fact that all sampled concatenates contain rapidly
evolving genes that lead to systematic saturation of signal.
Alternative topologies found in recA, gyrB and ribosomal protein gene concatenate phylo-
genies (Sup. Fig. 2.18 B) share common features: the grouping of G2 strains directly with G9,
and the grouping or at least proximity of G3 strains with [G6-G8] clade. These hypotheses of
grouping based on slowly evolving markers could be good candidates for settling a reference
tree.
To test which hypothesis of grouping seemed the most relevant, we looked in the whole
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set of gene phylogenies for congruent patterns of branching. This allows us to exploit the
information from the whole genome – as opposed to restricted to unicopy conserved genes –
and to make no assumption on the preferred qualities of the genes we use. For this, we used
the program TPMS (Bigot et al., 2013) to ﬁnd subtrees of possibly multicopy gene trees that
matched particular patterns, and counted unique genes of the target species that contributed
to these potentially overlapping subtrees (see Methods section 2.4.5.8). We searched for the
monophyletic grouping of diﬀerent clades of A. tumefaciens, as summarized in Figure 2.19.
Branching of G2 with [G4-G7-G9] clade is indeed recognized for only 27% of unique genes,
but this is higher than the occurrence of G2 branching directly with G9 (12%). Grouping of
G3 with [G1-G5-G13] clade is also quite infrequent (29%) but also slightly higher than the
occurrence of the monophyly of G3 and [G6-G8] clade with (26%). These low fractions of
trees supporting the patterns could be due to the reduced probability of observing genes of
a single strain to have matching the pattern compared to testing a similar hypothesis when
several strains from the same species are represented: if a gene from a single strain originally
matched the pattern but was recently converted by transfer from a outgroup of A. tumefaciens,
the pattern would not be observed, however if several strain are available in the dataset, the
pattern would be recovered. To test for such an eﬀect, we searched patterns matching well-
supported monophylies involving species with a single sample strain. We were able to ﬁnd
that 45% of single G9 strain genes were found supporting its monophyly with G7, 53% of G13
genes supporting grouping with G5, and 71% of G6 genes supporting grouping with G8. In
these cases, this method found that half the genome or more recorded the close relatedness
of those groups. Interestingly, we found that [G6-G8] clade grouped with [G4-G7-G9] in 71%
of cases, though this rely on a small number of testable genes (824) because of the constrain
of ﬁnding both clades monophyletic in gene trees. This ﬁgure is a good argument to keep a
reference tree where [G6-G8] and [G4-G7-G9] cades group closely as in jacknife core tree (Sup.
Fig. 2.18 A) rather than in its tilted version in the core concatenate tree (Sup. Fig. 2.18 C).
Even though the jacknife core tree is not representative of a majority of genes about some
nodes of the history of A. tumefaciens, it appears the best compromise in representing the main
signal for all internal nodes. We thus chose it as a reference phylogeny for reconciliation of
genome and gene tree histories.
2.7.2 Gene tree reconciliations: detailled procedure
(1) Nodes with unicity conﬂict, i.e. where a species is represented in both children nodes,
were listed in each tree. To decide if this unicity conﬂict originated from duplication or
rather additive transfer events, we computed the duplication-induced loss rate (DLR)
as the ratio of the number of loss necessary to complete a duplication scenario to the
number of ancestral species nodes below the ancestor to which the duplication would
map. Manual examination of trees led to choose an arbitrary threshold ofDLR= 0.2 above
which the duplication hypothesis seems too costly and the additive transfer hypothesis is
preferred. Use of a alternate criterionwas triedwith theduplication consistency score (DC
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score) (Vilella et al., 2009), but showed poorer discrimination of duplication or transfer-
like patterns, certainly because it was ﬁrst implemented to assess duplication conﬁdence
in a vertebrate genome evolution model not considering transfer events (Vilella et al.,
2009). Note that this arbitrary decision is not deﬁnitive, as further detection of transfer
events can lead to resolution of a certain amount of unicity conﬂict. Unicopy subsets of
leaves were sampled in the full gene tree so that they gather the maximal set of species
without putting together paralogs, i.e. gathering only orthologs or co-orthologs (sensu
Kristensen et al. (2011)). All possible combination of orthologs were explored, with each
leaf being potentially represented in several leaf combination sets. The corresponding
subtrees (same topology as the full gene tree, but restricted to an unicopy leaf set) where
then searched for transfer events
(2) Transferwere searchedusingPrunier software (version 2.0, fast algorithm, forward search
depth = 2, branch support threshold = 0.9) that detects supported topological incongru-
ence with the reference tree of species (Abby et al., 2010). Unicopy subtrees were mapped
back on the full gene tree, associating each node of the unicopy subtree to one or several
collapsed nodes of the full gene tree, and transfer events found by Prunierwere annotated
on a node of the full gene tree. Doing so with every unicopy subtree, a count is made
by node of the number of times a node of the full gene tree is tested for transfer (i.e.
covered by an unicopy subtree submitted to Prunier ananlysis, Prunier coverage) and
of the number of times is is detected as a particular transfer scenario. The latter count
gives the support for each transfer scenario. The total Prunier coverage minus the sum of
supports for all proposed transfer scenario gives the support for an absence of transfer at
this node (support for a speciation or duplication, depending on the further completion
of the reconciliation).
(3) To choose between several events proposed at he same node, we used two criteria: ﬁrst,
inclusion in the largest block event, and second, best coverage by Prunier replicate tests.
1. At this step, a preliminary search for block of co-transferred genes was performed
(see section 2.7.3). Several conﬂicting transfer scenarios could be proposed at the
same node, especially when a sparse sample of species in the tested unicopy subtree
gave poor context to orientate the transfer. This often result in inferring a scenario
of transfer from species A to species B and another scenario of transfer from B to
A. Gene families locally co-evolve (for instance events of co-transfer), but most of
their history should be independent, giving potentially diﬀerent patterns of losses
in respective unicopy subtrees of neighbouring genes. Although it can be hard to
decide on a scenario of a single transfer event, a series of neighbouring genes with
compatible scenarios gives good conﬁdence in the shared scenario. Therefore, when
several events are considered, the one with the longest block event is chosen.
2. If no choice can be done considering block events (a majority of transfer events
involve only one gene), the event supported by the most tests of Prunier is retained.
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This cannotably retain an absence of transfer, when amajority of Prunier tests didnot
infer any transfer event at the node (often by explaining the potential phylogenetic
conﬂict by transfers in another part of the tree).
(4) Transferred subtrees were pruned from the full gene tree to yield a forest of subtrees
free of transfer events. Search of unicity conﬂict was performed again on each tree
of this forest. Nodes bearing unicity conﬂict were explored in a post-order traversal.
Under each conﬂictingnode, groups of leaves representingmonophyletic groupof species
and present in multiple copies were searched for phylogenetic incongruence with the
species tree using the algorithm for detection of taxonomic perturbation from (Bigot
et al., 2013). When taxonomic perturbation was found, a transfer was inferred and the
transferred subtree was pruned, potentially resolving the unicity conﬂict. After each
transfer detection, search of unicity conﬂict was redone on the pruned tree. When this
iterative search reached the root of the tree and no more transfer could be inferred,
remaining uncity conﬂict was explained by annotating duplications at conﬂicting nodes.
On one hand, this procedure allowed us to avoid over-annotating duplications in cases
of additive transfers where the topological incongruence was not enough supported to
be detected by Prunier. On the other hand, applying this transfer detection method
regardless of supports could be hazardous if done all the whole gene tree, given the
numerous errors in the reconstruction of the gene tree topology; applying it only in case
of unicity conﬂict is thus more conservative, as it considers the signature of additive
transfers.
(5) Ancestral content inference was done using either Dollo parsimony, or asymmetric Wag-
ner parsimony using Count software (Csu˝rös, 2008). In the latter cases, this method was
adapted to be applied to orthologous subtrees of a gene tree.
1. The gene trees were ﬁrst atomised into a forest of orthologous subtrees by systemat-
ically pruning the recipient subtree under a transfer or duplication event (choosing
arbitrarily the duplication ’recipient’ as the smaller subtree). This was done by
exploring the node events in a post-order traversal. Each leaf (gene) set of these
subtrees were considered as orthologous subfamilies for which the gain/loss history
and ancestral presence states were reconstructed independently.
2. Xenologous replacement consist of the entry of a transferred gene in the genome
followed by coincidental loss of the resident gene. This can be instantaneous in
case of gene conversion by homologous recombination. This kind of transfer does
not result in a new gene copy and if it was given by a close relative, the replacing
gene is expected to be quite similar in function to the native gene it was substituted
to. Therefore, in order to keep subfamilies as (functionally) coherent groups of
leaves rather than true orthologous groups, subtrees containing only speciations
and transfers that do not disturb the monophyly of the represented species were kept as
unique subfamilies punctuated of allelic replacements.
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3. Having previously detected transfer and duplication events, inferring the ancestral
states and events should be straightforward, by inferring a gain at the last common
ancestor (LCA) of the represented species, and completing the history with losses
(Dollo parsimony). However, subfamilies with patchy distribution of genes in the
species tree suggests conspicuous transfer events (not in topological conﬂict with
the species tree) rather than gain at an ancient LCA followed by several losses.
Asymmetric Wagner parsimony method correct for this bias by inferring additional
transfers that are annotated on the gene tree. Since these transfers do not induce
phylogenetic or unicity conﬂict, the genes in the subfamily are still considered
orthologous, though they do not match exactly the deﬁnition of a group of leaves
only related by speciation events. Again, this allow to keep subfamilies as coherent
clusters of genes with probably similar functions – a goal for which orthology is
often a proxy.
4. Then, gain/loss histories of all subfamilies are integrated to the global family history.
It implies to correct the ancestor to which some gain have been mapped. Indeed, the
ancestor in which happened a duplication is the LCA of the merged set of species
represented in paralogous children subtrees. This global species set can be larger
than each individual orthologous species set, because of independent parallel losses.
The ancestor of each orthologous may then be inferred lower in the species tree that
it should, what is corrected.
5. Global integrationof gain/loss/duplication/transfer reception/emission/allelic replace-
ment history was done across all families to describe the history of the whole
genomes.
Procedure steps are implemented in several python scripts : 1: ’ﬁnd_acestral_duplication.py’; 2:
’rec_to_db.py’; 3.1: ’getblockevents.py’ forpreliminaryblock search; 3 and4: ’reﬁne_transfer_annotations.py’;
5: ’ancestral_content.py’.
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2.7.3 Block event reconstruction: algorithms
The leaf blocks are built following a greedy algorithm of systematic exploration of gene
histories along replicons:
for each gene in a replicon do
for each event above this gene in its gene tree do
a block event is initiated with this seed gene event
while compatible neighbour is found or gap length < max. gap length do
neighbour gene on the right is explored;
for each event in the lineage of this neighbour gene do
if the neighbour event is compatible to the block event then
the neighbour is added to the block;
the block coordinates are reﬁned (to the intersection of block and
neighbour event);
stop event exploration;
end
if no compatible event found then
add the gene to the block as a gap gene
end
end
end
if no more neighbour to add then
the last trail of gap genes is trimmed from the block
end
end
end
Algorithm 1: Construction of leaf blocks
The maximum gap length parameter was set to 0 for duplication, 4 for transfers and origi-
nations.
To avoid to gather in blocks events with no true co-evolution relationship, we avoided to
build blocks for old duplications (those that are ancestral to our dataset of species), because
any gene in a multi-copy family is expected to present such event above it in the gene tree,
and neighbourhood of those genes is not likely to reﬂect their co-evolution. In our datasets,
events of duplication located at the ancestors of the whole dataset (N1), of the Rhizobiaceae
and the Phyllobacteriaceae (N2) and of the Rhizobiaceae (N3) were discarded for block event
reconstruction.
The ancestral blocks are built following the following algorithm:
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devents_ancblocks is a map of gene tree events to the list of ancestral blocks that are linked to
them for each leaf block b do
lputative_ancblocks is a list of putative ancestral blocks to which it could be assigned, given
they share gene tree events;
for each gene tree event e recorded in b do
append devents_ancblocks[e] to lputative_ancblocks ;
end
if lputative_ancblocks contains no ancestral block then
create a new one containing the leaf block ;
end here
else if lputative_ancblocks contains only one ancestral block a then
if b is compatible to a then
assign the leaf block to a;
end here
else
a part of b and leaf block parts of a have some common gene tree events : ﬁnd
their compatible and incompatible parts and split them accordingly into two
compatible leaf blocks (to be assigned to the same ancestral block) and other
incompatible blocks that correspond to independent block events.
else if lputative_ancblocks contains n ≥ 1 ancestral blocks then
a1 is the ﬁrst ancestral block of lputative_ancblocks for other ancestral block ai in
lputative_ancblocks, with i ∈ [2,n] do
if a1 and ai are compatible then
merge them
else
the pair of ancestral blocks are globally incompatible
if their leaf block parts have no common gene tree events then
they were hooked by events from distinct partitions of b: b must be an
artefactual fusion of independent block events, split it accordingly. 2)
their leaf block parts have some common gene tree events : ﬁnd their
compatible and incompatible parts and split them accordingly into
two compatible ancestral blocks to be merged and other incompatible
blocks that correspond to independent block events.
end
when all inconsistencies of relations between incompatible blocks are
resolved (by splitting incompatible parts and merging compatible parts), start
again the procedure for assignation of b.
end
end
Algorithm 2: Construction of ancestral blocks
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2.7.4 Of the complexity of interpreting ’highways’ of genes transfers
The shape of the reference phylogeny has thus a strong inﬂuence on the patterns of diver-
siﬁcation of genomes, but it may also strongly impact the results of the reconstruction. This
is notably the case when we infer the location of evolutionary events, and particularly when
identifying the donor and recipient of transfer events. Indeed, due to the uneven sampling of
lineages and of the various levels of diversity observed in sampled clade, our ability to detect
and accurately assign duplication or transfer events to an ancestor was certainly biased. First,
the length of the branch leading to a node represents the quantity of evolution from its nearest
ancestor, which is related to time, but also to the number of hidden sister lineages that speciated
from this branch and went extinct or were not sampled in the study. If a transfer occurred
from one of these hidden lineages to one represented in our study, the donor will be mapped
to their closest representative in the dataset. One must recall that a node represent the last
common ancestor of a clade, but that DTS events assigned to it may in fact have occurred in
any older ancestor along the branch or, when tracking the donor of a transfer, it may come from
potentially unsampled cousins (Sup Fig. 2.30). Nodes with long branches will then be seen as
donors of HGT frequently, because they summarize a long history of preceding ancestors and
of many other relatives. As the strength of this ’donor-pooling’ eﬀect depends on the diversity
and lifespan of unknown sister lineages, it is very diﬃcult to account for it quantitatively.
Importantly, this eﬀect is not symmetric, as transfer received by unsampled lineages will not be
seen at all; this is well illustrated by the apparent importance of the ancestor of all A. tumefaciens
as a universal donor.
Second, because some gene families are transferred and lost at very high rate, they occur in
genomes with almost no dependency on the reference phylogeny. For this reason, clades that
are densely sampled are more likely to have these genes with rapid turn-over represented in
at least one of their genomes. It results that the nodes corresponding to ancestors of densely
sampled clades are more likely to be seen as donor or recipient of a transfer event involving
these mobile genes, just because they happen to be the closest taxon represented in the gene
tree. Though the inferred ancestor might have indeed involved as a donor in a transfer event,
it may hide many interleaving transfer events from clades which were not represented in the
dataset but which would branch closer of the recipient in the gene tree. Because these and
other artefacts linked to the shape of the reference tree are mixed in a complex manner, it
is impossible to account for their eﬀect without a strong modelling background, for instance
using a coalescent framework (Didelot et al., 2010), that the present study does not provides. It
is important to stress, however, that the inferences of event locations are not wrong in essence,
but that their quantitative analysis can be misleading. The heat maps of transfer presented
Figure 2.10 (and Sup. Figs. 2.25, 2.26, 2.27) must then be used cautiously when comparing the
frequency of exchanges between diﬀerent pairs of ancestors, especially when it involves clades
with long branches.
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CcTT111 LcTT111 pAtTT111 pTiTT111 subtotal total
Speciﬁc G1 strict 28 37 13 0 78 165
relaxed* 12 48 26 1 87
Speciﬁcally shared G1+G8 strict 0 33 10 0 43 57
relaxed* 4 4 6 0 14
Speciﬁcally shared G1+[G6-G8] strict 0 0 0 0 0 26
relaxed* 3 17 6 0 26
Table 2.9: Summary of clade-speciﬁc genes in TT111 genome.
*:relaxed G1-speciﬁc genes or relaxed speciﬁcally shared genes are present in all G1 or G1+X genomes and in addition in some
other strain genomes that do not constitute a coherent clade at least as large as a species.
Knowing these biases, we can nonetheless try to interpret the pattern in the map of gene
exchange (Fig. 2.25). Apart from exchange along the symmetry axis, which signs sex within
coherent populations, we saw a large amount of gen transfers between the R. leguminosarum
etli group and the genus Mesorhizobium., and to a lesser extant with the Ensifer (Sinorhizobium)
genus, which are all nodule-forming rhizobia but belong to diﬀerent families (Rhizobiaceae
and Phylobacteriaceae). Such pattern had already been described with sequencing of the ﬁrst
genomes of these clades (Young et al., 2006) and is here conﬁrmed as a frequent route of
transfers. Indeed, it involves many genes involved in the metabolism of nitrogen ﬁxation and
establishment of symbiosis, as well as genes coding the mobility of these functions (data not
shown).
2.7.5 Clade-speciﬁc genes: insights into the ecological properties of clades
In the following text, we will describe what gene sets are speciﬁc to clades of A. tumefaciens
and present the main functions they encode. Those clade-speciﬁc genes are mostly located
in relatively large clusters which often encode coherent metabolic or physiological pathways.
These gene clusters will be systematically labelled with the preﬁx AtSp followed by a numeric
suﬃx. This nomenclature aims to name homologous clusters uniquely across the study and
transversally among diﬀerent genomic context (Table 2.5).
2.7.5.1 Genomic synapomorphies of genomovar G1
There are 78 genes present in all genomovar G1 and in no other A. tumefaciens strains, and
87 other genes present in all G1 and found in a heterogeneous set of other strains, totalizing 165
G1-speciﬁc genes (Sup. Table 2.9). Other genes are found speciﬁcally shared with other clades,
notable with genomovar G8 (57 genes) and [G6-G8] clade (26 genes) (Sup. Table 2.9). A notable
fraction of those speciﬁc genes are located in relatively large clusters in which are represented
some few recurrent functional categories (Table 2.5). These main functions are detailed below
and ﬁgure 2.11.
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Chemotaxis and phenolic/aromatic compound degradation pathways One main gene clus-
ter occupies a 24-kb locus on the circular chromosome next to a rRNA operon (AtSp2, frame
1 in Fig. 2.11). It contains several oxydases, mono-oxygenases and amino-transferases which
predicted functions together seem to participate in the degradation of one – or several diverse
- aromatic compounds that may be aminated. This last feature is further supported by the
cognate presence of a predicted amino-acid ABC transporter. Lastly, this cluster encodes and a
complete chemotaxis operon including several methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins (MCPs)
and histidine kinases (HK) (Wibberg et al., 2011) that must mediate the transduction of signal
for the presence of chemoattractant(s) potentially related to the aromatic compounds degraded
by linked enzymes. All Rhizobiaceae have one primary chemotaxis regulation operon che1 and
this secondary one, che2, is found only in genomovar G1 among A. tumefaciens. This nine-gene
chemotaxis cluster che2 is shared by Rhizobium etli, R. leguminosarum and A. vitis/R. sp. PDO1-
076 clade, but not the rest of the locus which is rather distantly related to Mesorhizobium ciceri.
This assemblage of chemotaxis and catabolic genes is thus unique to genomovar G1.
A second large locus of the linear chromosome (AtSp4, frame 2 in Fig. 2.11) is found
speciﬁc to genomovar G1 when relaxing the stringency of speciﬁcity deﬁnition. While several
other A. tumefaciens strains bear the genes of this locus, the pattern of occurrence outside
G1 is heterogeneous across the 50-kb locus and the relations of non-G1 and G1 genes in
phylogenetic trees are rarely direct, or in a way indicating a transfer from G1 to the other
agrobacteria. Among the functions encoded in this locus, there are notably several mentions
of isochorismatase hydrolase, and multiple occurrences of monooxygenase, dioxygenase and
peroxygenase enzymes that are often involved in ring-cleavage reactions. In particular, the
locus encodes a perhydrolase (non-heme chloroperoxidase) and amultimeric aldehyde oxidase
whose homologs are documented as non selective on their substrate (Song et al., 2006; Yasuhara
et al., 2005). These genes likely code generalist degrading enzymes that may be involved in
detoxication of complex aromatic compounds and/or their catabolism for growth. Interestingly,
the locus also harbours a sensory diguanylate cyclase/phosphodiesterase which can regulate
the motile/sessile behaviour of the cell through control of cytoplasmic c-di-GMP concentration.
Two other loci on the pAt (AtSp7 and AtSp9) also contain several genes that code enzymes
involved in downstream degradation of possibly alkylated phenolic compounds.
It happens that some gene among species-speciﬁc gene clusters are found present in other
isolated strains of A. tumefaciens, showing that gene transfer is occurring frequently, but most
of times they result in a very partial sharing of biochemical pathways encoded by clade-speciﬁc
gene clusters, and thus the potential niche-specifying functions were likely not transmitted.
However, some species-speciﬁc gene clusters are consistently shared by unrelated strains and
sometimes species, showing that gene transfer among species may result in propagation of
potentially niche-specifying functions. Here are some cases of gene clusters speciﬁcally shared
by genomovar G1 and other distant species, classiﬁed by the general function they confer.
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Amino-acid catabolism There are two loci that are speciﬁcally shared by all G1 strains and
the only sampled strain of genomovar G2 (AtSp3 and AtSp5). They encode two amino-acid
ABC transporters and each one is associated to an enzyme gene: an agmatinase, involved
in degradation of polyamines, and a monooxygenase, involved in degradation of aromatic
compounds. In addition, there are G1-speciﬁc genes located further on the linear chromosome
that code a tetrameric enzyme resembling a sarcosine oxidase. Together, these features indicate
an ability of genomovar G1 to import and degrade speciﬁc amino-acids and polyamines.
G1+G8: Exopolysaccharide biosynthesis A 45-kb locus of the linear chromosome of G1
strains (AtSp14) is closely related to a locus found in genomovar G8 (>93% amino-acid identity
averaging over 29 proteins shared byH13-3 andC58) andmore distantly to one found in Brucel-
laceae (>51% amino-acid identity averaging over 25 proteins shared by H13-3 and B. melitensis
16M), which was identiﬁed as encoding a pathway for biosynthesis of a lipo-polysaccharide
(LPS) O-antigen (Vizcaíno et al., 2001). Brucellar LPS are extensively described in the literature
(reviewed in Cardoso et al. (2006)) because they can confer smooth phenotype which help
the pathogen to escape recognition by the immune system of the host. Though, the role of
these particular genes in the biosynthetic process of LPS is not documented. Since this locus is
absent from B. abortus genomes compared to those of B. melitensis and B. suis, one could relate
the occurrence of these genes to the diﬀerences in O-substitutions of the core LPS between B.
abortus and B. melitensis, the so-called the A and M antigens (Meikle et al., 1989; Kubler-Kielb
and Vinogradov, 2013).
The parsimony approach for ancestral genome reconstruction (see Methods section 2.7.2)
inferred AtSp14 locus was gained twice in A. tumefaciens history, potentially by transfer from
one species to the other, but there are no strong argument to exclude the possibility of the
common ancestor of G1 and G8 (the ancestor of all At) to have possessed these genes and that
they were then lost multiple times. There are conserved parts of this [G1-G8]-speciﬁc locus
that are not found in Brucellaceae. First, the locus contains genes involved in neo-glucogenesis
from storage polysacchraride (like glycogen), that potentially participate in mobilizing the
cell’s resources to support exoploysaccharide production. This speciﬁc sharing of genes by G1
and G8 is also found elsewhere in the genome, and it includes genes with functions that echoes
the supply in sugars and the LPS biosynthesis: deoxyribose uptake and assimilation (AtSp17)
and exopolysaccharide (curdlan) biosynthesis (AtSp15) – the latter being previously thought
to be only found in G8 genomes based on an array-CGH study (Lassalle et al., 2011). Both
clusters (AtSp15, AtSp17) are found on the At plasmids (pAt) in G1 strains but on the linear
chromosomes in G8 strains.
One particular gene of the AtSp14 locus is speciﬁc to [G1-G8] compared to Bucellaceae:
AGROH133_10197 (in H13-3 genome) codes a sensory protein-coding gene that has a diﬀerent
structure in G1 and G8. In G8 genomes, this gene encodes a hybrid sensory histidine kinase-
response regulator, whose homolog in G1 appears to be fused to another signal transduction
protein: a hybrid CheR-CheB methyl-esterase/methyl-transferease. The G1-encoded ’hybrid-
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hybrid’ signal-sensing protein (HHSS) should be able to sense an environmental (cytoplasmic)
signal, to be auto-regulated and to transduce the signal to other regulatory proteins by phos-
phorylation and bymethylation – notably the chemotaxis regulation proteins – and also to bind
DNA to regulate transcription of genes. The surrounding LPS locus is likely part of the target
regulated genes, either by direct DNA binding or by signal transduction mediated by the two
LuxR-like response regulators encoded in the locus, one being located right next to the HHSS
gene.
G1+G9: Extra-cellular secretion One feature speciﬁcally found in G1 At plasmids (AtSp11)
and shared by strain G9-Hayward0363, the unique representative of genomovar G9, is the
presence of a complete type 1 secretion system (T1SS). The canonical T1SS components are
accompanied by a putative periplasmic hydrolase and a hybrid enzyme whose ﬁrst moiety is
related to MurF and catalyses the last step of murein biosynthesis and the second moiety is
related to glycosylases, suggesting that enzymes modiﬁes the peptidoglycan to help the proper
inclusion of T1SS complex in it. There is also one uncharacterized protein with repetitive
structure suggesting possible adhesion properties, whichmight constitute the secreted product.
This locus may have an important role in secreting bioﬁlm constituents as it has been shown in
Acinetobacter (Loehfelm et al., 2008) or to establish interaction with a host extra-cellular matrix.
The common regulation of exo-polysaccharide biosynthesis and motility has already been
observed in A. tumefaciens G8 strain C58 (Xu et al., 2013), in the related organism Rhizobium sp.
NT-26 (Andres et al. (2013), see annex) and in other bacteria (Barraud et al., 2009; Marchal et al.,
2010). This has to do with the switch between motile ans sessile lifestyles, polar ﬂagellum-
mediated swimming being opposed to adhesion and formation of bioﬁlm. This transition is in
general commanded by the intra-cellular amount of cyclic di-guanylate (c-di-GMP) which can
bind the PilZ domain (Schirmer and Jenal, 2009; Hickman and Harwood, 2008; Krasteva et al.,
2010) notably found in cellulose synthase subunit A common to all A. tumefaciens. This second
messenger is regulated by the relative activity of diguanylate cyclases and phosphodieasterases
present in the cell, with high c-di-GMP levels leading to a sedentary lifestyle (Kolter and
Greenberg, 2006; Xu et al., 2013). In fact, this secondary messenger is much likely involved in
regulating local c-di-GMPconcentration in compartments of the cell to promote anisomorphous
phenotypes like unipolar polysaccharide production (Xu et al., 2013).
In G1, there seems to exist a system of regulation of chemotaxis/EPS production that in-
tegrates sensing of more environmental stimuli. Indeed, among the two enzymes active on
c-di-GMP coded by G1-speciﬁc genes, one (AGROH133_13181) has a sensory PAS domain
and is located in the locus AtSp3 that encodes a phenolic compound degradation pathway,
suggesting a regulation of c-di-GMP relative to the perception of a substrate for the neighbour
gene-coded enzymes.
Altogether, it seems to exists in genomovar G1 a speciﬁc regulon integrating regulation of
motility, bioﬁlm synthesis and phenolic compound trophism. These cellular processes would
be regulated, on one hand through modulation of c-di-GMP concentration and on the other
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Speciﬁcity * CcC58 LcC58 pAtC58 pTiC58 subtotal total
Speciﬁc G8 strict 18 19 21 0 58 101
relaxed 20 8 15 0 43
Speciﬁc [G6-G8] strict 8 15 10 0 33 77
relaxed 7 28 9 0 44
Speciﬁcally shared G8+G1 strict 0 29 3 0 32 45
relaxed 2 6 5 0 13
Table 2.10: Summary of clade-speciﬁc genes in C58 genome.
*:relaxed G8-speciﬁc genes or relaxed speciﬁcally shared genes are present in all G8 or G8+X
genomes and in addition in some other strain genomes that do not constitute a coherent clade
at least as large as a species.
hand, via the activity of amulti-functional protein, HHSS. The role of this hub protein in G1 cell
physiology is certainly central and investigating it is certainly of great interest. For instance,
targeted deletion mutagenesis of this gene and of regions coding its sensory, DNA-binding or
several signal transduction domainswould likely have great inﬂuence the cell transcritome and
interactome and probably yield strongmacroscopic phenotypes such as impaired swimming or
modiﬁed bioﬁlm production. In fact, phenotypic diﬀerences have been observed between G1
and G8 strains that were not predicted given the gene occurrence proﬁles: curdlan production
genes and deoxyribose assimilation genes are speciﬁcally shared by genomovars G1 and G8,
but curdlan production is a speciﬁc phenotype of G8 in in rich-medium culture conditions
(Lassalle et al., 2011) and degradation of 2-deoxyribose was observed to be speciﬁc to G1
strains (Vial L., Bourri M., personal communication). This suggests that from a common set of
genes and encoded functions, genomovars G1 and G8 could have diﬀerent response to their
environment through diﬀerential regulation of gene expression.
2.7.5.2 Genomic synapomorphies of genomovar G8 and [G6-G8] clade
There are 58 genes present in all genomovarG8 strains and in no other A. tumefaciens strains,
and 34 other genes present in all G8 and found in a heterogeneous set of other strains, totalizing
101 G8-speciﬁc genes (Sup. Table 2.10). Other genes are found speciﬁcally shared with other
clades, notably with genomovar G1 (Sup. Table 2.10). A notable fraction of those speciﬁc
genes (50/101) are located in clusters of two to more than thirty contiguous genes in which are
represented some few recurrent functions.
Considering genes speciﬁc to genomovar G8 and those speciﬁc to clade [G6-G8], we
mostly found the same genes than in our previous comparative genomics analysis focused
on genomovar G8 (Lassalle et al., 2011) and their arrangement in clusters is very similar. For
the sake of coherence of denomination throughout this manuscript, these clusters will be re-
named with the AtSp nomenclature used above; correspondence with former cluster names
from Lassalle et al. (2011) is indicated Table 2.5.
AtSp21, is the largest G8-speciﬁc gene cluster located on the circular chromosome. It
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contains the operon braCDEFG, that encodes an ABC transporter of amino-acids with broad-
range speciﬁcity, and genes coding enzymes of the ferulic acid degradation pathway, that
were recently characterized for their expression and molecular functions (Campillo et al., in
prep.). AtSp29 cluster, which is found immediately upstream, is speciﬁc to [G6-G8] clade and
is dedicated to transport and catabolism of sugars and amino-acids. It includes an enzyme
(encoded by Atu1408 in C58 genome) which predicted activity of transformation of L-sorbose
into L-iditol echoes the speciﬁc ability of G8 strains to degrade L-sorbose (Vial L., Bourri M.,
personal communications).
On the linear chromosome, a cluster encoding curdlan exopolysaccharide biosynthesis,
AtSp15, was formerly thought to be speciﬁc to genomovar G8 (Lassalle et al., 2011) but ap-
pears speciﬁcally shared by the only representative strain of genomovar G2 and all strains of
genomovar G1. Several other G8-speciﬁc or [G6-G8]-speciﬁc gene clusters are found on the
linear chromosome (Table 2.5), consistently with previous results (Lassalle et al., 2011). In ad-
dition, we found clade-speciﬁc gene clusters on the At plasmid of G8 strains: G8-speciﬁc gene
cluster AtSp28 codes the degradation of xanthine or another related cyclic compound and [G6-
G8]-speciﬁc gene cluster AtSp32 putatively codes the uptake and degradation of dipeptides
that include an aromatic amino-acid.
2.7.5.3 Genomic synapomorphies of [G1-G5-G13]
The large cluster conserved in agrobacteria (AtSp33, Atu4381-Atu4410 in G8-C58 genome)
which encodes nitrate respiration (denitriﬁcation) pathway, including nir, nor, nnr and nap
operons was lost in this clade. This gene cluster was parallely lost by strains G9-NCPPB925
and G8-ATCC31749 (for this one this could be an artefact of draft assembly having missed
this genomic region, though this is not probable given its size). These strains devoid of the
denitriﬁcation pathway may be selectively disadvantaged under certain anaerobic conditions.
This is not certain however, because other anaerobic respiration pathways are predicted to be
conserved in all A. tumefaciens, notably the fumarate respiration pathway.
2.7.5.4 Genomic synapomorphies of the A. tumefaciens complex
There are 120 genes present exclusively in all A. tumefaciens strains, and 165 genes that are
also found present in at most two other distant Rhizobiales, i.e. not directly related like A.
vitis. It appear there are no large group of genes encoding concerted functions, and neither
there are clusters of At-speciﬁc genes larger than an operon of six genes. They are distributed
among diverse functional categories that span the ones represented in the ancestral genome
(no speciﬁc enrichment in GO terms, data not shown), among which some are redundantly
found:
Central metabolism Gain of a methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase MetF, needed to regen-
erate tetrahydrofolate, related to that speciﬁcally present in G8 (AtSp21) (G8 has 2 copies).
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Non-homologous gene displacements enriching the functional repertoire Loss of a
NADPH-dependent glutamate synthase (49RHIZOB_2054) is concomitant to gain of one of
another type (gltB1, 49RHIZOB_3984) together with a sulphite reductase (cysJ) involved in
cysteine biosynthesis, both putatively associated to Calvin cycle anabolism.
Phopho-gycerate mutase is an essential enzyme of the glycolysis coded by two genes in
Rhizobiaceae, gpmA and gpmB. In A. tumefaciens, gpmA is lost but functionally replaced by
non-homologous gene of rhodobacterial origin, gpmI which codes an iso-enzyme. GmpA and
GmpB belong to the family of phopho-gycerate mutase needing 2,3-bis-phospho-glycerate as
a cofactor and show high speciﬁcity to their substrate mono-phopho-glycerate. GmpI family
enzymes do not need a cofactor and catalyse less eﬃciently the interconversion of phopho-
glycerate. They are however more promiscuous in the substrate they can phosphorylate
(Rgden, 2002), and could therefore provide new kind of phosphorylated compounds, and
notably sugars that are integrated to complex polysaccharides, or membrane lipids. This can
be linked to the presence of an extra diverged copy of glpD, coding for glycerol-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase which is involed in biosynthesis of phospholipids.
Cell wall and outer membrane Gain of cell wall teichoic acid biosynthesis enzyme (tagA,
Atu0587) and two succinoglycan biosynthesis transporters (Atu0588 and mdoC, Atu3522). Gain
of putative scaﬀold protein for murein sacculus septation (MipA). Presence of speciﬁc succino-
glyclan EPS biosynthesis genes: exoU and a speciﬁc extra copy of exoQ.
Informational processes Gain of two rRNA modiﬁcation enzymes (RsmJ and RluA). Loss of
a second copy of rpoH. Gain of protelomerase TelA. Complex history of DNA polymerase III
subunit alpha gene family: the copy of dnaE shared by all A. tumefaciens and mostly borne on
the linear chromosome is of distant origin compared to other Rhizobiales, and many strains
bear one or several extra copies of more distant type which is more prone to transfer and most
often plasmid-borne.
Sensing multiple gainsof two-component systems, dyguanylate cyclases/esterases andmethyl-
accepting proteins coupled to sensor domain
carbohydrate metabolism:
many transporter and catabolic enzymes for amino-acids/poly-amines.
Iron metabolism One free iron transporter (FbpAB), 2 iron-siderophore ABC transporter, in-
cluding iron-hydroxamate transporter FhuABCDused foruptakeof iron-complexedagrobactin,
an iron storage protein (Dps), an heme oxygenase and precorin hydrolase (ChiG) involed in
heme degradation/transformation.
Genes for biosynthesis of secondary metabolites, including phosphopantetheinyl trans-
ferase (agbD) catalyzing the ﬁxation of phosphopantethein prosthetic group to catalytic mod-
ules of NRPS/PKS mega-enzymes, among which the ones responsible for biosynthesis of
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agrobactin and G6-G8-speciﬁc siderophore.
Detoxiﬁcation Two P-type ATPases for extrusion of copper and heavy metals, respectively,
putative nickel ABC transporters and a MFS permease of unknown speciﬁcity.
2.7.6 Selected cases of large transfer events
An integrative and conjugative element (ICE) was transferred between strains G4-Kerr14
and G7-Zutra 3/1. The circular chromosome of Kerr14 and the linear chromosome of Zutra
3/1 are found almost 100% identical over 125 kb (coordinates on CcKerr14: from 2,490kb to
2,615kb). This shared locus is unique to these two strains among A. tumefaciens. It contains
genes encoding a complete type IV secretion system, partition enzymes and a resolvase-type
recombinase at an extremity sign thenature of this locus as an ICE.Right next to the recombinase
gene is located a tRNA gene and a rRNA operon, which must have been the substrate of the
recombinase for the integration of the ICE.
It bears cargo genes, among which several catabolic genes involved in the uptake and
degradation of several compounds, among others: phenolics and degradation products (ben-
zaldehyde, benzoylformate, toluate, catechol, muconate, mandelate), nitrilated compounds
(acrylonitrile), sugars and derivated polyols (xylulose, tagatose, sorbitol, xylitol, ribitol). There
are also genes for a lipoprotein and an outer membrane protein of RopB family.
A large block event highlighted the relatedness of 70-kb plasmid pIV from strain G6-
NCPPB925 and p79 from A. vitis strain S4, which appears to be circularized ICEs, as indicated
by the presence of resolvase genes. The common ancestor of these elements must be quite
ancient, since their average nucleotide similarity is of 75%, and because most genes they share
are associated to their mobility while the metabolic genes they harbor are diﬀerent.
A 12-kb mobile element bearing mercuric resistance genes was transferred between G3-
CFBP6623 and G5-6626 very recently (genes almost 100% identical).
A Mu-like prophage was transferred several times between strains of A. tumefaciens and
related strains S4 and PDO1-076, with variable sizes of conserved parts.
2.7.7 Bioinformatic scripts, modules and libraries
All custom scripts and Python modules/libraries developed in this work are available at
http://pbil.univ-lyon1.fr/pub/lassalle/lib/.
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2.8 Comparative genomics of A. tumefaciens: Synthesis and per-
specitves
2.8.1 Comparison of outcomes from two diﬀerent studies of the pangenome of A.
tumefaciens
In the studypresented section 2.3.2, weusedmicroarray comparative genomehybridization
(microarray-CGH) to seek the occurrence of close homologs of G8 strain C58 genes in 25 other
strains of the Agrobacterium tumefaciens (At) species complex, (Lassalle et al., 2011). We could
deﬁne sets of genes speciﬁc to inclusive groups on the C58 lineage, among which genomovar
G8. In fact, this study was designed to focus on speciﬁcities of G8 genomes, therefore the
dataset was biased toward a dense sampling of G8 strains (seven G8 strains representative
of the known diversity of the species vs. 2 strains per other genomic species), yielding good
ability to identify genes conserved in the whole G8 genomovar. However, poor sampling of
other species, added to the intrinsic loss of sensitivity of microarrays with genetic distance
did not allowed to detect systematically the occurrence of close homologs in genomes of other
genomovars. For this reason, the contrast of presence in G8 vs. absence in other At may
have been poor, possibly leading to false positives in the designation of G8-speciﬁc genes.
In addition, we found that relaxing the speciﬁcity criterion to recruit genes which occurred
rarely in strains of other species permitted to deﬁne (almost) G8-speciﬁc genomic regions
with coherent functions. We hypothesized that genes in these regions had a common history
since their acquisition in the ancestor of genomovar G8, but that later transfer of individual
or short blocks of genes blurred the speciﬁcity proﬁle. However, we had no mean to test
these hypotheses of evolutionary scenario, apart from codon usage signatures that revealed
the older integration in the genome of genes that indeed were likely acquired by the older
common ancestor of [G6-G8] clade. In the work presented section 2.4, we compared genome
sequences of 22 strains of At and focused on variations of their gene repertoires across the
history of the taxon. The sampling was done around multiple foci of diversity, with ﬁve
genomic species for which several strains were sampled (2 for genomovar G5, 3 for G8 and
G7, 4 for G4 and 5 for G1), favouring the sensitive detection of rare genes in these lineages,
and at the same time providing more conﬁdence in designating species core genomes. We
took a particular care to recognize when genes were gained or lost in lineages, and related this
information with the patterns of conservation in extant genomes. This led to the identiﬁcation
of clade-speciﬁc presence or absence of genes, that constituted genomic synapomorphies of
clades. This deﬁnition of clade-speciﬁc genes was notoriously diﬀerent from the previous one
in the way we treated heterogeneous occurrence proﬁles. Rather than ignoring those complex
patterns or using a threshold of relaxed speciﬁcity, we conceived an automated method for
recognition of coherent occurrence in clades that contrasted with sister clades. This notably
allowed to spot parallel gains/losses of homologous genes in distant clades.
These studieswere based ondiﬀerent datasets anduseddiﬀerentmethodology, so one could
have expected quite diﬀerent results. That is not the case, as the G8-speciﬁc genes deﬁned in
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the present phylogeny-driven genome comparison are for the large majority the same than
those deﬁned previously using microarray-based comparative genomics (Lassalle et al., 2011),
showing the robustness of our biological ﬁndings. We notably could recover in the genome
sequence-based study the ’relaxed’ G8-speciﬁc genes deﬁned in the microarray-based study,
but in this case we could explicitly model the history that led to their heterogeneous presence
in the taxon, helping us to understand the underlying process of cladogenesis in relation to
ecological adaptation.
2.8.2 A more complete model for the diversiﬁcation of A. tumefaciens
In theﬁrst study comparing genomes ofAt, we observed a set of genes speciﬁc to genomovar
G8 and the [G6-G8] clade that were providing these taxa with unique phenotypic traits, and
probably speciﬁc ecological abilities (Lassalle et al., 2011) (section 2.4). We concluded that these
clades were the progeny of an ecovar ancestor that acquired those niche-specifying traits.
However, G8-speciﬁc geneswere located in C58 genome in several gene islands, suggesting
the G8-speciﬁc gene set was acquired in several times, at least as many as gene clusters. This
pattern does not ﬁt properly the model of ecotypes as deﬁned by Cohan (2002a), because
formation of an ecotype involves one single adaptive mutation. In fact, this is purely rhetorical,
because the ecotype model describes the ecological diﬀerentiation of lineages that is happening
in the smallest diﬀerential of time, and the evolution of a lineage as that of genomovar G8 is
certainly the sumof several successive ecotype speciations. Of thesemany ecological speciation
event, the sole that is evident is that which led to the split of lineages that are still presented
today (or at least in our sample). Indeed, the many sister lineages of the successful probably
went extinct, and the absence of current trace of their branching point leads us to confound the
successive commonancestors ofG8 lineagewith their last commonancestor. This highlights the
interest of speciation models which have a more historical perspective, like that of ’fragmented
speciation’ (Retchless and Lawrence, 2007).
We indeed had the intuition of the asynchrony of G8-speciﬁc gene acquisition, because the
several G8speciﬁc gene clusters had diﬀerent codon usage signatures, ranging from that resem-
bling the At core to that resembling C58-speciﬁc genes (Lassalle et al., 2011). We concluded that
core-like G8-speciﬁc gene clusters SpG8-1, SpG8-4, and SpG8-7 (AtSp29+AtSp21, AtSp37 and
AtSp26, respectively, in section 2.5) were likely genes ancestral to the whole At clade and lost in
other lineages. The reconstruction of ancestral genomes could have validated this hypothesis,
notably by linking these gene clusters to distant homologs found in other At genomes, that we
could not have spotted by CGH. This is however not the case, indicating that all G8-speciﬁc
and [G6-G8]-speciﬁc gene clusters were indeed acquired in the respective clade ancestors.
The diversity of codon usage adaptation seen among them (Fig. 4 in Lassalle et al. (2011))
may rather reﬂect their age in this lineage, as suggested by Retchless and Lawrence (2007),
with G8-speciﬁc genes with core-like codon usage being probably the oldest acquisitions of
the G8 lineage. This ordination in time of the events of acquisitions of adaptive genes might
tell us what was the primary ecological adaptations that occurred in these lineage. In the
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case of [G6-G8] clade, gene clusters AtSp29 seem the oldest acquisition, followed by cluster
AtSp31. Interestingly, both encode proteins involved in uptake and metabolism of sugars and
other carbohydrates, which may correspond to a ﬁrst seminal adaptation followed by a second
enforcing the same trait. In G8 clade, cluster AtSp21, which encodes the degradation pathway
of para-hydroxycinnamic acids, may preclude the acquisition of other clusters such as AtSp26,
which encodes a two-component system for sensing of phenolic compound. These sequences
of gene gains are deﬁning adaptive paths toward a speciﬁc ecology.
Lastly, it is remarkable that both gene clusters AtSp29 and AtSp21, which gains are seen
as the ﬁrst ecological adaptation of [G6-G8] and G8 clades, respectively, are located next to
each other near the terminus of the circular chromosome of G8 strains, while all other younger
acquisitions are located on the linear chromid. In the light of the higher plasticity of the linear
chromid discussed section 2.4.2.7 and of its probable higher evolutionary rates (Cooper et al.,
2010), this indicates that these genes coding the original adaptation, had not only the time to
ameliorate their codon usage towards the average of the core genome, but also to settle at a
stably evolving locus of the genome.
2.8.3 Perspectives
The variations of codon usage of genes of the same "age" may also be the result of positive
selection for a codon usage better adapted to their level of expression. Similarly, the excessive
divergence of orthologs shared by species living in sympatry (see section 2.4.3.7), may be the re-
sult of positive selection for functional diﬀerentiation of the enzymes product and incidentally
of the EPS produced by enzymes to mediate diﬀerent interaction with the environment. Such
selective pressures on the sequences of genes and proteins were not explored in the present
work, but may be the source of many insights. Actually, we are currently developing methods
for analysis of the pattern of substitutions in gene trees in a way that allows the exploration of
our database of gene trees without a priori on the hypotheses to be tested. Indeed, usual means
for research of purifying/positive selection on coding sequences involve test of a hypothesis on
the nature of the selection regime occurring on a particular branch/lineage/site of the alignment.
However, we do not have – and do not want to have – any a priori on which particular part
of a gene history was the place of selection, and the test of all (numerous) hypotheses poses
the problem of multiple testing revealing mostly false positives. For this reason, we explore
the possibility to ﬁrst document the patterns of substitutions using the substitution mapping
method developed by Romiguier et al. (2012) and only then to try to test the presence of se-
lection on subsets of gene trees/branches in relation their reconciled history. Other integrated
methods for detection of functional diﬀerentiation (Caﬀrey et al., 2012) also appear promising.
Apoint thatwas particularly developed in the presentwork is themodelling of co-evolution
of genes, as we recognized genes that were ancestrally linked during horizontal transfer and
duplication events. This approach does not not model the evolution of gene order, which can
prove interesting in understanding the functional organization of ancestral genomes, as well as
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their replicon structure. Several programs were developped to do so and assayed on datasets
of complex bacterial genomes such as Burkholderia (Jones et al., 2012) and the Rhizobiaceae
(Yang et al., 2012). Methods were proposed to perform this gene order reconstruction on rec-
onciled gene tree collections (Bérard et al., 2012), thus linking the gene adjacency information
to the evolutionary event. An improvement of such methods could be done using the present
results, as the geneneighborhood is an information that canbeused per se to reconcile gene trees.
As a ﬁnal perspective, moving to population genomics would add great power to the
approach of reconstructing ancestral genomes and the processes driving their evolution. As
the new sequencing era allows the facilitated and cheap sequencing of any new isolate, the
integration of these data into population genetics (coalescent) frameworks might allow to
describe more completely the evolution of genes and genome. Notably, the presence of genes
maintained at low frequency in populations can reveal unforeseen selective pressures for
accessory ecologies (Coleman and Chisholm, 2010).
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3
GC-biased gene conversion shapes the bacterial
genomic landscape
The following section corresponds to a manuscript to be submitted soon to a peer-reviewed
journal.
3.1 GC-content evolution in bacterial genomes: the biased gene con-
version hypothesis expands
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Figure 3.3: Eﬀect of recombination on gene family codon usage bias when deﬁning optimal
codons from the dataset from Hershberg and Petrov (2009).
Diﬀerence in frequency of optimal codons (as determined by Hershberg & Petrov, 2009) of
recombinant and non-recombinant gene families in each dataset for AU-rich (red) and GC-
rich (blue) codons. A positive diﬀerence means recombinant families are richer in optimal
codons. Stars indicate signiﬁcance of a chi-squared test for independence of the distribution
of total counts of optimal and non-optimal codons between recombinant and non recombinant
families. Boxes under dataset names indicate the numbers of AU-rich and GC-rich preferred
codons used by the taxon (detailed Table S3 [Sup. Table 3.3]). Symbols, shading and dataset
abbreviations as in Fig. 1 [Fig 3.1].
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Figure 3.4: The relationships of genome size and GC%. The plot is based on 1795 complete
genome sequences from Bacteria and Archaea. Source: http://img.jgi.doe.gov
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3.1.3 Supplementary Material
Recombination detection methods Since most of the present work rely on relating recombi-
nation to other sequence parameters, it was crucial to use an accuratemethod for recombination
detection from gene alignments. Several diﬀerent methods have been developed in the last
two decades, with a large spectrum of complexity in modelling and testing the presence of re-
combination in sequences. PHI [29] was chosen ﬁrst because Bruen and colleagues compared
the PHI statistics to a large panel of other measures and statistics existing at the time of their
publication: Max χ2 [41], NSS [42], measures of correlation of linkage desequilibrium (r2 and
|D’|with distance [43–45] and results obtained from a coalescent-based likelihood permutation
test (LPT) from LDHat [46]. In this benchmark, PHI appeared in general to be equally or more
sensitive and speciﬁc than all other methods [29], and was extremely faster to compute, which
was a notable advantage given the size of the datasets we planned to analyse. We also tried
two other methods not discussed in Bruen et al.: the SBP/GARD algorithm from the HyPhy
package [47] and the ClonalFrame/ClonalOrigin program [48,49]. Both methods use explicit
modelling of a coalescent-based framework.
GARD is a genetic algorithm using simulated populations to sample possible scenarios of
sequence evolution under a model including recombination [47]. While proving very sensitive
on punctual analyses, GARD method have drawbacks when considering its use at large scale.
As its sensitivity depends on a good sampling of the virtual populations that are simulated, one
needs to take large samples to obtain robust results, which induces very intensive computation.
Comparison of results from GARD and PHI showed general agreement of the methods (data
not shown), so PHI was preferred for its rapidity and robustness.
ClonalOrigin is a Bayesian method for describing the history of recombination in datasets
of complete genomes [48]. It has the advantage to provide quantitative estimates of the the
coalescent model parameters, including the locus-speciﬁc recombination rate, rather than just
testing the presence of recombination. Using this method could have allowed us to correlate
the recombination rate to the GC% of genes. However, ClonalOrigin is designed to estimates
the recombination history from alignment of syntenic blocks of genomes and its model may be
over-parameterized for gene alignments. Indeed, some studies reported ’biases from boundary
eﬀects in short alignment blocks’ when working on alignments shorter than 1.5kb [50]. We
also observed diﬃculties to reach convergence of model parameters when estimating them
on gene alignments, even when running the MCMC algorithm for more than one million
iterations, which correspond to several weeks of computation for each gene alignment (data
not shown). Considering these results were not satisfying to perform parametric correlations,
the computation time involved made us to prefer PHI statistics and to perform comparison
tests of GC% of recombining vs. non-recombining genes rather than correlations.
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3.2 Heterogeneity of genome GC-content and gene population sizes
3.2.1 Hypothesis: large gene population size enhances gBGC
The following section deals with the idea of gBGC being the cause of the variations of GC-content
within prokaryotic genomes. In short, gBGC could be aﬀecting pangenomes in a heterogeneous way
because of varied gene-speciﬁc population sizes. This is in fact the original intuition that led us to
tackle the existence of gBGC in prokaryotic genomes. However, the test of this particular hypothesis –
the link between pangenome structure and composition biases stemming from gBGC – revealed com-
plex phenomena that gBGC alone could not account for. For this reason, this was not integrated to the
manuscript to be submitted. However, it constitutes an intriguing result that we propose to present here.
The dynamics of bacterial genomes is particular in that there are wide variations in gene
content between members of the same species: some genes are shared by all members of
the species (core genome), whereas many others are only present in a subset of strains (and
constitute the so-called accessory genome). The concept of pan-genome has been introduced
to describe this variability (Tettelin et al., 2005).
The pangenome is structured in two main compartments regrouping the majority of gene
families: the core genome and the strain-speciﬁc genome, in which can be found ORFans and
other recently acquired genes (Fig. 1.1). It has been documented that this spectrum of gene
frequencies is related to the variation of GC-content within genomes: there is as a systematic
bias of base composition opposing young genes, including ORFans, to older genes in a AT-rich
to GC-rich gradient (Daubin et al., 2003; Daubin and Ochman, 2004a; Lassalle et al., 2011).
The anomalous composition of new genes can be explained by the composition of their
genome of origin, which is likely diﬀerent from their new host genome, given the existence
of large inter-genomic variations (Sueoka, 1988). It was proposed by Lawrence and Ochman
(1997) that the age of the gene was a structuring factor of base composition because anomalous
genes ’ameliorate’ with time towards the mutational equilibrium speciﬁed by the local muta-
tional bias (Lawrence and Ochman, 1997). However, this model does not explain the polarity
of the compositional bias: why should donor genomes always be AT-richer than the recipient?
In fact, the age of genes may be a confounding factor with another variable, which is the
population size of genes within a species: young genes are rare and old genes are ubiquitous.
The frequency of genes in the pan-genome can be seen as a proxy of their population size.
The structure of the pan-genome may reveal the dynamic of gene gain and loss in bacterial
populations, with genes experiencing phases of intermediate frequencies in the species before
complete loss or ﬁxation. Alternatively, some genes could be maintained at relatively low
frequency due to local adaptations. In any case, it implies that, in the long run, genes evolving
in the same species have diﬀerent speciﬁc population size.
It appears there is a signiﬁcant positive relationship between GC-content and frequency of
genes in most the taxa studied above (Table 3.4). Interestingly, when removing extremes of the
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pangenome – i.e. ORFans and core genes – from the dataset, these correlations still hold in
many cases, though to a lesser extant, (Table 3.4), showing that this relation does not only char-
acterize the opposition of the two major pangenome component but a true continuous eﬀect of
gene frequency. This relation of GC-content with gene population size might be explained in
the light of GC-biased gene conversion (gBGC) by a gene population model.
First, genes of the core genome have a higher population size than recent genes, and hence
they are expected to be less subject to the impact of genetic drift. Drift delays the ﬁxation of
favoured alleles and thus attenuates the eﬀect of gBGC as it does with selection, and for this
reason core genes are more prone to ﬁx the GC-rich alleles than rare genes.
Moreover, rare genes should also have fewer opportunities to recombine, because sex with
a conspeciﬁc is less likely to bring a homolog in the host cell. As the strength of gBGC is
proportional to the recombination rate, rare genes with lower gene-speciﬁc recombination rate
are less subject to this ﬁxation bias. This eﬀect must be multiplied by the time of residence of
genes. Core geneswhich have been ’there’ at high frequency for a long time, i.e. long before the
origin of the observed species, had much time to recombine and reach high GC-content value
through gBGC. In opposition, recent genes and notably ORFans may have been replicating for
a long time in autonomous elements such as plasmids, viruses and other ICEs ((Cortez et al.,
2009)) that paradoxically must not recombine much (by homologous recombination) because
they are most often rare in the population they infect.
The combination of these properties linked to higher gene frequency – reduced drift and
higher recombination rate – makes gBGC to be stronger in frequent genes. Diﬀerent classes
of genes would thus tend toward diﬀerent substitutional equilibriums: rare genes would only
undergo the local mutational bias, that was shown to be in general biased towards AT-rich
compositions in Prokaryotes (Hershberg and Petrov, 2010; Hildebrand et al., 2010), and would
thus decrease their GC-content towards the mutational equilibrium. In opposition, core genes
undergo both the mutational bias and a strong opposing eﬀect of gBGC. Depending on the
relative strength of these forces, the GC-content of core genes will increase or at least not
decrease as much as for rare genes.
Overall, the observation of a positive relation between GC-content of genes and their
frequency in pangenomes (Table 3.4) in most tested clades is a support of such a model.
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3.2.2 A complex interplay of mutation, selection and recombination
Inmore detail, themodels predicts the neutral ﬁxation ofG/Calleles to be enhanced in genes
with a large population. This ﬁxation bias is however expected to be counteracted by selection,
notably on the sequence of proteins coded by genes. It implies that non-synonymous sites are
expected to be less marked by the eﬀect of gBGC than synonymous sites, as seen for many
mutational patterns (Sueoka, 1988; Lawrence and Ochman, 1997; Daubin and Perrière, 2003).
This dichotomy of coding sequences is often approximated by the oppostion of GC-content
at the third codon position, mostly synonymous (GC3) to GC-contents at the ﬁrst and second
codon positions, always and mostly non-synonymous, respectively (GC1 and GC2). GC3 is
thus expected to display a higher correlation with gene frequency than GC1 and GC2 would
do.
Surprisingly, it is not always the case. As expected, in the species E. coli, which has an inter-
mediate genomic GC-content, the GC3 accounts for most of the total GC-content variation with
frequency. An opposite pattern is seen in the low-GC species Staphylococcus aureus (Fig. 3.5).
In the latter species, GC3 is negatively associated to the frequency of genes, in opposition to
GC1 and GC2. This reversal of trends seems to be associated with the genomic GC-content
of genomes, as in the extremely GC-rich genomes of the Burkholderia Paseudomalei group, the
GC3 is strongly increasing with population size. One could expect that when the eﬀect of the
mutational bias is stronger than the eﬀect of gBGC, as it is possible in a genome that is AT-
rich and moderately recombining like in S. aureus, GC3 would not be correlated to frequency.
However, a corollary under our model would be that non-synonymous sites, that are more
constrained, should display an even lower correlation than synonymous positions. Fig. 3.5
shows that is not the case, as in S. aureus, GC1 and GC2 covary positively with gene population
size. The pattern is complex and it is very diﬃcult to ﬁnd an unifying process that would
explain the trends observed in the diﬀerent tested clades (Fig. 3.6). Hence, the intra-genomic
variations of GC-content cannot be explained under our gene population model, at least not
with gBGC as a major driving force of GC-content.
This model may need to include other forces, notably selection for codon usage and for
proteome composition, but as their respective eﬀect can be confounding or opposing to that
of gBGC depending on genome characteristics – the genomic GC-content, the composition of
the set of optimal codons, etc. – it is impossible to interpret the observed variations of GC1,2,3
out of the verbal model proposed here. Explicit modelling of forces in action, estimation
of their relevant parameters and test of models with increasing complexity may answer this
conjecture. This could be done by building upon already existing coalescentmodels of bacterial
genome evolution that consider homologous recombination throughgout the history of core
genes (Didelot et al., 2010), or models already integrating the evolution of core and accessory
genes in pangenomes (Szöllo˝si et al., 2012; Szöllosi et al., 2013; Bansal et al., 2012).
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Figure 3.5: Variations of gene GC1,2,3 with their frequency in the pangenome.
Focus on three representative plots: medium-GC E. coli, low-GC S. aureus and high-GC B.
Pseudomalei group.
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Figure 3.6: Variations of gene GC1,2,3 with their frequency in the pangenome.
All tested datasets are represented classiﬁed from left to right and then top to bottom by
increasing genomic GC-content. Acronyms are as in table 3.4.
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3.3 Validation of results in A. tumefaciens
A. tumefaciens genome dataset used in section 2.4 was not publicly released at the time of
submission of the article presented section 3.1 and for this reason it was not included to the
set of bacterial genome dataset used in the present chapter. However, it is interesting to see
if the results we obtained in this chapter for a diverse set of bacterial clades – support for
the existence of GC-biased gene conversion and interference of this process with selection for
optimal codon usage – were also valid for A. tumefaciens.
The eﬀect of recombination on genome composition was thus investigated in A. tumefaciens
complex core-genome and in the dataset restricted to the genomic species for which we had the
more genomes available, genomovar G1. For the the complete species complex, more than half
core familieswere detected as recombining (1503 rec vs. 1288 norec families), in agreementwith
the frequent homologous recombination observed in the whole taxon (Fig. 2.10). However,
only a small fraction of genomovar G1 core families were seen as recombining (368 rec vs.
3197 norec families), suggesting the test used here failed to recover the intense homologous
recombination history observed for genomovar G1 with phylogenetic reconcilition methods
(Fig. 2.10), probably because of the low sequence diversity of the taxon (Fig. 2.3) or the small
size of the sample (ngenomes = 5).
Genomic GC-content was positively biased in recombining gene families of both core-
genomes of A. tumefaciens complex and genomovar G1 (Fig. 3.7 A). This suggests gBGC is at
work in A. tumefaciens as well, and its eﬀect was evident even in genomovar G1 dataset where
we had little sensitivity to detect recombination. In addition, GC-ending and AU-ending
optimal codons showed opposite variations of frequency with recombination in A. tumefaciens
complex, conﬁrming that gBGC is acting and conﬂicts with selection for an optimal usage
of codons (Fig. 3.7 B). This is however not the case in genomovar G1, where both GC- and
AU-ending optimal codons were depleted in recombining families; this is consistent nor with
a gBGC model, neither with a model of recombination enhancing selection for optimal codons,
and rather suggests that the classiﬁcation of recombining vs. non-recombining families in this
subset of data was not accurate.
Finally, variations of GC-content at the three codon positions with the frequency of genes in
the pangenome of A. tumefaciens complex displayed trends intermediate to what was observed
for E. coli and Burkholderia Pseudomalei group, i.e. positive correlation of GC1 and GC3, but
low negative correlation of GC2 with gene frequency, consistently with the intermediate GC-
content of A. tumefaciens.
Hence, A. tumefaciens adds another stone to the demonstration of the existence of gBGC in
Bacteria. Moreover, it shows that its eﬀects can be characterizedwhen looking at a quite diverse
clade: A. tumefaciens is more diverse than any other dataset tested in section 3.1 and displays
substantial variations of GC-content between species – genomovar G1 has 0.9% less G/C in
total (1.8% at the third codon position) than the average of all A. tumefaciens (Fig. 3.7). This
213
introduces the possibility of integration of the predictions of a gBGC model to the observation
made previously on the histories of genes in genomes of A. tumefaciens.
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Figure 3.7: Evidence of gBGC in A. tumefaciens species complex.
(A,B) Eﬀect of recombination on core gene families. Recombinant (rec) and non-recombinant
(norec) sets of core-genome families are compared: 368 rec vs. 3197 norec families in genomovar
G1; 1503 rec vs. 1288 norec families in A. tumefaciens complex.
(A) Eﬀect of recombination on core gene family G+C content. Legend as in Fig. 3.1.
(B) Eﬀect of recombination on core gene family codon usage bias. Legend as in Fig. 3.2.
(C) Variations of gene GC1,2,3 with their frequency in the pangenome.
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Final Discussion & Perspectives
In this work, we took two diﬀerent approaches to characterize the role of genetic exchange
in the form of horizontal gene transfer (HGT) and homologous recombination (HR) in the
diversiﬁcation of bacterial taxa, and their potential impact on the ﬁtness of organisms in their
environment. We showed that along the history of genomes, HGT was providing a large
source of genotypic innovation for emerging bacterial clades, and that the interplay of se-
lection with this constant gene input was durably shaping the gene content of genomes. In
addition, we showed that homologous recombination was occurring at various global rates
amongst replicons of a genome, certainly causing diﬀerences of plasticity of their gene content,
and incidentally causing diﬀerences in the selective pressures experienced by the genes they
bear. Finally we explored the hypothesis of HR being responsible for the neutral increase of
GC-content in bacterial genomes, and showed it could mimic or interfere with selection for an
optimal codon usage.
Here, we propose to revisit, in the context of the results presented above, a still pending
question of evolutionary microbiology: what are the cause and consequences of the intra-
genomic heterogeneity of nucleotide composition?
In several bacterial taxa (Daubin et al., 2003; Daubin and Ochman, 2004a; Lefébure et al.,
2010; Lassalle et al., 2011), it was observed that the distribution of frequencies of genes in the
pangenome followed a gradient of GC-content, with the more recent genes being AT-rich and
the more ancient being GC-rich. Most intriguingly, this bias has always the same polarity,
irrespective of the richness of the genome in G/C nucleotides (Daubin et al., 2003).
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Weexplored the capacity of gBGC to explain this feature in amodel of gene populations. We
foundno clear answer, becausediﬀerent categories of sites – synonymous andnon-synonymous
sites – seem to evolve across thepangenome in adiﬀerentmannerdependingon the studied taxa
(section 3.2.2). This inter-genomic variations of compositional patterns predominantly points
at diﬀerences of histories and lifestyles among these clades. This results in very heterogeneous
selective pressures acting on genomes on the long term. This heterogeneity must be even
stronger amongst genes, as we showed that genes of the pangenome had each unique histories
and varied adaptive roles.
Indeed, essential genes – that are mostly parts of the central cell machinery – tend to evolve
more slowly than ones with peripheral roles (Rocha and Danchin, 2004). Essential genes
are almost always part of the core of genomes, whose conservation witnesses the purifying
selection they experience. This certainly reﬂects the frequency at which selection operates on
those genes: by deﬁnition, the inactivation of an essential gene is immediately lethal, and even
subtle changes that would impact its expression can be rapidly counter-selected. In contrast,
genes involved in the adaptation to an ecological niche are only subject to periodic selection,
as speciﬁed in the ’stable ecotype’ model (Cohan, 2001). Periodic does not necessarily mean
weak, as episodes of competition for rare resources in oligotrophic environments may readily
lead to the extinction of the less ﬁt. In the interval, however, slightly deleterious mutations –
like synonymous changes that induce non-optimal codon usage – can get ﬁxed freely.
In addition, these selection regimes are not constant throughout the history of genes. No-
tably, those genes that were part of nomadic elements with eﬀectively null adaptive values
in most of the genomes they visit, can be domesticated by one genome and then undergo a
drastic shift of selective pressure. This can even impact ’third-party’ linked genes. The ’stable
ecotype’ model predicts that the complete genome can be swept with niche-specifying genes
during periodic selection events (Cohan and Koeppel, 2008), what can lead to the ﬁxation of
many (slightly) deleterious linked mutations. A less strict model where not all the genome is
linked can be considered. For instance, niche-specifying genes can be borne by mobile genetic
elements such as plasmids. If a plasmid happen to be domesticated for its role in the ecological
adaptation of an ecotype, as it was shown for Yersinia pestis (Chain et al., 2004) or in the present
study with the pAt of A. tumefaciens genomic species, periodic selection on niche-specifying
genes can enforce conservation of the plasmid, but let other genes borne by the plasmid to
evolve under little constrain, as seen for non-conserved parts of the pAt of G8, which consist
mostly of strain-speciﬁc genes.
All these mechanism that induce to the relaxation of selective constrains on gene sequence
lead the gene to accumulate mutations, whose nature is biased. Mutational biases can occur
genome-wide (Sueoka, 1988), on one of the DNA strand Lobry and Sueoka (2002), and in
complex interdependency between sites (Sung W., Lynch M. et al., unpublished). These biases
could be genome-speciﬁc (Sueoka, 1988) and thus the successive dwelling of genes in genomes
is expected to yield a complex pattern. However, mutational biases were recently shown to be
similar amongst bacterial taxa in that they are all directed towards AT-richness(Hershberg and
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Petrov, 2010; Hildebrand et al., 2010). It follows that any relaxation of selective constraints on a
gene sequence would theoretically result in enrichment in A/T nucleotides, which is the same
outcome than the reduction in the eﬀective recombination rate under a gBGC model, revealing
the diﬃculty to decipher the role of each process.
Such historical variations of selective pressures coupled to variations of mutational pres-
sures in diﬀerent genomic context cannot be untangled so easily. Given this abundance of
interplaying factors that can impact gene GC-content, it is almost surprising we could even
bring out the association of GC-content with recombination in prokaryotic core genomes (sec-
tion 3.1). However, as we mentioned above, core and essential genes tend to have more stable
history of selection and to be less subject to transfers (Pál et al., 2005), what could lead to a
relative stability of the mutational and substitutional processes to which they are subject.
Can we deﬁne other categories of genes that would undergo coherent patterns of mutation
and substitutions? It was pointed out that replicons of the same genome could present diﬀerent
patterns of codon usage and/or nucleotide composition (Harrison et al., 2010). As mentioned
by Harrison et al. (2010), in A. tumefaciens as in many other bacteria bearing a chromid, the
overall GC-content and codon usage of the chromosome are similar to those of the chromid,
and are nearly identical when accounting for the presence of genomic islands on the chromid.
This would indicate similar global mutational and selective pressures acting on both replicons.
However, we showed that the circular chromosome and the linear chromid diﬀered markedly
by their homologous recombination frequency, and in their dynamics of gene content. How can
the linear chromidmaintain anGC-content equal to that of the chromosomewhile recombining
more – and thus putatively accumulating G/C alleles via gBGC – and housing more transient
genes which are subject to low selective pressures?
Such global comparison of molecules may thus be inappropriate, because of many con-
founding factors: the circular chromosome houses the majority of the core genome (Lassalle
et al., 2011), among which essential genes under constant selection, while the linear chromid
houses the majority of clade-speciﬁc genes (Lassalle et al. (2011) and section 2.4.2.8), which
might rather be under periodic selection. The existence of supra-genic trends in the evolution
of nucleotide composition of genomes should rather be sought a smaller scales, looking for
genes, like genomic islands (GIs), that co-evolved long enough to acquire common composi-
tion. Indeed, it has long been known that GIs have remarkable composition, and are often
identiﬁed by this criterion. However, many such islands might exist without apparent compo-
sition bias, because the succession of evolutionary event that built them up in several diﬀerent
genomes might have left nothing but a heterogeneous composition as a signature.
In this perspective, the present works provides an signiﬁcant progress, because it allows
to recognize blocks of co-evolved genes independently of their composition. Indeed, it was
shown previously that methods using anomalous composition criteria to detect HGT could be
mistaken quite often Ragan (2001), and this might stem from the diﬀerent selective pressures
accompanying the particular mode of evolution of GIs. In addition, these intrinsic methods
fail to identify ancient transfers, simply because gene sequences ameliorate relatively rapidly
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to their host genome (Lawrence and Ochman, 1997). In the present work, we could eﬃciently
identify genes that were brought together in genomes and link this to the past evolutionary
context of each gene, as represented in their respective reconciled gene trees. In this framework
it might be possible to reconstruct the succession of mutational and selective pressures that
occurred along the individual and common histories of genes. Notably, new methods for the
reconstruction of the substitutional processes long trees under complex models of molecular
evolution could be of great help (Romiguier et al., 2012).
Altogether, the intermingling of historical, ecological and neutral causes in the determina-
tion of the evolution of gene sequences claims the necessity of deﬁning new frameworks of
genome analysis that combine all these aspects. The reconstruction of the history of genomes
at the gene level to infer the multiple events that shaped them must integrate models of popu-
lation genetics that would describe the relative contribution of population-level processes such
as drift, selection and gBGC in driving the evolution of genes. Such global models should
be the key to the understanding of the inner workings of genomes and of the private life of
prokaryotes.
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Annexes
5.1 Ecophysiologyof the arsenite-oxidizingbacteriumRhizobium sp.
NT-26
5.1.1 Introduction
The followingmanuscriptwas published in 2013 to the journalGenome Biology and Evolution.
It follows a long-term collaboration with research teams in Strasbourg, France and London,
UK, that started with internship in these laboratoris during may Master degree.
Thisworkpresent themulti-omic characterization andphysiological analysis of the arsenite-
oxidizing bacterium Rhizobium sp. This bacterium, though related to rhizosphere commensals
of the genus Agrobacterium, was found in the nutrient-poor and extremely toxic habitat of
anancient gold mine contaminated by arsenic, where it appears particularly well adapted.
Indeed, strain NT-26 is extremely resistant to many heavy-metals and metaloids, including
the diﬀerent arsenic oxides, that are prevalent in this environment. In addition, this strain is
chemoautolithotroph via the oxidation of arsenite and thiosulphate, both minerals that derive
from the solubilization of the environing arsenopyrite [FeAsS] rock.
These adaptations are supported by many speciﬁc gene gains linked to an extreme genomic
diﬀerentiation compared to its rhizobial ancestor, notably through the replacement of the
secondary replicon that is typical of the family by anothermegaplasmid that bearsmany heavy-
metal resistance determinants. Strain NT-26 however still displays ecological characteristics of
its genus, as it can promote plant growth.
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The emergence of such an extremely derived lineage was driven by positive selection for
resistance to the environing toxics, and then their trophic exploitation. This adaptive path
might have been triggered by the acquisition of an arsenite-oxidase operon cassette which
is commonly present at low frequency in Rhizobiaceae, what would have conferred a pre-
adaptation to the arsenic-rich environment.
Mypersonal contribution in thiswork consists in the phylogenetic comparison of the strains
NT-26 with other sequenced Rhizobiaceae in order to establish its taxonomical status, and the
analysis of the evolution of its genome architecture.
5.1.2 Manuscript
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Abstract
Arsenic is widespread in the environment and its presence is a result of natural or anthropogenic activities.Microbes have developed
differentmechanisms todealwith toxic compounds suchasarsenicandthis is to resistormetabolize thecompound.Here,wepresent
the ﬁrst reference set of genomic, transcriptomic and proteomic data of an Alphaproteobacterium isolated from an arsenic-
containing goldmine: Rhizobium sp. NT-26. Although phylogenetically related to the plant-associated bacteria, this organism has
lost themajor colonizing capabilities needed for symbiosis with legumes. In contrast, the genomeof Rhizobium sp. NT-26 comprises
a megaplasmid containing the various genes, which enable it to metabolize arsenite. Remarkably, although the genes required
for arsenite oxidation and ﬂagellar motility/bioﬁlm formation are carried by the megaplasmid and the chromosome, respectively,
a coordinate regulationof these twomechanismswasobserved. Taken together, theseprocesses illustrate the impact environmental
pressure can have on the evolution of bacterial genomes, improving the ﬁtness of bacterial strains by the acquisition of novel
functions.
Key words: arsenic metabolism, motility/biofilm, Rhizobium/Agrobacterium, transcriptomics/proteomics, phylogeny, rhizosphere.
Introduction
To deal with high concentrations of toxic metals, micro-
organisms have evolved various strategies, which enable
them to detoxify their environment. These processes involve
physicochemical reactions, for example, precipitation or
solubilization, adsorption or desorption (Borch et al. 2010),
and metabolic oxido-reduction reactions (Gadd 2010). In
addition, most of the metallic elements found in the periodic
table may play a crucial role in microbial physiology, for
example, as components of metalloproteins, or as electron
GBE
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donors or acceptors in energymetabolism (Stolz 2011). Such a
metabolism may have been important in the early stages of
life, due to a high concentration of metals, including arsenic,
in the primordial planet (reviewed in van Lis et al. 2012).
In recent years, the various “omics” methods, which in-
clude genome sequencing, comparative genomics, and tran-
scriptome or proteome analysis, have allowed to address the
physiology of organisms in a global way. Such approaches
have therefore greatly improved the understanding of micro-
bial metabolism (Bertin et al. 2008; Holmes et al. 2009;
Wilkins et al. 2009), including the global functioning of eco-
systems, as recently demonstrated for an arsenic-richmicrobial
community (Bertin et al. 2011). To date, the genomes of more
than 20 arsenic-metabolizing strains have been sequenced.
They originate from various environments, belong to unre-
lated taxonomic groups, and have different carbon and
energy requirements (reviewed in Bertin et al. 2012; van Lis
et al. 2013).
Regarding arsenic, which is mainly present in two oxidation
states in aquatic environments, that is, arsenite [As(III)] and
arsenate [As(V)], microorganisms have acquired various met-
abolic capacities. These include As(V) reduction, which is usu-
ally part of the resistance mechanism, but also functions
involved in As(III) oxidation or methylation (reviewed in Stolz
2011). Unlike arsenite methyltransferase genes, which are not
often found in bacterial genomes, genes encoding arsenite
oxidase are widespread in Bacteria and Archaea (Heinrich-
Salmeron et al. 2011 and reviewed in Osborne and Santini
2012). In Herminiimonas arsenicoxidans, the arsenite oxidase
aioBA genes are located in an arsenic genomic island, which
also contains genes involved in arsenic resistance and biosyn-
thesis of a molybdenum cofactor of the Aio enzyme (Muller
et al. 2007). Such a genetic organization has also been ob-
served in Thiomonas arsenitoxydans (Arse`ne-Ploetze et al.
2010; Bertin et al. 2012) and the presence of aio genes on
a plasmid has been reported in Nitrobacter hamburgensis and
Thermus thermophilus str. HB8 (Bertin et al. 2012). These ob-
servations suggest that aioBA genes may be acquired by hor-
izontal gene transfer.
The adaptative response to arsenic has been recently
shown as occurring in two steps (Cleiss-Arnold et al. 2010).
First, bacterial cells express various genes involved in defence
mechanisms, for example, oxidative stress and arsenic efﬂux.
Next, several metabolic activities are induced, including
arsenite oxidation which, in heterotrophic bacteria like
H. arsenicoxydans, may be principally considered as a detoxi-
ﬁcationmechanism (Muller et al. 2007). In contrast, in bacteria
that can grow autotrophically such as T. arsenitoxydans
(Arse`ne-Ploetze et al. 2010) arsenite oxidation is part of a
bioenergetic mechanism involved in energy generation.
Despite some similarities, the genome organization of these
two bacteria and their arsenic response, including bioﬁlm for-
mation, have been shown to differ markedly (Marchal et al.
2010, 2011).
In their natural environment, bacteria usually grow in bio-
ﬁlms, which are structured microbial communities embedded
in extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) composed of
sugars, proteins, and DNA (Hall-Stoodley et al. 2004;
McDougald et al. 2012). Even though bioﬁlm formation can
be a problem in the ﬁeld of human health, it allows bacteria to
survive and thrive in highly toxic environments, including those
characterized by high concentrations of heavy metals or met-
alloids such as arsenic (Guibaud et al. 2006; Muller et al.
2007). Unlike H. arsenicoxydans (Marchal et al. 2010),
T. arsenitoxydans has been shown to induce bioﬁlm formation
in the presence of As(III) (Marchal et al. 2011). In addition,
after bioﬁlm development, the induction of cell motility has
led to accelerated cell dispersion, an important process in the
colonization of alternative ecological niches.
To gain a better understanding of the genetic determinants
involved in the metabolism of arsenic, we have investigated
the response to As(III) in Rhizobium sp. NT-26, a motile, che-
molithoautotrophic arsenite oxidizer isolated from a goldmine
in Australia (Santini et al. 2000). This strain belongs to the
Rhizobiaceae family of the Alphaproteobacteria, which in-
cludes many species living in association with plants, such as
plant mutualists of the Rhizobium and Ensifer (formerly
Sinorhizobium) genera (Martens et al. 2007) and plant path-
ogens or plant growth-promoting rhizobacteria of the
Agrobacterium genus (Hao et al. 2011). The Rhizobium
sp. NT-26 genome was sequenced and annotated, and its
physiology was investigated using differential transcriptomics
and proteomics, and random mutagenesis. Remarkably, the
synthesis of ﬂagella was shown to be controlled by arsenite,
suggesting a possible coordinate regulation between clusters
located on two genetic elements. Indeed, proteins involved in
As(III) oxidation were shown to be encoded by genes present
on a megaplasmid, whereas ﬂagellar genes are located on the
chromosome.
Materials and Methods
Bacterial Strains, Plasmid, and Growth Conditions
Rhizobium sp. NT-26 and its mutant strains were cultivated at
28 C inminimal salts medium (MSM) containing 0.04% yeast
extract (Santini et al. 2000) and supplemented with As(III) and
agar when required. Escherichia coli S17.1 lpirwas cultivated
at 28 C in Luria–Bertani (LB) (MP Biomedicals) medium sup-
plemented with 20mg/l kanamycin (Sigma) for the mainte-
nance of the pTGN/mini-Tn5 gfp-km plasmid (Tang et al.
1999).
Random Mutagenesis and Screening
Using the suicide vector pTGN carrying the mini-Tn5 transpo-
son, random mutagenesis was performed to construct a
mutant library and to identify genes involved either in arsenite
oxidation or in motility. Mobilization of the plasmid was per-
formed using E. coli S17.1 lpir carrying plasmid pTGN as the
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donor and Rhizobium sp. NT-26 as the recipient. For conjuga-
tion, both strains in exponential phase, respectively, corre-
sponding to an optical density (OD) of 0.6 and 0.135 at
600nm, were superposed on LB plates at 28 C for 24h. As
the Rhizobium sp. NT-26 strain used in this study is rifampicin
resistant (Santini and vanden Hoven 2004), mutants were
then selected on LB plates supplemented with 20mg/l kana-
mycin and rifampicin.
Colonies from the library were screened for the loss of ar-
senite oxidation or the loss of motility. Brieﬂy, mutants were
individually inoculated into 96-well microtiter plates contain-
ing MSM with 0.04% yeast extract and 8mM As(III) and in-
cubated at 28 C in 1.5% agar for 48h or 0.3% agar for 24h,
respectively. The library was screened in the following two
ways: 1) the silver nitrate method was used to detect arsenite
oxidation (Lett et al. 2001; Muller et al. 2003) and 2) the
diameter of the swarming ring was used to determine
whether the cells were motile (Muller et al. 2007). Each phe-
notype was subsequently conﬁrmed on Petri dishes in the
corresponding medium. Mutants unable to oxidize arsenite
were also tested for motility and vice versa.
To identify the disrupted gene in eachmutant, the genomic
region close to the mini-Tn5 insertion site was ampliﬁed by
inverse polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Total DNA was ex-
tracted with theWizard Genomic DNA puriﬁcation kit accord-
ing to the manufacturer’s instructions (Promega). One
microgram of DNA was digested with 50U of restriction en-
zymes that do not cut the transposon sequence (ClaI or PstI) in
a 50ml reaction volume at 37 C for 2h. After precipitation by
ethanol and sodium acetate, digested DNA was ligated with
10U of DNA ligase (Fermentas) in a volume of 20ml overnight
at 16 C. PCR was carried out on 25ng of this template in a
25ml volume reaction with iProof DNA Polymerase (Bio-Rad)
and Oend (ACTTGTGTATAAGAGTCAG) and Iend (AGATCTGA
TCAAGAGACAG) primers. The program used involved a de-
naturation step at 98 C for 30 s, followed by 35 cycles of
denaturation at 98 C for 10 s, annealing at 52 C for 30 s
and elongation at 72 C for 3min, and a ﬁnal elongation
step at 72 C for 10min. Ampliﬁcation products were checked
on an agarose gel and sequenced with Oend by MilleGen
(http://www.millegen.com/, last accessed April 30, 2013).
The Blastn tool on the MaGe interface (Vallenet et al. 2006)
was used to align the sequences with that of the Rhizobium
sp. NT-26 genome allowing for identiﬁcation of the disrupted
gene. For each mutant, the precise insertion site and orienta-
tion of the mini-Tn5 was determined by PCR, combining the
Oend and Iend primers with new speciﬁc primers (supplemen-
tary table S1, Supplementary Material online) designed
around each probable insertion site.
Biofilm Quantification
Bioﬁlm formation by Rhizobium sp. NT-26 wild-type and
mutant strains grown in the presence or absence of arsenite
was measured by the crystal violet method. Cultures were
grown in MSM medium containing 0.04% yeast extract sup-
plemented with and without 8mM As(III) and incubated at
28 C overnight with shaking (120 rpm). The cultures were
then diluted with fresh medium to an OD of 0.1 at 600nm.
Each strain was tested with six replicates of 200ml in two ﬂat-
bottomed polystyrene 96-well microtiter plates (Nunc).
Cultures were incubated at 28 C for 24h and 48h without
agitation. Bioﬁlm formationwas quantiﬁed using crystal violet,
as previously described (Hommais et al. 2002). Brieﬂy, after
removing the culture medium, wells were gently rinsed three
times with 0.1M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). To ﬁx bio-
ﬁlms, plates were dried at 55 C for 25min, then 200ml of
0.1% [w/v] crystal violet solution (Merck) was added to the
wells and the plates were incubated at 30 C for 30min. Free
crystal violet was removed and wells were washed three times
with PBS. Plates were dried at room temperature and the
bioﬁlm was subsequently dissolved in 200ml of 95% [v/v] eth-
anol over 30min. Finally, the absorbance was read at 595nm
with a microplate reader (Synergy HT).
Pulsed-Field Gel Electrophoresis
Plasmid proﬁles were determined by a modiﬁed Eckhardt aga-
rose gel electrophoresis technique, as described previously
(Hynes and McGregor 1990). Rhizobium sp. NT-26 was
grown in LB until an OD of 0.5 at 600nm was reached, and
150ml of culture were used per well. Electrophoresis was car-
ried out at 4 C, 5V for 30min and 85V for 7h on a 0.7%
agarose gel containing 1% [w/v] sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)
(Ramı´rez-Bahena et al. 2012). Plasmid size was estimated by
comparison with those from Agrobacterium tumefaciens C58
(Wood et al. 2001).
Plant Trapping Tests
Nodulation experiments were performed under gnotobiotic
conditions. Seeds of Macroptilium atropurpureum, Vicia
faba, Phaseolus vulgaris, and Pisum sativumwere surface ster-
ilized for 2min in 95% ethyl alcohol and then three times for
3min in 1% sodium hypochlorite, each time washed with
sterile water. Germination was carried out at 28 C in dark
conditions on glass plates covered with sterile ﬁlter paper
moistened with sterile water. Pots with a capacity of 1.5 l
were ﬁlled with sterile vermiculite, and 200ml of nutrient ster-
ile solution (Rigaud and Puppo 1975) was added per pot. Two
seedlings were sown in each pot and plants were inoculated
with a suspension of 105 CFU/ml 1 week after their transfer to
hydroponic growth. Rhizobium sp. NT-26 was grown on YMB
medium (Mannitol 0.7%, Yeast extract 0.2%, KH2PO4
0.02%, MgSO4 0.02%) and 1ml of inoculum was applied
to each seedling. Plants were regularly observed for nodule
formation, and nodulation was quantiﬁed after inoculation as
described in Gremaud and Harper (1989).
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Genome Sequencing
The complete genome sequence of Rhizobium sp. NT-26 was
obtained by combining Sanger and 454 sequencing methods.
Sanger reads were obtained from a 10kb insert library con-
structed after mechanical shearing of the genomic DNA and
cloning of the generated inserts into the plasmid pCNS, as
described previously (Muller et al. 2007). Plasmid DNA was
puriﬁed and end-sequenced (26,888 reads) by dye-terminator
chemistry with ABI3730 sequencers (Applied Biosystems) lead-
ing approximately to a 4 coverage. Reads were assembled
by Newbler with around 20 coverage of 454 GS FLX reads
(Roche) and validated via the Consed interface. Finishing steps
were performed using primer walking of clones, PCR and in
vitro transposition technology with the Template Generation
System II Kit (Finnzyme), corresponding to 252, 32 and 8,404
additional reads, respectively. Approximately 70 coverage of
36bp Illumina reads were mapped in the polishing phase,
using SOAP (http://soap.genomics.org.cn/, last accessed April
30, 2013), as previously described (Aury et al. 2008).
Comparative Analysis of 24 Rhizobiaceae Genomes
The 23 genomes of Rhizobiaceae publicly available at the time
of experiments (supplementary table S2, Supplementary
Material online) were retrieved from ENA database (http://
www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/, last accessed April 30, 2013). A homol-
ogous gene family database was built under the HOGENOM
procedure (Penel et al. 2009) based on these 23 genomes and
the one of Rhizobium sp. NT-26. Homologous protein se-
quences were aligned using MUSCLE (v.3.8.31, default pa-
rameters) (Edgar 2004) and then retro-translated with the
pal2nal program (v.14) (Suyama et al. 2006). Nucleic acid
alignments were restricted to conserved blocks with Gblocks
(v.0.91b, minimum 50% of sequences in conserved and ﬂank
positions and all gaps allowed, codon mode) (Castresana
2000) and gene trees were computed from these alignments
with PhyML (v.3.0, GTR+G8+ I model of evolution, best of
SPR and NNI moves, SH-like branch supports) (Guindon and
Gascuel 2003). All alignments and phylogenetic trees
are shown in supplementary methods S1 and S2,
Supplementary Material online. Replicon mapping and gene
content comparison were done with custom Python scripts.
Species Phylogenies
The “core” set contained 822 gene families present in every
24 strains in only one copy. The “ribosomal” set contained 51
gene families whose products were annotated as “ribosomal
protein” or related terms in at least one genome and were
present in at least 22 strains. Full alignments of both family
sets, and third codon-removed version of core family set were
concatenated and used for species tree construction with
RaxML (version 7.2.8-ALPHA, GTRCAT model with 50 cate-
gories, branch supports from 200 and 1,000 rapid bootstrap
trees for “core” and “ribosomal” alignments, respectively)
(Stamatakis 2006) (species trees are stored in supplementary
methods S3, Supplementary Material online).
Tree Pattern Matching
Phylogenetic trees of gene families were searched for partic-
ular phylogenetic patterns, that is, subtrees with speciﬁc ar-
rangement of relative branching leaves representing taxa,
with TPMS software (Bigot et al. 2012): “NT26outAgro”,
that is Rhizobium sp. NT-26 as a direct outgroup of
Agrobacterium genus; “NT26inAgro”, that is Rhizobium sp.
NT-26 as an ingroup of Agrobacterium and sister group of
A. tumefaciens. Both searches were made ﬁrst without con-
sidering branch support and then matching only with >0.9
SH-like branch support at nodes of interest (supplementary
methods S4, Supplementary Material online).
Aio Phylogenies
Homologs of AioA, AioB, AioR, AioS, and AioX were retrieved
from the nr database at the NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/, last accessed April 30, 2013) using the BlastP program
(Altschul et al. 1997) with the protein sequences of Rhizobium
sp. NT-26 as queries and default parameters except the “Max
target sequences” parameter which was set to 1,000. For
each Aio protein, the 500 homologs displaying the highest
similarity with the sequence of Rhizobium sp. NT-26 were
retrieved and aligned using MAFFT (version 6, default param-
eters) (Katoh and Toh 2008). The resulting alignments were
trimmed using BMGE (default parameters) (Criscuolo and
Gribaldo 2010). Preliminary phylogenies were inferred using
the Neighbor-Joining method implemented in SeaView
(Poisson evolutionary distance) (Gouy et al. 2010). The robust-
ness of the resulting trees was estimated with the nonpara-
metric bootstrap procedure implemented in SeaView (100
replicates of the original alignments). Based on the resulting
trees, the closest relatives of Rhizobium sp. NT-26 sequences
were identiﬁed and used for more detailed phylogenetic anal-
yses. The corresponding sequences were realigned and the
resulting alignments trimmed using the same procedure.
Final phylogenetic analyses were performed using the maxi-
mum likelihood and Bayesian approaches implemented in
PhyML (version 3) (Guindon et al. 2009) and MrBayes (version
3.2) (Ronquist et al. 2012), respectively. PhyML was run with
the LG evolutionary model (Le and Gascuel 2008) and a
gamma distribution with four categories of substitution rates
(4) and an estimated alpha parameter. The robustness of the
maximum likelihood trees was estimated by the nonparamet-
ric procedure implemented in PhyML (100 replicates of the
original alignments). MrBayes was run with a mixed substitu-
tion model and a 4 distribution. Four chains were run in
parallel for 1,000,000 generations. The ﬁrst 2,000 generations
were discarded as “burnin.” The remaining trees were sam-
pled every 100 generations to build the consensus tree.
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Total RNA Extraction, Microarrays, and Data Analysis
A custom 15K microarray with a probe length of 60 mer was
manufactured by Agilent Technologies following the protocol
used for H. arsenicoxydans (Weiss et al. 2009). Total RNA was
extracted from Rhizobium sp. NT-26 strain grown heterotro-
phically in MSM containing 0.04% yeast extract in the ab-
sence and presence of 5.3mM As(III) until late log phase
(OD at 600nm of 0.115 and 0.152, respectively) as described
previously (Santini et al. 2007). RNA quality was checked using
an Agilent Bioanalyzer. Ten micrograms of total RNA was re-
verse transcribed using the Fairplay III Microarray labeling kit
(Agilent Technologies) and cDNAwere indirectly labeled using
Cy3 or Cy5 Mono reactive dyes (GE Healthcare). Labeled
cDNA quality and quantity were determined by spectroscopy
at 260, 280, 550, and 650nm. The labeled Cy3 and
Cy5 target quantities were adjusted to 250pmol, mixed to-
gether and concentrated with Microcon YM-30 (Millipore).
Hybridization was performed for 17h at 65 C. Three distinct
biological RNA samples as well as dye swap experiments were
performed for each culture condition. Arrays were scanned as
described previously (Weiss et al. 2009). Data were acquired
by Genepix Pro 6.0 (Axon Instrument) and statistically ana-
lyzed as described previously (Koechler et al. 2010). Genes
having a BH adjusted P value lower than 0.05were considered
as differentially expressed between the two conditions and
were retained for further study. Microarray data were depos-
ited in ArrayExpress (E-MEXP-3021).
Preparation of Proteins Extracts and 2D Gel
Electrophoresis
Experiments were performed with four protein extracts from
four replicates for each growth condition. Strain NT-26 was
grown heterotrophically in MSM containing 0.04% yeast ex-
tract in the absence or presence of 5.3mM As(III). Exponential
phase cultures were harvested by centrifugation at 6,000 g
for 10min at 4 C. Pellets were suspended in 400ml of distilled
water supplemented with 1ml Benzonase Nuclease (Sigma)
and 4ml of Protease Inhibitor Mix (GE Healthcare). Cell sus-
pensions were sonicated on ice with 10 pulses of 30 s at 28%
of amplitude with 30 s intervals using a VC 750 sonicator
(Bioblock Scientiﬁc). Cellular debris were removed by two cen-
trifugations, the ﬁrst at 6,000g for 5min and the second at
16,000 g for 90min. Protein concentrations were measured
using the Bradford method (Bradford 1976).
Differential accumulation of proteins was either monitored
by Colloidal Brilliant Blue staining or DIGE (Marouga et al.
2005). For Colloidal Brilliant Blue staining experiments,
300mg of protein extract were diluted to a ﬁnal volume of
350ml with rehydration buffer (8M urea, 2% [w/v] CHAPS,
0.5% [v/v] IPG buffer pH 3-10, 40mM DTT, and 0.01% [w/v]
bromophenol blue). For DIGE experiments, 50mg of protein
was adjusted to pH 8.8 by adding 50mM Tris–HCl ﬁnal con-
centration, and either stained with 400pmol of Cy3 or Cy5
(GE Healthcare). In addition, 25mg of each 8 extracts (4 rep-
licates for 2 conditions) were pooled and stained with
1,600pmol of Cy2 to serve as an internal standard. For the
staining, each CyDye DIGE ﬂuor stock solution was diluted in
high grade dimethylformamide to a ﬁnal concentration of
400pmol/ml. One microliter of the dilution was added to
50mg of protein (Cy3 and Cy5) or 4ml to 200mg of the inter-
nal standard pool (Cy2) and kept in the dark and on ice for
30min. The reaction was stopped by adding 1ml of a 10mM
solution of lysine to 50mg of protein (4ml to 200mg) and then
1 volume of 2 sample buffer (9M urea, 3M thiourea,
130mM DTT, 4% [w/v] CHAPS, 2% [v/v] IPG buffer
Pharmalyte 3-10) was added prior to incubation on ice for
10min. One Cy3-labeled sample (condition 1) and one Cy5-
labeled sample (condition 2) were mixed with one-fourth of
the Cy2-labeled pool and rehydration buffer was added to
reach a volume of 350ml. Dye swap experiments were per-
formed for each culture condition.
For protein separation, samples were ﬁrst loaded onto an
18cm pH 4–7 IPG strip. IEF was conducted using the Ettan
IPGphor system (GE Healthcare), as previously described
(Weiss et al. 2009). The strips were equilibrated in SDS equil-
ibration buffer (30mM Tris–HCl pH 8.8, 6M urea, 34.5%
[v/v] glycerol, 2% [w/v] SDS, 0.01% [w/v] bromophenol
blue) supplemented with 1% [w/v] DTT for 15min and
then with 2.5% [w/v] iodoacetamide for 15min. SDS poly-
acrylamide gel electrophoresis was subsequently performed
using 11.5% SDS gels, using the Ettan DAltsix system (GE
Healthcare) with the following steps: 1h at 60mA, 80V,
4W and 1h at 240mA, 500V, 52W. Gels were stained
with Colloidal Brilliant Blue or digitized using a Typhoon
Scanner (GE Healthcare).
Differential protein expression analysis was performed as
previously described (Bryan et al. 2009; Weiss et al. 2009).
Spots were selected and identiﬁed by MALDI-TOF and Nano
LC-MS/MS, and data analysis were performed with Mascot
(Matrix Science Ltd.) as described previously (Bryan et al. 2009)
against a Rhizobium sp. NT-26 protein database. All identiﬁ-
cations were incorporated into the “InPact” proteomic data-
base developed previously (http://inpact.u-strasbg.fr/~db/, last
accessed April 30, 2013) (Bertin et al. 2008).
Transmission Electron Microscopy
Rhizobium sp. NT-26 or the aioRmutant were grown in MSM
containing 0.04% yeast extract in the presence or absence of
8mM As(III) for 24h. A drop of culture was deposited onto
Formvar-coated nickel grids and after cell decantation, the
liquid excess was removed. Uranyl acetate 2% was added
to negatively stain bacteria and ﬂagella and these samples
were dried. Grids were observed with a Hitachi H-600 trans-
mission electron microscope (TEM) at 75kV and photo-
graphed with a Hamamatsu ORCA-HR camera using the
AMT software (Advanced Microscopy Techniques).
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Results and Discussion
General Genome Features
Chromosome, Plasmids, and Genomic Plasticity
The Rhizobium sp. NT-26 genome includes a single 4.2Mbp
chromosome and two plasmids. The circular chromosome
consists of 4,239,731bp with 4,380 coding sequences,
including 4,303 coding DNA sequences and 59 RNA genes,
and representing 90.28% of the whole genome (ﬁg. 1).
Among these coding sequences (CDS), 34.40% are of un-
known function.
The mean G+C content of the chromosome is 61.97%
but its distribution is not homogenous (ﬁg. 1), and the
Rhizobium sp. NT-26 chromosome exhibits 65 regions of ge-
nomic plasticity (RGP, supplementary table S3, Supplementary
Material online) (Vallenet et al. 2009) in comparison with that
of A. tumefaciens 5A. The G+C content of these regions,
their size (5–207kb) and the codon adaptation index lower
than the average are characteristic of genomic islands (GEI)
(Juhas et al. 2009). Moreover, transposable elements and
tRNA encoding genes are present in several of these regions,
which further support the lateral transfer of these potential
genomic islands (Daubin et al. 2003). Such genetic events are
known to promote bacterial adaptation under environmental
stresses by the acquisition of various capacities through hori-
zontal gene transfer, an important mechanism of microbial
genome evolution (Juhas et al. 2009). In agreement with
this, more than 15 loci coding for metabolic functions that
may improve the ﬁtness of the strain to its environment
were found among the 65 RGP identiﬁed in the genome of
Rhizobium sp. NT-26. These include amino acids and carbon
sources transport, inorganic carbon ﬁxation, nitrogen metab-
olism, and sulfur oxidation (supplementary table S3,
Supplementary Material online).
The genomes of bacteria in the Agrobacterium and
Rhizobium genera are known to include several extrachromo-
somal replicons, which encode various functions required for
the adaptation to speciﬁc niches (Lo´pez-Guerrero et al. 2012).
The Rhizobium sp. NT-26 genome comprises two plasmids,
including a megaplasmid of 322,264bp containing 367
coding sequences (CDS) (ﬁg. 1). The presence and the size
of themegaplasmidwere conﬁrmed experimentally by amod-
iﬁed Eckhardt gel electrophoresis method (supplementary ﬁg.
S1, Supplementary Material online). The second plasmid is
15,430bp and more than half of its CDS encode proteins
with unknown functions.
FIG. 1.—Circular representation of the Rhizobium sp. NT-26 genome. The chromosomal (A) and plasmidic (B) characteristics are 4,239-Mb long,
61.97%GC, 9 16S-23S-5S rRNA, 50 tRNA, and 4,294 CDSs; and 322-kb long, 60.19%GC, 0 16S-23S-5S rRNA, 0 tRNA, and 367 CDSs, respectively. From
outside, circles display 1) theGCpercent deviation in a 1,000bpwindow (GCwindow–meanGC); 2) and 3) predictedCDSs transcribed in the clockwise and
counterclockwise direction, respectively; red and blue colors correspond to validated annotations, orange to automatic annotation and purple to primary
automatic annotation; 4) GC skew (G+C/GC) in a 1,000bp window; 5) rRNA are shown in blue, tRNA in green, miscRNA in orange, transposable
elements in pink, and pseudogenes in gray. The regions with the genes coding for proteins involved in motility, reduction of arsenate or oxidation of arsenite
are highlighted in black, blue, or yellow, respectively. The ﬁgure does not represent the p2 plasmid and the scale between the two genetic determinants is
not respected (https://www.genoscope.cns.fr/agc/microscope/home/index.php, last accessed April 30, 2013).
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The large plasmid harbors four different replication sys-
tems, in particular three repABC operons. The ﬁrst one is du-
plicated. These two repABC operons are related to repABC of
Dinoroseobacter (>90% identity) of the Rhodobacteraceae, a
family of the Rhodobacterales. The third repABC operon is
related to repABC of Rhizobiales. The fourth replication
system is composed of a ParB/RepC replication system homo-
log of A. tumefaciens NCPPB925 plasmid origin of replication.
Such a redundancy is not rare in Rhizobiales. For example, two
replicons in R. etli CFN42, one in R. leguminosarum 3841 and
one in Ruegeria sp. PR1b contain two repABC operons (Zhong
et al. 2003; Gonza´lez et al. 2006; Young et al. 2006).
The smaller plasmid replication system is different from the
canonical repABC replication system. It is constructed as the
replication system described in pTAR of A. vitis (Gallie and
Kado 1988), that is, the origin region carries a repA-like
gene, a parA gene and a putative regulator locus coding for
a putative segregation protein. Besides these replication trans-
fer genes, the 15kb plasmid harbors a toxin antitoxin system,
which may explain its maintenance in Rhizobium sp. NT-26.
Plasmidic Adaptive Traits
In symbiotic bacteria, plasmids are known to play a role in their
interaction with plants (Lo´pez-Guerrero et al. 2012). In addi-
tion to multiple transposases and insertion sequences, the
megaplasmid identiﬁed in Rhizobium sp. NT-26 encodes a
putative type IV secretion system known to be involved in
conjugal DNA transfer, including between bacteria and
plants. Indeed, two complete tra clusters were found on the
322kb plasmid: the ﬁrst one is related to the type IV secretion
system found in the Rhizobium/Agrobacterium genus,
whereas the second one is related to the type IV secretion
system of marine bacteria members of the Rhodobacteraceae
family, that is, Oceanibulbus indolifex or Ruegeria sp. PR1b
plasmid pSD25. However, canonical nodABC genes coding
for proteins NodA (acetyl transferase), NodC (oligomerization
of N-acetyl-glucosamine), and NodB (chitooligosaccharide
deacatylase) that are required for the synthesis of the core
structure of lipo-chitooligosaccharide (i.e., Nod factor)
(De´narie´ et al. 1996) were not identiﬁed in the genome of
Rhizobium sp. NT-26. CDS displaying some similarities with
other nod genes, that is, encoding enzymes that control spe-
ciﬁc substitutions on the chitooligosaccharide backbone, or
the ﬁx operon are present (supplementary table S4, Supple-
mentary Material online), but these genes are also well con-
served in nonsymbiotic prokaryotes. Nevertheless, it has been
demonstrated that the nodulation of some Fabaceae by rhi-
zobia occurs in the absence of the nodABC genes and lipo-
chitooligosaccharidic Nod factors (Giraud et al. 2007). This
indicates that other signaling strategies can trigger nodule
organogenesis in some legumes. Nodulation assays on various
Fabaceae plants were therefore performed as previously de-
scribed (Gremaud and Harper 1989), but no nodules were
observed at 3 weeks after inoculation or later at 4 weeks
(data not shown).
Despite a lack of plant nodulation, root inoculation by
Rhizobium sp. NT-26 suggested a potential phytobeneﬁcial
effect (ﬁg. 2). Direct plant-growth promotion can be derived
from phosphorus solubilization (Richardson et al. 2009), pro-
duction of plant growth regulators (phytohormones) such as
auxins, gibberellins, and cytokinins (Spaepen et al. 2009), NO
production and/or by supplying biologically ﬁxed nitrogen
(Creus et al. 2005). Increasing the bioavailability of phosphate
as micronutrient is mediated by bacterial phosphatase activity,
and a phosphatase homolog, that is, NT26v4_0651, is present
in the Rhizobium sp. NT-26 genome. Moreover, two main
classes of dissimilatory nitrite reductase (Nir) involved in NO
production exist among denitrifying bacteria: the heme-cyto-
chrome cd1 type encoded by nirS genes and the copper-con-
taining type encoded by nirK genes (Zumft 1997). A nirK
homolog but no nirS homolog was identiﬁed in the
Rhizobium sp. NT-26 genome. Finally, no other homolog of
classical phytobeneﬁcial functions was identiﬁedwhen analyz-
ing the genome, for example, phytohormone synthesis such
as auxin by ipdC/ppdC or acetoin-2,3-butanediol by budABC,
or nitrogen ﬁxation by nitrogenase nifHDK.
Indirect plant growth-promoting mechanisms used by
plant-growth-promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR) include in-
duced systemic resistance, antibiotic protection against path-
ogens, reduction of iron availability in the rhizosphere by
FIG. 2.—Phytobeneﬁcial effect of Rhizobium sp. NT-26 on Phaseolus
vulgaris. Erlenmeyer ﬂasks of P. vulgaris were inoculated with Rhizobium
sp. NT-26 on the left, and with water on the right.
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sequestration with siderophores, synthesis of fungal cell wall-
lysing or lytic enzymes, and competition for nutrients and col-
onization sites with pathogens (Dobbelaere and Okon 2007).
Rhizobium sp. NT-26 contains loci coding for polyketide
synthases (NT26v4_3331, NT26v4_3332, and NT26v4_
3333), which are involved in nonribosomal synthesis of anti-
biotics, or coding for proteins involved in siderophore trans-
port (NT26v4_2008, NT26v4_4195, and NT26v4_4199).
Taken together, these observations suggest that Rhizobium
sp. NT-26 does not exert any direct interaction with plants
but it may have an indirect role in plant growth and protection
by its metabolic activities in the rhizosphere.
Unlike H. arsenicoxydans (Muller et al. 2007) and T. arseni-
toxydans (Arse`ne-Ploetze et al. 2010), which metabolize and
provide resistance to arsenic using proteins encoded by chro-
mosomally borne genes, proteins involved in arsenic resistance
in Rhizobium sp. NT-26 are encoded by ars genes present on
both the chromosome and the megaplasmid. The aio genes
involved in arsenite oxidation are present only on the mega-
plasmid (ﬁg. 1B), as shown in The. thermophilus str. HB8. The
Rhizobium sp. NT-26 aio cluster also contains genes coding for
phosphate transport and molybdenum cofactor biosynthesis,
as previously observed in other arsenite-oxidizing bacteria
(Arse`ne-Ploetze et al. 2010; Bertin et al. 2011). In addition,
like the metallo-resistant strain Cupriavidus metallidurans
(Janssen et al. 2010), the Rhizobium sp. NT-26 megaplasmid
contains numerous genes involved in resistance to heavy
metals such as chromium, cadmium, and mercury. These ob-
servations suggest a loss of most plasmid-encoded functions
known to be involved in bacteria–plant interactions and an
acquisition ofmultiple genes allowing the organism to grow in
its natural habitat, a goldmine known to contain toxic metals
and metalloids.
The gene cluster coding for arsenite oxidase contains 5 aio
genes in Rhizobium sp. NT-26. The survey of the nr database
revealed the existence of numerous homologs of AioA, AioB,
AioR, AioS, and AioX. Preliminary phylogenetic analyses of
AioA homologs showed that the sequence from Rhizobium
sp. NT-26 belongs to awell-supported clade of proteobacterial
sequences corresponding to the groups I and II, which
were recently described (Heinrich-Salmeron et al. 2011).
Subsequent phylogenetic analyses revealed that the
Rhizobium sp. NT-26 AioA branched among alphaproteobac-
terial sequences (group I), within a strongly supported
clade composed of sequences from various Agrobacterium
species and Sinorhizobium sp. M14 (Rhizobiaceae), from
Ochrobacterium tritici (Brucellaceae), and uncultured organ-
isms (bootstrap value [BV]¼ 98% and posterior probability
[PP]¼ 1.00, supplementary ﬁg. S2A, Supplementary Material
online). Phylogenetic analyses of other Aio proteins showed
similar branching patterns (supplementary ﬁg. S2B–E,
Supplementary Material online). This suggests that the ﬁve
aio genes have co-evolved, which is not entirely surprising
given that they are functionally related and clustered together
when present in a genome.
A careful examination of the taxonomic distribution
within the subgroups (supplementary ﬁg. S2, Supplementary
Material online) revealed that only 2 Rhizobium/
Agrobacterium complete genomes contain the aio genes al-
though nearly 30 genome sequences are available at NCBI. In
addition, the relationships among the sequences were not
always in agreement within the phylogeny of species, for ex-
ample, the grouping of a member of Brucellaceae within
Rhizobiaceae. This strongly suggests that horizontal gene
transfers may have played a role in the spread of aio genes
among these species. The alternative hypothesis, that is the
presence of aio genes in the common ancestor of the
Rhizobium/Agrobacterium group followed by multiple inde-
pendent gene losses during the diversiﬁcation of this lineage,
appears less likely and does not explain the discrepancies
among the Aio phylogenies and the taxonomy. On the con-
trary, these inconsistencies may be easily explained by the ini-
tial acquisition of the aio genes by one member of the
Rhizobium/Agrobacterium group followed by a few horizontal
gene transfers to related species or strains. Such transfers may
have been favored by the colocation of aio genes on genomes
and their location on plasmids in a few strains (e.g., pSinA in
Sinorhizobium sp. M14 and pAt5A for A. tumefaciens 5A).
Taxonomic Relationship of Rhizobium sp. NT-26 with
Other Rhizobiaceae
Rhizobium sp. NT-26 strain has been previously assigned to
the Rhizobium genus on the basis of 16S RNA sequence
(Santini et al. 2000), but its phylogenetic relationship with
other Rhizobiaceae remains quite unclear. Therefore, the se-
quence of the Rhizobium sp. NT-26 chromosome has been
compared with the sequences present in the “Prokaryotic
Genome DataBase” (PkGDB) (Vallenet et al. 2006) and
RefSeq (NCBI Reference Sequences) data banks. The highest
synteny conservation was observed with the A. tumefaciens
C58 circular chromosome, which is 67.85% of the CDS in this
genome share synteny with the chromosome of Rhizobium
sp. NT-26 and the average size of the syntons is 8.4 CDS. This
gene order conservation is higher than that observed with
Rhizobium spp. strains (6.9–7.4), suggesting a closer evolu-
tionary relationship of strain Rhizobium sp. NT-26 with the
Agrobacterium lineage. To determine more precisely the tax-
onomic position of Rhizobium sp. NT-26 among Rhizobiaceae,
we compared its genome with a set of 23 other sequenced
genomes of this family in a phylogenetic framework.We com-
puted maximum-likelihood (ML) trees based on the concate-
nated alignments of sequences of either all-homologous
genes that are common to and unique in all strains (822
“core” genes) or genes of ribosomal proteins (51 “ribosomal”
genes). Intriguingly, both data sets yielded phylogenies that
agree on all major splits in the taxon, but not on the position
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of Rhizobium sp. NT-26. According to core genes, this strain
branched as an “in-group” of the Agrobacterium subgroup,
being the brother clade of A. tumefaciens after the split with
A. vitis (ﬁg. 3A). Instead, according to ribosomal genes, strain
NT-26 branched as an “out-group” of the Agrobacterium
clade that encompasses A. vitis and A. tumefaciens (ﬁg. 3B).
In both cases, the conﬂicting bipartitions are well supported,
and removing third codon positions in the alignment of core
genes, because of the possible saturation of the substitution
signal in non-housekeeping genes, did not change the ob-
served pattern (supplementary methods S3, Supplementary
Material online). This suggests that among the core gene
set, which include the majority of the ribosomal gene set,
different genes have different histories, causing the average
history (core phylogeny) to be different from that of a subset
(ribosomal phylogeny). This may have been caused by hori-
zontal gene transfer to and from A. tumefaciens, A. vitis,
Rhizobium, or other more phylogenetically distant taxon
that would blur the signal for vertical inheritance.
We therefore computed individual phylogenies for all ho-
mologous families to determine what scenario each gene
supported. On a set of 2,878 homologous gene family trees
containing 3,537 Rhizobium sp. NT-26 genes, we searched
for subtrees displaying the unambiguous patterns of either
Rhizobium sp. NT-26 as a direct out-group of the
Agrobacterium clade (“NT26outAgro”) or as an in-group of
the Agrobacterium clade and a brother group of A. tumefa-
ciens (“NT26inAgro”). “NT26inAgro”was prevalent with 338
genes (268 considering only high branch support) versus 255
(146) for “NT26outAgro,” and even though the amount of
genes displaying such unambiguous patterns was relatively
low, “NT26inAgro” was signiﬁcantly more frequent (w2 test,
P value< 103). The location of those genes along the chro-
mosome of Rhizobium sp. NT-26 showed no grouping with a
particular pattern that could support a large-scale transfer
event (Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test, P value >0.9; supple-
mentary ﬁg. S3, Supplementary Material online). The homo-
geneous dispersal of phylogenetic signatures rather suggests
that numerous small-scale transfer events occurred, as ob-
served in the case of frequent homologous recombination
with partners of different taxa (Didelot et al. 2010).
Alternatively, our observations may be the consequence of a
FIG. 3.—Phylogeny of Rhizobium sp. NT-26 among Rhizobiaceae. ML phylogenies of 24 Rhizobiaceae including strain NT-26 were built from con-
catenated alignments of (A) 822 core genes and (B) 51 ribosomal genes. Branch supports are percentage of the 200 and 1,000 bootstrap trees having the
bipartition, respectively.
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poor resolution of phylogenies. This may be due to the fre-
quent artifacts in the phylogenetic reconstruction of the rela-
tionship of strain NT-26 to Agrobacterium, such as those
caused by the long branch leading to Rhizobium sp. NT-26.
In the future, more phylogenetic information might be pro-
vided by sampling strains branching at the base of the
Rhizobium/Agrobacterium group.
Most of Rhizobiaceae contain a secondary chromosome or
megaplasmids, generally referred to as chromids (Harrison
et al. 2010), that are members of a same family of large rep-
licons derived from a plasmid (Slater et al. 2009). Although
Rhizobium sp. NT-26 genome contains a megaplasmid with
chromid characteristics (Harrison et al. 2010), this megaplas-
mid show very limited homology with chromids of this fam-
ily (supplementary table S5, Supplementary Material online).
The absence of a typical Rhizobiaceae secondary replicon
makes the genome structure of Rhizobium sp. NT-26 un-
usual when compared with other members of the family.
Comparison of the homologous gene location in Rhizobium
sp. NT-26 and related organisms may help with the under-
standing of its evolution history. With this aim, the closest
homolog of each of its genes present in several strains of
Rhizobium and Agrobacterium were mapped along the
Rhizobium sp. NT-26 chromosome (supplementary ﬁg. S4,
Supplementary Material online). It appeared that the vast ma-
jority of strain NT-26 chromosomal genes map to the princi-
pal chromosome in Rhizobium and A. vitis, suggesting that
the Rhizobium sp. NT-26 lineage has completely lost the sec-
ondary chromosome of the Rhizobium/Agrobacterium ances-
tor. The history of intragenomic translocations have been
documented in this taxon (Slater et al. 2009) and locating
Rhizobium sp. NT-26 genes whose homologs have migrated
at a speciﬁc divergence timewould help to date the age of the
divergence of the Rhizobium sp. NT-26 lineage. In this respect,
its chromosome possesses a large chromosomal fragment
(spanning from 2.55 to 3.40Mb), which is speciﬁcally present
on the secondary (linear) chromosome in A. tumefaciens (sup-
plementary ﬁg. 3, Supplementary Material online), further
supporting a divergence of the Rhizobium sp. NT-26 lineage
predating the A. tumefaciens speciation and synapomorphic
translocation events. Similarly, strain NT-26 appears to have
conserved the majority of the genes that are speciﬁcally
borne by the secondary chromosome of R. rhizogenes (119
homologs in Rhizobium sp. NT-26 over 129 speciﬁc translo-
cated genes). If strain NT-26 belonged to the Rhizobium line-
age, the majority of these genes would probably have been
lost with this whole chromid, although we cannot rule out
potential translocations of those genes back to the main
chromosome along with the chromid loss. Taken together,
and even though our current data do not allow a more accu-
rate classiﬁcation, our observations support the inclusion of
Rhizobium sp. NT-26 in the Agrobacterium subgroup.
Nevertheless, according to the current nomenclature (Young
et al. 2001), Rhizobium is still a valid genus name for strain
NT-26.
Finally, although chromosomes are mainly dedicated to
housekeeping functions, chromids carry genes involved in spe-
ciﬁc ecological functions, that is, legume symbiosis enabled by
symbiotic plasmids in Rhizobium and Sinorhizobium (Harrison
et al. 2010) and plant-related functions in A. tumefaciens C58
(Lassalle et al. 2011). All these functions relate to the interac-
tions inside the rhizosphere and soil that represent the canon-
ical habitat of Rhizobiaceae. The loss by Rhizobium sp. NT-26
of this large replicon housing rhizosphere-associated functions
may be related to the drastic shift in environment the lineage
has experienced. Indeed (discussed earlier), this loss coincides
with the gain of genes enabling resistance to heavy metals,
and arsenic and sulfur metabolisms, both traits with a poten-
tially great adaptive value in sustaining life on an arsenopyrite
(FeAsS)-containing rock.
Functional Approaches to Investigate Arsenic Metabolism
and Resistance
Proteomic and Transcriptomic Profiling
Genomic tools have been used to study the bacterial response
to arsenic mainly in arsenite-oxidizing Betaproteobacteria such
as H. arsenicoxydans, a chemoorganotroph (Carapito et al.
2006; Muller et al. 2007; Weiss et al. 2009), and T. arsenitox-
ydans, a chemolithoautotroph (Bryan et al. 2009; Arse`ne-
Ploetze et al. 2010). Arsenic metabolism was investigated in
the chemolithoautotrophic Alphaprotebacterium Rhizobium
sp. NT-26 by two complementary approaches: protein and
RNA proﬁling using 2D gel electrophoresis and DNA microar-
rays, respectively. The comparisons of expression were done
on proteins and RNA isolated from strain NT-26 grown het-
erotrophically with and without arsenite. The main results are
summarized in table 1 and a complete list of the data is pre-
sented in supplementary table S6, Supplementary Material
online.
The 2D gel proteomic proﬁle of Rhizobium sp. NT-26
was quite similar to those previously obtained for H. arseni-
coxydans (Carapito et al. 2006) and T. arsenitoxydans (Bryan
et al. 2009), which are also neutrophilic bacteria. Sixty-three
spots showed a signiﬁcant difference in their accumulation
pattern in strain NT-26 grown with and without As(III).
Their analysis by mass spectrometry led to the identiﬁcation
of 141 proteins (supplementary table S6a, Supplementary
Material online), including arsenite oxidase, which was identi-
ﬁed for the ﬁrst time on 2D gels. Like membrane proteins,
such periplasmic proteins are often eliminated with cell debris
before their solubilization during sample preparation. Proteins
up- or downregulatedwith a fold-change ranging from+39.6
to 5.8 when Rhizobium sp. NT-26 was grown in the pres-
ence of As(III) had a molecular mass ranging from 15 to
109kDa and a pI value from 4.2 to 7.9. Among them, 24%
were involved in cell envelope and cellular processes, 12% in
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transport and binding proteins, 11% in information and reg-
ulation pathways, 42% in metabolism, 1% in transcription,
and 10% were of unknown function.
The second approach used whole genome microarrays to
perform a differential expression proﬁling experiment. Under
As(III) stress, the transcript level of 199 genes, that is 4.5% of
the whole genome, showed an increase of up to more than
four times with a P value 0.05. At the same time, the ex-
pression of 416 genes, that is 9.5% of the whole genome,
decreased by up to more than three times (supplementary
table S6c, Supplementary Material online).
General Response to Arsenic Stress
Several proteins involved in arsenic resistance were shown
to be accumulated on 2D gels when the organism was
grown in the presence of As(III), for example, an ArsH1
NADPH-dependent FMN reductase and an ArsC1 arsenate
Table 1
Major Arsenic-Regulated Functional Categories Identiﬁed in Transcriptomics and Proteomics Experiments
Functional Category MaGe ID Gene Function FC
RNAa Proteina
Oxidative stress NT26v4_0103 rpoN RNA polymerase s54 factor 1.32
NT26v4_0389 katA Catalase A 1.37
NT26v4_0773 ohr Organic hyperoxide resistance 1.41
NT26v4_0799 sodB Superoxide dismutase 3
Carbon metabolism NT26v4_0674 cbbF Fructose-1.6-bisphosphatase 1.3
NT26v4_0670 cbbL RuBisCo large subunit 1.37
NT26v4_2684 cbbT Transketolase 3.4
NT26v4_0667 cbbE Ribulose-phosphate 3-epimerase 1.35
Nitrogen metabolism NT26v4_3645 norQ Putative NorD protein 1.52
NT26v4_3643 norC Nitric oxide reductase subunit C 1.42
NT26v4_3641 norE Involved in nitric oxide reduction 1.60
NT26v4_3654 nirV Involved in nitrite reduction 1.51
NT26v4_3653 nirK Cu-containing nitrite reductase 39.6
Arsenic metabolism NT26v4_p10030 aioA Arsenite oxidase large subunit 3.89 10
NT26v4_p10029 aioB Arsenite oxidase small subunit 4.27
NT26v4_p10118 arsC1b Arsenate reductase ArsC 22
NT26v4_p10122 arsH1 Arsenical resistance protein 2.9
Sulfur metabolism NT26v4_2623 soxG Sulfur oxidation protein 1.37
NT26v4_2619 soxV Sulfur oxidation protein 1.39
NT26v4_2618 soxW Thioredoxin 1.52
NT26v4_2617 soxX Sulfur oxidizing protein 1.68
NT26v4_2616 soxY Sulfur oxidation protein 1.45
NT26v4_2615 soxZ Sulfur oxidation protein 1.51
NT26v4_2882 cysT Sulfate/thiosulfate transport protein 1.72
Phosphate metabolism NT26v4_1226 phoE1 Phosphonate ABC transporter 1.45
NT26v4_0079 phoR Phosphate regulon kinase 1.32
NT26v4_p10016 phoE2 Phosphonate ABC transporter subunit 1.61
NT26v4_p10017 phoT2 Phosphonate ABC transporter subunit 1.42
NT26v4_p10024 pstS2 High-afﬁnity phosphate transporter 3.7
Motility/bioﬁlm NT26v4_0204 ﬂiF Flagellar M-ring protein 1.44
NT26v4_0227 ﬂaA Flagellin A 7.2
NT26v4_0228 ﬂa Flagellin 9.7
NT26v4_0655 qseB Quorum sensing regulator QseB 1.39
NT26v4_2748 noeJ Mannose-1-P guanylyltransferase 1.41
NT26v4_1615 kdsA KDO 8-P synthase 1.40
Plant/bacteria interactions NT26v4_1705 cgmA Beta-1.2-glucan modiﬁcation protein 1.7
NT26v4_p10302 avhB10 Type IV system transglycosylase 1.41
NOTE.—Induced and repressed functions are shown in blue and black, respectively. No value is indicated in the FC column if the gene is not statistically differentially
expressed in transcriptomics or if the protein has not been identiﬁed in proteomics. Complete data are presented in supplementary table S6, Supplementary Material online.
aFold-change observed in transcriptomics and proteomics data, respectively.
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reductase (table 1) with fold changes of 2.9 and 22, respec-
tively. These two proteins are encoded by an ars operon lo-
cated on the megaplasmid, which also contains genes coding
for an ArsB efﬂux pump and an ArsR regulator. Moreover, a
second operon located on the chromosome contains an arsA
gene coding for an ATPase associated with an ArsB arsenite
efﬂux pump. ArsA enables the strain to increase arsenic resis-
tance by ATP-dependent extrusion of the metalloid out of the
cell (Branco et al. 2008).
Microarray experiments showed that genes encoding the
two arsenite oxidase subunits, that is, the small subunit, AioB,
which contains the Rieske 2Fe-2S cluster and the catalytic
subunit, AioA, which contains a molybdopterin guanine dinu-
cleotide at the active site and a 3Fe–4S cluster (Santini and
vanden Hoven 2004), were about 4-fold induced in the pres-
ence of arsenite (table 1). In contrast, the expression of two
genes located downstream of the aioBA operon, that is, cytC
encoding the periplasmic cytochrome c552, which can serve as
an electron acceptor to the arsenite oxidase (Santini et al.
2007) and moeA1 encoding a molybdenum cofactor biosyn-
thesis gene, was not signiﬁcantly affected under arsenite
stress (supplementary table S6c, Supplementary Material
online). These observations are further supported by proteo-
mic experiments showing that, among these proteins, AioA
was found to be preferentially accumulated in the presence of
As(III). All these results are consistent with previous data
(Santini et al. 2007), which suggests that the expression of
aioBA genes is induced by arsenite while genes located down-
stream are constitutively expressed even though they may
have a role in arsenic metabolism.
Located upstream of aioBA are two regulatory genes, aioS
and aioR, which encode a sensor histidine kinase and a re-
sponse regulator, respectively (Sardiwal et al. 2010). Both pro-
teins have been shown to be required for the transcriptional
regulation of the aioBA genes (Koechler et al. 2010; Sardiwal
et al. 2010). Moreover, it has been demonstrated that the
expression of the aioBA genes requires the RpoN alternative
sigma factor (s54) in H. arsenicoxydans (Koechler et al. 2010).
Similarly, a role for RpoN in arsenite oxidation has been re-
cently highlighted in A. tumefaciens 5A (Kang et al. 2012). In
this respect, a putative s54-dependent promoter region has
been detected upstream of the aioB gene in Rhizobium sp.
NT-26 (Santini et al. 2007), suggesting that it is also involved in
the expression of the aioBA operon in strain NT-26 (Sardiwal
et al. 2010). This hypothesis is supported by our transcriptomic
data, which revealed an induced expression of rpoN in
Rhizobium sp. NT-26 when it was grown in the presence of
As(III) (table 1), in contrast to the constitutive expression re-
cently observed in A. tumefaciens 5A (Kang et al. 2012).
Similarly, microarray and 2D-gel data showed a 2-fold increase
in the expression of genes coding for general chaperones, that
is, DnaK and GroEL, in the presence of arsenite (supplemen-
tary table S6a and c, Supplementary Material online), which is
in agreement with the role played by proteins of the
heat-shock family in As(III) oxidation in H. arsenicoxydans
(Koechler et al. 2010).
Rhizobium sp. NT-26 also tolerates arsenate concentration
greater than 0.5M (Clarke A. and Santini J.M., unpublished
data), suggesting the existence of an alternative mode of re-
sistance. The ﬁrst one is an Ars-type arsenic resistance system,
components of which were found to be upregulated when
the strain was grown with arsenite (discussed earlier) and the
second is the presence of a speciﬁc phosphate transport
system which is thought to limit arsenate entry into the cell
(Weiss et al. 2009). Indeed, in Rhizobium sp. NT-26, the arse-
nic genomic island contains a pst operon in the vicinity of the
aio operon. The pst operon encodes proteins implicated in the
speciﬁc transport of phosphate into the cell to maintain a
sufﬁcient level of this ion despite the presence of arsenate, a
structural analog of phosphate (Muller et al. 2007; Cleiss-
Arnold et al. 2010). PstS2, a periplasmic protein involved in
phosphate transport and encoded by this operon, had a 3.7-
fold increase in expression when strain NT-26 was grown in
the presence of As(III) (table 1). The pst operon is regulated by
phoR, which encodes a membrane-associated protein kinase
that phosphorylates PhoB in response to environmental sig-
nals. Indeed, microarray data showed that the expression of
phoR was also upregulated in the presence of As(III) (table 1).
Moreover, the PhoR protein may be involved in bioﬁlm forma-
tion as phoB overexpression has been shown to increase bio-
ﬁlm formation in A. tumefaciens (Danhorn et al. 2004). This is
supported by the presence in the vicinity of the pho chromo-
somal operon of a cluster of genes involved in EPS biosynthesis
(NT26v4_1233–NT26v4_1263).
Arsenic is known to induce oxidative stress by generating
free radicals (Bernstam and Nriagu 2000). An induction of
genes involved in the resistance to such a stress has been
previously observed in Pseudomonas aeruginosa and in
H. arsenicoxydans under arsenite exposure (Parvatiyar et al.
2005; Weiss et al. 2009; Cleiss-Arnold et al. 2010). In
Rhizobium sp. NT-26, an increase in katA mRNA, which en-
codes a catalase involved in the protection against oxidative
stress by scavenging endogenously produced H2O2, was ob-
served in microarray experiments (table 1). Similarly, the ex-
pression of ohr, which promotes bacterial resistance to
hydroperoxide, was also up-regulated in Rhizobium NT-26
(table 1). Finally, results of the proteomic experiments
showed a 3-fold increase in the SodB superoxide dismutase
accumulation when strain NT-26 was grown in the presence
of As(III). These observations further support the strong link,
which exists in bacteria between arsenic response and protec-
tion against oxidative stress (Bertin et al. 2012).
Carbon, Nitrogen, and Energy Metabolism
Rhizobium sp. NT-26 is able to use various carbon or electron
sources for growth. Indeed, multiple carbohydrates such as
acetate, succinate, fumarate, lactate, glucose, fructose,
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xylose, and galactose are potential carbon sources for this
bacterium (Santini et al. 2000). Alternatively, Rhizobium sp.
NT-26 is able to grow chemolithoautotrophically in the pres-
ence of bicarbonate as a carbon source, oxygen as an electron
acceptor and arsenite as an electron donor (Santini et al.
2000). Transcriptomics and proteomics experiments revealed
that several genes and proteins involved in the ﬁxation of CO2
via the Calvin cycle were upregulatedwith a fold change rang-
ing from 1.3 to 3.4 when strain NT-26 was grown in the
presence of As(III) (table 1). This is in agreement with the pro-
teomics results obtained in T. arsenivorans,where an accumu-
lation of the ribulose-1,5-biphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase
large subunit and of the fructose-1,6-biphosphate has been
observed when the organism was grown in the presence of
As(III) (Bryan et al. 2009). Both strains may thus improve their
capacity to ﬁx CO2 when arsenite is present.
In addition, our microarrays data showed that the expres-
sion of nirV encoding a protein involved in nitrite reduction
was induced. Moreover, 2D-gel data showed that NirK, which
also participates in the reduction of nitrite to nitric oxide, was
39.6 times more accumulated when strain NT-26 was grown
in the presence of arsenite. These experiments also showed an
induction of several genes of the norEFCBQD nitric oxide re-
ductase gene cluster when Rhizobium sp. NT-26was grown in
the presence of As(III) (table 1). These genes encode proteins
that catalyze the reduction of nitric oxide to nitrous oxide, that
is, norQ, norE and norC coding for a protein involved in nitric
oxide reduction, a nitric oxide reductase activating protein,
and the small subunit of the nitric oxide reductase, respec-
tively. This suggests that the chemolithoautotrophic bacterium
Rhizobium sp. NT-26 may ﬁx CO2 and couple nitrite reduction
with As(III) oxidation. However, as no growth was observed
with arsenite on either nitrate or nitrite, arsenite oxidation
using nitrite as electron acceptor in autotrophic conditions
seems unable to support sufﬁcient energy (ATP) generation
to sustain growth.
Rhizobium sp. NT-26 has been shown to grow with hydro-
gen sulﬁde, elemental sulfur, and thiosulfate (Santini J.M.,
unpublished data). In agreement with these observations, a
sox cluster implicated in the oxidation of thiosulfate is present
in the Rhizobium sp. NT-26 genome. Nevertheless, many
genes involved in sulfur metabolism, that is, soxGVWXYZ
and cysT were downregulated by up to 2-fold when the
strain was grown in the presence of arsenite (table 1). Our
results therefore suggest that, even though Rhizobium sp. NT-
26 may be able to grow by using sulfur as an electron donor,
the strain represses sulfur oxidation when grown in the pres-
ence of As(III). One hypothesis may be that, in such a case, the
strain expresses a repressor of the sox genes. Their products
serve for the oxidation of thiosulfate to sulfate and the reac-
tion intermediates, that is, sulﬁte, sulﬁde, and hydrogen sul-
ﬁde, have been shown to inhibit arsenite oxidase activity
(Lieutaud et al. 2010).
Physiological and Genetic Approaches: Flagellar Motility
and Biofilm Formation
Flagellum Cascade Features
Rhizobium sp. NT-26 is motile by the means of two subter-
minal ﬂagella (Santini et al. 2000). Genes involved in their
biosynthesis are organized in a large chromosomal cluster
of 55 genes showing a perfect synteny with those of S. meli-
loti. In this ﬂagellar regulon, visN and visR form part of the
master operon and encode the proteins forming the VisNR
heterodimer that acts as a global transcriptional regulator.
This master regulator activates the expression of genes lo-
cated in the cascade that encode ﬂagella, motor, and che-
motaxis proteins (Sourjik et al. 2000). In Rhizobium sp. NT-26,
microarray data showed that the expression of ﬂiF, coding for
the ﬂagellum M-ring protein, was induced when the organ-
ism was grown in the presence of As(III) (table 1).
Furthermore, proteomic data showed a 9.7- and 7.2-fold-in-
crease in the accumulation of ﬂagellin proteins Fla and FlaA,
respectively (table 1). The expression of qseBwas also induced
when Rhizobium sp. NT-26 was grown in the presence of
As(III). QseB has been shown to participate in the ﬂagellum
and motility bacterial regulatory network via a quorum-sens-
ing mechanism. Indeed, in E. coli, qseBC expression enhances
the transcription of ﬂagellar genes in response to the auto-
inducer by a direct binding of QseB to the ﬂhDC master
operon promoter (Clarke and Sperandio 2005). Finally, micro-
array data showed the induction of genes possibly involved in
the synthesis of an exopolysaccharide matrix in Rhizobium sp.
NT-26, that is, noeJ, coding for a mannose-1-phosphate gua-
nylyltransferase and kdsA, coding for a 2-dehydro-3-deoxy-
phosphooctonate aldolase. These observations suggest that
As(III) has an impact on ﬂagellum synthesis, that is to say
motility, and bioﬁlm formation in Rhizobium sp. NT-26, as
observed in H. arsenicoxydans (Muller et al. 2007; Marchal
et al. 2010). To test this hypothesis, swarming assays were
performed on 0.3% agar plates. The presence of As(III) was
shown to increase the swarming ring by up to 2-fold in the
presence of 8mM As(III) (ﬁg. 4A). Remarkably, cell observa-
tion under a TEM revealed that ﬂagellum biosynthesis oc-
curred immediately in the presence of 8mM As(III) while
more than two days were needed to observe ﬂagella in the
absence of arsenite (ﬁg. 4B and C), providing evidence that
arsenite promotes motility in Rhizobium sp. NT-26. In addi-
tion, a two-fold reduction in bioﬁlm formation was observed
in the ﬁrst 24 h of growth in the presence of As(III) (ﬁg. 4D),
which suggests a preferential development as motile plank-
tonic cells rather than as unﬂagellated sessile cells as in H.
arsenicoxydans (Marchal et al. 2010).
Random Mutagenesis
The Rhizobium sp. NT-26 genome organization suggests that
motility and arsenite oxidation depend on genes located on its
Andres et al. GBE
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chromosome and on its megaplasmid, respectively. With the
aim to analyze the possible link between these physiological
processes, a mutant library was constructed by random trans-
poson mutagenesis (Tang et al. 1999). The motility of 6,000
kanamycin-resistant transposition derivatives was tested on
semisolid medium, which led to the isolation of 22 motility-
deﬁcient mutants. The mutations that resulted in a loss of
motility were identiﬁed by sequencing the mini-Tn5 transpo-
son insertion sites. Fourteen mutations were shown to directly
disrupt motility genes (table 2), and the proteins encoded by
these genes are either structural or regulatory components of
the ﬂagellum cascade, that is, 5 Flg proteins (FlgE, FlgF, FlgG,
FlgI, and FlgL), 5 Fli proteins (FliF, FliK, Flip, and FliR), 1 Flh
protein (FlhA), and 1 Vis protein (VisR). No ﬂagellin-defective
mutant was obtained, which may be explained by the pres-
ence of four different ﬂagellin-encoding genes on the
chromosome.
Similarly, six mutations resulting in a lack of arsenite ox-
idation as compared with the wild-type and motility mu-
tants were obtained after screening 6,000 kanamycin-
resistant clones with the silver nitrate method (Muller
et al. 2007) (table 2). First, two mutations were identiﬁed
in the arsenite oxidase genes, that is, aioA and aioB. One
mutation was also shown to affect aioR, which encodes the
regulatory protein of the AioRS two-component system. No
oxidation of As(III) to As(V) was detected by HPLC-ICP-AES
(Muller et al. 2007) in this mutant, as compared with com-
plete As(III) oxidation determined in the motility mutant de-
ﬁcient in the ﬂagellum master regulator VisR. A fourth
mutation was located in the moeB gene involved in the
synthesis of the molybdopterin cofactor required for arse-
nite oxidase activity. Finally, the inactivation of the aioX
gene, which is located upstream of aioSR, also resulted in
a loss of arsenite oxidation in Rhizobium sp. NT-26. In
A. tumefaciens 5A, the periplasmic AioX has been recently
shown to be involved in the regulation of As(III) oxidation
(Liu et al. 2012).
To determine the link between As(III) oxidation and coloni-
zation properties in Rhizobium sp. NT-26, the ability of various
mutants to move and to form a bioﬁlm was evaluated in the
presence of arsenite (ﬁg. 5). Mutations in ﬂagellar genes re-
sulted in a loss of motility and in a decrease in bioﬁlm forma-
tion. Indeed, all the mutants we tested were nonmotile
(ﬁg. 5A) and lost between 12% and 45% of their ability
to form a bioﬁlm when compared with the wild-type strain
(ﬁg. 5B). This observation demonstrates that, although
FIG. 4.—Motility phenotype of Rhizobium sp. NT-26 grown at different concentration of arsenite. (A) Swarming diameter measured after 48h in MSM
containing 0.04% yeast extract and supplemented by different concentrations of As(III). Results are the mean values of three independent experiments. (B)
and (C) TEM observations of Rhizobium sp. NT-26 at 24h of culture, without or with 8mMAs(III), respectively. The scale bar corresponds to 500nm and the
pictures are representative of 10 pictures. (D) Bioﬁlm formation by strain NT-26, without or with 8mM As(III) visualized by the crystal violet method. Results
are the mean values of 24 replicates.
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Rhizobium sp. NT-26 has a preferential motile life style in the
presence of arsenite, ﬂagella have a role as adhesive append-
ages in the ﬁrst steps of bioﬁlm formation, which has been
shown previously in other studies (Kirov et al. 2004; Nejidat
et al. 2008). This result is in agreement with those obtained
with H. arsenicoxydans, where mutations resulting in
nonfunctional ﬂagella led to a more rapid adhesion as com-
pared with the wild-type. Finally, aioA and aioRmutants were
less motile and formed 30% and 45%, respectively, less bio-
ﬁlm than the wild-type (ﬁg. 5), further supporting the role of
motility and ﬂagella in bioﬁlm formation.
Regulation of Flagella Synthesis by AioR
The “omics” data showed that ﬂagellar proteins and genes
were upregulated when strain NT-26 was grown in the
presence of arsenite (table 1). Remarkably, both aioA and
aioR mutations resulted in a moderate reduction in motility
(ﬁg. 5A). This can be explained by the reduction in energy
available to the cells as they are unable to metabolize ar-
senite (Santini et al. 2000). In addition, TEM observations of
the aioR mutant, affected in the two-component signal
transduction system, revealed the presence of ﬂagella in
the early log phase of growth even in the absence of
As(III), which suggests that AioR may be involved in the
repression of motility when no arsenite is present (ﬁg. 6).
AioR may thus interact, directly or indirectly, with compo-
nents of the ﬂagellar cascade.
To identify possible AioR-binding sites in the Rhizobium
sp. NT-26 genome, multiple sequence alignments of all
aioBA regulatory sequences available in databases were
performed with fuzznuc (Rice et al. 2000). This enabled
us to suggest the possible existence of two AioR putative
binding sites upstream of the aioBA transcriptional start
site, that is, GT[CT]CGN(6)CG[GA]AC in the Rhizobiales
strains and GTTNCN(6)GNAAC in the Burkholderiales
Table 2
Rhizobium sp. NT-26 Mutants Isolated on the Basis of a Loss of Motility or Arsenite Oxidation
Mutant MaGe IDa Gene Function Gene Locationb Insertionc
Motility
2B5 NT26v4_0222 ﬂgI Flagellar P-ring protein precursor 221267–222391 258I-O
2D6 NT26v4_0245 ﬂhA Flagellar biosynthesis protein 243262–245349 38I-O
4H7 NT26v4_0204 ﬂiF Flagellar M-ring protein 206351–208027 477I-O
5B7 NT26v4_0226 ﬂiP Flagellar biosynthetic protein 224272–225009 109O-I
6E4 NT26v4_0220 ﬂgG Flagellar basal-body rod protein 219981–220769 182I-O
10A11 NT26v4_0248 Putative FlgJ-like protein 246658–247212
10G2 NT26v4_2965 Conserved hypothetical protein 2880029–2881285 44O-I
16B6 NT26v4_0245 ﬂhA Flagellar biosynthesis protein 243262–245349 55I-O
16B7 NT26v4_0240 ﬂgL Flagellar hook-associated protein 240428–241549 11I-O
18D11 NT26v4_0238 ﬂgE Flagellar hook protein 237398–238930 363I-O
20E7 NT26v4_0246 ﬂiR Flagellar biosynthetic protein 245378–246130 110O-I
23E5 NT26v4_0214 ﬂgF Flagellar basal-body rod protein 216054–216788 44O-I
29G6 NT26v4_0247 Putative FliR/FliJ-like chaperone 246137–246553 91I-O
35A8 NT26v4_2314 Putative two-component sensor histidine kinase 2263060–2264472 113O-I
37C12 NT26v4_2314 Putative two-component sensor histidine kinase 2263060–2264472 48O-I
37H1 NT26v4_2267 Putative ATP-dependent hydrolase protein 2217585–2219546 337O-I
38B4 NT26v4_0206 visR Master transcriptional regulator of ﬂagellar regulon 209070–209798 53O-I
38G3 NT26v4_0204 ﬂiF Flagellar M-ring protein 206351–208027 235I-O
39G12 NT26v4_2671 Conserved protein of unknown function 2586119–2587117 94O-I
40E5 NT26v4_0234 ﬂiK Flagellar hook-length regulator 234324–235835 83I-O
50E11 NT26v4_0250 Conserved integral membrane protein of unknown function 247603–248142 92O-I
61C2 NT26v4_3970 Conserved exported protein of unknown function 3918374–3918853 196I-O
Arsenite oxidation
8G1 NT26v4_p10026 aioX Putative periplasmic phosphite-binding-like protein precursor; PtxB-like protein 23892–24806 275I-O
11B3 NT26v4_4048 moeB Putative molybdopterin biosynthesis protein MoeB 3998958–3999725 245O-I
24B7 NT26v4_p10028 aioR Two-component response regulator 26262–27584 65I-O
37C3 NT26v4_p10026 aioX Putative periplasmic phosphite-binding-like protein precursor; PtxB-like protein 23892–24806 191I-O
55H7 NT26v4_p10029 aioB Arsenite oxidase small subunit 27721–28248
60E6 NT26v4_p10030 aioA Arsenite oxidase large subunit 28261–30798 818I-O
aIdentiﬁcation number of the gene in the MaGe interface.
bPosition of the corresponding gene on the chromosome or the plasmid.
cPosition of the codon immediately upstream of the transposon insertion site. Subscripts indicate the orientation of the insertion.
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strains. In contrast, strains lacking the two-component
system aioSR operon did not harbor any of these putative
AioR-binding sites, which further supports a role for these
motifs in the regulation of aioBA operon expression by
AioR. Although the GT[CT]CGN(6)CG[GA]AC putative bind-
ing site was found at 49 locations on the Rhizobium sp.
NT-26 chromosome, it is only in the upstream region of the
aioBA operon that this motif was associated with the -12/-
24 s54-dependent promoter sequence needed for the
RpoN-dependent transcription initiation of arsenite oxidase
genes (Koechler et al. 2010). Moreover, no clear connection
could be observed between those putative binding sites
and motility-related genes. Nevertheless, a search of the
whole genome of strain NT-26 with a relaxed version of
the pattern allowing any nucleotide at its degenerated po-
sitions, GTNCGN(6)CGNAC, yielded 39 more hits than with
the canonical pattern. This low number of new hits sug-
gests that the presence of this signature is not due to
chance and this sequence may therefore have a potential
regulatory role. None of the new hits was associated with a
RpoN motif site although one hit was found within the
coding sequence of the ﬂagellar master regulatory gene
visN. Therefore, although we cannot rule out an indirect
effect of AioR by controlling another regulatory protein, we
can hypothesize that the binding to this mildly degenerate
motif of unphosphorylated AioR in the absence of arsenic
would result in a visN repression and a delayed motility.
Such a transcriptional repression via binding of the coding
sequence of target genes has already been observed for
other regulatory proteins and two-component system reg-
ulators, for example, OxyR (Zheng et al. 2001) and PrrA
(Eraso et al. 2008). Taken together, our results demonstrate
the importance of arsenite oxidation in the behavioral re-
sponse of Rhizobium sp. NT-26, suggesting that arsenic
metabolism enhances the ability of the organism to explore
and colonize its environment.
FIG. 5.—Percentage of motility and bioﬁlm formation in various mutants as compared with Rhizobium sp. NT-26 wild-type strain. The left and the right
panels show the results obtained inmutants affected inmotility andAs(III) oxidation, respectively. (A)% of swarmingmotilitymeasured after 24h. Results are
the mean values calculated from the% of three independent experiments. In each experiment, mutant and wild-type strains were tested in triplicates. (B) %
of bioﬁlm formation visualized by crystal violet coloration. Results are the % calculated from the mean values of six replicates for each strain.
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FIG. 7.—Conceptual representation of the Rhizobium sp. NT-26 response to arsenite exposure. This representation takes into account our genomic,
transcriptomic, proteomic, and physiological results as well as data from the literature. Numbers 1 to 9 represent biological functions and the approximate
genomic location of the gene clusters encoding their corresponding proteins. 1 and 9: arsenate reduction; 2: phosphate and arsenate transport; 3 and 4:
arsenite and sulfur oxidation, respectively; 5: carbon ﬁxation; 6 and 7: nitrate and nitrite reduction, respectively; 8: motility. Block, dashed, dotted, and
standard arrows symbolize chemical reactions, electron ﬂow, transport/utilization of molecules and signaling/regulatory pathways, respectively. When
highlighted in dark blue, light blue, yellow or gray, elements have been identiﬁed as being induced by proteomic, induced by transcriptomic, repressed
by transcriptomic, and present in the genome, respectively. For clarity reasons, proteins for which the exact function is still unknown but that are related to
the different processes are not shown, the protein complexes of the respiratory chain, that is the NADH dehydrogenase, the fumarate reductase, the
cytochrome bc1 and the cytochrome c oxidase are designated by Nuo, Sdh, Cyt bc1, and Cox, respectively, plasmid p2 is not shown and only one ﬂagella is
represented. Finally, Cyt c and c552 are for cytochrome c and cytochrome c552, respectively, and NT26v4_4001 is a homolog of qseC.
FIG. 6.—TEM observations of the aioRmutant. The aioRmutant was cultivated 24h (A) in the absence of As(III) and (B) in the presence of 8mM As(III).
Pictures are representative of 10 photographs. The scale bar corresponds to 500nm.
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Conclusion
This study extends our knowledge of the physiological re-
sponse to arsenic in arsenite-oxidizing bacteria. Our results
provide for the ﬁrst time a reference set of genomic, transcrip-
tomic, and proteomic data of an Alphaproteobacterium iso-
lated from an arsenopyrite-containing goldmine, which
allowed us to propose a model for the Rhizobium sp. NT-26
response to arsenite exposure (ﬁg. 7). Although phylogeneti-
cally related to the plant-associated bacteria, strain sp. NT-26
has lost themajor colonizing capabilities needed for symbiosis.
Instead, this bacterium has acquired on a megaplasmid the
various genes which allow it to metabolize arsenate.
Remarkably, a link between ﬂagellarmotility/bioﬁlm formation
and arsenite oxidation was observed although the genes re-
quired for these physiological activities are carried by different
genetic determinants, that is, the chromosome and themega-
plasmid, respectively. This suggests the existence of a mecha-
nism, probably indirect and which remains to be characterized
at a molecular level, of a coordinate regulation of these two
important biological processes. This underlines the importance
of arsenite oxidation in the colonization of arsenic-rich ecosys-
tems, a toxic element widespread on Earth. Importantly, our
data also illustrate the major contribution of environmental
pressure on the evolution of bacterial genomes, which results
in a gain and loss of multiple functions, improving the ﬁtness
of the strains to extreme ecological niches.
Supplementary Material
Supplementary ﬁgures 1–4, tables S1–S6, andmethods S1–S4
are available at Genome Biology and Evolution online (http://
www.gbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
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B A 
450 kpb 
210 kpb 
Supplementary Figure 1. Pulsed-Field 
Gel Electrophoresis analysis of 
Rhizobium sp. NT-26 genomic DNA. (A) 
A. tumefaciens C58 presenting 2 large 
plasmid: pAt (450 kbp) and pTi (210 
kbp); (B) Rhizobium sp. NT-26 
presenting the 322 kbp p1 plasmid. This 
electrophoretic profile was obtained by a 
modified Eckhardt procedure.  
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Supplementary Figure 2. Bayesian phylogenetic trees of Aio proteins. AioA (A) (109 sequences, 352 
amino acid positions), AioB (B) (49 sequences, 153 amino acid positions), AioR (C) (46 sequences, 291 
amino acid positions), AioS (D) (49 sequences, 214 amino acid positions) and AioX (E) (40 sequences, 
201 amino acid positions) inferred with MrBayes. The sequences from Alphaproteobacteria, 
Betaproteobacteria, Gammaproteobacteria and Firmicutes are shown in orange, dark blue, light blue and 
pink, respectively, whereas the Rhizobium sp. NT-26 sequences are in red. Numbers at nodes represent 
posterior probabilities and bootstrap values computed with MrBayes and PhyML, respectively. For clarity 
reasons, only values greater than 0.50 and 50% are shown. Scale bars indicate the estimated average 
number of substitutions per site. The subgroups containing the Rhizobium sp. NT-26 sequences discussed 
in the paper are indicated by brackets. 
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Supplementary Figure 3. Distribution of genes matching “NT26inAgro” or 
“NT26outAgro” patterns around the Rhizobium sp. NT-26 chromosome. From the 
outside, circles display: (1) coordinates in bp; (2), (3) and (4) genes on direct strand, 
reverse strand, and pseudogenes, respectively; (5) and (6) genes matching the simple 
patterns and patterns with support higher than 90%, respectively; in red: “NT26inAgro”, 
in green: “NT26outAgro”; (7) GC % deviation from the genomic mean, represented in 
yellow and purple for high and low GC %, respectively. 
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Supplementary Figure 4. Replicon location of Rhizobium sp. NT-26 gene homologs in 
related Rhizhobiaceae genomes. From the outside, circles display: (1) coordinates in bp; 
(2), (3) and (4) genes on direct strand, reverse strand, and pseudogenes, respectively; 
(5), (6), (7) and (8) represent replicon location of closest homolog in A. tumefaciens 
C58, A. vitis S4, R. rhizogenes K84, and R. etli CFN42, respectively. Represented in red: 
genes that are located on the primary chromosome, in blue: on the secondary 
chromosome/chromid (include p42b, p42e and p42f), and in green: on the plasmids; (9) 
GC % deviation from the genomic mean, represented in yellow and purple for high and 
low GC %, respectively. 
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5.2 Acquisitionofprotelomerase and linearizationof secondary chro-
mosome led to the emmergence of a major clade within Rhizobi-
aceae
5.2.1 Introduction
The following manuscript was recently submitted to the journal Molecular Phylogeny and
Evolution. It demonstrates of the exact coincidence of the acquisition of a pro-telomerase gene
and the linearization of the secondary chromosome of a lineage of Rhizobiaceae that includes
A. tumefaciens species complex, and discusses of the implication of this linearization event in
the speciation of the clade.
My personal contribution in this work consists in the phylogenetic comparison of the
agrobacterial TelA protein with distant protelomerase homologs, and the deduction of the
evolutionary origin of this trait.
5.2.2 Manuscript
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Abstract 20 
 21 
Linear chromosomes are atypical in bacteria and likely a secondary trait derived from 22 
ancestral circular molecules. Within the Rhizobiaceae family, whose genome contains at least 23 
two chromosomes, a particularity of Agrobacterium fabrum (formerly A. tumefaciens) 24 
secondary chromosome (chromid) is to be linear and hairpin-ended thanks to the TelA 25 
protelomerase. However, no data are available on linear chromid emergence and radiation 26 
through the Rhizobiaceae family. Linear topology and telA distribution within this bacterial 27 
family was thus screened by pulse field gel electrophoresis and PCR. In A. rubi, A. 28 
larrymoorei, Rhizobium skierniewicense, A. viscosum, A. sp. NCPPB 1650, and every 29 
genomospecies of the A. tumefaciens species complex (including R. pusense, A. radiobacter, 30 
A. fabrum and R. nepotum), linear chromid topologies were retrieved concomitantly with telA 31 
presence, whereas the remote species A. vitis, Allorhizobium undicola, Rhizobium rhizogenes 32 
and Ensifer meliloti harbored a circular chromid as well as no telA gene. Moreover, the telA 33 
phylogeny is congruent with that of recA used as a marker gene of the Agrobacterium 34 
phylogeny. Collectively, these findings strongly suggest that single acquisition of telA by an 35 
ancestor was the founding event in the speciation of a particular Rhizobiaceae subclade 36 
characterized by the presence of a linear chromid. This subclade, characterized by an unusual 37 
genome architecture, appears to be a relevant candidate to serve as a basis for redefining the 38 
controversial Agrobacterium genus. 39 
 40 
Keywords: species complex, bacterial speciation, genome architecture, protelomerase, TelA.  41 
  42 
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1. Introduction 43 
Possession of a single circular chromosome, sometimes accompanied by 44 
extrachromosal elements, is generally the characteristic of bacteria. However, the 45 
development of electrophoretic tools to visualize large DNA molecules and genomics has led 46 
to the discovery of linear chromosomes in bacterial cells (Volff and Altenbuchner, 2000). 47 
Linear replicons were first described in the spirochete Borrelia burgdorferi (Ferdows and 48 
Barbour, 1989), and then in genomes of other bacteria such as members of the Actinobacteria 49 
phylum (Lin et al., 1993), the alphaproteobacterial Rhizobiaceae Agrobacterium tumefaciens 50 
(Allardet-Servent et al., 1993), and more recently the Cyanobacteria Cyanothece 51142 51 
(Bandyopadhyay et al., 2011). 52 
The emergence of linear replicons from circular molecules requires specific systems to 53 
protect replicon ends (telomeres) against nuclease activity, and to fully replicate telomeres, 54 
since DNA polymerase requires both templates and the 3’ end of a primer that is usually 55 
provided by the complementary strand. These problems have been solved in at least three 56 
independent ways throughout evolution. In eukaryotic cells, telomeres are regenerated by 57 
telomerases, i.e. specific DNA polymerases that synthesize DNA sequence repeats at the 3' 58 
end of DNA strands (Grandin and Charbonneau, 2008). In actinomycetes, telomere 59 
replication is protein primed, i.e. telomeres bind a specific protein to the 5'-ends, thus priming 60 
DNA synthesis. In Borrelia spp., A. tumefaciens C58 or several phages, telomeres form 61 
covalently closed hairpin loops presenting an uninterrupted DNA chain to the replication 62 
machinery (Casjens, 1999; Huang et al., 2012; Ravin, 2003). Replications through hairpin 63 
telomeres produces inverted repeat circular dimers. The replicated intermediate is a substrate 64 
for a DNA breakage and reunion enzyme that releases the linear strands (Chaconas et al., 65 
2001). This enzyme activity is referred to as telomere resolvase (ResT) in Borrelia species or 66 
as protelomerase in the linear phage N15 (TelN) (Ravin, 2003) and A. tumefaciens C58 67 
(TelA) (Huang et al., 2012). 68 
Interestingly, among genomes of the Rhizobiaceae family, Rhizobium, Agrobacterium, 69 
Allorhizobium and Ensifer (formerly Sinorhizobium) genera have the unique feature of being 70 
composed of a standard circular chromosome and a second large replicon, called a chromid, 71 
and often plasmids. Chromids represent “second chromosomes” or “megaplasmids” carrying 72 
some core genes and plasmid-type replication machinery (Harrison et al., 2010). Two decades 73 
ago, the chromid of the A. tumefaciens strain C58 was shown to be a linear molecule 74 
(Allardet-Servent et al., 1993; Goodner et al., 2001; Wood et al., 2001). Although linear 75 
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chromids occur in A. tumefaciens and A. rubi strains, none have been detected in related 76 
Rhizobiaceae members such as A. vitis or Rhizobium rhizogenes K84 (formerly 77 
Agrobacterium biovar 2) (Galibert et al., 2001; Jumas-Bilak et al., 1998; Slater et al., 2013; 78 
Slater et al., 2009).  79 
Historically, agrobacteria were characterized based on their disease phenotype, leading 80 
to a classification of strains that induced tumors, hairy roots or that were not pathogenic into 81 
A. tumefaciens, A. rhizogenes or A. radiobacter, respectively. This classification can, 82 
however, no longer be maintained since pathogenicity is determined by dispensable and 83 
exchangeable plasmids (i.e. tumor-inducing (Ti) and root-inducing (Ri) plasmids), while 84 
chromosomal traits conversely revealed strong strain similarities independently of their 85 
plasmid content (Kersters and De Ley, 1984; Sawada et al., 1993). These inadequate 86 
nomenclature concerned species epithet, but there is also a current controversy about the 87 
genus name Agrobacterium. Indeed, due to intermingled phylogenies of Agrobacterium and 88 
Rhizobium, it has been proposed to include all Agrobacterium members as well as 89 
Allorhizobium within the genus Rhizobium (Young et al., 2001). However, part of the 90 
scientific community rejected that proposal opening a still pending nomenclature controversy 91 
(Farrand et al., 2003; Young et al., 2003). This is the reason why the International Committee 92 
on Systematics of Prokaryotes subcommittee for the taxonomy of Rhizobium and 93 
Agrobacterium proposed to temporarily define Agrobacterium as a monophyletic clade in the 94 
Agrobacterium/Rhizobium supercluster until the discovery of decisive elements to provide a 95 
basis for a novel definition of this genus (Lindström and Young, 2011). Indeed, genomic-96 
based classification has led to the delineation of a clade that pools all bacteria that were 97 
previously classified as belonging to Agrobacterium, except A. rhizogenes (Costechareyre et 98 
al., 2010). To rank Agrobacterium as a monophyletic group, the nomenclature was modified 99 
by transferring former A. rhizogenes into the Rhizobium genus, thus giving R. rhizogenes. The 100 
monophyletic Agrobacterium taxon defined as such is diverse, including several bona fide 101 
genomic species (A. vitis, Allorhizobium undicola, A. rubi, A. larrymoorei, R. 102 
skierniewicense), an unnamed genomospecies (A. sp. strain NCPPB 1650), and a clade 103 
consisting of clearly different but closely related genomospecies encompassing the so-called 104 
A. tumefaciens species complex, which in turn contains A. fabrum, A. radiobacter, R. 105 
nepotum, R. pusense and seven other, yet unnamed, genomospecies (Costechareyre et al., 106 
2010; Lindström and Young, 2011; Shams et al., 2013). However, the phyletic position of 107 
heterodox agrobacteria such as A. viscosum and A. albertimagni have not been considered in 108 
recent studies, and the presence of a linear chromid has not yet been extensively investigated 109 
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in all species/genomospecies of this taxon. Consequently, the Agrobacterium/Rhizobium 110 
supercluster appears to be a good model to study how a linear replicon emerged during 111 
evolution. 112 
The aim of the current study was to investigate the evolution, radiation, and 113 
maintenance of the linear chromosome structure among members of the Agrobacterium clade 114 
and neighboring genera. To this end, in parallel to pulse field electrophoreses (PFGE) 115 
performed to visualize linear chromosomes, telA homologs in the Agrobacterium lineage were 116 
amplified and sequenced in a set of strains chosen to represent the whole 117 
species/genomospecies diversity of the taxon. 118 
 119 
2. Materials and methods 120 
2.1. Linear chromosome detection.  121 
Bacteria used in this study are presented in Table S1. Linear replicons were detected by PFGE 122 
using a sample preparation procedure without plug preparation (Ramírez-Bahena et al., 2012). 123 
Bacterial strains grown overnight at 28°C in yeast extract mannitol (YEM) medium were 124 
harvested by centrifugation at 6000 g for 3 min at 4°C and resuspended in H2O to achieve a 125 
concentration of 3 108 cells per ml. 400 μl of the cell suspension were harvested by 126 
centrifugation and washed with 500 μl of 0.3% sodium lauryl sarcosine solution. After 127 
centrifugation, the pellet was suspended in 25 μl lysis solution (lysozyme 500 U ml-1, RNase 128 
A 3.15 U ml-1 and 13% sucrose in Tris-borate-EDTA (TBE) buffer (Euromedex)). Samples 129 
were immediately loaded into the wells of a 0.75% sodium dodecyl sulfate, 0.8% agarose gel 130 
(pulse field-certified agarose, Bio-Rad). PFGE was performed in the CHEF-DRIII Variable 131 
Angle System (Bio-Rad) in 0.5X TBE. The electrophoresis program consisted of 3.5 V cm–1 132 
with a constant 106° field angle for a 50 s switch time for 0.5 h, followed by a switch time of 133 
240 s for 20 h and finally 120 s for 4 h. 134 
 135 
2.2. Amplification and sequencing procedures  136 
The chromosomal telA gene (Atu2523) was amplified with F6682 137 
CTAGCCATCTGCAACATGAAGA and F6683 AGCGACGTTTCGAGGTCGTT primers 138 
designed using the Primer3 program (http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/primer3/) in order to obtain a 139 
964-bp amplification fragment in A. tumefaciens C58, under standard PCR conditions with 140 
the following cycles: 1 min at 94°C for DNA denaturation, 1 min at 55°C for annealing, and 141 
1 min at 72°C for extension for 35 cycles. recA sequences were retrieved from GenBank 142 
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(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) or amplified with F8198 TCTTTGCGKCTCGTAGAGGAYA 143 
and F8199 TGCAGGAAGCGGTCGGCRATSAG primers for all the strains, with the 144 
exception of A. rubi, Al. undicola, R. skierniewicense and A. sp. NCPPB 1650 for which 145 
F8925 AGGGMTCGATCATGAAGCTCG and F8928 CCATACATGATGTCCAATTC 146 
primers were used for recA amplification (Shams et al., 2013). telA and recA PCR products 147 
were sequenced by Genoscreen (Lille, France). 148 
 149 
2.3. Sequence analysis 150 
 Analyses were performed using the SeaView multiplatform graphical user interface 151 
(available at http://pbil.univ-lyon1.fr/) (Gouy et al., 2010) using MUSCLE (default 152 
parameters) (Edgar, 2004) and phylogenetic tree building using PhyML (version 3.0) 153 
(Guindon et al., 2010), with a GTR or LG model of substitution for nucleotide or protein 154 
sequences, respectively, with four site categories of rate heterogeneity, an estimated 155 
proportion of invariant sites (LG/GTR+Γ4+I), a topology improved with the "best of NNI and 156 
SPR" moves. Branch supports are "SH-like" supports unless stated otherwise. 157 
TelA proteins were retrieved using BLASTP (Altschul et al., 1990) at the National Center for 158 
Biotechnology Information (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). To align highly divergent 159 
sequences, we took advantage of studies on telomerase structures carried out by Huang et al. 160 
(2012) to identify and align homologous core regions. Sequences were separated into three 161 
groups of homogeneous sequences: those belonging to Agrobacterium species, those 162 
belonging to Borrelia species, and others. Each group was aligned independently and 163 
alignments were subsequently reduced to the sites aligned with residues contained in the 164 
conserved region (Aihara et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2012; Shi et al., 2013) for the following 165 
reference sequences: NP_355469 (residues 218 to 442), YP_002776118 (residues 148 to 348) 166 
and 2V6E (residues 229 to 447) for groups of Agrobacterium, Borrelia and other sequences, 167 
respectively. Alignments were then put together and re-aligned. 168 
 169 
3. Results and Discussion 170 
3.1. Linear chromid presences in the Agrobacterium clade 171 
The distribution of linear chromid was analyzed by PFGE among strains and species of 172 
Agrobacterium and neighboring genera that displayed the widest range of diversity revealed 173 
by phylogenetic markers such as the recA gene (Table S1). The plug-free PFGE approach 174 
revealed the presence of bands of ca. 2.0 Mb for tested strains of the A. tumefaciens species 175 
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complex as well as A. viscosum, A. rubi, A. larrymoorei, R. skierniewicense and the A. sp. 176 
NCPPB1650 strain, while such bands were not retrieved for example in A. vitis, R. rhizogenes 177 
or E. meliloti strains known to harbor only circular replicons (Fig. 1). Consequently, a linear 178 
chromid was found exclusively in members of the monophyletic Agrobacterium taxon, 179 
excluding the closely related genera Ensifer and Rhizobium. 180 
Amongst members of the A. tumefaciens complex, linear chromosome sizes ranged from ca. 181 
1.9 Mb in genomovar G9 to ca. 2.2 Mb in genomovars G1, G3, G4 and G7 (Fig. S1), while no 182 
notable size difference in linear chromosomes was observed between members of the same 183 
species (data not shown). Similarly, outside the A. tumefaciens complex, a ca. 2.0 Mb band 184 
was generally observed except for R. skierniewicense, which yielded a 1.6 Mb chromid (Fig. 185 
S2). 186 
 187 
3.2.Cooccurrence of protelomerase and linear chromosome 188 
 Huang et al. (2012) recently demonstrated that replication of the Agrobacterium linear 189 
chromid involved covalently closed hairpin loop telomeres and the protelomerase TelA. As 190 
expected, we detected telA by PCR in all agrobacteria found to harbor a linear replicon and, 191 
interestingly, never in other strains (Table S1). This confirmed the physiological relationship 192 
between TelA and the presence of linear replicons. Nevertheless, the question remains as to 193 
whether telA acquisition is a single founding event for a clade characterized by the presence 194 
of a linear chromid in agrobacteria. 195 
 196 
3.3. telA and Rhizobiacae evolutionary history 197 
To distinguish between single and multiple event(s) for linear chromid acquisition, we 198 
screened for congruence between the Rhizobiaceae phylogeny and the telA phylogeny. As 199 
previously shown (Costechareyre et al., 2010; Shams et al., 2013), we used recA as a 200 
convenient proxy for the Rhizobiaceae phylogeny. According to this phylogenetic marker, the 201 
linear chromid-bearing and telA-bearing agrobacteria (i.e. the whole A. tumefaciens species 202 
complex, A. viscosum, A. larrymoorei, A. rubi, A. sp NCPP 1650 and R. skierniewicense) 203 
form a well-supported monophyletic group (Fig. 2). Moreover, within this clade, telA and 204 
recA phylogenies were found to be congruent for almost all major supported splits, indicating 205 
that telA has a history following that of the core genome. The telA gene thus appeared to have 206 
been acquired horizontally once in a single ancestor and then have been vertically inherited 207 
and stably maintained in the progeny. Remarkably, A. vitis and Al. undicola that were 208 
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included in Agrobacterium in the transitory proposal of Lindström and Young (Lindström and 209 
Young, 2011) have a circular chromid and no telA. These two species are both outgroup of the 210 
linear-chromid-bearing lineage. 211 
To look for a candidate donor of the protelomerase gene to the lineage ancestor, TelA 212 
homologs were sought in the nr protein database with BLASTP. An alignment was done 213 
using the core catalytic domain of these distant proteins (Huang et al., 2012). The resulting 214 
TelA tree presented four main clusters (Fig. S3). A first cluster grouped TelA proteins 215 
retrieved from the different agrobacterial species. The second cluster contained different TelA 216 
homologs retrieved in cyanobacterial genomes, i.e. Synechococcus sp. PCC 7335, two 217 
different Acaryochloris species, Crocosphaerea watsonii, Ktedonobacter racemifer DSM 218 
44963 and three different Cyanothece species. The third group clustered the ResT telomere 219 
resolvase harbored on genomes of the Borrelia genus, which has been fully studied for its 220 
linear replicons (Chaconas and Kobryn, 2010). The fourth group was clustering protelomerase 221 
of gammaproteobacterial phage genomes such as N15, PY54 and phiKO2, which are known 222 
to have linear genomes (Huang et al., 2012). Besides these four main clusters, two smaller 223 
clusters showed putative protelomerase derived from genomes of eukaryotic virus members of 224 
the Phycodnaviridae family, i.e. Emiliania huxleyi virus, Feldmannia irregularis virus and 225 
Ectocarpus siliculosus virus, whose genome geometry is still unknown. Agrobacterial TelA 226 
core domain sequences appear distantly related to the Emiliania huxleyi virus ones, but as 227 
there is no support for this clustering and branches are very long, the relatedness to these viral 228 
genes is not certain. 229 
TelA is sparsely distributed amongst organisms and its phylogeny is not congruent with the 230 
tree of life, indicating that protelomerase genes were acquired by lateral gene transfer at least 231 
six independent times. The presence of characterized protelomerase proteins in distant parts of 232 
the tree of TelA homologs suggests that the protelomerase activity is an ancient feature of this 233 
protein family. Borrelia telomere resolvase ResT was proposed to have evolved from tyrosine 234 
recombinases (Chaconas and Kobryn, 2010), raising the question of protelomerase function 235 
arising from divergence of proteins pre-existing in organism genomes. However, the 236 
similarity of tyrosine recombinases to protelomerases is almost undetectable and indeed lower 237 
than the similarity existing amongst protelomerases themselves. This indicates that the 238 
divergence between protelomerases and tyrosine recombinases is much older than the telA 239 
acquisition events by the six different lineages. 240 
 241 
3.4. Evolutionary advantage of linear chromids 242 
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 As the linear geometry still persists in all of the tested progenies, it likely confers them 243 
selective advantages and is probably involved in the speciation process. However, although 244 
circular DNA seems easier to replicate, maintenance of linear dsDNA (which is ubiquitous in 245 
eukaryotes) questions the advantage it confers to cells. Indeed, neither circularized 246 
chromosomes of Streptomyces lividans (Volff et al., 1997) nor linearized chromosomes of 247 
Escherichia coli (Cui et al., 2007) have been shown to have a measurable effect on cell 248 
fitness. It is likely that the main advantage of a linear geometry is an enhanced recombination 249 
efficiency (Volff and Altenbuchner, 2000). It was shown that ends of linear chromosomes are 250 
recombinogenic in many biological systems, and that the plasticity of the sub-telomeric region 251 
may confer evolutionary advantages (Chaconas and Kobryn, 2010; Huang et al., 2012). By 252 
investigating the diversity of housekeeping genes, Marri et al. (2008) concluded that the 253 
evolution of the Agrobacterium linear chromid was not based on a facility to recombine, since 254 
recombination occurs at the same rate as that observed between genes mapping the distal 255 
portion of the circular chromosome. However, exhaustive genome comparisons showed that 256 
the linear chromosome is the site of large genetic exchanges that may involved up to 1 Mb 257 
within A. fabrum (Lassalle et al., 2011). In addition, we showed that species-specific genes 258 
whose acquisition led to the ecological speciation of A. fabrum were mostly located in its 259 
linear chromid (Lassalle et al., 2011). The adaptive gain conferred by a linear chromid would 260 
thus be the enhanced efficacy of sexuality, which facilitates the spread and maintenance of 261 
adaptive genomic innovations, especially those encoded by very large loci. 262 
 263 
3.5. Presence of telA and linear chromids as key traits for redefining the Agrobacterium 264 
genus 265 
 Collectively, our findings strongly suggest that acquisition of telA is the founding event 266 
leading to the speciation of a major subclade within the Agrobacterium/Rhizobium 267 
supercluster. The classification of Agrobacterium as a valid genus has been controversial for 268 
decades leading to taxonomical confusion (Costechareyre et al., 2010). We showed here that 269 
the presence of linear chromids is a synapomorphic trait of a well-defined clade. Considering 270 
the key importance of this trait in the speciation process, we suggest that the Agrobacterium 271 
genus should now correspond to this clade. Consequently, the emended Agrobacterium genus 272 
should not include A. vitis and related species Al. undicola because they harbor a circular 273 
chromid. Similarly, A. albertimagni, which has no telA gene, is not a bona fide 274 
Agrobacterium. Conversely, all members of the emended Agrobacterium genus should be 275 
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given the genus name Agrobacterium. To date this concerns 16 species/genomospecies that 276 
either already received this genus name (i.e. A. radiobacter, A. fabrum, A. viscosum, A. rubi, 277 
A. larrymoorei, A. sp NCPP 1650) or taxa that were originally classified as Rhizobium due to 278 
taxonomic uncertainties (i.e. R. skierniewicense, R. nepotum and R. pusense that should now 279 
be named A. skierniewicense, A. nepotum and A. pusense, respectively), as well as 280 
genomospecies that should be transitorily named A. sp. genomovar G1, G3, G5, G6, G7, G9 281 
or G13 until they receive a valid Latin epithet. 282 
 283 
4. Conclusion 284 
The acquisition of a secondary chromosome (i.e. chromid) is a feature of the Rhizobiaceae 285 
family. Within this family, the single acquisition event of a telA gene by an ancestor allowed 286 
chromid linearization and maintenance of the linear geometry in the ancestor progeny. The 287 
high species diversity of the emended Agrobacterium genus (defined on the basis of this 288 
feature) highlights the evolutionary success associated with this uncommon genome geometry 289 
and questions the actual nature of the advantages it confers.  290 
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Fig. 1. Presence of linear chromids in Agrobacterium members and related taxa revealed by 432 
pulse field electrophoresis. A. sp. genomovars (indicated as G1, G2...) are indicated for 433 
members of the A. tumefaciens species complex. Marker, Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The 434 
pictures are representative of different experiments. All strains were tested at least twice with 435 
similar results. 436 
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 443 
Fig. 2. Comparative phylogenies of recA and telA showing the emergence of a single 444 
homogeneous sub-clade within the Agrobacterium/Rhizobium supercluster characterized by 445 
concomitant presences of both telA and linear chromid structure. The presence of a large 446 
chromid is characteristic and coincides with speciation of the Rhizobiaceae family within 447 
Rhizobiales. The acquisition of telA is characteristic and coincides with the chromid 448 
linearization and the speciation of a sub-clade in the Agrobacteriuum/Rhizobium supercluster. 449 
Trees were constructed via maximum likelihood with values with 1098 and 1344 sites for 450 
recA and telA, respectively. Distances are in nucleotide substitution per site. Significant 451 
bootstrap values (100 bootstrap resamplings) over 80% are given. 452 
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